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Preface 

"What would you like to have for lunch, miss? Soup (soto), vegetable salad (pecel or gado-
gado)? You will enjoy it". This is the way I was greeted by the owner of the foodstall at 
the market of Sawahlunto. This happened one day when Mohammad Sobari and I were 
doing research on Minangkabau entrepreneurship in the village of Silungkang in August 
1992. I did not respond to her kind offer immediately. On the other hand, curious to know 
where she came from, my first reaction was to ask her: "How long have you been living 
here?" She answered surprisingly: "My family have been here since the time my 
grandfather worked here as a contract labourer. There used to be a lot of contract and 
convict labourers here, from Java, Sunda, Makassar, and Madura. I think this is little 
Indonesia, here". 

This brief chat reminded me of the experiences of the Javanese contract labourers 
on East Sumatran plantations that were studied by Jan Breman. His book has been a source 
of inspiration and has stimulated me to re-examine labour control through the use of 
physical violence imposed by the state in the case of the Ombilin coal-mines. The result of 
my study is to be found in this book. 

This book would not have been written without the help of many persons and 
agencies. First of all, I feel deeply indebted to my supervisor, Heather A. Sutherland. To 
her I offer my special thanks for the inspiring way in which she counselled and guided me 
throughout my research. It was she who introduced me to the new academic environment, 
and imbued me with worthwhile ideas. Thanks to her I have gained the self-confidence to 
accomplish the arduous task of amassing rare and valuable sources of information about 
mining during the Old Order regime I had set myself. Henk Schulte Nordholt as my co-
promotor has guided my footsteps and given me many detailed and valuable suggestions 
about the contents of my book. To me he is more than academic supervisor, he is also a 
practical counsellor. Unfortunately, I was not in a position to follow his advice that it 
would be a good idea to join him in going into the underground mine, when he visited 
Sawahlunto in 1996.1 also owe to his family many thanks for their unfailing hospitality. 

I offer my special gratitude to all the members of my promotion committee: Peter 
Boomgaard, Jan Breman, Marcel van der Linden, Peter Post, and Willem van Schendel for 
their willingness to review the thesis. From the beginning, Jan Breman has provided 
comments at various stages of my project. I also felt fortunate at having been roommates at 
CASA-ASSR with Peter Boomgaard, with whom I could discuss various stages of my 
research project and who improved my poor English. Anton Blok and Otto van den 
Muijzenberg provided criticism and valuable comments on this research. Rosemary 
Robson-McKillop corrected the whole English text with great dedication and under a great 
deal of time pressure. 

To Hans Sonneveld, José Komen, Annelies Dijkstra, Albertine van Peursen, Karin 
Peperkamp, Miriam May, and other staff of CASA-ASSR I also express my deep 
gratitude for their help during my study. 

I am also indebted to Thomas Lindblad, Freek Colombijn, Simone Prodollit, Robert 
Cribb, Amarjit Kaur, Fred Diehl, and Anthony Reid. Every one of them has contributed to 
the accomplishment of my book. Amarjit Kaur and Anthony Reid in particular have 



introduced me to various scholars (in Armidale and Canberra), who have broadened and 
deepened my insights into socio-economic and political aspects of the history of the 
mining industry in Southeast Asia and in the Pacific. Irfan Effendi, Suribidari, and 
Zaiyardam Zubir very enthusiastically assisted me to collect the materials needed for my 
book when we were in Jakarta, Bandung, and West Sumatra. 

Peter Keppy, Wu Xiao An, Minna Saavala, Sikko Visscher, Agrar Sudradjat, Pujo 
Semedi, Faye Yik-Wei Chan, Kutut Suwondo, Made, Marieke Bloembergen, Gail Hardy, 
Ruli Marianti, Marc van der Meer, Margaret Sleeboom, Ingmar Westerman, and Isao 
Yamazaki have been my colleagues at CASA-ASSR with whom I have shared my weal 
and woe. I also thank. Mohamad Hisyam, Masyhuri, Gde Parimartha, 'Tante' Lies 
Walraven, Mona Lohanda, Yoko Hayashi, Yuke, Joanna Kao, Agus Surpriyono, and 
J.R.Chaniago for their help. Special thanks to 'Tante' Betsy (E.Winarta) who expended a 
great deal of her time re-reading the whole text. In the middle of their extraordinarily busy 
work, Listiyorini Gunarto and Ratna Saptari are still willing to help me as my paranymphs: 
thank you. 

I have to thank the Directors of Centre for Social and Cultural Studies (PMB-LJJPI), 
Pak Hilman Adil and Riwanto Tirtosudarmo who have given me permission to be absent at 
PMB-LIPI since 1994. Pak Thee Kian Wie has read the earliest versions of my research. 
Pak Taufik Abdullah has helped me to solve the administrative problems, especially those 
that cropped up at the last stages of my study. 

This research was funded by the Centre for Asian Studies Amsterdam, Amsterdam 
School for Social Science Research (CASA-ASSR). The Netherlands Organisation for 
Scientific Research (NWO) provided a travel and editing grant. I am very much obliged to 
them for their generous support. I am also indebted to the Embassy of the Indonesian 
Republic that has solved my financial problem during the final stages of my study. To Pak 
Abdul Irsan and Pak TR. Andi Lolo, I owe my special thanks. 

I must express my gratitude to the staff members of the State Archives (ARA) in 
The Hague, the Royal Institute of Linguistics and Anthropology (KITLV) in Leiden, 
Stichting Mondelinge Geschiedenis Indonesië (SMGI-KITLV) Leiden, the Royal Tropical 
Institute (KIT) in Amsterdam, Nederlands Instituut voor Oorlogs Documentatie (MOD) 
(Amsterdam), International Institute of Social History (IISG), Amsterdam, the Arsip 
Nasional Republik Indonesia (ANRI) in Jakarta, the National Library (Perpustakaan 
Nasional), Jakarta, the Hicks Collection, LIPI, Jakarta, the library of the Department of 
Mining and Energy, Jakarta, the Arsip Pertambangan (the Mining Archives), Bandung, the 
Arsip Perusahaan Ombilin (PTBA-UPO), Sawahlunto, the Pusat Dokumentasi Sejarah dan 
Kebudayaan Minangkabau, Padang Panjang, the libraries of the Faculties of Economics 
and Literature and Social Political Sciences, University of Andalas. 

I am also very grateful to the Minister of Mining and Energy, Pak Kuntoro 
Mangkusubroto, and the Director of PTBA-UPO, Iwan Setiawan, for permitting me to 
conduct research at Ombilin, as well as to his staff members. It would be impossible for 
me to mention all their names. Nevertheless, without their help I would not have been able 
to write the book. 

This research has been partly based on the results of interviews with former 
directors, overseers, foremen, local bureaucrats, leaders of political parties, trade unions, 



socio-cultural associations, and last but not least with the former miners and their families 
in the Netherlands and in Indonesia. The interviews reflect their perceptions, attitudes, and 
interpretations of their daily experience. In order to gain an insight into the work rhythm of 
the miners, I participated in their daily life in the mines and in the barracks. This book is 
dedicated to all of them. 

My mother, Zubaidah Djamaris, my brother and sister, Helmi Tanjung and Diah, 
have had a great share in stimulating me in my studies. Unfortunately, my father has 
passed away and could no longer witness the fruits of my study. Finally, I am grateful to 
my husband, Erman Aminullah, who has put up with my absence from home for a number 
of years. Without his sacrifices I would not have been in a position to accomplish my 
thesis. 

Leiden, 

September 1999. 





CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Entering the World of Miners 

"You will be shocked if you remain with us, because we are all men, we are vulgar, and apt to 
lose our tempers quickly". This was the first thing that I heard when I set foot in the Ombilin 
coal-mines for the first time in April 1995. The next few days I had a chance to visit various 
mine locations, both mines, which were still in operation and those, which had been closed 
down. The first mine I visited was the Sawah Rasau underground mine, located about 5 km 
from the town of Sawahlunto. This mine was no longer in use, but it harbours an interesting 
story. On top of the entrance gate to the mine, the visitor's eye is still caught by a short 
inscription in German: "Glück Auf'. This was intended to be a greeting and blessing to all those 
who went into the mine. Inside the mine it is dark and hot. According to former miners, once 
they were inside nobody knew who was their friend or who their foe, and people were used to 
hear screaming emanating from inside. Sometimes at night people still hear these voices. They 
are ghostly echoes of the injuries, accidents, fights, and killings, which were once rife among the 
miners. From time to time, people outside would come across hands or feet or other parts of the 
mutilated bodies of victims, which were being transported on the lorries along with coal. 

This story refers to the world of the miners in the Ombilin coal-mines at the beginning of 
the twentieth century. The purpose of this study is to investigate what really went on among the 
Ombilin coal-miners. What kind of violence occurred here? Might the working and living 
conditions in the Ombilin coal-mines have been even worse than those on the plantations in East 
Sumatra? (Breman 1986; 1989; Stoler 1985). If so, what sort of labour regime did the 
management impose, and what was the miners' reaction to it? Did these conditions never change 
throughout the whole of the colonial period? 

This study focuses on social relations and the social control in the mining society (miners 
and managers) in the Ombilin coal-mines between 1892 and 1996. The Ombilin coal-mining 
company is one of the most important mining areas in Indonesia. The coalfield was discovered 
in 1868, but it was not until 1892, the colonial government decided to exploit it. This decision 
was emphatically related to the high consumption of coal by the colonial state, and its policy of 
reducing its dependence on coal imported from abroad. The Dutch navy needed coal in large 
quantities, as a part of its task at the end of last century was to expand political control of the 
colonial state to the Outer Islands. Apart from supplying the navy, coal was needed especially by 
the large state-owned companies such as the steamships of the mercantile fleet and the railways 
(Furnivall 1948: 235; A Campo 1992). In other words, coal was one of the most important 
energy resources at that time, and contributed, directly or indirectly, to the formation of the 
colonial state as well as to its corollary of economic development. In short, the colonial state 
acted simultaneously as producer and consumer of coal. 

The collieries of the Ombilin coal-mines are operating to day. In its long history, this 
state-owned company has undergone a whole series of changes in its fortunes. Between its first 
years of exploitation until 1942, production of coal expanded enormously, then contracted, 
responding to crises in the international coal market in the 1920s and the economic depression in 
the 1930s. After the destruction of coalfields during the turbulent period 1942-1949, production 
of the Ombilin coal-mines faced a steady decline until the 1970s. The turn-around came when 



the oil crisis of 1973/1974 shocked the New Order government out of its complacent 
dependence on oil and made it reconsider its energy policy. In the revised energy policy drawn 
up by the government, coal featured as one of the important alternative energy resources. 
Efforts to improve coal production led to a gradual increase of its production. As a result of this 
change of course the Ombilin coal-mines experienced a boom time during the 1980s (Appendix 
1). 

Many factors can contribute or conspire to push the coal industry into a decline. Among 
them are lack of capital, failure to keep abreast of technological developments, lack of efficiency 
of management, and, externally, changes in energy consumption. The inability of the state to 
supply capital, new mining machinery sometimes in combination with inefficient management 
and political manoeuvring were important reasons which explain the decline in coal production 
between the 1950s up and the 1970s. After the energy crisis, the government launched intensive 
discussions on the problems of diversification of energy consumption and how to increase coal 
production. But before this could be done the industry needed a huge injection of capital, 
foreign investors were invited to commit their capital, especially in the coalfields in Kalimantan. 
Meanwhile, the New Order government has begun to pay attention to an improvement of the 
infrastructure, capital supplies, mainly since the beginning of 1980s, keeping up with new 
technology, providing a skilled labour force, and improving labour conditions (Prijono 1985; 
1988) All these efforts on the part of the state signal a revival in the production of coal. 
Although Kalimantan was given priority, the Ombilin coal-mines also benefited from this new 
government policy. The production of coal from the Ombilin reached far higher figures than 
before the War, namely 770,715 tons in 1985 (Buletin Bukit Ascon 1991:1; Appendix 1) 

It is not my task here to give a detailed explanation of the economic development of 
coal. What I want to emphasize are the effects of the economic development of coal on social 
relations, the social control of the mining society (miners and managers) and the intervention by 
the state. The opening of the Ombilin coal-mines was followed by the gradual formation of a 
racially divided society. The composition of this mining society was marked by the presence of 
Europeans, Indo-Europeans, and various groups of indigenous people. These racial distinctions 
marked its organizational hierarchy, social status, and power relationships. The Europeans and 
Indo-Europeans held higher and middle-rank positions, and the indigenous people comprised of 
the lowest, the working class They again could be divided into four categories of labourers, 
namely convict, contract, free, and casual labourers. They came from different social and 
cultural backgrounds. Generally speaking, they were young, physically strong men, and were 
not accompanied to Sawahlunto by their families. In 1896 there were 1,234 labourers. In 1921 
their number had risen to 11,046 people, and most of them were convict labourers. As time 

The programme of energy diversification was promulgated in 1976 through a Presidential 
instruction. In this instruction the government suggested that large industries use coal as a substitute 
for oil. See Sigit 1980:5-13:1985:13-8; Sazili 1985:79-85; Batubara Indonesia 1992:26; Batubara 
dalam Program Diversifikasi Energy 1991:3. 

Discussing Dutch colonial society, Furnivall referred to three races that had odd institutionalized 
names under colonial civil law, each with different rights and duties. The formal criterion of the family 
law in the country of origin classified the citizens in late-colonial Indonesia into Europeans (including 
Americans, Turks, Thais, and Japanese), Foreign Orientals (Vreemde Oosterlingen, namely Chinese, 
Arabs, and Tamils), and autochthonous people (inlanders). See on this Furnivall 1948: 446-64; Fasseur 
1992; Van der Wall 966 



passed these categories gradually disappeared, and a working-class community emerged. Social 
interaction with local people also became much more usual, especially after the turbulent periods 
under the Japanese occupation and during the Revolution. 

Studies on the labour regime in the Ombilin coal-mines in particular and studies on 
socio-political aspects of the mining sector in Indonesia in general, or even in South East Asian 
countries, are rare, although various mining operations producing commodities such as gold, 
diamonds, and tin have existed in these countries for centuries. Socio-political studies of the 
mining sector in countries in Africa and Latin America are far more developed than its 
counterpart in Southeast Asia. 

Studies on socio-economic and political aspects of the Indonesian mining history have 
been emerging since the 1980s. From an economic perspective, we should not fail to mention 
the studies by Lindblad (1985), Van Beurden (1986), Schölte (1989), Baks (1989), and Kagie 
(1989), whereas the socio-political and cultural perspective has been emphasized in the studies 
of Robinson (1986), Magenda (1991), Vos (1992), Somers-Heidhues (1992), Prodolliet (1993), 
and Erman (1995). In the same period, Dutch and Indonesian students such as Suribidari 
(1994), Zubir (1994), and Van Empel (1994) have paid attention to various aspects of the 
labour regime in the Ombilin coal-mines for the period of 1892-1930. These studies have not 
only enriched our understanding of various aspects concerning the mining sector, but have also 
stimulated a new direction in the development of the Indonesian historiography. 

With regard to the socio-economic history of mining in Indonesia and South East Asian 
countries, there are a number of important topics that need more detailed study. Among such 
topics are: a) capital, i.e. capital investment, contribution to capital growth, the changing nature 
and patterns of mining investment and its relation to local economic growth and land ownership; 
b) labour force, i.e, the methods and modes of labour recruitment, its impact on immigration and 
population growth, cross-cultural relations; work organization, control and discipline of labour, 
labour movement, and labour politics, c) technology, i.e. technological changes in the methods 
of production as well as products being produced, and its impact on social and power relations, 
and the environment. 

This still leaves a wealth of topics that can be developed in order to understand the 
problems that have emerged in the Indonesian mining sector at the present day. But what is of 
paramount importance here is that we need not only skill in using special methods and analyses, 
but we also to adopt a comprehensive approach to elaborate on these subjects. In this respect 
the use of the historical perspective is very important if we are to avoid a series of static images 
and if we are to understand, for instance, the dynamic relationship between labour, capital, 
technology, and state involvement. 

This study focuses on the socio-political history of the Ombilin coal-mines from the 
perspective of its labour regime, in particular how the labourers were recruited, organized 
and controlled in a system of production, the effects of technological changes on labour 
organizations, and labour control. The world of the labour regime will be related to the 
mine as a unit of production and to the surrounding socio-political world. The world of 

This is one of the reasons why a group of social scientists in Australia tried to form a centre 
for mining studies for Asia-Pacific Region in Canberra. In November 1995, this group held a 
workshop and focused on themes like mining, miners, and mineral resources. See in Conference 
Proceedings: Mining and Mineral Resource Policy Issues in Asia-Pacific Prospects for the 21s' century, 
1995 



labour regime refers to the mine world, while the social and political world indicates a 
wider world; in other words that is the integration of the mining society into the wider 
society of the town or local society. In this context, this study will try to see how linkages 
or alliances are created and what are their influences on forms of social relations within the 
mining society. 

Discussing the mine as a unit of production, I shall focus on technological aspects, 
labour recruitment, work organization, and living conditions. Looking at socio-political 
aspects, this study will explore social relations and social control between and within 
different categories of workers; formal politics of institutions (trade unions, political 
parties, and associations), both of the management and of the various levels of labour, 
informal patterns of organization, representation, domination, and the relationship between 
formal institutions and informal arrangements. 

2.Theoretical Framework 

There are various approaches that have inspired this research project. Six case studies, namely 
Nash (1979), Robinson (1986), Breman (1986; 1989), Stoler (1985), Chakrabarti (1989), and 
Simeon (1995) deserve to be mentioned here because of the influence they have had on my 
study. Nash focused on ideology in the actions taken by Bolivian tin-miners, Robinson wrote on 
the nature of class consciousness in relation to the world economy in the Soroako nickel-mine in 
Sulawesi, Breman on control of labour and state intervention, Stoler on protests and 
confrontations by the labourers on the plantations of East Sumatra, Chakrabarti on class and 
class consciousness from the perspective of the subaltern group, and Simeon on labour and 
nationalist movements in Chota Nagpur, India. This study will combine aspects of these 
approaches and emphasize the process of change in social relations and social control within the 
miners and between miners, manager, and the state in a wider context. 

The regime of terror imposed by the colonial state as an instrument of control and 
politics of confrontations aroused among the labourers on the East Sumatran plantations as 
shown by the excellent studies of Breman and Stoler have really inspired me to test their ideas 
and apply them to the case of the Ombilin coal-miners. Possibly this exercise will reveal 
similarities and differences between the kinds of control imposed by the state and the forms of 
labourers' actions taken by the Ombilin coal-miners. Nash's study shows that the actions of tin-
miners in Bolivia, whether in the form of protest or accommodation, were dependent on socio
economic and cultural factors in the mine and mining community. Nash has given a wider 
definition to the ideology in action. He believes that ideology in action is concerned with a way 
of perceiving and interpreting experiences. Hence, the ideology refers not only to political 
orientation and action, but also to social, economic, and cultural spheres (Nash 1979:8). The 
key question is how the workers put together the orientations they acquire in the family, in their 
work, in the union, and federated workers' movement, the church, and political parties. Nash's 
study is useful to extrapolate the coal-miners' actions, especially after the mining society had 
been formed and political parties, trade unions, and socio-cultural associations had been 
established. 

Dipesh Chakrabarti shows us the importance of pre-capitalist culture in understanding 
social relations between workers and managers. His major concern seems to make a dichotomy 
between the pre-capitalist culture of the working class and the capitalist culture of managers. 



Interpreting culture in terms of fixed categories is problematical, because a framework, which 
homogenizes culture in terms of certain determinant categories does not allow space for practice 
in the production and reproduction. Therefore, this study does not concentrate on elements of 
pre-capitalist culture only, but also emphasizes the cultural transformation of the working class 
as is indicated clearly in the studies of Nash and Robinson. Robinson showed that a cultural 
transformation of the working class in the nickel-mining industry at Soroako, Sulawesi, has 
given rise to new forms of social relations. These social relations were coloured by ethnic 
conflict between local people as a working class and Javanese and Sundanese as higher and 
middle-level staffs. Ethnicity was mixed with class consciousness. 

In this study I use the terms mining society and mining community. Historically a mining 
society consisted of various ethnic groups, which were organized according to a strict hierarchy 
in which each component was related to each other. Therefore, the categorization of ethnic 
groups as defined by Furnivall (1948) in his study on plural society would be misleading if it 
were applied to understanding the systems of relationship in a mining society. Within the 
European section, for instance, there were differences between the totok Europeans and the 
//ïûfo-Europeans or the Eurasians. The presence of the Indo-Europeans with their mixed culture 
was one of the important elements which defined social relationships within the mining society. 
A simple distinction according to a model based on class relations will not fully explain the 
dynamics of the mining society either. The miners may have comprised the working class, but 
they were divided up into different categories and groups created by the company (convict, 
contract, free, and casual labourers) and by their own cultural and ethnic background. 

When I discuss the making of a mining society, in the first instance I am referring to the 
making of an enclave society which was separate, or even hostile, to the town society. As the 
years passed, such a mining society underwent changes, because there was a measure of 
integration of the different elements within the mine itself and between the mine and the town 
society. In the second instance, a mining community refers to a sense of common identity, which 
emerged, mainly after the 1920s, through the formation of various groups and associations. 
Moreover, integration between elements of the mine and elements of the town created several 
communities each of which united groups from town and mine. 

All this leads to the formulation of a number of questions, which will be explored. How 
were the miners recruited, organized, and controlled by managers and the state into a system of 
capitalist production? How were social relations and social control practised within the miners 
and between the miners and managers? How were the formal and informal political actions of 
the miners, individual and collective, carried out? Formal and informal political actions will be 
seen in the context of socio-economic and political structures at the local and national level. 
Tracing the background of the managers is important in this context, as they were not 
independent agents. They depended on their superiors. During the colonial period (1892-1942), 
the managers were appointed by the central government, initially under the Director of the 
Department of Education, Religion and Industry, and later on under the Director of the 
Department of State Companies. During the Old Order regime, both the periods of Liberal 
Democracy (1945-1959) and the Guided Democracy (1959-1965), their background and the 

For a discussion about the emergence of an enclave society, see Thee Kian Wie (1977), 
Rothermund (1978), Lindblad (1986). For a detailed discussion about interdependency between the 
mine and local economic resources, between mining society and local people in the case of mining 
industry in Peru, see De Wind (1987). 



appointment system underwent changes. Before 1960 the managers were Minangkabau and 
members of the Indonesian Socialist Party (PSI) and the Consultative Council of Indonesian 
Muslims (Masyumi), and they were appointed on the basis of recommendations from the mining 
society itself and from the local government. After 1960 the managers were non-Minangkabau 
(mostly Javanese), military people who were appointed by the central government. The system 
of appointment of manager was continued under the New Order regime (1965-1996). This 
study will explore the changes in the background of the managers, which influenced social 
control and social relations among the miners, and even the degree of integration of the mining 
society into the town society. 

The study will also try to locate the mine and the mining society in the local and national 
economic and socio-political structures. To what extent did the integration of the mine into 
social and political life of the town society create continuities and changes? In relation to the 
economic context, my point of reference is the studies of Kaijage (1983) and Bradbury (1984). 
They argue that the development of international and national economies will affect price 
fluctuations, the scale of capital investment, technology, and also the working and living 
conditions of the miners. Taking matters a step forward, Thompson (1982:126) also emphasized 
that 'the forms of control could alter in relation to economic change and the degree of pressure 
on firms'. What effects are found to have caused mutations in the case of the Ombilin coal
mines? 

Social relations and social control should be understood in the context described above. 
The attitudes and actions of the miners towards the manager will be defined not only by the 
background, motives, and aims of the miners themselves, but also by socio-economic and 
political pressures of the management and the state. Departing from this assumption, the study 
will use both micro and macro approaches (Mohapatra 1997:3-4). I try to trace open and hidden 
social relations and the mechanism of social control at work among the miners themselves and 
their relationship with the managers, both inside and outside of the world of production. What I 
am trying to do is, to understand the voice of the miners within their own socio-cultural worlds. 
The approach developed by subaltern historians is useful in this context. Chakrabarti's study, for 
instance, is an example, which emphasizes how labourers with a pre-capitalist culture had 
perceptions different from those of their managers. Ideas of pre-capitalist culture prevalent 
among the working class in Bengal about hierarchy, in-egalitarian relations, and oppression can 
be found in aspects like solidarity, organizations, and consciousness (Chakrabarti 1989:5). 
Hence, forms of social relations and social control between labourers and managers are defined 
by the different conceptions of pre-capitalist and capitalist cultures embraced by the two poles of 
society. 

A cultural approach is important to grasp an understanding of the inner perspective of 
labourers' actions as has been shown by Thompson's work on the English working class, Nash 
on the Bolivian tin-miners, and Robinson on the Soroako nickel-miners (Thompson 1963; Nash 
1979; Robinson 1986). Looking at the history of the Ombilin coal-miners some differences 
emerge from these earlier studies The Ombilin coal-miners did not have either a caste system 
like in India or a long tradition in the mining world like the Bolivian tin-miners. What made the 
Ombilin coal-miners different from labourers in the plantations of East Sumatra or in the tin-
mines of Bangka and Belitung, and the gold-mines in Bengkulu is the presence of a majority of 
convict labourers until the 1920s. To what extent did the presence of convict labourers, most of 
whom had a criminal background, influence social relations among the labourers and with the 
managers? The presence of these criminals may well have reinforced the regime of terror, which 



was set up by the management and the state. 
An ethnographic approach carried out by Nash (1979) and Warren (1986), for instance, 

is also used here in order to understand the daily life of the labourers, their material and non-
material conditions, the daily social contacts between labourers and their family, 
neighbourhoods, and the local people. By using an ethnographic approach Nash was able to 
show multiple reasons for the miners either to resist or to accommodate to the management as 
they saw fit, while Warren shows that the internal tension among rickshaw coolies in Singapore 
was caused by their efforts to obtain scarce resources. An ethnographic approach will also be 
useful as an attempt to see how the labourers survived. I shall use it to elaborate on the impact 
of economic developments on the material conditions of the labourers and their strategies for 
survival. 

Another approach to understanding the voice of the miners concerns the disparate 
concepts of work rhythm and work discipline in pre-capitalist and capitalist cultures (Thompson 
1963; Cooper 1993). Thompson says that the work rhythm imposed by modern capitalist 
management has resulted in clock time discipline and task orientation. This is different from the 
pre-capitalist culture in which work rhythm and concomitantly work discipline were irregular, 
hours and tasks had to fluctuate according to the weather and the seasons (Thompson 1963:71). 
Thompson argues that the attitude towards time and work discipline was not a natural 
characteristic of a particular culture, but it gradually took shape through the effects of specific 
historical developments. He shows that changes in the attitude of the working class towards 
work rhythm and work discipline from pre-capitalist to capitalist society occurred as a linear 
process. 

Cooper, who studied labour in colonial Mombasa, East Africa, points out that the 
concept of time and work discipline in terms of modern capitalist management did not actually 
occur in a linear process because the change-over was complicated by the emergence of conflict 
between modern and traditional values. Since concepts of time were integrated into the social 
and cultural life of a society, problems of work rhythm and work discipline needed to undergo a 
process of adaptation and internalization. In what ways were the processes of adaptation and 
internalization created? What kind of work discipline was practised in the mining society? 

In order to understand the forms of social relations between miners and managers, the 
role of foremen and overseers is indispensable. The foremen had an important role in 
transmitting work discipline based on a capitalist culture to the miners who were still more 
familiar with a pre-capitalist culture. How did they transmit the new concept of work discipline 
to the miners? What were the miners' reactions towards such work discipline, and to this 
culture? Or could they find a way out in the form of everyday resistance as shown by Scott 
(1976; 1985)? Of course, the cultural background of the foremen and their involvement in 
formal and informal organizations should be taken account of too. If the overseers were 
European in the early years, then in the later years they were replaced by Indo-European and 
after Independence by Minangkabau. Logically changes in the socio-cultural and political 
backgrounds of foremen, and shifts in the socio-economic and political pressures in the state 
itself would eventually change the ways it behaved toward the miners. 

The main analysis of the research emphasizes the actors, miners and managers, in 
relation to state intervention. These actors are central to this research. Whatever forms of social 
relations; whether they were worked through accommodation, conflict, competition, resistance, 
or everyday forms of protest, organized or not, these are inseparable from the background and 
motives of the actors. But as human subjects, actors are not autonomous. Actions of the actors 



are ineluctably part and parcel of their own ideology, and their cultural, economic, and political 
environments. 

Labourers are not a homogeneous working class as Gramsci argued (Hall 1996b: 436). 
They were divided into various alliances and each of them contributes to their formation of 
political consciousness. What Gramsci and Simeon found is that race, class, and nationalism 
overlap each other in forming the political consciousness of labourers. These elements can be 
found in Indonesian labour history as well, which is indicated by Ingleson in his study on the 
labour movement in Java during the 1920s (Ingleson 1981; 1986). Ingleson shows how 
elements such as race, class, nationalism, and trade unions played an important role in shaping 
political consciousness among the labourers. Can those elements also be found in the case of the 
Ombilin coal-mines and, if so, how did they operate? 

After Independence the mining society changed, racial divisions in the organizational 
hierarchy in the mine i.e. (between European and Indonesian) disappeared, and were replaced by 
ethnic and political divisions (between Javanese and Minangkabau, and members of the PSI, the 
Masyumi, and the Indonesian Communist Party or the PKI). My question here then is what 
kinds of group solidarity were used by political party leaders to effectuate mass mobilization 
among the Ombilin coal-miners9 If Liddle (1971, 1972) found ethnicity to be one of main 
factors, which formed group solidarity in East Sumatra, then what happened at the Ombilin 
coal-mines9 When the new nation-state gave more room to Indonesian people to become 
involved in formal politics (1950-1965), what happened in the mining society? Was ethnicity 
important for group solidarity? If so, under what circumstances did it operate9 How were 
alliances created and put into practice by the miners and managers, and what was their impact 
on the control of labour relations? To what extent did the rise of the strong state under the New 
Order regime change these relationships? 

3. Central Question 

This study focuses on the mine: 1) as an organization of production, 2) as a social world of its 
own, and 3) its relation to state intervention. With particular reference to the labour regime, the 
question that will be examined here is: how did the socio-political experience of the mining 
society (miners and managers) change over time in response to shifts in the wider political and 
economic environment? 

4. Outline of the book 

The period 1892-1996 covers just over a century. A long term perspective will show to what 
extent economic and cultural changes such as price fluctuations, and changes in energy 
consumption and choice of fuels, have influenced the policy of the colonial and post-colonial 
state and the management as well as attitudes and actions of the miners. Secondly, changes in 
labour relations should be related to changes in labour control by management and the state and 
changes in the mining society. I divide this study into six periods based on dramatic changes in 
labour relations and labour control, and in the politics of the miners. 

The book consists of nine chapters. After the Introduction, Chapter II will explain the 
background of the opening of the Indonesian coal industry and the Ombilin coal-mines, and its 



incorporation into the world market, a process greatly speeded up all over the world by the 
emergence of the age of steam-engine in the eighteenth century. Then, I shall focus on debates 
about whether this mine should be exploited by the state or privately. Having settled the 
outcome of the debates my description will jump to the present situation in the mining town, 
Sawahlunto. This jump is intended to introduce the readers to the present conditions in the town 
which have been shaped and created by the past. The section introduces hidden stories which 
have been obtained from the collective memory of the people in town, especially those recalled 
by some of its historical buildings. 

Chapter III (1892-1920) explores the problem of land compensation for the mines, the 
making of a mining society, the working and living conditions of the labourers, and the physical 
violence of flogging with a cane imposed by the colonial state as an instrument of control. In the 
control of labour by physical violence, the colonial state was not a single agency. In this chapter 
discussions about labour control by physical violence applied by various state agencies are 
explored. This period is described as a 'prison period', because the miners, as it were, entered a 
closed box, to a large extent isolated from social contacts with the local people. 

Chapter IV (1920-1942) focuses on changes in state control and in the politics of 
resistance which was often the response of the miners to it. The explanation of these changes 
will be placed in the context of changes in the social composition of the mining society, the 
fluctuating economic fortunes of coal, the Depression, and political developments at the national 
level. Changes in the politics of resistance of the miners deal with the shift from resorting to 
running away, avoiding work, and unorganized, individual resistance to a politics of strikes, 
organized protest, and accommodation. This is a period in which the company entered the 
professional world, which focussed on the efficiency of management and the skilled-miners. 

Chapter V explores how the control of labour was stepped up under Japanese military 
rule (1942-1945). Again, the miners had become convict labourers, and their labour force was 
used not only for coal exploitation, but also to fulfil the needs of the Japanese war machine. 
Nevertheless, under the Japanese occupation, the mining society began to edge out of the cage 
of production, tentatively making more intensive social contacts with local people. This went 
hand in hand with the appearance of indigenous skilled workers. Suffering mutual privations 
under poor economic conditions, the Javanese contract labourers and local people worked 
together in a struggle for survival. These more intensive social relations between the mining 
society and local people would be continued during the Revolution (1945-1949), when the 
mining society began to throw itself into the struggle. 

Chapter VI focuses on the involvement of the mining society in various formal political 
organizations and associations under the threat of the gloomy predictions about the economic 
development of coal (1950-1960). In this chapter, the basic tools used for mass mobilization 
(ethnicity, class, religion, patron-client ties, etc), and linkages or alliances created with local and 
national political leaders are explored. The political alliances cut across social hierarchy and 
simultaneously strengthened the position of the miners towards their managers. This chapter 
also probes the overlapping of labour control and politics, which is shown by the involvement of 
the miners in various political organizations and associations. Under the weak control exercised 
by the nation-state, the politics of miners became more open and daring which is shown by a 
series of strikes in 1953. Changes in local political developments, chief among them especially 
the PRRI rebellion, contributed to shifts in social relations and social control of the mining 
society. 

Chapter VII covers the period 1960-1965. The chapter explores the new political 
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competition, new alliances, and new forms of labour control under military managers facing the 
threat of a rising national economic crisis. The new political competition was manifested in the 
formation of various trade unions and the conflicts between the communist and non-communist 
trade unions. At the micro level, this chapter also explores the motives and aims of the miners 
that led them to become involved in various trade unions and relates what happened to them in 
the wake of the political shifts which took place in the centre. 

Chapter VIII covers the period of 1965-1996 and investigates economic developments 
of coal under the New Order. What changes took place in the living conditions of the labourers 
before and after the energy crises in the mid-1970s? How were social relations and social 
control re-framed under the strict control of the New Order Regime? Chapter EX will attempt to 
summarize some of the central themes that have been introduced here. 



CHAPTER n 

OMBILIN-SAWAHLUNTO: COAL-MINES 
AND MINING TOWN 

Introduction 

To what extent can the peculiar development of economic and social life in Western Europe 
since the eighteenth century be explained in terms of coal? Such a question automatically leads 
to an examination of the opening of coal-mines on a large scale in various countries in the 
world. Having become the mainstay of the industrial revolution, coal was no longer mined in 
limited amounts for household purposes, but it was produced in large quantities to meet the 
demands of the international coal market. After the invention of the steam-engine, the use of 
coal as an energy source stimulated the growth of manufacturing and heavy industry and the 
expansion of merchant shipping. The industrial use of coal set into motion a widespread search 
for deposits of this valuable mineral. 

This chapter has three interconnected purposes. First, I shall describe the emergence of 
steam-engine and the exploration for coal-fields and the opening up of the Ombilin mines in 
West Sumatra. Secondly, I dig in depth into the debates about whether the Ombilin coalfields 
and the construction of railways were to be exploited by the state or by private companies 
(1868-1892). This part will demonstrate that the entire Dutch administration, from the lowest 
to the highest level, was involved. Finally, under the title 'A trip to Sawahlunto', I take the 
reader on a short tour around in the mining town as it is today. This will be an exploration of 
what the remaining old buildings can still tell us about their historical functions. The collective 
memory of the town's present inhabitants contains many interesting and terrifying stories 
associated with these buildings, some of which we shall encounter in the interviews with 
former miners. 

l.The Age of the Steam-Engine and The Ombilin Coal-Mines 

After the invention of the steam-engine in Western Europe in the eighteenth century, the 
expansion of industry brought dramatic changes in the use of coal. The increase in demand for 
coal was spurred on because it was not longer needed simply for the warming of houses, the 
cooking of food, and all other common domestic services, there was now an enormous need 
for it for industrial purposes as well. The huge quantity of coal consumed in industry went into 
such sectors as the railways, steamships, and gas works. Coal, like other energy sources such 
as oil, played an important role in stimulating various kinds of economic activities. 

Pieces of evidence by which to observe the direct influence of coal upon industrial 
development are legion. One major example is the exploration for new coalfields and the 
construction of railways in many countries. Great Britain, for example, one of the greatest 
coal producers in the world, built the first railways from Stockton to Darlington in 1825, 
connecting the Durham coalfields with the coast (Wolf 1982:291). Many other countries in 
Europe such as France, Germany, and Spain give ample evidence of their interest in coal. 
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During the nineteenth century, these countries explored coal-reserves intensively and exploited 
them. The finding of new sources of supply coincided with the constructions of railways. The 
rapid spread of the use of coal in various kinds of industries and for transportation (trains, 
steamships) inevitably caused the demand for coal to rise on the international market. It is no 
wonder, therefore, that the harnessing of steam-power and the incorporation of coal into the 
international market, brought a rapid expansion in the world trading network and the growth 
of capitalism. 

The invention of new technology in the form of steam-engines pushed many countries 
in the world to search new coalfields. East Asian countries like Japan and China were not left 
behind in opening coal-mines and constructing railways {Ombilien-koletiveld 1884: 843). In 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, China became one of the biggest coal producers in the 
world, while Japan did not confine itself to exploiting its own coal-mines intensively, but 
expanded its operation to China. In other Asian countries, like India, Vietnam, Malaya, and 
Indonesia, the opening of coalmines may be considered to contribute to the explanation of the 
expansion of Western imperialism and capitalism. Western countries like Britain, France, and 
the Netherlands competed with each other in the exploration and exploitation of coal-mines in 
their Asian colonies. In the late nineteenth century, the British explored and opened coal
mines in India (Simeon 1995; Migdal 1988:73) and in Malaya (Kaur 1990). The construction 
and extension of railway networks in these countries were followed by the opening of the 
mines. In the years 1881 and 1882, the French colonial government conducted explorations to 
find new coalfields in Tongkin, Vietnam (Ombilien-kolemeld 1884:843). The Dutch started 
earlier than either the French or the British to explore for and exploit coal in Asia. In the mid-
nineteenth century, the Dutch colonial government instructed its mining engineers to explore 
for new coalfields in Kalimantan, Indonesia. This was intended to find supplies to cover the 
increased demand for coal, especially for the consumption of naval and mercantile steamships. 

In short, the discovery of steam-power and the opening of coal-mines had brought 
dramatic changes to both the economic and socio-political aspects of the world economy. 
Economically, the use of coal as an energy source for transportation accelerated the growth of 
internal and external trading networks, and facilitated communication between countries, and 
between the eastern and western parts of the world. Benefiting from the use of coal and 
improvements in railways and steamships, the passage of goods from one country to the 
other, the coal greatly swelled the volume of traffic by sea and overland. Quite apart from this 
expansion of the transport infrastructure, the exploitation of coal had the political effect of 
strengthening the central control of the state over its territories. In the nineteenth century, the 
bulk of the coal consumed in the Netherlands Indies was used by the navy. The advantages 
which the navy derived from coal-mines led to the expansion of the Dutch colonial power in 
the Outer Islands and contributed to the formation of the late colonial state. 

Everywhere new coal-mines generated a great demand for labour, which brought 
about the emergence of new mining communities. In Japan, for instance, coal-mines created a 
working class not only of males, but also encompassing women, and even children (Kooiman 
1916:16). In some cases, these emerging mining communities depended completely on the 
mine for their livelihood, while others such as those in India and Spain derived some additional 
income from agriculture (Rothermund 1978; Simeon 1995; Shubert 1985). Naturally, the 
differing degree of dependence of the mining community on the mining company, influenced 
its social relations and political actions. 
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As already described above, the Dutch colonial government gave careful consideration 
to the importance of coal as an energy source. Keen to reduce the dependence on imported 
coal, especially from Britain, since the mid-nineteenth century, the Dutch had launched several 
expeditions to Indonesia to explore for coal-reserves, but made little significant progress in 
tapping promising sources.' The first coal-reserve was discovered in Pengaron, Kalimantan. In 
1848, the mine was opened by Governor-General J J. Rochussen and named the "Oranje 
Nassau" (Van Lier 1914:4). The mine provided almost all the coal used by the navy during its 
campaign against the kingdom of Banjermasin in South Kalimantan (Van Lier 1914). Despite 
the promising start this early Dutch attempt to exploit coal in Pengaron was doomed to fail. 
Although the mine was operated using a cheap labour force, mostly convict labourers, the 
costs of transportation from the centre of production to the harbour were too high. The mine 
produced no more than 80,000 tons (Van Lier 1914:5). 

After the failure at Pengaron, Dutch geologists searched for more profitable coal 
deposits in other locations. Their explorations at this point were still confined to Kalimantan 
and Sumatra. The chain of explorations that led directly to the opening up of at least two 
other coal-mines in Kalimantan, had been launched as the century drew to its end. These coal
mines were developed by both a private company and the Dutch colonial government. The 
East Borneo Coal-mining Company was made operational in 1882 as a private company 
(Lindblad 1985:182) and the Pulau Laut mine was initially operated and developed by a 
private company, then it was taken over by the government (Baks 1989). At that time there 
were several other coal-mines working in the archipelago. 

It does not require much insight to see that the reason for the intensive exploration for 
coal deposits carried out by Dutch geologists and mining engineers was linked to a high 
demand for coal, and the anxiety to avoid dependence on imported coal. Beside the navy, 
steamships of the merchant marine also consumed huge quantities of coal. Many countries 
used steamships to expand their trading activities in the international market. In the 
Netherlands Indies this was particularly the case after the supply in agricultural products, like 
sugar, and coffee took off after the introduction of the Cultivation System. In this case, the 
state had an important role in controlling the shipping networks. The KPM, a Dutch stated-
owned company that monopolized almost all trading networks in the archipelago, was 
established in 1888 (A Campo 1992). Fourteen years later, in 1902, the company was 
operating forty-five ships. In the next decade, because the state steadily boosted its trading 
activities in the Outer Islands, the total number of ships increased to eighty. In 1930, the fleet 
comprised 113 steamships and thirty-two motorships (Furnivall 1948:331). During the period 
1900-1930, the number of steamships departing from the harbour of Tanjung Periuk in 
Batavia increased from about 800 in 1900 to 1,636 in 1913 and 3,134 in 1930 (Furnivall 
1948:331). 

In the Netherlands itself, coal-reserves were only discovered at the end of the nineteenth century, 
especially in Limburg, and these were exploited by a private company. Like in Britain, the opening of 
coal-mines was followed by the construction of railways, namely the lines between Herzogenrath, 
Heerlen and Sittard. After 1900, when the demand for coal rose on the international market the Dutch 
government decided to take control of the coal-mines. For a more detailed study of coal-mines and 
working conditions of the coal miners in Limburg, see Kreukels 1986:13-5. 
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The growth of railway transportation also put pressure on the demand for coal, as is 
shown in the following figures. The construction of railways and tramways rose sharply: in 1913 
there were twenty-five under construction which increased year by year to 7,425 in 1930 
(Furnivall 1948:329). A great number of these railway and steamship companies were managed 
and controlled by the Dutch colonial state, the logical consequence being that the state also 
became increasingly dependent on coal. Coal was in fact the state's leading energy source. Since 
the Dutch chose Java as their headquarters in the Indonesian Archipelago, it is not surprising 
that most of the railways were constructed in this island, and the proportion of coal consumed 
for rail transportation was higher in Java than the other islands. 

A look at the total of production of coal and its contribution to the colonial economy 
shows there were two big coal-mining companies in the Netherlands Indies. They were both 
located in Sumatra: the first was the long-lived mine which is still operating, the Ombilin-
Sawahlunto, West Sumatra, and the second was in Bukit Asam, South Sumatra. WH. de 
Greeve, a young Dutch geologist, explored West Sumatra to map its natural resources and in 
1868, he found coal deposits in Ombilin and reported its mineral and economic potential to the 
state. This region contained very rich coal deposits that were estimated to be about 2 million 
tons by R.D.M.Verbeek (Verbeek 1875:1,82,86,91-6). The discovery of rich coal reserves 
attracted many people both from the colony and from the Netherlands eager to seek profit and 
make their fortune in the coal industry In the following section, I shall discuss the debates that 
raged about whether the Ombilin coalfields should be exploited by the state or by private 
companies. 

2.The Ombilin Coal-Mines: State or Private Company? 

The most important problem that arose after the discovery of the rich coal reserves in Ombilin-
Sawahlunto was whether the exploitation of the mine and the concomitant construction of 
railways should be undertaken by the state or by private companies. A lot of water had to flow 
under the bridge before this debate was resolved (1868-1891). It is striking that there were 
many different interest groups involved in the debate, among them members of the Dutch 
Parliament (de Eerste and Tweede Kamer), the Minister of Colonies, the Governor-General, 
and the former highest administrators in the Netherlands-Indies, local administrators, private 
investors, and engineers. These groups were all motivated by their own motives and interests. 

Why did the decision-making process about the exploitation of the mine and the 
construction of railways take so long? Actually, given the liberal political climate, the colonial 
administration should have offered the contracts in free competition to private companies that 
were interested in investing their capital in these projects, but the state withheld this chance 
from them. What happened was precisely the opposite to what happened with the tin-mining 

De Greeve's report was published in 1871 under a title. Het Ombilien-kolenveld in de 
Padangsche Bovenlanden en het transportstelsel op Sumatra 's Westkust. 
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on the island of Belitung. There the Dutch government had given the concessions to exploit 
tin-mines, to a private company, mainly to the benefit of Dutch aristocrats/ 

In his interesting article entitled 'Uiteenlopende spoorrails...', F.Colombijn has 
described clearly some of the factors which caused a stagnation in the decision-making process 
with regard to the Ombilin mines.4 He argues that there were at least three factors that 
contributed to such a protracted period in the decision-making process. The first was the 
prevailing administrative culture mired down in the complicated procedures of the Dutch 
bureaucracy. Secondly, there was a rapid replacement of successive Ministers of Colonies. And 
the last factor was a consciously concealed tactic of the successive Ministers of Colonies and 
the colonial government at Batavia deployed to counter private interest groups. 

In the following pages, I describe how the discussion of the opening of the coal-mines 
and the construction of the railways was carried on and how the three factors enumerated by 
Colombijn caused a stagnation in the decision-making process. The discussion can be divided 
into two periods of time. The first started in 1868 and lasted till 1887 and the second began in 
1887 and ended in 1891. In the first period there are clear indications that the private investors 
were enthusiastic about constructing the railways and exploiting the mine. This happened after 
the publication of De Greeve's report in 1871 (De Greeve 1871). The second period (1887-
1891) is dominated by the role of the state in the exploitation of the mine and the construction 
of the railways. 

When the very rich coal-reserves were found in Ombilin-Sawahlunto, a number of 
private investors sent an application to the Minister of Colonies to obtain a concession.5 The 
Minister, however, did not read or at least did not reply to the application immediately. No 
doubt, the Minister was marking time trying to postpone a decision because he wanted to wait 
for the results of a new investigation. 

De Greeve, an important contributor to the opening of Ombilin coal-mines, returned to 
explore West Sumatra for the second time. Unfortunately, he suffered a fatal accident when he 

See on Belitung Erman (1995). Fasseur (1997) discussed more detailed on the ways the 
Dutch government tried to issue the regulation in the interests of the Dutch aristocrats 

From the first discovery of the Ombilin coalfields to the final decision that the state, 
finally, would exploit the mine and construct the railways, a sea of articles and official reports 
focused on this case. In a meeting in The Hague, the high-ranking administrators, members of the 
Dutch parliament, private investors and other interested groups discussed technology, coal 
reserves, concessionaires, economic considerations for local interests. It is sometimes difficult to 
follow the discussions. The huge number of people involved, made matters unbelievably 
complicated. It is important to note that since the discovery of rich coal reserves in Ombilin, both 
the official administrators and the private investors had paid a great deal of attention to this 
potential. For a more detailed information, see Colombijn 1992. 

The concessionaires were generally from Batavia or from the Netherlands, only one from 
Padang. Some of them were mining engineers who were involved in the coal exploration, such as 
Van Diest, Verbeek, and Veth, while the concessionaires were P.H. van Diest (1871) A.S. 
Warmolts (1872) Van Diest, Verbeek, J.K.W. Quarles van Ufford (1872) and CS. van Geuns 
(Padang), D.D. Veth (1882), see Colombijn 1992:447. 
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was conducting research along the Indragiri River in 1872, and he died before the exploration 
was completed. In the next exploration his work was continued by R.D.M Verbeek. His 
findings basically supported what De Greeve had discovered, particularly the estimate of 200 
million tons of coal-reserves. He estimated that about 100 tons of coal could be produced 
every year in order to fulfil the demand for coal in the Netherlands Indies. 6 In the following 
years, the Dutch mining engineers who were subsequently involved in the exploration were J.L 
Cluysenaer and DD Veth. Veth wrote a report which was published in a book entitled 'The 
Expedition to Central Sumatra'. This report focused on the possibility for the construction of 
railways, the exploitation of the mines, and a harbour. 

Many applications had already been submitted before the new exploration started. The 
first private investors were PH. van Diest (1871) and AS. Warmolts (1872). After reading De 
Greeve's report, they were interested in investing their capital in the mine. De Greeve, a person 
who belonged to the liberal wing and a son-in-law of W.R. Baron Van Hoevell, estimated the 
total capital needed for the exploitation of the mine and the construction of the railways was to 
be 5.7 million guilders yielding a profit of around 9 per cent (Colombijn 1992:440). After Van 
Diest returned to the Netherlands Indies, his application was taken over by J.K.W.Quarles van 
Ufford, a former civil servant at the Ministry of Colonies. He asked the state only 5 percent 
profit in exchange for his investment (Colombijn 1992: 441; Van Diest and Van Ufford 1872). 
In principle, then the minister, P.P. van Bosse, gave a positive reaction to this application, but 
he was replaced by a new minister I.D.Fransen van de Putte before he could officially approve 
of it. The new minister wanted to conduct more explorations before he gave his final decision. 
This task was handed over to J.L.Cluysenaer. This time, many of the applications submitted to 
the Minister had come from private investors who tried to convince the state by arguing that it 
would benefit greatly if the exploitation was carried out by private investors. The state, 
however, unequivocally refused this offer. 

Meanwhile, Cluysenaer wrote three detailed reports which were published in 1875 and 
1878 (Cluysenaer 1876,1878). He offered a new and reasonable budget plan for the 
construction of railways from the west coast through the Anai Valley. He estimated that the 
exploitation of the mine would cost only 24.4 million guilders. This was cheaper than the offer 
made by competitors (Cluysenaer 1878; Koloniaal Verslag 1876:132-4). Because the 
government had its hands full with the Aceh War and the money spent on the construction of 
railways in Java was higher than had been budgeted, there was no reaction to Cluysenaer's 
offer. 

With his team (1877-1879) D.D. Veth made another plan for the construction of 
railways from the east coast of Sumatra. He argued that the coal transported from eastward 
bound line would be more profitable because it was closer to the harbour of Singapore which 
was one of the great consumers of coal (Veth 1877, 1879:VI). He promoted his ideas very 
actively by giving lectures and writing articles which were published in the Netherlands. Two 
distinct interest groups had emerged by now, one led by those favouring the construction of the 
railway from the west coast and the other led by those who wanted to build it from the east 
coast. After considering the financial prospects, eventually no one was interested in supporting 
the east coast line construction. 

See for a detailed report Verbeek 1875. 
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Until final agreement was reached by members of the Dutch parliament on June 10, 
1887, the discussion concentrated on the profit percentage and the conditions of the concession 
such as its duration and the annual tax on the mine once it was operational (Colombijn 
1992:444-5). In 1886, for instance, the concession was only 640 batm (448 hectare) for a 
period of seventy-five years. In a repetition of an earlier scenario, the Minister of Colonies, 
F.G. van Bloemen Waanders responded positively to the request of the applicants to guarantee 
a reduced payment of profit to the state, namely from 4.5 percent to 3.5 percent. But before 
the decision was made, he was replaced by J.P.Sprenger van Eyk (Colombijn 1992: 444). 

Under the new minister, the procedure for the tender was made more complicated. The 
Minister asked the Governor-General for his opinion about reaching a compromise between 
the private entrepreneurs and the government for the tender that had already been offered to 
the public. In fact, the Governor-General wanted to see more stringent requirements for the 
tender. He proposed that a concession should be given to a person who could pay the annual 
tax to the government (Colombijn 1992:445). Though his suggestion had been accepted, the 
Minister had no absolute power to decide on it. This would have to be discussed and decided 
by members of the Dutch parliament. On June 10, 1887, the majority of the parliament rejected 
private tenders and decided that the state would exploit the mine and construct the railways. 
Engineer M.J.Ijzerman, the former head of the railways construction in Java, was given the 
task of carrying out this project. This decision totally overrode the earlier recommendation of 
the Minister of Colonies, who suffered a personal defeat because his policy of supporting 
private investors had been rejected (Colombijn 1992:445; Koloniaal Verslag 1886:88,154-
203). To construct the railways and the harbour, the Dutch government would need additional 
capital for the Netherlands Indies in the upcoming year. 

The role of the Governor-General, the local administrators and the leaders in the 
decision-making process was very marginal, because they depended on the acquiescence of the 
Minister of Colonies and the parliament. They had no power, beyond trying to influence the 
government by publishing articles written by such people as members or ex-members of the 
local Chamber of Commerce in Padang. The local Chamber of Commerce had no executive 
power, but a petition concerning the construction of a local transportation system was sent to 
the Governor-General in 1883, persuading the colonial government to begin constructing it 
immediately (Colombijn 1992:446). 

The second period of the discussions (1887-1891) still focused on the exploitation of 
the mine and the railways. Many private investors sent their applications in the hope of winning 
a concession, but only two applicants were seriously considered: P.J. van Houten, a 
businessman in Padang and a member of the Chamber of Commerce of Padang, and the other 
was Cluysenaer. These two contenders had tried to influence public opinion through a series of 
lectures and publications, and a heated debate was waged on the pages of the newspapers 
(Colombijn 1992:448; De Spoorweg 1891:1728-36, 2026-2030). 

Cluysenaer and van Houten did everything they could to get the concession and they 
each had a strong lobby (Colombijn 1992:448). Cluysenaer, for example, enjoyed a good 
connection with the Minister, since he had once advised him about the best investor to execute 
the project. He had changed his tune. In previous years, he had suggested that the state should 
exploit the mine and construct the railways, but now he had other ideas. He was convinced that 
the exploitation of the project should be given to the private investor rather than to the state. 



He argued that the establishment of the railways and the mine should be undertaken by 
private investors. His basic argument was that if the state were to become an actor in the 
business of coal distribution, it would not be successful, because it lacked the capacity to 
distribute coal. He pointed out that H.D.Levyssohn Norman, a member of parliament and a 
former member of the Raad van Indie, also supported the application The Minister, 
W.C.Keuchenius, was very aware of Cluysenaer's hidden motives. It was fairly blatant that his 
suggestions to the Minister in support of private exploitation were intended to enable his own 
group to have its slice of the cake. During the debates in parliament, it seemed that 
H.D.Levyssohn Norman was the only member who supported the application of Cluysenaer 
and Van Houten. He rejected the argument of the new minister, A.E.Baron Mackay, who said 
that as the biggest coal consumer, the state should therefore control the exploitation of the 
mine Determined to achieve success, Cluysenaer also offered the state a profit of more than 5 
percent (Colombijn 1992: 449). Moreover, Cluysenaer and van Houten were against the idea 
of recruiting convict labourers for these projects, an option, which was an unpopular topic at 
the time. Finally, the debates ended with a decision in 1891 that the state would exploit the 
railways and the mine, because the mine would benefit the state enormously. IJzerman, who 
had been appointed as the head of construction of the Sumatran railways, was given the task of 
leading the two state-owned companies: the railways and the mine. 

This brief recital of the early history of the mines demonstrates ineluctably that there 
was hefty competition between different interest groups for the exploitation of the Ombilin 
coal-mines and the railways which was to serve it. In addition to the Cluysenaer's group, there 
was no lack of other engineering groups who were willing to try their luck. Generally speaking, 
the engineers formed a very powerful group because the government took their advice more 
seriously than that of their competitors. They were not content simply to act as advisors, they 
also tried to participate in the project. Colombijn argues there is every reason to designate them 
a pressure group, emerging not from the ranks of the bureaucracy, but formed by former 
classmates from Delft (Colombijn 1992:455). Another pressure group consisted of members of 
the Chamber of Commerce in Padang and local administrators. 

Under the supervision of IJzerman, an enthusiastic and energetic person, the first 
digging for coal was commenced in the area of Sungai Durian in 1891, even before the 
ordinance had been officially passed. This mine consisted of three seams; A, B, and C. Seam A 
has a thickness around two to two and half metres, while Seam C has a thickness of coal of 
seven to eight metres. The vertical distance between seams A and C is around 30-40 metres. 
Between these two seams lies Seam B in which the thickness of the coal stratum is no more 
than 0.8 metre. Apart from Sungai Durian, there are other fields of coal in the areas of Sigalut, 
Waringjn, Parambahan, Lunto, and Tanah Hitam. The Ombilin coal-mines employ two 
different kinds of mining technology: open-cast and underground mining. The best quality coal 
with 7,000 calories comes from the underground mine. Up to the present day, it is the best 
quality of coal in the whole of the archipelago. 

3. A trip to the Mjning Town 

The small town of Sawahlunto is located at a distance of approximately 156 kilometres from 
Padang, the capital of the province of West Sumatra. The town used to be known as Kota 
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Arcmg (literally 'coal town'), named after its foremost natural resource. The town first became 
historically important by the late nineteenth century, when the Dutch colonial government 
established its mining industry there. To reach it by public bus from Padang there are two 
different routes. The difference lies in the distance and the number of stops. The shorter route 
takes about three and half-hour and runs via Sitinjau Laut, Solok, Silungkang, and Sawahlunto. 
The other route is longer and runs via the Anai Valley, Padang Panjang, Singkarak, Solok, 
Silungkang and Sawahlunto. On both routes, travellers will catch sight of many trucks (via 
Sitinjau Laut) or trains (via Anai Valley) carrying coal from Sawahlunto to the harbour of 
Teluk Bayur, Padang. 

Sawahlunto lies at about 256 metres above sea level in a hollow valley in the mountain 
range known as the Bukit Bariscm. Surrounded on all sides by hills, the valley resembles a 
frying-pan. The hills are dry and barren and unfit for cultivation, but contain rich coal deposits. 
The flat land at the bottom of the valley is not big enough to contain the town that has grown 
there. Houses, offices, schools, markets, and other buildings are squeezed tightly together, and 
the town sprawls out over the hillsides. 

If one stands at a higher point and looks down on the flat land, one can enjoy amazing 
panoramas. At night, when the reflected town lights twinkle, it looks like "Hongkong by night" 
some proud engineers of the company claim. Through the centre of the town flows the Lunto 
River, and to the south you can see the Sumpahan River. During the colonial period, the river 
was used by the students of the Mining School as a swimming-pool, but when it was shown 
that the river also contained little deposits of gold paned, the river became a place where many 
people searched for gold, especially during the Japanese occupation. 

The first thing one sees upon approaching the town is the text written in large letters on 
the hill above it,"UTAMAKAN KESELAMATAN KERJA" ("safety on the job first 
priority"). This slogan was propagated by the Minister of Manpower in the late 1980s in the 
course of a campaign to improve industrial safety. It is only a campaign slogan, the miners told 
me, and it has no relation to actual efforts to improve the safety of the mine. The miners also 
complained that it is ironic, that while the company focuses on the safety of working condition, 
they still run many old buses that have caused a series of accidents over the years. 

Like other industrial towns, Sawahlunto is busy. Every morning, the visitor will be 
woken up by the siren that sounds at six. It is a sign for miners to leave their homes for the 
mine. The siren sounds again at five, every afternoon. This is a sign for workers who have 
'respectable jobs' in the mine to go home. During the day, many old buses made in the 
1960s pick up the miners who are waiting for them along the roadside and drop them off 
at their places of work. In the workplace, the day begins with a roll call. The miners are 
assembled on a large square where they have to repeat some promises in a style 
reminiscent of a military drill, both as a civil servant and as a miner. One of the most 
important slogans is that the miners must work to the top of their capacities. Mining is for 
strong men, one of the mine engineers said. Working in the mine is dangerous and hard. 
Hence, the miners have to be both physically and mentally strong. 

Visitors will also hear the sounds of a conveyor belt, which transports coal from 
the mines of Sawahluwung, Tanah Hitam, and Parambahan to Sawahlunto. Up to 1970 the 
company still operated the old Dutch's kereta lori to carry coal from the mines to 
Sawahlunto. It also served as public transport that could bring people from the villages, 
barracks to the market of Sawahlunto. Coal that has been collected will be transported by 
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train or by truck to the harbour of Teluk Bayur and the cement factory in Padang. This 
work carries on both day and night. 

Located on 586 hectares, in 1990 the town of Sawahlunto had an estimated population 
of about 15,279 people {Sensus 1990:1,7). If one asks somebody in the town about their 
profession, the immediate answer will be: we work for the mining company. As registered in 
the 1990 national census, 80 percent of its population worked at the mine. In 1966, the 
population of Sawahlunto was 13,723, three years later in 1969, however, it had declined 
significantly to 11,811, because the company faced a serious economic crisis, consequently 
many labourers were dismissed or chose to retire After the energy crises in 1973-74, the 
central government made strenuous efforts to increase the production of coal, and recruited 
more workers. By 1979 the population had risen to 13,825 {Sawahlunto 1979:91). 

In the mid-nineteenth century Sawahlunto was a small, isolated village, located in the 
heart of a very large jungle and its population numbered only five hundred.7 Most households 
in this village grew rice and other subsistence crops on a limited area of agricultural land. From 
a colonial point of view, the village had no economic value because large tracts of the land 
were very inhospitable and not very suitable for agriculture. Because of the isolated location of 
the village, it impinged only on the periphery of the colonial administration. The village of 
Sawahlunto was under the control of the head of Laras Silungkang and Talawi, which included 
the otiderafdeeling of Kota Vu. It fell under the authority of the Dutch controleur at 
Sijunjung. 

The development of Sawahlunto from an isolated village into the present bustling town 
is directly related to the opening up of the coal-mines. The history of its growth though was far 
from straightforward. The emergence of a typical mining community, especially when convict 
labour was used, posed specific demands of the administration and maintenance of law and 
order. For all matters involving convict labourers, the mining company had to deal with the 
nearest Dutch authority, the controleur of Kota VII stationed at Sijunjung. It was probably in 
order to facilitate these matters that in 1893 the controleur'% post was moved from Sijunjung 
to Sawahlunto {Staatsblad 1893 no. 119). The company provided him with the necessary 
facilities. From that time on, the controleur had the double task of administering the district's 
indigenous population and controlling the mining community of Sawahlunto. 

The controleur's change of residence from Sijunjung to Sawahlunto did not affect the 
position of his supervisor, the Assistant-Resident of Tanah Datar but the latter did become very 
concerned about the imbalances resulting from the controleur 's dual task. He reported that the 
controleur tended to give more priority to the interests of the mining company than to those of 
the local inhabitants. The controleur himself complained about a heavy work-load and wrote 
that he was unable to deal fairly with the local people and the convict labourers at one and the 
same time.8 For this reason from 1894 the Assistant-Resident of Tanah Datar appealed 
repeatedly to the Governor-General in Batavia, requesting the administrative divorce of 
Sawahlunto from the Kota Vu district. These requests did not win a favourable response from 
the Governor-General until 1905. It was only in that year that Governor-General conceded the 

7 KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368, Heuven 1931: 31. 

KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368, Heuven 1931: 26. 
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request on the basis of yet another plea from the incumbent Assistant-Resident, A.Rooy.9 Until 
1917 Sawahlunto was a separate onderafdeeling, independent of Kota VII, and administered 
by its own controleur. In 1918 Sawahlunto officially acquired the status of a municipality, and 
its population numbered 7,376, excluding the mine-workers.10 

Sawahlunto is a product of historical processes. History is reflected in the ground plan, 
physical structure, design, and monuments of the town. Although very recently new buildings 
have been constructed, the previous period of Dutch colonization has left its inexorable mark. 
Old public and private buildings are dominated by European styles. Excellent examples of 
these buildings may still be found, particularly in the mining area, including the company's 
main office building, the company's housing complex for the managers and other high-ranking 
staff members, some offices, and houses for the local administrators. The location of the main 
office remains within walking distance of the housing complex of the managers and high-
ranking staff. It only takes three to five minutes, but there are no people who choose to walk 
to the office. They always use the company cars. In fact, some of them prefer to travel around 
the town first, before they go to the office. 

The location of the housing complex of the local administrators is clearly 
demarcated from the housing complex of the higher-ranking staff members. They are 
separated by the market and the Lunto River. Both the house of the controleur and that of 
the Assistant-Resident lie on a promontory of higher land and face the coolies barracks. 
During the colonial period, this location was very strategic, because the controleur and the 
Assistant Resident could keep an eye on the labourers' activities. In front of the house, 
there was a garden planted with many banana trees and where labourers were punished. 
The foremen used these trees either to exercise or to test the strength of beating aim. The 
Dutch administrators and their agents used this place to impress their physical prowess on 
the indigenous people. 

As already explained above, the presence of local colonial administrators in Sawahlunto 
served the company's interests, particularly in dealing quickly and efficiently with 
administrative matters. But the incompatibility of relations between the two groups caused 
many conflicts, certainly during the colonial period, and this friction did not disappear with 
Indonesian Independence. R.C Kwantes, an aspirant-controleur (a cadet district officer) in 
Sawahlunto in thel930s recalled his experiences in an interview (30-11-1997). He remembered 
that the role of the company in the mining town was very dominant. 

The barracks of the labourers were named tangsi Rantai, Tanah Lapang, and tangsi 
Baru. The word tangsi is still being used by people of the town. Each tangsi has its own 
history. The tangsi Rantai, for instance, was built in rows, very close to one another, leaving 
little or no room between the dwelling units. Several narrow roads that connect the tangsis 
with the outside world run between the rows of houses. Many Indonesians call this narrow 

KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368, Heuven 1931:23. 

Sawahlunto had 7,376 inhabitants, 390 of whom were European, 469 were Chinese, and the 
rest, 6,517, were local people. People from the other villages also came here selling goods at the 
market of Sawahlunto, but the total number of newcomers is not known. In 1930, the total number 
of its population grew nearly six-fold, to 44,226. See KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368; 
Heuven 1931: 23; Volkstelling 1930. 
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road an alley, 'gang '. These gang provide the only open space available to the residents to be 
used for various purposes, such as meeting each other, chatting and gossiping with neighbours, 
particularly among the wives, as a playing area for children, and for quarrelling." Although 
physical conditions of the tangsis have not changed much from the outside, dramatic changes 
have taken place inside, where one can now see electronic apparatus such as parabolic antenna, 
TV sets, and radio cassette players. Apart from these electronic goods, their small living room 
is stuffed with a sofa and a side-board, which is used to display the electronic goods. The 
sound of very loud music emerges from these small rooms. The ownership of electronic goods 
confers status, and gives rise to competition. Life in the tangsi is full of competition, a coal-
miner told me. 

The hospital in Savvahlunto is also situated on this higher piece of land and faces the 
soccer field. The Dutch company constructed it for convict labourers. The building has been 
continuously extended to cope with the increased number of workers who come there to seek 
treatment. In 1950, the hospital was taken over by the Department of Health. A former nurse, 
who worked there during the colonial period, said the hospital was not only to take care of sick 
or injured workers, it was also a place for the medical training of European physicians. At the 
corner of the building, there was a mortuary in which the bodies of deceased workers were 
preserved. The doctors used the dead bodies intensively as objects of research and training. In 
the past, the hospital was the most modern building in West Sumatra. But today, because of its 
lack of qualified medical staff and other up-to-date facilities, it has been abandoned by many 
people, who now prefer to go to other hospitals in Solok and Padang. 

Standing on the highest floor of the hospital building and looking down, one will see a 
green soccer field. It was built by convict labourers in 1901. The field has been the site of most 
large-scale public events: sports, carnival activities, performances by musicians, political rallies, 
and demonstrations. Several football clubs such as Glück Auf, Hercules, and Marconi (Sinar 
Sumatra 4-7-1925) have used it for their games. During the colonial period, the Dutch also 
gathered there on various important occasions such as the celebration of the queen's birthday. 
It was a place where groups of musicians and dancers come together to rehearse and perform. 
There was a range of performances to cater for people from the different social classes 
represented in the mining town. Of all performances, the coolies' favourite shows were the 
Javanese and Sundanese ronggeng who performed after closing time (Sinar Sumatra, 1-9-
1925). After Independence, political parties and anti-government groups also made the field 
their home. It was here that, during the 1960s, political parties, the Dewan Banteng or the 
PRRI leaders held their large public rallies and ran their campaigns. Since 1960 the field has 
been used for political rallies for the political liberation of West Irian, the so-called 'ganyang 
Malaysia ' (crush Malaysia) campaign, and it has also been a meeting place for trade unions. 

Not far from the soccer field, there are three old buildings located at the centre of 
tangsi Baru, in the village of Air Dingin. These buildings consist of a big kitchen and two 
warehouses. The kitchen, constructed in 1918, is very big and equipped with a wealth of 
cooking utensils for the preparation of about sixty-five pihils rice everyday (Sinar Sumatra 2-
5-1925). Here, thousands of portions of food were cooked for both the labourers and their 
families. The building could tell many stories about the corruption of European administrators, 

This resembles the life-story of coal-miners in Britain described by D.H Lawrence in his 
novel Sons and Lovers (1913). 
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Chinese suppliers, and the indigenous cooks (Sinar Sumatra, 4,9,10-5-1928). At this kitchen, 
the labourers competed with each other to get the food distributed by the company staff. 

The market of Sawahlunto lies on the opposite side of the soccer field. It has changed 
little since the colonial days. The old market still exists, but a new construction was finished in 
1997. The two are jointed to one another. Until the Japanese occupation, the market was 
dominated by Chinese and Minangkabau traders, particularly those from Silungkang and 
Talawi. The Chinese mainly sold goods such as milk, bread, cheese, shoes, and the like to 
European customers (Interview with Mrs Urban, 10-12-1994), although the Minang traders 
also had some stocks for European consumers. Although they sold their merchandise mostly to 
local people. After the Japanese occupation, many Chinese people left the town and moved to 
cities such as Padang and Jakarta, but today, the visitor still can find some Chinese shops. In 
1980 there were only sixty-two Chinese counted (Sawahlunto da/am Angka 1980:23). Up to 
the present day, the Minangkabau play a dominant role in trading activities in the market. 
Beside the Minangkabau, the descendants of the former Javanese contract labourers have also 
developed their own businesses in the market, generally selling traditional Javanese food such 
as tempe, tahu, and gado-gado. 

As it was in the past, so is it still today. Visitors to the market are mostly villagers and 
the lower social strata of the mining society. In the past, the Europeans or the high-ranking 
staff members of the company and other important officials sent their servants to the market. 
They preferred to do shopping in other places such as Silungkang, Bukittinggi, and Padang, 
and at present, the upper class of the mining society and other high-ranking officials prefer to 
go to other bigger markets such as those in Solok, Bukittinggi, Padang, or even Jakarta. Just as 
the behaviour of their Dutch predecessors in the past, this is intended to keep a distance 
between them and the lower classes of the mining society. 

The price of goods at this market is fluctuated steeply and also depends on the 
economic conditions of the workers. When they received their weekly or monthly wages and 
annual bonuses, the traders immediately increase the price of the goods they are trading, so that 
workers may well find themselves with little money in their pockets to take home. The 
company was well aware of this problem and in order to help them, it opened a co-operative, 
which is still located at the end of the market. This building was constructed in 1920, and was 
called 'toko koperasi Ons Belang'. But it was a shop, primarily for the Europeans and Indo-
Europeans (Tjaja Sumatra, 22-1-1920). It sold foodstuffs and other goods at a cheaper price 
than what was on offer at the market. At the height of this competition, the traders immediately 
also began to sell their goods at or almost of wholesale prices. The co-operative was unable to 
maintain this competition with the traders in the market. This happened in the colonial period 
and once again in the 1970s. In the 1980s especially, it was common practice among the 
labourers to supplement their cost of living by selling goods such as sugar, canned food, and 
milk to the traders in the market. The traders acted as collectors for the goods which the 
labourers bought on credit from their co-operative or 'toko koperasi '. Because of lack of ready 
money, the labourers could obtain only a limited number of goods on credit from the co
operative shop, and they then sold them to the traders at the market at cheaper prices. They 
were forced to do this because they were in debt and they had no money in cash to buy their 
basic needs. 

Leaving the market and moving to the north, one will see the Ombilin Hotel and the 
State Commercial Bank (Bank Dagang Negara), both in European style. The hotel was used 
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for the guests of the Dutch company, while the building of the State Commercial Bank was the 
former 'sociëteit or clubhouse for the company staff It was called Glück Auf referring to the 
'blessing and greeting of the people who enter and leave the mine'. Like the other clubhouses 
in the archipelago, it functioned as a place of entertainment for the European staff Every 
Saturday, Sunday, and on other holidays, the mining engineers and other high-ranking staff 
members of the company went there, spending their time drinking, singing, or dancing. A 
Dutch wife of a company staff member remembered that it was a must to go to the club, 
because the social relations you had developed there informally had a strong influence on your 
job prospects in the office. While they were busy drinking, singing, and dancing in the club to 
celebrate their long weekend, the children of the contract labourers watched them from 
outside, as Pak X told to me.13 After Independence, this building no longer functioned as an 
exclusive club. Its name was also changed to 'Gedung Pertemuan Bumh' or G.P.M (the 
meeting building for the labourers), and was used by the members of various trade unions. 

Our final trip is towards the northern part of the market, where the street leads to the 
mines. Around fifty metres from the club house, there is a police station. In the past, this 
building was a former prison which was constructed by the Dutch, expressly to gaol labourers 
who were punished on term of imprisonment. This prison was always full until the second 
decade of the twentieth century, and even then it was no longer able to accommodate all the 
labourers on punishment detail. On the first floor of the building, there are leg irons in the 
corner of a small room. These are a remainder of the past when the convict labourers wore 
such iron chains around their necks, hands, and ankles. Shackled in this fashion, the company 
hoped that they would not run away. They were led to the mine under strict military guard. In 
1917, the convicts who were sentenced to more than five years no longer had to wear an iron 
chain around their necks (Tjaja Sumatra, 23-8-1917). 

Not far from the prison is the place where twenty-four hours a day non-stop coal which 
is delivered by the conveyor belt is collected. Here there is also a workshop which produced 
weapons during the Indonesian revolution. The second prison lies on the other side of the 
street to the north. It is located in the village of Durian which was notorious as a centre for the 
communist activities in 1926/1927 and during the period 1950-1965. At the edge of the street, 
there are various old and new buildings, a company guest house, the municipal office, small 
club houses, houses, and the former stable for buffaloes and horses. The buffaloes were used as 
a means of transport, especially during the period 1895-1905, but later they were replaced by 
horses (Sinar Sumatra, 7-2-1938). 

Precisely on the very edge of the street lies the second prison which was destroyed 
when the company wanted to build the mining school after Independence. Some ruins of the 
prison building still stand. The former prison was constructed in 1925, and surrounded by 
seven metres of concrete wall, topped by piles of barbed wire. The construction of the building 
was finished in 1926, and preparations were made to accommodate 1,000 convict labourers 

KITLV, collection of Stichting Mondelinge Geschiedenis Indonesië. Interview of F. 
Brinkgreve with Mrs A.J.C.van Heek-de Graaf, code number 1145.2a. 

13 This had inspired the contract labourer's son to become a member of the communist 
trade union after Independence. Interview with Pak X, 18-4-1995. 
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(Sinar Sumatra, 15-5-1926). The building was very strongly built and intended to ensure that 
the labourers did not take to their heels. Nevertheless, in May 1926, the company was shocked 
three times when 300, 350 and finally 100 convict labourers respectively proved they were able 
to open the sturdy prison door (Sinar Sumatra 15-5-1926). They did not get much further as 
the police were able to recapture them immediately. 

The prison directly faces the entrance to the Durian Mine, so that convicts had no 
chance to run away. There were small shops within the prison, selling foodstuffs and other 
goods. The mine has been compared to a closed prison. It was called 'tarn bang panas ' or a hot 
mine, resembling a place of punishment. Fearing its reputation, the miners were very afraid to 
be moved to this mine. Ex-miners recalled that the meaning of 'hot mine' refers not only to its 
resemblance to a place of punishment, but alludes to the fact it was also a place where miners 
worked together with the criminals who sometimes behaved reprehensibly. After working in 
the underground mines, the latter group was not permitted to see the outside world. Instead 
they went straight back to prison. Here, fighting, maiming, and even killings occurred among 
them. Therefore, the villagers used to hear voices screaming from the prison. 

Our trip ends at the mine. It is located to the north of the prison, after having passed by 
many tangsis and villages, such as Durian, Surian, Karang Anyer, and Sikalang. The old 
tangsis in Sikalang consists of a long barracks, a public kitchen, public bathrooms and toilets. 
These public facilities were used by the labourers and their families for a long time. Here, one 
can reconstruct in one's mind 's eye the everyday life of the miners and their families, beset by 
petty quarrels about food and water, and leading inevitably to more personal matters. There 
was no clear distinction between the location of the tangsis and houses of the villagers. Former 
labourers constructed houses nearby the tangsis after they retired. 

Passing along the winding road, the visitors finally reach the location of the open pit 
and underground mines, some now closed down, some still operational. The Sawahluwung 
underground mine was opened in 1985, when the mechanization of the mining technology was 
carried out. I visited this mine for the first time in April 1995. I arrived there early in the 
morning to observe the miners' activities. The work starts at six o'clock, and the miners go into 
the mine in their mine clothes, shoes, steel helmet with a lamp. Inside it is dark and hot. Hence, 
the labourers prefer not to wear clothes. At one o'clock in the afternoon, they are free. I was 
startled by the loud voices of the miners coming from the entrance of the mine. With black 
faces and naked torsos, they came out, singing at the top of their voices. I saw their actions as 
an expression of relief that they were alive, befitting the words 'Glück Auf. This is because the 
world below the ground is dangerous to many people, even today no matter how much new 
technology there is available. 

Our trip to the mining town has come to an end. The old historical buildings still 
exist. They are visual evidence of human history, which is fraught with terrifying stories of 
violence, corruption, and manipulation as part of the daily life of the mining society. In the 
following chapter, I shall explore some of these stories. 



CHAPTER m 

THE MAKING OF A CRIMINAL COLONY: 
CONTROL AND VIOLENCE (1892-1920) 

Introduction 

In Chapter Two the importance of coal as an energy source has been described, as well as its 
incorporation into the world market, followed by discussion of the hesitant attitude of the 
colonial state to the question of whether the Ombilin coal-mines should be exploited by the state 
or by private companies. In the last section of Chapter Two, the issues of violence, corruption, 
and manipulation within the mining society were introduced. 

The present chapter will explore the actions of the colonial state regarding 
compensation of land rights and the construction of infrastructure. After that, it will describe the 
making of a mining society (Section 2), going into the formation of social hierarchies and the 
social differentiation of the mining society. Questions about how the labourers were recruited 
organized, and controlled in a system of capitalist production will be main focus of this section. 
Section 2 is also about the creation of a criminal colony as the upshot of the presence of 
prisoners who were forced to become miners. I refer to this period as a 'prison', because 
pressed by the high demand for coal, the colonial state put the miners into a surrogate 'prison'. 
The colonial state treated the miners liked rats in a closed box, isolating them from social 
contacts with local people, imposing labour control by physical violence, especially by flogging 
with a cane. (Section 4). This all was for the sake of the achieving an increase in coal production 
Under the title 'Violence and Terror' (Section 5), the involvement of various state institutions 
and their non-monolithic characters will be explored. 

The implementation of labour control by flogging imposed on the Ombilin coal-miners 
was worse and even more complex than in the East Sumatran plantations. The methods and 
configuration of control by physical violence will be seen in the context of the structure of 
control. This structure involved many actors; not only central and local colonial administrators, 
but also caretakers, overseers, foremen or mandor, and relationship within and between 
different categories of the miners. The generalized physical violence had not only a vertical 
dimension, which reflected the rigid relationship between the miners and the managers, but also 
spread to a horizontal dimension, namely within and between various categories of labourers. 
What it boils down to is that the miners have their own politics (Ortner 1995:176). In order to 
understand the hidden motives behind the generalized culture of violence, it is important to 
know about the background, characteristics, and the working and living conditions of the miners 
(Sections 2 and 3). Here, the role of foremen, the presence of criminals as convict labourers, 
homosexuality, and ethnicity, all contributed to the creation of various forms of physical 
violence among the miners. The nature of these actions was sometimes random, incidental, 
individual; and sometimes more organized, through the use of groups or gangs, and ethnic 
background. Ethnicity was used in solving conflicts, especially as long as there were no other 
alternatives were available. The motives for such actions should be understood in the context of 
the daily working and living conditions of the miners. 

This chapter will explain two aspects of labour control measures. First, labour control 
imposed by the state was not obeyed by the miners. The prevailing system was illegitimate and 
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had no authority. Second, the work discipline of the miners was not only a reaction to labour 
control imposed by the state, it was a product of social control within the community of the 
miners itself. 

1. Compensation of Land rights and the Construction of an Infrastructure 

Soon after the discovery of rich coal reserves along the Ombilin River, colonial officials from 
various state agencies visited West Sumatra. They investigated and discussed the problem of 
compensation for the land that had to be acquired for the construction of infrastructure: 
railways, a harbour, the mine, and a suitable forest area for supplying mine timber. In East 
Sumatra, the violation of the land rights of the local population by the Dutch government 
officials had led to conflict and protests from the population,1 and what happened in Ombilin 
was not different. In Ombilin, compensation for the land and the ways in which the government 
operated it has been a smouldering germ of conflict and protest among local people up to the 
present. 

The problem of land compensation in West Sumatra was even more difficult and 
complicated than it had been in East Sumatra, because the Dutch government officials found 
that not only did they have to negotiate with the heads Minangkabau villages, nothing was legal 
until all lineage members had given their consent. This related to compensation for the land 
needed for the construction of the railway as reported by the Head of the Railways, A. Derx, 
who inspected West Sumatra in 1889.2 The committee that negotiated the compensation had 
done its best, but the situation here was complicated by the idiosyncratic Minang land rights, 
where nothing could be settled until all lineage members consented (Colombijn 1994:296). The 
price for compensation would be three to four times higher than had been budgeted for, because 
it involved more than just payment for the Minangkabau land to its rightful owners there were 
some lawyers in Padang who were short of work. Eager to earn some fees, the lawyers meddled 
in the negotiations and stirred up resistance against the settlements. In the end, the extra costs 
for expropriation were about 550,000 guilders on top of the total costs for construction of 
railways, which amount to 22,000,000 guilders.3 

The compensation given by the Dutch government in Ombilin itself was eventually the 
same as the land compensation for construction of railways. The land compensation was paid a 

In this region, with the approval of the colonial government, the European planters had obtained 
long-term leases (of seventy-five years) from the (Malay) sultans, whose right to do so was not beyond 
dispute. This policy had led to the protest by heads of'Malay' villages against the sultan in 1872, known 
as the Sunggal War. See Pelzer 1978:69-71; Erman 1985. 

ARA, MvK. 1850-1900, MR 1892/283. Letter Governor Sumatra's West Coast to the 
Governor-General of 10-1-1891; Idem to Director Education, Religion, and Industry of 9-3-1891; 
KJTLV, Kom Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:43. 

ARA. MvK. 1850-1900, Mr 1889/708, Report A. Derx, chef van de Afdeling Spoor en 
Tramwegen en het stoomwezen about his inspection tour dated 11-11-1889; Koloniaal Verslag 
1888:145; Idem 1889:150; Idem 1893:150. 
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once only payment to buy the rights of land use. Ignoring or choosing to overlook the 
complicated situation in West Sumatra, the Dutch government set to work and did not 
negotiate with all lineage members, but only with the head of the village or pengfmlu. It then 
compounded its error by assuming that by giving the land compensation to the penghulu meant 
that the land had already been transferred to the government. The land compensation paid by 
the colonial government to the adat heads of the nagari 4of Kubang, and not to the members of 
the lineage were between 50 to 100 guilders (Manan 1984:187). It amounted to 1,500 guilders 
plus 500 guilders for popular feasts that would be held by the inhabitants of the nagari5 

Assuming a hierarchical division of society the colonial government had tried to acquire 
acquiesce of the lineage by winning over Has penghulu. It is therefore not surprising that since 
resentment simmered, and protests from villagers against the company have been emerging 
since the initial years of exploitation up to the present. 

Another problem that emerged later on concerned compensation for the land needed for 
expanding mine sites, and also for constructing other facilities needed by the company. A 
market, housing complexes for various social strata of the mining society, government offices, 
entertainment facilities, and forest area: each of these required an arrangement be made to 
recompense the land rights of local people. Consequently, had it followed the adat, the 
government would have had to pay the same kind of compensation to neighbouring nagari such 
as Kolok, Talago Gunung, Silungkang, and Talawi by the end of the nineteenth century.6 The 
land compensation in these nagaris should have been the same as that paid in the Kubang 
nagari. 

There were at least two important points that required special attention in the matter of 
the land rights according to local customary law. The first of these was a clear contradiction in 
the government treatment of the communal land or tanah ulayat1 The Dutch colonial 

Nagari is Minangkabau traditional settlement, composing of from four to up eight or nine 
clans or suhi; each is headed by penghulu. Clan or sitku is a matrilineal kin group within which 
marriage is prohibited. The village communities (nagari) are governed by a council of penghulu 
who represent the different clans and lineages within the village. A more detailed description of the 
history of formation of nagari and the patterns of its extension see Nairn 1984. About social 
organisational aspects of Minangkabau nagari, see De Jong 1951; Akira Oki 1977; Kahn 1980; 
Kato 1982. 

Originally, total compensation for land rights was predicted to be 3,000 guilders. According to 
the investigation team that visited Sawahlunto for the first time in 1879, this total could still be reduced. 
The cost of compensation for land rights was included in the budget of the Ombilin exploitation. See 
ANRI, GB 6-9-1879 no.26; GB 15-3-1892 no.l. See also KITLV, Kom Collection, OR 435, no.368; 
Heuven 1931:113-26. 

6 KTTLV, Korn Collection, OR435, no.368; Heuven 1931:43. 

Tanah ulayat can be divided into two sorts: village communal land and cultivated land. The 
former consists of land allocated for village use and uncultivated land. Over uncultivated land, 
villagers had communal rights to cultivate, graze cattle, collect forest products, and so forth, 
whereas cultivated land can be subdivided into ancestral land (it is inherited by the matrilineal line) 
and private land (tanah pancariari), which has been obtained through individual effort. Villagers 
who wished to cultivate tanah ulayat, as well as others who wish to use it for cultivation, mining, 
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government did not regard the hak ulayat to uncultivated land as constituting property rights of 
the nagari. Hence, the Dutch colonial government acted as if the compensation for the hak 
ulayat for Ombilin involved a complete transfer of the territorial rights of the nagari, assuming 
its payment to have been compensation for property rights. 

Second, the Dutch colonial government misunderstood the concept of the uang adat or 
the customary duties. Uang adat, as far as the government understood it, was usually referred 
to as bunga kayu. In fact, bunga kayu was a village tax applied to the amount of forest products 
collected, and it was about 10 percent of the received value per year. The scope and calculation 
of'uangadat varied from one village to another. According to adat regulations in the village of 
Ombilin and its environs, there was a distinction between bunga kayu and bunga tanah. Bunga 
tanah was namely a tax that had to be given to nagari for exploiting minerals in the ground 
calculated at about 7.5 of the received value per cent per year. The Dutch government 
completely ignored such a distinction, regarding this as having been included in the land 
compensation paid to the nagari. 

When the second phase of expansion of the Ombilin coal-mines was underway between 
1900 and 1915, the penghulus of the nagari surrounding the mine location demanded 
compensation for the use of their uncultivated land. In vain, as all these requests were rejected 
by the government. During this period compensation was paid by the government only for the 
sawah taken over by the Ombilin coal-mines, which was of course, 'unfree' domain.8 This failure 
to recognize local rights reflects a complete change in the government's attitude towards the 
Outer Provinces which had occurred since the beginning of the twentieth century, when the 
economic interests of the Dutch in the Outer Provinces began to assume a far greater 
proportion than ever before. 

The rejection of recognition of the local rights was clearly stated in a decision of the 
Resident of Sumatra's West Coast in 1903, in which he stated that the government flatly refused 
to consider any future payment of uang adat for the Ombilin mines. Perhaps as a reflection of its 
uneasiness, the government resorted to using a rather vague term, mentioning only the 
compensation for penghulu's rights'. This decision indicated that compensation for using 
uncultivated land would no longer be related to a specific percentage of exploited value, which 
was what the uang adat stipulated. As a concession, the penghulu and the inhabitants of the 
nagari were only allowed to collect forest products and cut timber for their own consumption in 
the 'free domain'.9 

Payment of compensation for land occurred only twice, and payments to buy rights or 
an annual rent were seldom implemented. Hence, it is not surprising that the matter of 
compensation for land continued to grow until the end of the colonial regime. In the years 1924, 
1929, 1931, 1934, 1939 and 1940 both villagers and penghulu of the nagari protested to the 
colonial government about the indeterminate borders between the land of the company and that 

the collection of forest products, or the grazing of cattle, were normally expected to obtain the 
permission of the council, and in many cases to give the village representatives a proportion of the 
products obtained as payment which was known as the bunga kayu. See Kahn 1984:310. 

8 KITLV, Kom Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:56. 

9 KIT, Microfiche no.208-209, MvO Resident J.Ballot 1915:13-4. 
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of the nagari and demanded compensation for the land used.10 The protest derived from the 
claims of the company to lands, which would otherwise have been used by the villagers to make 
"kebun nagari" or nagari gardens and dry fields. On the basis of its misapprehension of the law, 
the company claimed that this land was now its property, while secure in their knowledge of the 
adat the villagers and penghulu were convinced that it was theirs. Therefore, the people of the 
nagari demanded the company and the Assistant-Resident draw up fixed borders to its land. 
The nagari referred its demand back to the negotiations that had taken place when the first mine 
opened. Both the company and the Assistant-Resident of Tanah Datar/Solok had promised to 
show them a map, but failed to keep their promise.11 

Once the problem of compensation for land had been putatively decided, the colonial 
government started on the construction of railways and a harbour. The section of railway 
between Emma Harbour and Padang Panjang was constructed under the direction of Engineer 
IJzerman.12 It was followed in 1892 by the opening of the line between Padang Panjang and 
Muara Kalaban. Later on, the line linking Muara Kalaban to Sawahlunto was constructed. Two 
years later, the construction of the railways with a total length of 155.5 km between Emma 
Harbour and Sawahlunto was completed. In the same year, the construction of Emma Harbour 
was rounded off. 

As the Dutch colonial government found itself in financial difficulties as a result of the 
Aceh War, it was unable to provide the large amounts of capital needed to construct these 
projects. One way around the problem was to use a cheap work force, and convicts were 
detailed to work on these government projects. This form of state coercion was characterized 
by miserable working conditions. Physical violence and terror imposed by both Dutch and 
indigenous foremen were the order of the day here. For misdemeanour or more serious 
transgressions, convicts were condemned to flogging with a bamboo cane, after having been 
trussed in a position in which their feet and hands were fastened to a pole for four days and 
nights, and they were not allowed to eat and drink. 

It was reported that between 1912 and 1913 the rate of illness and death among the 
convicts labourers was very high (Bruinink-Darlang 1986:105). These execrable working 
conditions led to a heated discussion between the group of colonial officials involved, namely 
the Internal Affairs (Binnenlands Bestuur or BB) officials and the Director of Department of 

Persamaan 3-4-1940; Schrieke 1928:Chapter II; KJTLV, Korn Collection, OR 435 no 368 
Heuven 1931:62. 

The seizure of individual land rights was a regular occurrence. One example is the case of a 
villager, named Simin Datuk Bandaro Sutan, Mohammad Yamin's uncle, in 1931. He demanded 
compensation from the company for his lands, which had been used by the company to construct coolie 
barracks in the village of Sikalang. ARNAS-RI, MGS 12-3-1931 no.633/B. This is one of the causes of 
social unrest among the villagers around the mine which was later used by the communist leaders to 
mobilize mass support. See Schrieke 1955:83-144; Zed 1981; KIT, Microfiche no.212, MvO Resident 
B.H.F.van Heuven 1934:62. 

The construction was based on the governor-general's Decree in 6-7-1887 no. 123. Koloniaal 
Verslag 1887-1888:118 For more detailed information on the history of the Sumatran Railways see 
Reitsma 1943. 
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Justice.1"' Methods of punishment followed elsewhere were also put into practice at the Ombilin 
mines, as will be explained in the next section. 

It was in this period that the construction of other infrastructure works in 
Sawahlunto was undertaken for the benefit of the company and the mining society. This 
included the construction of government buildings, housing complexes, market, schools, 
churches, mosques, clubs, a swimming pool, soccer field, and a cinema. These 
developments changed the face of Sawahlunto. It was no longer a small isolated village but 
a colonial mining town sheltering a society with a highly racially stratified social strata. 

2. The Structure of a Mining Society 
2.1. European, Chinese, and Indigenous People 

The colonial government appointed Engineer J.W. IJzerman, the Chief of the Sumatran 
Railway, to run the Ombilin mine; he was also to be responsible for transportation and the 
marketing of the coal.14 Matters related to the production process would be the responsibility of 
an Engineer-Director, a position to be held for the time being by Engineer Godefroy (De 
Locomotief, 10-11-1896). In order to recruit a permanent Engineer-Director and to fill the 
ranks of high and middle- level supervisors, IJzerman went to the Netherlands. There he met a 
mining engineer, Pierre, whose appointment was approved by the Minister of Colonies, but this 
appointment coincided with a heated debate in the Dutch mass media. The debate concentrated 
on the question of whether or not the position of the engineer-director would or would not be 
independent of the chief 

As it happened Pierre did not remain in the job long. He put in his resignation eight 
months before his task was finished. He was faced by the dilemma of choosing between morality 
and obligation, as he explained in his highly detailed report, sent to both the Governor-General 
and to the Minister of Colonies. 

These miserable conditions were beyond the control of the project leader. In giving his testimony 
concerning the process-verbal of the case of a work boss, J. Kuiper, dated 13 June 1914 in the Raad van 
Justitie, Padang, the project leader said that the work bosses should have known which convicts had to be 
sent to the hospital. He testified that he did not investigate this personally. The main problem, according 
to the Governor-General, was the lack of control exercised by the Governor of West Sumatra. Therefore, 
he had to be dismissed. Nevertheless, the Director of the BB Med to agree with this decision, saying that 
the Director of the prisons, the subordinate of the Director of the Department of Justice, was the person 
responsible for this case. The Director of the BB reported in cynical words the behaviour of this Director 
when he visited West Sumatra. He preferred to stay in Padang rather than to investigate the conditions of 
convict labourers in the field. For a more detailed description, see Bruinink-Darlang 1986:104-9. 

His appointment led to debates among Dutch technocrats. Some of them regarded him unsuitable 
to run the mine because he was not a mining engineer and he had made mistakes in the construction of the 
Sumatran Railways. In feet the construction had caused a flood. For a more detailed discussion, see 
Soerabajasch Handelsblad, 22, 23-7-1896, Insulinde 26-5; 9-6-1896, De Telegraaf 1-10-1896 as 
quoted by De Locomotief 10-11-1896. 
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In his report he explained that: 

The method of exploitation of this mine was vicious. I could not do 
anything to prevent it. I only paid attention to financial matters, because 
I was forced to increase coal production, reasoning that I would get f 
0.10 for every ton of coal produced {De Locomotief 10-11-1896). 

A number of technical personnel who were working in Dutch and German coal-mines 
were hired as supervisors or overseers. Later on such men were recruited from the Polytechnic 
Institute in Delft and from the Mining School in Heerlen. In 1894 there were only ten 
Europeans recruited as supervisors at the mine. This number increased thirteenfold to 136 in 
1918." The increase in the number of Europeans ran parallel with the creation of new functions 
and tasks at the newly opened mines located to the north of Sawahlunto. These positions 
included places for civil engineers, mining engineers, electro-engineers, and for geologists who 
had graduated from university or the mining school. These were the backbone of the technical 
staff involved in the process of production. In order to tackle administrative and health matters, 
the management recruited accountants and European and indigenous physicians. 

After 1921, the middle-level supervisors were recruited from the Mijnbouw School that 
had been established in Sawahlunto in 1918.16 The major aim in establishing this school was to 
end the shortage of a skilled-labour force at state owned mining companies in the Netherlands 
Indies. Students were educated to become junior overseers whose task was to bridge the gap 
between the senior overseer and the foremen. The course lasted three years. Applicants had to 
have a Hollandsen Inlandse School (HIS) diploma, (a requirement changed to Meer 
Uitgebreide Lagere Onderwijs (MULO) diploma in 1925), be between 17 and 21 years old, and 
speak Dutch fluently. They should take their diploma after three years (Sinar Sumatra 7-7-
1925). 

During the first years after the opening of the school, most students came from Dutch 
families with members working at the Ombilin coal-mines or at other jobs in West Sumatra 
(Cosijn 1939:102). Thereafter, they were replaced by young men from the Indo families, 
whether from West Sumatra or from other places in Sumatra and in Java. Young indigenous 
men were very few in number. Those who did study at the school came mostly from the 
Minangkabau and Batak ethnic groups. Education combined theory and practice. In the 
morning from 6.00 a.m. until 2.00 p.m., they went into the mine. From 5 o'clock in the 
afternoon until 8 o'clock in the evening, they attended classes given in Dutch by engineers and 
senior overseers from the company itself. 

This number was reduced in the years thereafter, especially during the Depression. In 1940, the 
total number of European people who worked at the mine was only fifty-three. See Verslag van de 
Ombilienmijnenover 1918, \9\9,lndisch Verslag 1941:313. 

This School was closed for four years in 1934 because of the Depression, when the colonial 
government also planned to close the mine. In the first years, it had more than 100 students. Because 
discipline was very strict and the budget was very limited, this number decreased in later years. Interview 
with F. Boomzyn, 27-10-1994; Cosijn 1939:102. De Mijnbond 1939:100. 
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An interesting phenomenon in this education system is that the students who went into 
the mine studied not only all the details of the production process, but also worked together 
with the miners. Information gathered in interviews with former students from this school, 
reveals without a shadow of doubt that they worked precisely like miners. In other words, they 
started their career literally at ground level. They were paid like miners; for the first year the 
wage was one guilder per day, for the second year one guilder fifty, and for the third year it was 
increased to two guilders.17 Training was very arduous and difficult, because the job demanded 
physical strength. According to the Engineer-Director, this training was intended not merely to 
test their physical strength, but also to teach them how to lead the miners in a more civilized 
fashion. 

The nationality backgrounds of the overseers were not much different from those on the 
East Sumatran plantations. The only characteristic typical of the European overseers who 
worked in mining companies was that they used German terms. This is not so surprising, 
because many of them, like K.A.A. Urban, originally came from Germany and had been 
naturalized, acquiring Dutch citizenship.18 In various sections of the mining sector, such as the 
gold-mines in Bengkulu, the tin-mines in Bangka (South Sumatra), the coal-mines in Pulau Laut 
(Kalimantan), Bukit Asam (South Sumatra), and Ombilin, many technical terms were written in 
German. In the Ombilin coal-mines, for instance, the words Glück Auf could be encountered 
both at the entrance of the mine and above the door of the clubhouse.19 

During the first years of exploitation most European overseers were about twenty years 
of age, single, and for a certain period they were forbidden to marry.20 Therefore, most of them 
took an indigenous woman who came from West Sumatra or from Java as nyai (concubine).21 

It was one of the tasks of indigenous assistants, called "tukang lampu", to look for indigenous 
women, in addition to being assistant to the Europeans overseers in the mine. Apart from this, 
provision of female, the company had a special house for the young women in Sawahlunto 
which was in reality a brothel. 

Recruitment of the European personnel, especially for top level positions, was 
based mostly on family relations or friendship networks. Therefore, it was common to find 
grandfather, father, children, or other members of a family working in Ombilin. The upshot 

Interview with Mrs Kitty Urban (86 years old), wife of F.E.H.A Urban, a mine overseer, 11-11-
1994; See also DeMijnbond 1939:172. 

K.A.A.Urban was a Dutch overseer who worked in the Ombilin mine. He married an Indo-
European woman, Coornelia Doorland, and had twelve children. Interview with F.E.H.A Urban 15-
11-1994. 

It is interesting to note that the Dutch in Ombilin wanted to abolish all words in the German 
language and replace them with Dutch words during the Second World War. See De Mijnbond, 1939:35. 

This is also similar to the case of East Sumatra. For a detailed and interesting explanation, 
see Stoler 1992. 

It was not only European personnel who took "nyai", indigenous people did so as well. Besides 
this, the total number prostitutes or "kupii-kupu malam " in the local term, increased in Sawahlunto in 
1914. See Sinar Sumatra, 10-2-1914; 1, 3-3-1914. 
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was the formation of a European community that had very close relations with one another. 
This made it difficult for the Engineer-Director and his superior, the Chief of the Mining 
Office, to move staff from one workplace to another, dismiss, or to degrade the positions 
of the company staff to a lower level, something which happened especially when the 
company was seized by plans to impose a more efficient management. 

The second rank of the company consisted of Chinese and indigenous people with some 
educational qualifications. They were recruited to fill the lower positions such as clerks for the 
Europeans. Their role was to bridge the gap between the European staff and the coolies. 
Indigenous people were mostly Minangkabau, supplemented by a small number of Batak and 
Chinese. They started as wage labourers and after a number of years they were promoted to 
white collar positions with a monthly salary. To achieve such a promotion was very difficult and 
it was the exception rather than the rule. 

Looking at the structure of the remuneration of the white collar workers, there were 
three groups of employees, each representing a racial division. The top group comprised the 
Europeans, mainly the totok, to be found at the top level, in 'Group C'. They received the 
highest salaries, and were also entitled to other social benefits, including iiirlough in Europe and 
a premium for every ton of coal produced. The top level lived in the vicinity of the main office 
of the company, in the area, which is nowadays called the "Menteng area", automatically 
carrying connotations of exclusivity. 

The second group, B, consisted of Indo-Europeans. Although they performed functions 
or tasks similar to these of the Totok Europeans, they received lower salaries and fewer social 
benefits. The third group, A, can be divided into two categories, namely A 18, and A. Group A 
18 also comprised Indo-Europeans with a work status similar to indigenous people, but they 
received a higher salary. The last group was group A, namely the indigenous people 
{Pertimbangan, 15-3-1930). 

It is very difficult to calculate the total number of Indo-Europeans in Sawahlunto. 
Nevertheless, it is certain that the number increased in the 1920s, especially after the Mining 
School was established there. Culturally they formed a group apart from the Totok-Europeans. 
In other words, they had a Eurasian culture. This is important as, in principle, it could facilitate 
communication and social relations with the coolies, simply because unlike many of the Dutch, 
the 'Indos1 could speak the language of the Malays, the Javanese and the Minangkabau. 23 This 
much is known but to what extent the use of the mixed-language influenced their social 
relationship with the lower classes is unknown. 

This was not restricted to the Ombilin mines, but it was a general trend at various state-
owned mining companies in the Netherlands Indies. For instance, in the Bangka tin-mines, there 
were two groups of Europeans who competed with each other to get better jobs in the mine. In the 
Ombilin coal-mines, such competition was rare, because there was such solidarity among the 
Europeans. ARA, MvK, Mr 1925/969x. Letter of Director Mining Office to Director of BB, 22-8-
1925. 

Information about the use of mixed language can be found in the Miners' Trade Union 
newspaper, Soeara Tambang published since 1925. 
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Each group had its own association. The first was Otis Belong, formed in 1918 by the 
middle-level staff and later joined by Indo-Europeans who had graduated from the Mining 
School in Sawahlunto (Tjaja Sumatra, 18-11-1918). This association was intended to help its 
members to obtain the basic necessities of life at a price cheaper than at the market in 
Sawahlunto {Tjaja Sumatra, 13-10-1920). The traders at this market always sold such goods at 
very high prices, especially during the First World War. Spreading its wings in the years which 
followed, the association organised various other activities such as a football club. 

There were associations among the indigenous people employed at the lower level, 
most of which were formed after 1920. These associations could be based on place of origin 
and workplace, but also on interests and hobbies such as sports, music and the like. This will be 
explored in more detail in Chapter IV. 

The third group was that of the indigenous foremen. They had an important role as 
mediators between junior overseers and coolies. There were two categories of foremen: junior 
and senior foremen. These categories differed only in their degree of work experience. A junior 
foreman was directly responsible to a senior foreman, while conversely the latter was 
responsible to a junior overseer. There is no information available on whether the foremen had 
an association or not. 

When the first mine was being laid out, the manager selected a small number of coolies 
who were given the tasks of dividing the workload, and of supervising the work being carried 
out. Unfortunately, the literature has little to say about the background of such foremen. The 
appointment of such a man was based on the expectation that he had the capacity to direct a 
work group. According to information that I have collected from interviews, the selection of 
foremen was also based on physical strength and bravery. These requirements were necessary 
because the coolies were convict labourers, and working underground in the mine carried a high 
risk. 

In 1894 there were seventy indigenous foremen, appointed from among convict 
labourers, with the task of being responsible for about 1,500 coolies.24 They received wages of 
12 guilders per month for a junior foreman and 15 guilders for a senior foreman. D Most of them 
did not live with labourers in the barracks. They lived in villages such as Durian and Surian near 
the barracks. Later on, when contract and free labourers were recruited, the foremen were also 
selected from among these groups. 

In the early years of exploitation, there was not much social distance between a foreman 
and an overseer, because seventy foremen were directly responsible to ten European overseers. 
Numbers were still small, so that the manager and the European overseers could control the 
labourers directly. But as time passed, social distance increased because the group of junior 
overseers infiltrated between the European staff and the workers. 

As mediator, the foremen had the function of translating all disciplinary measures that 
were imposed by European overseers on the labourers. Although there is no information on the 
form of communication between the two sides, a foreman probably had difficulties because 

24 KITLV, Korn Collection, OR.435, no.368; Heuven 1931: 14. 

Mining archives, Dwangarbeiders te Ombilin Steenkolenmijnen, code VI-A/85 no.3. Letter of 
the Chief of Exploitation Th.F.A. Delprat to Governor-General, 11-2-1899 no. 127. 
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most European overseers could not understand local language. However, gradually such 
difficulties were certainly reduced, especially after the function of overseer came into the hands 
of Eurasians. They could, as mentioned before, speak and understand the indigenous languages 
such as Javanese, Minangkabau, and Malay. 

The fourth group was that of the coolies. They, the backbone of the process of 
production, were uneducated people whose work was based entirely on their physical strength. 
The recruitment of coolies, and their backgrounds will be elucidated in the following section. 

2.2. Coolies or Miners 

The coolies or miners were typically physically strong, young males with no family structure. 
This means that they were recruited individually without family, wife or children. The miners 
can be divided again into sub-groups, sub-cultures, and ethnic groups. Viewed from the division 
by management, the coal-miners consisted of convict, contract, free, and casual labourers. On 
the basis of ethnic groups, they consisted of Javanese, Sundanese, Buginese, Madurese, 
Makassarese, Chinese, and Minangkabau - each group bringing its own culture. For example, 
the Javanese people, who came from a peasant culture, had a different ethos from the Buginese 
and Madurese people who came from maritime cultures. The former was gentler than the latter. 
Practices which may have been taboo in one ethnic group might not be in another. 

The wide divergence in the cultural backgrounds of the miners gives rise to many 
questions. To what extent did their different cultural backgrounds influence working relations 
and the work ethic of the miners? Each ethnic group had certain idiosyncratic character. To 
what extent did these different characters influence social relations within and between various 
categories of the miners? If the presence of convict labourers, especially those who were 
criminals, encouraged violence, then in what ways was the culture of violence created or 
strengthened? All these questions will be answered in the next section. Before this can be done, 
it is essential to explore the process of recruitment and the development of the various 
categories of the miners. 

The workers were recruited from outside the area itself. The recruitment of local people 
as contract labourers was difficult, because they were not familiar with working under a 
contract system. Recruitment for the mine was even more difficult, because the local population 
was unwilling to work underground. This reluctance derived not only from the fact that work 
was extremely gruelling, but also because their traditional cosmology considered the 
underworld to be a place unfit for human beings therefore the very idea of working there could 
provoke horrible fears. Therefore, not long after coal reserves were found, the problem of 
labour supply was already being given high priority among colonial administrators at the local 
level (Stibbe 1884:698-9). 

This labour problem was finally solved through the intervention of the central 
government. The Department of Justice detailed inmates from prisons located in Batavia, 
especially from the most overcrowded prisons of Glodok and Cipinang. They were put to work 
as convict labourers, and originally there were not only detailed to labour at the Ombilin coal
mines, but were sent to work on the construction of railways and other public works projects. 
Therefore, soon after their arrival at West Sumatra, the Resident assigned them to various 
public works projects in that region. 
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In the beginning, the prisoners who worked as convict labourers in West Sumatra 
consisted of Javanese, Balinese, and Buginese, with labour contracts of not more than one year 
(ARNAS, Register 1891-1907:412). Later as the shortage of labourers became more pressing, 
the government was forced to recruit longer term prisoners with sentences of more than five 
years. The management was to pay the Department of Justice 27 cents for every day work by 
the convict labourers. But the management never paid it. Therefore, in the beginning of 
twentieth century, the Director of the Department of Justice warned the management that the 
company had to pay the Department of Justice compensation for employing convict labour. 
Despite this, these warnings were never seriously heeded by the company. 

Convict labourers were divided into two categories: political prisoners and ordinary 
criminals. The political prisoners were people who had rebelled against the colonial government, 
which therefore regarded them as dangerous. Ordinary criminals were people who had been 
sentenced, sometimes even on several occasions, for committing such crimes as murder, 
manslaughter, or theft. Most of them were also bandits who according to the stories of local 
people in Sawahlunto, possessed ilmu kebal or black magic. This categorization, of course, 
would define the boundaries of treatment and control among them. They can again be divided 
into two categories according to the duration of their sentences: those sentenced for one to five 
years, and the others for five to fifteen or even twenty years. The convict labourers were called 
kettinggangex in Dutch, or orang routai in the local language, because they wore chains around 
their necks and leg irons around their ankles to prevent them escaping.26 

In the earliest phase of exploitation, 366 convict labourers were commandeered for 
work at the first mine in the village of Durian (ARNAS-RI, Register, 1891-1907:412-13). A 
year later, the total number had increased to 1,500, employed at various kinds of tasks. Convict 
labourers who were physically strong were detailed to undertake the heavier work such as 
bringing in the wood to construct supports, hewing coal, and pulling the coal-wagons. Those 
who were physically weaker were placed on light jobs such as a watchman at the barracks, or 
nursing fellow convicts — the latter especially in the first years of exploitation when the 
company did not have sufficient medical personnel. 

Apart from the convict labourers, the local Minangkabau people and the inhabitants of 
Nias were recruited as casual labourers. They were placed in the jobs that were indirectly related 
to the process of production, whether in the underground or in the open-pit mines, working as 
carpenters, and at transportation jobs. They worked without a contract. From the outset, they 
did not want to work with the convict labourers, because they considered their status higher 
than other. The management ensured their workplace was separate, simply to avoid them 
influencing other labourers to make protests against the management. 

The recruitment of casual labourers was not satisfactory because the supply was 
irregular and uncertain. Consequently, the management perennially complained about the 
shortage of labour, as did Engineer Th.F.A. Delprat in 189827 He mentioned that in April 1898 

Stories about them have assumed the proportions of a collective memory among the people in 
Sawahlunto, and these have been transferred from generation to another. 

Mining Archives, Dwangarbeiders te Ombilin Steenkolenmijnen, code VI-A/85, Letter of 
Delprat 11-2-1899 no. 127 to Governor-General. 
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there were about 2,405 convict labourers in Sawahlunto. But in May, this total had been 
drastically reduced to 1,504, including those who were being treated in the hospital. About 901 
convict of labourers were taken to assist in the Aceh War, working as coolies in Pidie by 
transporting goods essential to the war effort. The last number of 1,504 had to be reduced to 
374, because others had finished their contract. This means the total number of convict 
labourers in May 1898 was only 1,130. 

The shortage of the convict labourers influenced the average production per capita. 
During the closing months of 1898, new convicts were recruited and their total increased to 
2,649 Delprat complained that this did not result in any higher production, because most of 
them were unskilled and therefore not productive at all, which was indicated in the daily 
production of coal per head. In December 1898 and January 1899 this was no more than 0.2 
tons. Delprat did not consider the summary transmission of knowledge or a brief socialization 
process sufficient to create professional miners. Transmission of knowledge through training in 
mine certainly required a long time. This was recognized by the managers who succeeded him, 
under whom the productivity of convict labourers with longer working experience was higher 
than that of newcomers. 

In the years which followed, the recruitment of convict labourers was continued, but 
then fluctuated again. Some were sent to Aceh, but there were other demands on the supply as 
well. Faced by a shortage of personnel, time and again the colonial government found itself 
obliged to use prisoners. The colonial government needed to send prisoners as coolies to assist 
the Dutch military forces which were engaged in Jambi, Sumbawa, and other places in the 
Archipelago, quite apart from the protracted conflict in Aceh. 

To replace them, the government once more tried to recruit local people, but again with 
disappointing results.28 The Engineer-Director could not depend on them, because they only 
worked for a short time, about two or three weeks, and returned home after receiving their 
wages. Not only were they undependable, their productivity was lower, at approximately two-
thirds of that of the convict labourers. Therefore, for the time being, the recruitment of casual 
labourers was stopped. 

In 1899, there was no change in total number of convict labourers. Exacerbating the 
difficulty in the recruitment, many of those recruited fled from the mine. Therefore, the 
government tried to seek new alternatives by recruiting Chinese contract labourers from 
Singapore. This was the year in which the Governor-General issued a decree which allowed 
the recruitment of the Chinese as free labourers.30 At the beginning of 1900, there were 600 
Chinese labourers recruited from the centre of the Chinese labour force market in Singapore. 
After a health check, however, only 464 of the total were declared fit to work in the mine. In 

K1TLV, Kom Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:99. 

Suggestions about recruiting Chinese people had been discussed since 1898. ARA, MvK, Mr 
1898/527. 

ARNAS-R1, Governor-General's decision, August 3-8-1899 no. 17. The form and content of the 
labour contract for the Chinese can be found in enclosure IV, in the Hoetink's report. ARA, MvK, 
Verbaal 27-3-1903/13. 
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1901, about 136 Chinese contract labourers were recruited, so their total came to 2,649.3 After 
a fairly shaky start, the recruitment of the Chinese had to be discontinued, not only because the 
state of their health was so bad, but also because those who had been passed as fit did not want 
to renew their contract for another period. This is similar to what happened in Malaya, where 
Chinese labourers showed an aversion to working as coal-miners because they had no 
opportunity to become shareholders. These were not the main reasons, though. The principal 
reason was the high cost of the recruitment of the Chinese contract labourers, owing to 
competition from East Sumatra and Bangka. 

To solve the problem of the shortage of labourers, management started to recruit 
labourers from Java, especially in the period after 1901. The recruitment began via the harbour 
of Semarang, through the Soesman recruitment agency, and also through other recruitment 
agency such as Algemeen Delisch Emigratie Kantoor or ADEK. Semarang, was not the only 
the place of recruitment, Batavia and Surabaya also provided their fair share. The first attempts 
at recruitment were unsuccessful, because once again the labourers recruited were not in good 
health. Therefore, the Assistant-Resident of Tanah Datar, De Rooy suggested in 1903 that 
health checks for the labourers had to be imposed more strictly. 

The total number of convict and contract labourers recruited from Java during the 
period 1901-1903 is shown in Table IJJ.l. In 1901, the total number of labourers recruited, 
indicated a promising result of 2,047, but this figure had dropped to 300 in 1903. Apart from 
convict labourers, many of the contract labourers were Sundanese, mostly recruited in Batavia. 
Therefore, the Assistant-Resident Tanah Datar, H.G. Heyting, suggested recruiting twenty-five 
unmarried Javanese women from the southern part of Kedu who were expected to marry male 
contract labourers. Apart from this, Heyting also suggested building a coolie village for 200 
contract labourers in Sawahlunto. The establishment of this coolie village was intended to 
produce a work-force that would, in the long run, obviate the difficulty in recruiting labourers 
from Java. 

Table III. 1 : Total of the labourers who signed the contract for 
the Ombilin-coal mines, 1901-1903. 

Year 1901 1902 1903 

Convict labourers 1,608 601 85 

Contract labourers 439 1,014 215 

Total 2,047 1,615 300 

Source: ARA, MvK. Mr. 1903/698. Letter of Assistant-Resident 
of Tanah Datar, H.G.Heyting, to Director of BB, 29-7-1903. 

KILTV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:81. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1901/99/113/551/755. 
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This suggestion finally died away with a whimper, because the manager, Engineer W. De 

Jongh, discarded it, reasoning that the company was unable to bear the cost of the 

construction. 

The contract arrangement for labourers was subject to the Penal Sanction, namely a 
punishment clause which would be imposed on labourers who did not obey the labour 
agreements stipulated in the Coolie Ordinance. This was what was called the A-contract, with a 
duration of three years, popularly known by the local indigenous people as "Sudah Djoeal Djiwa 
Tiga Tahoen" (sold my soul for three years).33 The contract could be renewed for another one 
or two years after the completion of the first term, depending on performance. If their work was 
good, then they got a new contract omitting the Penal Sanction, which was called the so-called 
B-contract. The B-contract system was initiated in 1910 34 Owing to the small premium offered 
only a few people were interested in becoming a B-contract labourer or free labourer, reported 
Stibbe, the Labour Inspector, in 1911. Heeding this report, management raised the premium 
from 25 to 35 guilders for a one-year contract. The premium for a renewed contract for the 
second was 60 guilders and for the third year 70 guilders. 

The growth of the number of labourers based on categories during the period 1900-
1938 is shown in the following graph (Graph III. 1). The total number of labourers at the 
Ombilin coal-mines rose until the first half of the 1920s. The increase in this number was mainly 
related to the growth in coal production. Convict and contract labourers dominated the numbers 
until the 1920s. After that, they gradually tended to disappear and were replaced by free 
labourers. Contract labourers continued to work until 1934, and convict labourers until 1938. 

Unlike the situation in coal-mines in Japan, China, and Vietnam, generally speaking, the 
labourers who worked in coal-mines in the Netherlands Indies, including the Ombilin coal
mines, were male. This was not because working in a mine was seen as too arduous and 
therefore unsuitable for women, but has much more to do with management policy in financial 
matters. Recruitment of contract female labourers from Java to work in the mine, whether in 
coal-mines (Ombilin, Bukit Asam, and Pulu Laut) or tin-mines in the Netherlands Indies was 
regarded as unprofitable by the management. 

The labourer recruitment procedures set out above are different from those in 
operation in Japan, China, and Vietnam, because the problem was different. In these areas, the 
supply of labour, whether male, female or even child labourers, was not as difficult. Workers 
could be recruited from people in the areas in the vicinity of the mine. Even in Japan, since the 
beginning of the Tokugawa period, for instance, many people had wanted to work as miners, 
because the status of miners was regarded as high, equal to that of samurai. Though the 
colonial administrators had made comments on the absence of female labourers and the 
abnormal life of the coal-miners in Ombilin, the company remained convinced that it was 
unprofitable to recruit the female labourers. 

KJTLV, Korn Collection OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:86. 

34 KITLV, Kom Collection OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:86. 

The miners were seen as 'Samurai of the field' and were given special privileges. See 
Notehelfer 1984:16. 
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Therefore, until the end of the colonial regime, the company opposed the recruitment 
of female labourers in large numbers. Consequently, the total number of women employed 
there was very low. To give an example, in 1911, there were 4.2 percent of female labourers 
out of the total number of male contract and free labourers. In 1923, this figure had been 
reduced to 0.5 percent.36 Women did light jobs such as sorting of coal. Generally speaking the 
female contract or free labourers tended to marry male contract or free labourers. 

Graph m i : Development of Labour Force 1900-1938 
(in thousands) 
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Source: Verslagen van de Ombilinmijnen, over de 1900-1939. 

Quite often the contract or free labourers immediately ransomed the female contract 
labourers at a cost of 80 guilders for one female labourer (in 1911) to the company, so that if the 
female labourer was already free, she could become a wife for a contract or free male labourer. 
This cost was too high, so that not many of the male labourers were interested to ransom a 
female contract labourer from the company. On the suggestion of a Labour Inspector, this 
ransom was reduced to 50 guilders, hoping male contract or free labourers would be able to free 
the female labourer, so that they could marry her and begin a proper family life. Unfortunately, it 
was unsuccessful, because the women recruited remained few in number.37 

2.3. Organization of Work 

The division of labour and the work rhythm that were imposed by the management were part of 

In 1929 the total number of female contract labourers increased to 3.4 percent. In this total did 
not include ronggeng, namely women who were entertainers, dancers, and prostitutes who were recruited 
and worked on a contract basis. In 1927, there were 50 ronggeng women in Sawahlunto. See KTTLV, 
Kom Collection OR 435. no.368; Heuven 1931:98. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1925/2313, the Inspection Note of the Labour Inspector P.A.I Noordink 
16-8-1925. 
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modem capitalist culture, consisting of a regular work rhythm, clock time, discipline, and task 
orientation (Thompson 1967) This certainly diverges from what Thompson has pointed out as 
the division and work rhythm in the pre-capitalist culture, characterized by irregularity, no great 
need for discipline, and fluctuating working hours and tasks, depending on the weather and the 
season. The process of change from pre-capitalist to capitalist culture was not a linear process, 
as Thompson claimed, and it was even, as stated by Cooper, complicated further by the 
emergence of conflict between modern and traditional values (Cooper 1992). Neither work 
rhythm nor disciplinary habits are easy to change in a relatively short time, because above all, 
they are integrated into the social and cultural customs of a society. 

The labourers worked in groups Each group consisted of five to fifteen people, 
depending on the workload, and was led by a foreman. The task division of this group was as 
follows. About two or three people had to hew coal from the face, which then was put into a 
basket and taken to a coal-wagon. These coal-wagons weighed between 500 to 700 kilos, were 
pushed by men on the level, but then had to be pulled up to the main gallery (Van Lier 1915:14). 
Manual transportation required many labourers and it was heavy work which demanded great 
physical strength From the main gallery, the coal was then transported outside for a distance of 
two or three kilometres by a small locomotive powered by electricity (Van Lier 1915:15). Until 
the beginning of twentieth century, the coal that had already been brought outside the mine was 
carried by horses or buffaloes to the sieve-house. Later, this was replaced by cog-wheel railway 
powered by electricity. The coal was then washed and sorted. The sorting of coal was done by 
the labourers who were physically weak, or by female labourers. The coal was sorted into two 
or three grades, and afterwards transported by train to Emma Harbour at Padang for export. 

Labourers who worked in groups could be subdivided into three time shifts. The first 
shift worked from 6.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m., the second group worked from 2.00 p.m. to 10.00 
p.m., and the third from 10.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.m. In 1901 it was reported that the labourers who 
worked the first shift had to get up before 4.00 a.m. One of the watchmen beat a gong in front 
of the coolies' barracks to wake them up. Precisely at 4.00 a.m. they had to be at the village of 
Durian for roll-call, after which the foremen reported on any of the group members who were 
absent and why. Illness was the sole acceptable reason, and if the assistant or overseer doubted 
the genuineness of the complaint, the labourers could be forced to work. At 6 a.m. work 
started. 

Every fortnight, the shifts were changed, but the members of the group remained the 
same. Every shift had to finish its own task. If not, the next shift could not take over its work. 
Each shift was led by a European junior overseer who was responsible to his senior overseer for 
the workload of his shift. The senior overseer supervised the work either underground or in the 
open-cut mines. The final responsibility rested on the shoulders of an Engineer-Director, known 
locally as the Tuan Besar. 

The heart of the mining operation was done mainly by the pickmen working on the coal 
face itself38 These pickmen participated in opening the runnel and, once this had been done, 

The literature hardly deals with this. Therefore, this description is based mainly on information 
which I obtained from interviews with former miners who worked in the underground mine. 
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working the coal at the face, generally using a pick locally called a belincong. Because the seams 
often inclined sharply, the pickmen were frequently unable to work standing up and had to hack 
away at the coal lying on their backs. Certainly, the major requirements for a pickman was to be 
physically strong enough to do the job and to be relatively young. Unfortunately, there are no 
sources which give an idea of the average age of these pickmen. But considering the type of 
work they were required to do in the Ombilin coal-mines they were relatively young, probably 
between twenty and thirty years old. This much can be gleaned from complaints by the 
management about the labourers who were physically weak and invalids. To overcome this 
recurring problem and in order to ensure that only labourers who were physically strong were 
employed, Engineer-Director A.H.van Lessen suggested a stricter health check among new 
recruits in Java. He was prompted to take this step because only 188 of the 785 of newcomers 
were in good health after being checked by the medical staff in Sawahlunto in 1904.39 

As the labourers went into the mine they were checked one by one by the foremen, 
supervised by the overseer, to see if they had brought any forbidden items such as cigarette 
and matches into the mine.40 The objects mentioned above are very dangerous and can 
easily cause a fire in the highly combustible atmosphere in the mine. The presence of 
noxious gases makes work in coal-mines much more difficult than in other underground 
mining. Besides these substances, they were also forbidden to bring knives, keris (creese) 
or other sharp objects, which were regarded as dangerous. Inside the mine it was dark and 
hot. The temperature varies: near the entrance of the mine it is about 27 degrees Celsius, 
but further from the entrance or from the air compressor channels, it was far hotter. The 
problem was that the thickest coal seems are the deepest, and there the temperature is 
highest, varying between 32 and 36 grades Celsius. Therefore, the nature of mine work 
itself is extraordinarily arduous and requires a cool head, care, and a serious attitude —in 
reality great mental strength to match the physical prowess required. Nevertheless it has 
also been assumed that this sort of gruelling labour only to reinforced the supposedly brutal 
character of the convicts. 

At 10 a. m the labourers could take a half-hour break. They did not need to go out. 
Snacks, consisting of lapek-lapek, made from sticky rice with grated coconut and palm sugar, or 
sometimes ketupat (made from sticky rice with coconut), or pisang goreng (fried banana), with 
tea, were brought into the mine by people whose specific task was to this was. The break inside 
the mine was regarded as more efficient and effective than allowing the labourers to go outside. 
As explained above, each group had to finish all the tasks assigned to it before the end of its 
shift. The foremen reported these tasks to the overseers, and the labourers could then have lunch 
and go back to their barracks afterwards. 

It seems that the working hours were longer than regulations officially allowed. In 1899, 
the controleur of Sawahlunto, L.C. Westenenk (1899-1900), registered the working hours of the 
labourers. In his report, he mentions that the shortest and longest presence of the convict 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1904/1151. Letter of A.H. van Lessen 3-6-1904 to the Chief of 
exploitation, W. de Jongh. 

PTBA Ombilin Collection, Mijn Politie Reglement, article 15 no.5. This small book contains all 
work regulations for the mine, and is still in use to day. 
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labourers at the work place was between 11 hours 45 minutes and 15 hours 55 minutes 
respectively, because of the long distance between their barracks and the workplace.41 The 
labourers had to walk several kilometres from their barracks to the mine. The long working 
hours were clearly contravention of the Article 15 of Staatsblad 1871 no.78. They also 
contributed to the high number of deserters among the convict labourers. Therefore, Westenenk 
asked the government for the exact work time to be followed. 

After finishing their task, officially the labourers were free to do whatever they wanted. 
But in fact this was not so. The manager not only controlled the process of production, but also 
the life of the labourers outside the mine. For instance, the company allowed them to go out 
after the watchman had given them permission. The contract labourers were permitted to leave 
the barracks until 9 p.m., but the convict labourers had to be back by 6 p.m.42 According to the 
manager, the purpose of this rule was to give the labourers more time to rest, so that the next 
day they would be in good condition. But incontrovertibly the company also clearly forbade 
social contacts with the local people, because such relations were regarded as dangerous, 
possibly leading to a more independent spirit among the miners. 

As explained before, there was no ethnic division of work in the Ombilin to match that 
found in East Sumatra, except with regards to the Minangkabau (often called Melayus by the 
Dutch) and the Nias people. What was more important for the company was that the labourers 
recruited must be skilled and physically strong, because they were expected to do heavy work, 
such as constructing galleries, setting up supports and digging the tunnels, cutting wood and 
bringing it into the mine. All these jobs were done as a group by the labourers who constituted a 
mixture with regards to both ethnicity and status of contract. Little is known about their 
opinions on the work rhythm and discipline, or about the influence of the division of labour and 
the formation of group solidarity. Although no information is available about the formation of 
group solidarity, seems a natural result of being thrown together in groups in this way. The local 
newspapers reported that the labourers never deserted individually, but collectively. Such groups 
of runaways consisted of about two or five, led by a leader, possibly, someone who might have 
been a big boss among the labourers. 

Until 1920, the quantities of coal produced by the labourers steadily increased 
(Appendix 1). In 1892 production was only 1,758 tons, but in 1901 it had reached 198,000 tons. 
Production was usually to fulfil internal colonial demands, mostly for the navy, followed by the 
railways, state-owned companies, and steamships of the merchant marine. Up to 1910, the 
colonial government counted on obtaining most of its coal from this mine, shown by the fact 
that about 95 percent of coal produced by the Ombilin, was consumed by the government 
{Verslag van het steenkolen 1918:11). This means that the colonial state acted as both producer 
and consumer. This consumption figure later decreased gradually to 50 percent in 1920, not 
because of the production from Ombilin decreased, but because the total production of coal 
throughout the Netherlands-Indies had risen. The growth of coal production was the result of 
the opening up of private coal-mining companies, especially in Kalimantan. Apart from being 
used by the state, the Ombilin coal was also consumed by private steamship companies, cement 

41 KITLV, Kom Collection, OR 435 no.368: Heuven 1931:28. 

According to the information I have obtained from local people, the convict labourers who 
were permitted to go out were still chained. 
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factories, and small industries in West Sumatra, but it was not exported until the 1930s. The 
favourable market for coal led to high profits for the colonial government. In 1896 the company 
obtained a profit of 188,342 guilders, which increased to 694,516 guilders in 1900. The highest 
profit of 1,320,000 guilders was in 1919, owing to the high demands for coal, especially during 
the First World War. 

The key factor in increasing coal production was not the introduction of new mining 
technology, but the expansion of the mine area and the increasing number of labourers, at least 
until 1924(Graph IUI)43 . At the beginning of the exploitation, there were only two mines: 
Lunto and Durian, but as the years passed, new mines were opened, one in the village of Surian 
in 1914, and another located in the village of Sungai Durian in 1917. In terms of manpower, 
government policy tended to work with convict labourers because they were cheaper, as seen in 
Table ffl.2. 

Table III. 2. The Daily Cost of the Contract and Convict Labourers 
1905-1916(in cents) 

Year Contract labourer Convict labourer 

1905 60 34,9 

1906 62,8 33,3 
1907 68 44,4 

1908 79,9 44,9 
1909 66,2 45,1 
1910 68,8 45 
1911 81,9 56 
1912 86,9 57 
1913 85,8 59,7 
1914 84,4 51,2 
1915 88,5 49,9 
1916 86,8 53,4 

Source: Mining Archives, Steenkolenpolitiek, no. IV-32B. A letter 
of the Director of the Mining State Companies to the Governor-General, 
27-2-1918. 

Therefore, although there were suggestions about replacing convict labourers with contract or 
free labourers in the pioneering era, the government continued to steer some course difference 
for financial reasons. Given the cost difference, it is not surprising that the company preferred to 
work with convict labourers until the 1920s (Graph UI. 1 ). 

What the colonial government did during this time was similar to measures taken by the Spanish 
government. During the same period, the Spanish government increased the production of coal by 
expanding mine areas and recruiting labourers in larger numbers than before. Discussion on this, see 
Shubert 1987:46-65. 
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3. Working and Living Conditions 
3 .1 . Payment System 

Labourers who worked in the mine were paid according to category and workplace. Of the four 
categories, convict labourers received the lowest wages and the casual labourers the highest. 
According to a regulation issued in 1892, convict labourers earned 7 cents per day,44 though in 
reality they received only 5 cents of this in 1902 (Hoevernaars 1903:6). In addition to this, the 
convict labourers also received a premium that was paid twice a month in cash for working 
overtime. In 1910 the wages increased to 11.5 cents per day. Apart from paying these wages, 
the company was also obliged to repay 27 cents per labourer per day to the Department of 
Justice as compensation for a working day by a convict labourer. In practice, this compensation 
was paid only in the early years of exploitation and was only 13 cents.43 After that, the company 
never paid another cent, arguing that the cost of living incurred by convicts, such as clothes, 
meals, housing, and medical care, had to be borne by the company. 

There were some differences in the payment system of the three remaining categories of 
labourers. The casual labourers were paid 50 cents a day, but they did not receive social 
benefits, such as medical treatment, housing, clothes and meals. Moreover, they did not stay at 
the barracks like the contract labourers or free labourers under the contract B. 

The contract labourers also received higher wages than convict labourers. In 1903, they 
got 30 cents for working in the underground mine and 20 cents for working in the open pit, 
housing, clothes three times a year, and medical care. In 1910 their wages increased to 30 cents 
for the open pit and 40 cents for the underground mine (Joustra 1927:27). Advanced payment 
of 60 guilders was given to married contract labourers and 40 guilders for unmarried ones. 

Free labourers received higher wages than the contract labourers did. In 1910 they got 
50 cents per day for working in the open pit and 65 cents for the underground mine. However, 
they had to pay meals at 18 cents a day from their own pocket, but they received compensation 
of 2.50 guilders for a set of cloth. They did not want to use it, because the colour was almost the 
same as that of the convict labourers. Hence, in 1913 the Engineer-Director ordered other 
clothes in a different colour. 

There was no differentiation in the payment system between male and female contract or 
free labourers such as applied at other places in the Outer Provinces (Leenarts 1994:75). When 

44 Mining Archives, Dwangarbeiders te Ombilin Steenkolenmijnen, code VI-A/129. Report of the 
Chief of Exploitation of Sumatran Railway and the Ombilin coal-mines, W. de Jongh to the Director of 
Education, Religion and Industry, 15-2-1904 no.l58/K.K. 

45 The policy of the head of exploitation, IJzerman of paying 13 cents to the Director of the 
Department of Justice aroused the anger of the Minister of Colonies, Bergsma. In his letter to the 
Governor-General, 8-10-1895 no.3/2763, he said that IJzerman was taking too many liberties, and 
therefore, he suggested that the Governor-General should take action in this case. See Mining Archives, 
Dwangarbeiders te Ombilin Steenkolenmijnen, code VI-A/P5. 

46 ARA MvK, Mr 1913/2316, Report of Labour Inspector Van Exter, 12-9-1913. 
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When they began, female contract labourers received 20 cents, plus meals three times a day. For 
those who wanted to renew their contract, wages were increased to 30 cents a day, probably 
because the Engineer-Director wanted to attract female labourers to work in the mine in larger 
numbers with the thought, no doubt, that they would provide suitable partners or wives for the 
contract labourers. This female-friendly policy did not work and the number of female labourers 
remained very low. 

Wages were paid according to the quantity of coal produced by the various shifts. The 
quantity of coal was defined by the company with due note of the thickness or thinness of the 
seam of coal. In 1911 it was reported that 80 percent of the average contents of the total 
number of coal wagons received was defined as the daily task. For this, the labourers received 
contract wages. They also earned a premium if they produced more coal than required for the 
contract wage. This means that the labourers were never paid wages lower than those they had 
contracted for. In other words, the labourers who did not finish their task were fully paid. Not 
allowing its altruism to run away with itself, the company reserved the right to fine the labourers 
who were regarded as lazy and who tended to shirk. 

Payments were paid on a fortnightly basis on Saturday, at counters set up by the 
company.47 The labourers were handed a card with their name, number, and the total of their 
wages, from which the debts and fines were subtracted. There were two persons at every 
counter charged with the task of paying the wages, an indigenous clerk and a European 
overseer. The European overseer took the card, verified the name on it, and then read the total 
amount to be paid after which the clerk would finally pay it out.48 

Besides their daily wages, the three categories of the labourers also received two kinds 
of premium, one for industriousness and good conduct such as high attendance rate, and the 
other was a premium for the total amount of coal produced above average. In the local 
language, this was called premi arang or coal premium. There is no information about this for 
the early years,. In 1919, the Labour Inspector, Van Ardenne, reported that 180 coolies received 
5 cents more than their contract wages, eighty-eight coolies 10 cents, four coolies 40 cents, and 
two coolies 50 cents.49 In 1923 it was reported that a contract labourer had received a premium 
of one guilder for diligence. The premium for above-average production of coal would be 
awarded if the labourers could produce one-third (1/3) more than their task required. They 
would be given 50percent extra wages. 50 In 1923, about 30 percent of the contract labourers 

A correspondent in the local newspaper, Tjaja Sumatra reported an incident in Sawahlunto 
during the payment of wages in 1918. He mentioned that the mining town was very busy, the streets 
between the village of Durian and Sawahlunto was very crowded because many labourers walked from or 
to Sawahlunto to receive their wages. Every Saturday, the Sawahlunto market was also crowded. The 
local traders knew exactly what the time of the labourers were being paid. It was very common for the 
price for daily basic needs to increase automatically. See Tjaja Sumatra, 9-8-1918. 

A brief note was written by Engineer-Director, W. de Jongh on the requirements for the payment 
of wages, clothes, food for the contract labourers, 26-7-1909. ARA, Mv.K, Mr 1911/218. 

49 

50 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1919/2161, Report of Van Ardenne, 21-7-1919. 

Verslag vd Arbeid Inspectie, 1923/1924, 1925:45. 
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received premiums of on average 3.24 guilders, and in 1924, 20percent of the contract labourers 
received 3 68 guilders more per month. 

The wages and premiums were raised from time to time, as explained above. In 1920, 
the wages for contract labourers in the Ombilin were higher than those in the plantations of 
West Sumatra. Nevertheless, the increase in wages did not mean the payment for each unit of 
coal produced also improved. It was compatible with an increase in production per capita per 
year as shown in Table III.3. If the average production per capita per year for a labourer was 
only 49.5 tons in 1901, by 1910 it had increased to 76.0 tons. This indicates two things. First, 
the labourers had been schooled to be more skilled, professional miners, and they learned from 
each other. The labourers with long work experience not only transmitted their knowledge to 
newcomers, they also became specialized in certain jobs in the mine. Second, this also indicated 
the greater the increase in the production, the more money the labourers earned. This increase 
could be earned by working harder, but under strict control which allowed the labourers to be 
punished by flogging if they were disobedient. 

Table III.3 Average Production per head per year, 1901-1916 

Year 
Average Production 
Per head (in tons) 

1901 49.5 

1902 42.6 
1903 40.3 
1904 53.2 
1905 58.6 
1906 60.3 
1907 60.2 
1908 65.6 
1909 74.6 
1910 76.0 
1911 74.6 
1912 76.0 
1913 67.2 
1914 65.3 
1915 66.7 
1916 67.9 

Source: Mining Archives, Steenkolen Politiek, noTV-32B. 
Letter of the Director of Government Companies to Governor-
General 27-2-1918. 

Verslag vd Arbeid Inspectie. 1923/1924, 1925:45. 
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It seems an inescapable fact that there was a relationship between per capita 
increase in productivity and the exercise of violence, as indicated in 1905, in which 80 
percent of the convict labourers were punished by flogging, a figure which had increased to 
300 percent in 1909-1910. This means, on average, a labourer was sentenced to a flogging 
three times a year.52 After 1913 the average production of a labourer dropped considerably, 
because many skilled labourers had finished their contract, and the newcomers still had to 
learn how to cut coal as quickly as possible. The shortage of skilled labourers was 
discussed by the management in the context of the high rate of mine accidents (Table III. 5). 

Generally the labourers spent some of their money on gambling, opium, a partner for 
homosexual relations, and prostitutes which were specially arranged by the company to 'bind' 
the labourers, as reported by Van Kol in 1902, and brought up again in later years (Van Kol 
1903:26). Money in cash received by the labourers (especially the convict labourers) as a 
premium for their overtime was used to bribe the foremen in the effort to put on lighter jobs, or 
to turn a blind eye to illicit actions and to forbidden deeds by the management such as bringing 
sharp objects into the mine {Sinar Sumatra, 15-5-1926). In order to prevent this abuse, revealed 
in the reports brought out by labour inspector in 1917, the Engineer-Director R.J van Lier, 
forced new convict labourers to save their money (Joustra 1926:227). Almost immediately the 
total amounts of savings rose to 6,500 guilders, compared to only 500 guilders in the previous 
year. However, this forced saving policy was doomed to failure, because bribery continued to be 
rife in the years that followed. 

Every weekend, during their leisure time, with their wages rattling in their pockets, the 
labourers spent money on various organized activities, both in Sawahlunto, and in the coolie 
barracks. Traditional performances such as ronggeng, tandak,'3 and the like were put on by the 
company. The company recruited and contracted the group of ronggeng or tandak for at least 
six months at a time. Later on, the dancers were replaced by new, more beautiful, younger 
women dancers who were usually also prostitutes. Some former dancers did not return home 
but remained in Sawahlunto and married contract labourers. Others who chose to remain 
reverted to prostitution in Sawahlunto (Sinar Sumatra 10,12-2-1914). All these occurrences 
were run-of-mill and they are retained in the collective memory of the old people there. 

3.2. Health Conditions 

Health conditions in the first years of exploitation were very bad. Between 1896-1900, the 
health of the labourers can be broken down as follows. In 1896, on average 45.6 percent of the 
convict labourers were treated at the mine hospital in Sawahlunto or in Bukittinggi. Of this total, 

52 KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:29. 

Ronggeng and tandak are traditional dance performances. Ronggeng is found in West Java, 
whereas tandak is from East Javanese. 

In contrast to coolies, the local traders could profit from these traditional performances, 
because they provided wonderful opportunities for selling their wares. Therefore, it was not 
surprising that they asked the company to allow the performances to take place every night on 
various occasions. For this, see Sinar Sumatra 22-9-1916. 
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20.2 percent patients had malaria, 16.4 percent patients had been injured by flogging, and 9 
percent had died. In 1899 the total percentage of labourers treated in the hospital had fallen to 
39 percent, dropping to 29 percent in 1900.55 The number of malaria patients was reduced 
because the medical staff treated them with quinine. Nevertheless, that does not mean that the 
health conditions of the labourers had improved. 

As time passed, the death rate and the members suffering from illness tended to drop. In 
1902, only 16.4 percent of the convict labourers were treated in the hospital and the death rate 
was as low as 3.98 percent. For contract labourers, it was 18.9 percent and 4.03 percent 
respectively Most fell victim to hookworm and pneumonia. Although there was a differentiation 
in the figures between the convict and contract labourers, after 1902 the rate of death and illness 
for both these categories showed a general decline. In 1912 8.52 percent of the convict 
labourers was treated in the hospital with a death rate of 3.59 percent. The comparable figures 
for contract labourers were 4.2 percent and 1.23 percent. 

In the period 1912-1930, the death rate of the contract labourers ran parallel to that of 
East Sumatran plantations.56 Thereafter it could be argued that, as noted in the reports by the 
Labour Inspectorate officials, the health of the labourers was very satisfactory. Bearing these 
figures in mind, people could assume that though working in the mine was very gruelling, it 
seems to have little effect on the state of health of the labourers. 

The reality was not quite so rosy. Figures reported did not paint a real picture of the 
health of the miners. Reasons for this are that the labourers who died outside the hospital as 
a result of mine accidents, or those who were killed or who committed suicide or died as a 
result of other violence were not registered. This sort of registration was the responsibility 
of the company and not of the medical staff. In 1902, Van Kol found many convicts died at 
work, falling prey to illness, but also succumbing to maltreatment meted out by other 
convicts. The mortality rate arising from criminal or violent actions among the labourers 
themselves in the Ombilin mines was higher than that of Senembah Company, East 
Sumatra. Dr.W. Schufrher had made comparison between these two examples as shown in 
Table III.4. 

Quite apart from the violence which seemed part and parcel of the miners' lives, 
mine accidents were another factor which affected the health of labourers. Table III.5 
shows that in the first years of exploitation, the mortality rate as a result of mine accidents 
tended to be high. For example, in 1896, eleven convict labourers died, quite apart from 
those who suffered injuries. A good example of the havoc wrought by the mine accident 
can be seen in the period June and July 1915. In one month there were five mine accidents. 

Verslag vd Exploitatie over 1900, 1901 : suplement 18. 

Verslag vd Exploitatie over 1908-1916, 1917; Verslagen Ombilin-mijnen over 1917-1920, 
1921;Langeveld 1978:294-368. 
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Table III.4 Average Mortality per year owing to Violent Actions among the 
Labourers in Senembah Company and the Ombilin Coal mines, 1913-1916 (%) 

Year 

Senembah 
Company 

Ombilin coal mines 

Year Contract 
labourers 

Contract 
labourer 

Convict 
Labourer 

1913 1.6 1.6 10.5 

1914 0.5 4.3 5.3 

1915 0.6 0.6 9 
1916 0.2 1.1 5.6 

*)In the first sixth months of 1916. 
Source: Mining Archives. Assainering, IV-47B, Report of Dr. W. Schuffner, 1916. 

The worst accidents, in which ten died and seventy-two were injured, happened on 
14 June and 6 and 21 July (Padangsch Handelsblad 23, 29-7-1915). The causes of these 
mine accidents were variously an explosion of gas and the collapse of a mound, but both 
could be directly linked to the lack of skilled labourers. 

The numbers of skilled labourers or professional miners had fallen, because most of 
them had finished their contract and had returned home, and the new labourers who 
replaced them were not yet familiar with the world of the mine {Padangsch Handelsblad 
29-7-1915). 

Table III. 5. Average Mortality of labourers owing to mine 
accidents, 1896-1915(yearly) 

Year Percentage Year Percentage 

1896 25 1906 4.4 
1897 10 1907 4.2 
1898 5.3 1908 3.4 
1899 8 1909 4.1 
1900 ? 1910 5.2 
1901 6.2 1911 2.9 
1902 5.5 1912 3.1 
1903 3.9 1913 3.6 
1904 2.9 1914 2.8 
1905 2.9 1915 3.7 

Source: Mining Archives, Mijnongelukken no.42 B. Report of 
Mine Engineer H. Tromp 17-10-1915 

In order to dispel the bad atmosphere, the company held a special ritual meal for the 
labourers.57 Considering the above data, the report of the labour inspectors cannot be 

Mining Archives, Mijnongelukken no.42B. The defending Report of Mine Engineer H.Tromp 
17-10-1915 about mine accidents 1915 to the Director of Mining Office, 17-10-1915. This report is very 
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treated as the only reliable source of information on the mortality rate as Houben (1996) 
has done, at least not in the case of the Ombilin coal-mines. 

3.3. Housing 

In the pioneering era, the company constructed coolie barracks, containing accommodation for 
100 to 120 labourers These barracks consisted of two long sheds, not divided into rooms, in 
which the married and unmarried labourers lived together. There was also one shed known as 
the Tcmgsi Rantai, since it was used for convict labourers, located near the soccer field. The 
building was a simple construction with 'bamboo' walls and earthen floor. In 1904, new 
barracks, isolated from the first, and called tangsi Tanah Lapang, were constructed with its 
interior divided into small rooms. 

There was another change in 1910. In order to be able to keep an eye on cleanliness in 
the rooms and to prevent the labourers from running away, the company had given preference 
to dividing the sheds into larger rooms. However in this year, D.G. Stibbe, the Inspector of 
Labour, suggested the shed be divided into smaller rooms, to give the labourers a feeling of 
security and some privacy. It might also go some way towards preventing stealing which was 
fairly endemic when people were away working their shift. The division of a shed into small 
rooms had also been demanded by the labourers, management commented, especially by 
married couples for personal reasons as many wives simply remained at home when their 
husbands were away working.58 

Up to the changes introduced in 1910, there were at least three types of barracks 
constructed. The first type of building was a dormitory with a long row of beds and was 
intended for the unmarried labourers. Then there were barracks with rooms for married 
labourers, and there was also one sort of dormitory building for unmarried labourers with a few 
special rooms for married men. Barracks for married labourers were provided with a large 
common kitchen and a big bathroom used by couples and all their family members.59 It was 
reported that by 1914 the barracks were semi-permanent buildings, constructed of stone and 
wood. Such buildings were not concentrated in one village, but spread out following the 
development of the new mine locations. During the first period of development the barracks 
were located in the area surrounding the town of Sawahlunto. Later on, more were constructed 
near the villages of Surian, Sungai Durian, Durian, and Sikalang, in the wake of the newly 
opened mines to the north of Sawahlunto. 

detailed, describing the hidden motives behind the accusations of the Engineer-Director, J. Koomans of 
'an improper act' by H.Tromp. 

58 ARA, MvK, Mr 1911/2237. Letter of Engineer-Director, Van Tiel, 13-5-1911. 

Life in the barracks was rife with competition and conflicts. Quarrels arising from jealousy were 
a frequent occurrence, as was petty theft of firewood, food and other small things. In the kitchen and at the 
public bathing place there was constant gossip, ranging from personal affairs to property. This is still the 
same to day Information on this w as obtained in interviews with some old women, and children of the 
contract labourers who at one time or another had lived in the barracks during the colonial period. 
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The officials of the Labour Inspectorate reported that housing conditions for the 
labourers in the Ombilin coal-mines were very satisfactory. If there were any complaints, they 
generally had to do with the lack of security in the barracks, the number of houses, and the 
division of dwellings. These conditions cropped up in reports several times, featuring especially 
in 1910, 1916, and 1924. Tackling a more concrete problem, the Inspector of Labour, A,H.N 
Kruysboom, reported the lack of accommodation in 1916.60 About 940 of the total number of 
1,930 contract and free labourers had to seek accommodation outside the barracks, renting 
private rooms in the houses of local people. This was indeed permitted under the Coolie 
Ordinance for West Sumatra Even after the company constructed new barracks, until 1925 the 
labourers preferred to stay in private lodgings, so that the barracks that had been constructed 
remained empty. From the point of view of the Inspector of Labour both the number and the 
quality of the barracks were satisfactory, an opinion not shared by the labourers who claimed 
that the housing was in poor condition, particularly that provided for those who were unmarried. 
Lodging in dormitory barracks without rooms and without privacy was risky for them.61 The 
barracks also had inadequate supplies of facilities such as water. In 1917, for example, the 
coolies in barracks in the village of Durian had to walk several kilometres to Sawahlunto to buy 
water. In order to prevent theft, more than once the Labour Inspectors suggested constructing 
barracks building for one shift only. But until the end of colonial government, the management 
never took them up on this suggestion. 

3.4. Food 

The labourers were given food by the company three times a day. This consisted of a varied 
menu comprising rice with vegetables and meat, eggs, and salt fish.62 In the mines the labourers 
also had snacks distributed to them at rest breaks, consisting of local dishes such as lapek-lapek, 
pisang goreng and ketan, washed down by tea. Married labourers, who were not paid money in 
advance and had not been fined during sixth months, could arrange for their own food. In 1918, 
the unmarried labourers could apply to the kitchen for rice 63, but in 1919, when rice was 
difficult to obtain and then only at a high price, this regulation was abolished. Besides those 
perks, the labourers who were treated in the hospital were also given food free of charge. 

ARA, MvK Mr 1916/819. Report of Inspector of labour, Kruysboom, 25-2-1916. 

In 1924 it was reported by Inspector of Labour, Deibert, that stealing occurred often, because the 
cupboards of the labourers could not be locked. Besides this, the problem of water shortage was very 
serious in 1919 and 1920. See ARA, MvK, Mr 1924/2608. Report of Deibert 20-7-1924; Tjaja Sumatra, 
20-1-1920. 

In general, the variation in menus was the same for all categories of the labourers, except for the 
Chinese labourers. They were given a special menu. ARA, MvK, Verbaal 27-3-1903/13. 

This happened after Inspector of Labour, Van Exter visited Sawahlunto in 1913. See ARA, 
MvK Mr 1913/2316. Report of Van Exter 12-9-1913. 
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Until 1912, food for labourers was provided by a supplier contracted by the company. 
Unfortunately, no information is available which would throw more light on this supplier and 
how he worked. It is known that company, having given the distribution of food to a third party, 
had no control over what was provided and the upshot was that the quality of the food was very 
poor and any variation in menu was very limited. The crux of the matter was it was impossible 
for the company to control the supplier My, because the duration of his work contract was 
limited. Quite apart from the legalistic consideration, the administrative staff of the company 
rarely took the trouble to monitor the actual quantity of food that was cooked and distributed to 
coolies. Although the portions were small, the price the supplier quoted the company was also 
far from cheap. 

Contracting out the food supply meant that nutritionally the labourers were ill served, 
and this eventually affected the company. Being insufficient in term of quality and quantity, the 
contract system also proved very costly to the company. Therefore, in 1912, it decided to take 
over the food supply itself and it appointed a Dutch overseer and three caretakers to be 
responsible for this task.64 This was also not a success, as in 1918 the company established a 
modern kitchen in Sawahlunto to cook larger quantities of food. Even after this the problem 
remained unsolved because the corruption and collusion which had now become ingrained 
continued to dog the supply of food well into the future. 

In 1900 the controleur of Sawahlunto, L.C. Westenenk, reported there were problems 
with food distribution. Many labourers who worked the second shift were not being provided 
with food at their barracks. This was the reason they were always attempting to run away. The 
same problem was also reported by Van Kol in 1902, and by the Assistant-Resident of Tanah 
Datar, L.W.H. de Munnick in 1912. The reason they gave was there was no food for some 
labourers, because the supplies had already been looted by former fellow coolies who had 
escaped from the mine. Given this fact, he suggested the management strengthen control over 
food distribution. In the following years (1912-1916) the complaints centred on the lack of 
variation and the small portions of rice (1917-1918). The latter problem was still being reported 
by Deibert, the Inspector of Labour, when he visited the mine in 1924. He said that there had 
been no progress made in the distribution of food compared to the situation four years earlier. 
By then the faulty food supply to the labourers had become a public secret. Although an 
improvement in the quality of the food had already been achieved, the paucity of the helpings 
remained an endemic problem. 

The reasons for the problem of the lack of food were very complicated and structural, 
including the looting of food by fellow labourers, or those who were treated asjagocm brutal 
(rascals) by escaped labourers, by watchmen, or by people who were working in the kitchen. 
The Chinese supplier, and even the administrative personnel of the company, connived with each 
other to manipulate the total amount of rice supplied. It was reported that indigenous people 
who had the task of distributing the food were unable to prevent rascals from taking the food of 
the labourers away when the food was distributed. Therefore, in 1929 Mr. De La Parra, a 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1912/1277. Extract from the registration of decision of Governor-General of the 
Netherlands Indies. 
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member of De Raad van Justitie (Court of Justice) at Padang, told the Engineer-Director that in 
the Ombilin coal-mines: "they are nothing but a pack of thieves at your place".65 

4. Control and Violence 

Sawahlunto had already degenerated into 'a criminal colony' W.J. Rahder, the controleur of 
Sawahlunto said at the end of the nineteenth century.66 His statement revealed his 
disappointment at his inability to maintain security, peace, and order among the population of 
the town because of the presence of the convict labourers. His power no longer carried any 
authority. The disappointed statement brings me to a question: what was going on in that town? 
What kind of control did the state or management exert on the miners9 This section will focus 
on the forms of labour control imposed by state or management and the ways in which system 
of control operated. 

Complying with the policy of the colonial government, the management employed 
flogging as a means of punishment in order to obtain obedience among the labourers. It also 
imposed the Penal Sanction and used police officers to maintain order. The Penal Sanction 
applied to those labourers who had signed a contract based on the Coolie Ordinance. 
Punishment by flogging with a rattan cane was primarily used on convict labourers, when all else 
had failed, as the severest form of punishment.67 

The contract labourers fell under the stipulation of the Coolie Ordinance issued in 1880, 
which covered labour relations and had been drawn up to protect the interests of plantation 
capitalists in East Sumatra (Tjoeng Ting Fong 1947:63-65). The issuing of the Coolie Ordinance 
sprang from the concern of plantation managers about the irregular supply of labourers to the 
estates in East Sumatra. Many of them, who had been recruited at a high cost, often took to 
their heels after working for only a few months. The Coolie Ordinance laid down the procedure 
for work, ranging from the recruitment stage up to the completion of the contract. In other 
words, this regulation was used as an instrument of control allowing the colonial government to 
"bind' the labourers to the workplace, using the Penal Sanction to punish labourers who infringed 
the regulations. 

The Penal Sanction was in force elsewhere in the Netherlands Indies, imposed on 
labourers who had signed a contract under the Coolie Ordinance. If they did not fulfil the 
requirements of the contract, for example, by running away or avoiding work, they could be 
punished. Under Articles 9 and 10 of the Coolie Ordinance, which were passed in 1886, 
contract labourers could also be punished if they were involved in a protest against their 
foremen, or for fighting. For this group, flogging was the ultimate form of punishment, used 

Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven IV. Letter of Engineer-Director. 
V.H. Ploem 10-8-1929 no. 14/secret to the Head of State of Mining Companies in Bandung. 

66 KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:20. 

Paul Consten ( 1996) in his article discussed the practice of punishment by flogging for prisoners, 
and discussion between the liberal and conservative political figures on punishment by flogging and its 
abolition during the period 1830-1870. 
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when other forms of punishment were no longer effective. It was imposed by the controleur of 
Sawahlunto, who acted as magistrate, on labourers who had infringed the regulations, after he 
had received formal complaints against them by the company. 

The organized control exercised by the colonial state through the imposition of physical 
punishment was not merely a symbol of colonial power in its role as keeper of peace and order 
over the subjugated society. More subtly, it was justified by a perception in the capitalist culture 
of the 'lazy mentality' of the indigenous people, and a work discipline was not oriented towards 
production. Therefore, by imposing strict controls, the colonial government hoped to 
concentrate on the work aspect, so that as much as possible coal could be produced. A second 
stereotype entertained by the colonial administrators was that strict control, by brute force if 
necessary, was important for the convicts. 

In its quest to maintain 'peace and order', the management recruited indigenous people 
either from the Minangkabau and the Batak areas who could be categorized as semi-military 
group. They were armed and wore a black uniform (Hoa Po, 13-2-1915). They stood guard 
over and escorted the convict labourers to and from the mine, assisted by police officers. In the 
pioneering era, there were about thirty people who were recruited to be involved in semi-
military groups, mainly from the village of Talawi, to police convict labourers inside and outside 
both the prison and the mine.68 When the controleur of Sijunjung was transferred to Sawahlunto 
in 1896, ten additional police officers were added to the force. 

The colonial administrators were convinced that strict control by police officers was, of 
course, essential to ensure that the labourers were obedient to the management. Above all they 
were needed to keep the convict labourers, who frequently brawled with each other, in check. 
At times they set fire to the mine or threatened the safety of the local people in Sawahlunto. The 
controleur complained that the presence of convicts had created 'a criminal colony1 in 
Sawahlunto, as I quoted at the beginning of this section. Sawahlunto had become unsafe both 
for the labourers themselves and also for the local people, as was recounted time and again by 
Dutch local officials in charge ofthat area in the years which followed. 

In the early twentieth century, the number of convicts rose, and more police officers had 
to be recruited. A Dutch priest, J.J. Hoevenaars, who visited that town in 1899 and again in 
1902, reported that the number of police officers was steadily increasing, from twenty four in 
1899 to about forty-eight in 1902, and reached to eighty-two in 191069 In January 1912, two 
brigades of police officers were deliberately moved from Padang Panjang to Sawahlunto and 
made responsible for the major task of curbing the constantly rising rate of desertion.70 In 1919 
the number of police officers at Durian was increased, because the total number of convict 
labourers had risen leading to an upsurge in crime (Hoa Po, 16-1-1915; Tjaja Sumatra, 26-11-
1919). It was reported that since November 1920, between ten and fifteen police officers had to 
go into the mine because there had been so many criminal incidents there, including brawls, 

In 1917 control at the prison in Sawahlunto was not longer under the Controleur, but was taken 
over by the Director of the Prison who had his own personnel. KJTLV, Kom Collection, OR.435, no.368; 
Heuven 1931:14. 

69 Hoevernaars 1902:9; ARA, MvO L.W.H. de Munnick, microfiche no.824. 

Mining Archives, Politie Personeel Oembilin, VI-B.no.343. 

http://VI-B.no.343
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killings, and arson in the Sawah Rasau mine, which was a very productive source of coal {Tjaja 
Sumatra, 9-12-1920). Because of these events, the police officers were moved from Durian to 
the village of Sungai Durian. 

The Dutch officials believed that strict control would prevent labourers from escaping 
and would increase the productivity of the labourers. The more coal the labourers produced, the 
more reward they would receive. In fact, such a system of control was unauthorized, in other 
words illegal, because in its implementation abuse of power and violence were very normal, 
used as a matter of course by the agents of the state and of the management such as foremen, 
police officers, and caretakers. 

Desertion among the labourers was not a simple matter and it was triggered off for 
multiple and contradictory reasons. The blame cannot be laid solely on the misuse of power as 
explained above. Desertion contradicted itself as an index of despair, and violence juxtaposed 
against its function as a source of benefits. The following description clearly demonstrated that 
there was a collusion between labourers and foremen to make plans to escape from the mine, 
and then for the escapees to allow themselves to be brought back to the mine in the hope that 
whoever had recaptured them would receive a large reward or bounty which would be shared 
out. In 1892 there were only two deserters, but as time passed the number rose steadily to 
eighty-two in 1893, followed by figures of 116 in 1894, and 182 in 1895.71 The reasons for the 
violence were many and varied. Often the cause was the eternal struggle to lay hands on scarce 
resources such as cigarettes, money, sex (especially women, or a homosexual partner), and to be 
put on light jobs. Pak Rusman's story72 reveals this competition and conflict to gain access to 
scarce resources. 

...many of my friends were afraid to go into the mine. They were scared, 
afraid of the chain gang (convicts). Most of them tended to be homosexual 
(suka sama sejenisnya). We were contract labourers, and were very young. 
They competed with each other to lure us, coaxing us with cigarettes, money, 
and light jobs. I gave in, because I was afraid of being attacked by those very 
strong, and brave men. That was the story. When I was working, one of the 
men brought me secretly to a dark place. He kissed me. The next day, I got 
money and cigarettes. What was important for me, was, I was safe, secure, 
and protected. If his other friends knew, they would be jealous too. They 
would fight with each other. Basically, the conditions were very terrifying. The 
overseer was also terrified. "(Interview with Pak Rusman, 19-4-1995) 

71 KITLV, Korn Collection OR 435, no. 368;Heuven 1931:18. 

Pak Rusman was from Purworejo, Central Java, and came to Sawahlunto in 1918, when he 
was seventeen years old. He worked in the Sawah Rasau underground mine, where there were many 
convict labourers. According to him, he was sold by his neighbour to the recruitment agent to be 
sent to Sawahlunto as a contract labourer. In the 1950s, he became contractor for the company-
supplying sand to fil the empty mines in which the coal had been exhausted. He was counted among 
the successful persons in the village of Surian. He married seven times. In the 1980s, he returned to 
his village in Java several times, especially at the Lebaran. Besides visiting his family, he would go 
to look for his neighbour to take revenge. He was not successful in this. Hence, he did not want to 
stay there forever (Interview with Pak Rusman, 20-4-1995). 

Original text:"...banyak teman-teman saya yang takut masuk lobang, takut sama orang rantai. Mereka 
banyak yang itu lho Bu, suka sama sejenisnya(homo). Kami orang kontrak, masih muda semuanya. Mereka 
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This story illustrates that violence could grow out of the competition and conflict to get 
partners among the homosexual labourers. For Pak Rusman, protection and security in the very 
dangerous life underground were his main reasons to become a partner of a homosexual convict 
labourer. Thus, homosexuality had a double contradictory function. 

Homosexual behaviour was very common among convict labourers. When Van Kol 
visited the mine, he listened to the testimonies of the foremen. Almost all the foremen said that 
they liked 'atiakjawi 'or 'buyung-buyung ', a term which was referred to a homosexual partner. 
According to the report of the local administrators, preventing homosexuality was virtually 
impossible. There were very few women prisoners at the prison of Sawahlunto and the number 
of female contract labourers was very small. 

Ethnicity was another of the many factors that caused internal tensions among the 
labourers. As I have explained above, the miners were divided into sub-ethnic groups. Apart 
from Minangkabau and Nias, various other ethnic groups such as Madurese, Buginese, and 
Javanese worked together. This ethnic conflict flared up in the Sawahlunto underground mine 
(Soeara Boemipoetra 5.5.7-7-1928). Internal tensions usually began with infractions of what 
were regarded as 'taboos' by certain ethnic groups. They started from individual fights between 
members of different ethnic groups which could develop into pitched battles. This large-scale 
fighting could develop into group solidarity among the labourers of the same ethnic group. 
Group solidarity based on an ethnic element was used by labourers as a tool for solving 
conflicts, especially when the authoritarian colonial state did not give room to them to channel 
grievances. 

Two stories below reveal how ethnicity became a source of internal tension and 
concomitantly of group of solidarity. On 13 September 1917, precisely at the time the 
convicts assembled in the village of Durian for a roll-call at 2.00 a.m., a Madurese wielding 
a very big, sharp axe killed two Buginese outright. He smote three times until the victims 
died. The following day, some Buginese went looking for the Madurese to be killed (Tjaja 
Sumatra, 13-9-1917). This was to protect their friends of the same ethnic group. Still in the 
same month, on 1 October, 1917, a convict labourer from Betawi, who had escaped from 
the mine, was brought back to the prison. He picked a quarrel with a convict labourer from 
the Island of Madura. In the ensuing fight, the latter was injured and had to be treated in 
the hospital. Some days later, he was sent back to the prison, and, seeking revenge, he 
collected friends of the same ethnic group, and a mass fighting broke out in which sharp 
objects were used. Some people were injured and died (Tjaja Sumatra 1-10-1917). 

Two important things should be noted here. First, the control of labour by imposing 
physical violence employed by the colonial state was unsuccessful. The local Dutch officiais 
failed to see this They claimed that the high rate of desertion was because of the poor housing 
conditions and the lack of control. Secondly, the labourers were no strangers to physical 
violence. Its causes were manifold but basically boiled down to struggling for power, status, and 
protection. In the struggle, ethnicity was used as a tool in solving the conflict and building up 
group solidarity. 

berebutan untuk menggoda kami, dibujuk dengan rokok, uang, dan kerja yang ringan. Saya mau saja, karena 
takut diserang, ia kuat, berani. Begitulah ceritanya. ketika saya sedang bekerja, sembunyi-sembunyi, saya dibawa 
ke tempat yang gelap, dikeloni(diciumi). Besoknya, diberi uang dan rokok. Yang penting Bu, saya aman, 
terlindungi. Kalau ketahuan sania temannya yang lain, cemburu, berkelahi. Pokoknya keadaannya sangat 
mengerikan. Sinder (opzichter), saja takut. 
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In 1895 housing conditions were improved and the number of police officers increased. 
But most of them preferred to sleep rather than to exert themselves. Hence, the level of 
desertion did not drop radically. The reasons for running away were not hard to find. According 
to W.J. Rahder, controleur of Sawahlunto (1895-1896), the real reason was a lack of discipline. 
Hence, there was no alternative but to discontinue forced labour at night. The convict labourers 
worked under the supervision of European and indigenous foremen. Neither group could be said 
to do its work properly. Many indigenous foremen failed to exercise adequate control and even 
ran away themselves because they did not receive their food, which was robbed by friends. The 
foremen also could not be supervised by European overseers, because many of them slept away 
from the mine. As far as Rahder could see, lack of control was the heart of the matter. Such 
conditions would not have occurred, said Rahder, if the Dutch overseers supervised the 
indigenous foremen and the labourers properly. For example, they did not even bother to 
supervise the night shift. The manager was painfully aware of the lack of control of the night 
shift, but he was not prepared to abolish the night as suggested by the controleur. His attitude is 
understandable, because he was not really free to make such a decision. This had to be taken by 
the Head of Exploitation, IJzerman, a very enthusiastic person who had promised to produce 
coal as much as possible {De Locomotief 18-11-1896). 

Even though the number of police officers was increased, the number of desertion even 
rose. Rahder argued that the true reason for desertion was the heavy and dangerous work in the 
mine. The death rate was very high, namely 15 percent of the total number of convicts in 1895, 
not including those miners injured or killed who were victims of mine accidents. Rahder also 
protested about the sending a short sentence convict labourers "buiten de ketting', reasoning 
that it was not fair to treat them on a par with convicted criminals whose devil-may-care 
bravado tended to lead to taking great risks in the mine. As the rate of desertion among 
labourers reached mammoth proportions, the local Dutch officials finally woke up to its causes. 
They tried to grasp the causes of the internal problems and finally came to the conclusion that 
the lack of control by police officers, and the European and indigenous foremen was not enough 
to explain such a blatant, widespread phenomenon. The local Dutch officials both Rahder and 
his cadet L.WH.de Munnick (1895-1896), stated that although the police strength had been 
increased tenfold, it was still not in a position to prevent fighting among criminals.74 Therefore 
violence as the result of inadequate policing seems to have been a major incentive to flee. 

The criminal actions among the convict labourers are indicated in the following figures. 
In 1897, the crime rate was unusually high, namely 241 cases. After this it fluctuated, there 
being forty-eight in 1898, sixty-nine in 1899, seventy-two crimes in 1900, and sixty in 1901.75 

Later on, there were fifty-three crimes committed in 1908, thirty in 1909, and thirty-four crimes 

The report of De Munnick to the Resident of the West Coast of Sumatra titled "Nota over de 
onveiligheid onder de dwangarbeiders en contractanten te Sawahlunto, hare oorzaken en hare 
bestrijding ". Unfortunately, I was not able to find the complete report, only some quotations. See 
KITLV, Kom Collection, OR 435.no.368; Heuven 1931:20. 

75 KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931: 19 

http://WH.de
http://435.no.368
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in 1910 among convict labourers76 De Munnick, Assistant-Resident of Tanah Datar, in his 
report to Resident of the West Coast of Sumatra on 30 August 1913, commented on the convict 
labourers as follows: 

In groups of a hundred and more they depart from the convict quarters. ..on 
their way to the mines in the greatest confusion, and everyone goes his own 
way.. .anyone who bears a grudge against his (fellow sufferers), and wants to 
seek revenge, ..does so .. .where else on earth will such a situation like this to 
be found, where the most desperate criminals, amongst them (desperados), are 
allowed to wander around freed and without any supervision'' The police does 
its best to catch those labourers who have armed themselves with knives and 
haul them up before the magistrate for punishment, yet time and again they are 
able to lay their hands on knives, from where? is the logical question: mostly 
from the workshops .. But feuds or motives of revenge are not the onlv causes 
of the crimes committed.77 

De Munnick had also interviewed four convicted criminals who had been brought to 
Sawahlunto. When those criminals heard it they would have to serve their sentence in 
Sawahlunto, they were immediately struck by fear and began making plans to escape soon after 
arriving there. 

Table III. 6 The Practice of Caning among Convict Labourers (1900-1910) 
Year Average Population 

of convicts 
Practice of Punishment 
by caning(percent) 

1900 2,619 1,563(60) 
1901 2,402 1,182(49) 
1902 2,108 1,032(49) 
1903 1,443 1,133(79) 
1904 1,448 1,029(71) 
1905 1,179 774(66) 
1906 1,207 1,416(117) 
1907 1,565 1,815(116) 
1908 1,736 3,893(224) 
1909 1,665 4,946(297) 
1910 1,673 4,785(286) 

Source: KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:29. 

no.824. 
ARA MvK MvO Assistant-Resident of Tanah Datar L.W.H. de Munnick 1913, microfiche 

See the report of De Munnick to the Resident of the West Coast of Sumatra titled "Nota over de 
onveiligheid onder de dwangarbeiders en contractanten te Sawahlunto, hare oorzaken en hare 
bestrijding" in KTTLV, Kom Collection, OR 435,no.368; Heuven 1931:34. 
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The frequency of the practice of flogging convict labourers can be seen from Table m.6. As was 
said before, labourers who refused to work and ran away from the mine were punished by 
flogging with a cane. In 1900 for instance, only 60 percent convict labourers was condemned to 
a flogging. The controleur of Sawahlunto reported in more detail that of 1,563 convict 
labourers punished in the year: twenty strokes of the cane had been ordered in 1,194 cases of 
desertion and for possession of knives or keris or other sharp implement; fifteen strokes in 246 
cases of desertion but voluntary return; and ten strokes in 130 cases of idleness during working 
hours (Bruinink-Darlang 1986:118). In 1902, Van Kol reported about 100 desertions per month 
and these were punished by flogging (Van Kol 1903:33). These figures tended to increase. In 
1909, on average, a labourer was sentenced to a flogging almost three times in a year. In 1910, 
the controleur of Sawahlunto, Th. C. Rappard (1909-1910) again reported that the practice of 
flogging with a cane was widespread. 

In September 1918, when the Chief of the Prisons, Nienhuys, visited Sawahlunto, he 
reported that the conditions there were very serious, because the many deserters were convict 
labourers. The lack of control exercised by paltry armed guards, the labyrinth of mine tunnels, 
totalling more than one hundred, and the hilly, jungle-clad surrounding countryside, all conspired 
to make it fairly easy to run away. He reported that during the first eight months of 1918, 1,475 
convicts had run away from the mine. 542 convicts had been brought back by the local people, 
who were rewarded. In the first years of operations the company gave five guilders as a bounty 
for a labourer brought back to the company. In 1918, on average the company had to pay out a 
monthly total of 600 guilders in rewards.78 L.F.W. Reijkers, the Assistant-Resident of 
Sawahlunto (1917-1918), said cynically that the payments were more or less a regular source of 
income for local people (Bruinink-Darlang 1986:138). 

Casting around for a way to stop convict labourers from running away from the mine, 
Nienhuys suggested to Engineer-Director, R.J. van Lier that he had to move them to the Pulau 
Laut coal-mine, from where escape would be more difficult. But Van Lier refused to go along 
with the suggestion. If the convicts were sent away it would be impossible to exploit the mine 
on a regular basis at a time of a high demand for coal.79 The ultimate solution was to reform the 
system of control over the convicts and concentrate them at an isolated mine with adjacent 
barracks. The first move was made in 1919 by replacing caretakers who had been appointed by 
Engineer-Director, with the prison staff under the supervision of Director of Prison, thereby 
introducing a stricter regime of control (ANRI, GB 3-4-1919 no.25). This proved successful as 
the total number of deserters was reduced from 3,000 in 1919 to 2,000 in 1920.80 There was yet 

See Verslag van het Gevangeniswezen 1926:43; KTTLV, Korn Collection OR 435, no.368; 
Heuven 1931:35; Bruinink-Darlang 1986:138. According to information I have obtained from interviews 
with some villagers from Kubang and Sijantang, men who had special expertise could easily catch the 
escaped convict labourers. 

The Resident of South-East Borneo also disagreed with this suggestion, mainly due to safety 
reasons for his region. 

In the next five years (1921-1926), the rate of desertion among the labourers at the Ombilin 
coal-mines increased considerably. See Bruinink-Darlang 1986:139. For more detailed explanation, 
see Chapter IV.2.1. 
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another, more clandestine reason for the drop in absconding was that reward system was 
abolished in l9l8(Verslag over de Hervormingen 1926:138). Under this system the foremen 
used to make deals with convict labourers, recapturing even forcing them to run away. The 
labourers then allowed themselves to be recaptured by the foremen who later on would demand 
a reward from the company for their efforts (Verslag over de Hervormingen 1926:44). 

Punishment by flogging, according to Assistant-Resident of Sawahlunto, was not a 
solution, and was even in contravention of a regulation in Staatsblad 1871 no.78 which stated 
that flogging convict labourers with a cane was the severest punishment, only to be used as a 
last resort. The violent discipline and harsh working conditions, he argued, formed a vicious 
circle, because the convict labourers tended to flee from the unbearable conditions and this, in 
turn, made the local people feel unsafe.81 The villagers from the areas surrounding the mine such 
as Sijantang and Kubang, for example, were very afraid of them. In their fear, they tended to 
neglect their dry-fields or returned to their homes from the market of Sawahlunto as quickly as 
possible. There were many cases of stealing, injuring, killing and rape committed on the local 
people by the convict labourers.82 Not surprisingly, the local people had negative perceptions of 
them, which persisted at least until the second decade of twentieth century. 

Desertion was also a recurring problem among the contract labourers. They could be 
punished by flogging. It was reported by a Labour Inspector that between 1907 and 1909 the 
contract labourers were flogged on an average of 2 to 2 1/2 times in a year.83 The manager 
refused to accept the results of this Labour Inspector's investigation. He claimed that only 42 
percent of the contract labourers had been subjected to this punishment. From data collected by 
the magistrate, it is known that four labourers received twenty-two strokes, one labourer 
twenty-four strokes and one labourer thirty-seven strokes. Labourers punished would 
automatically have their contract extended, because the work they did while being punished did 
not count against their contract. The Assistant-Resident found that the labourers tended to be 
sentenced to punishment often because, although they had worked for nine years, it transpired 
that they had not yet finished their first three-year contract. 

In contrast to experiences on plantations in East Sumatra, despite the fact that so many 
contract labourers were punished, the company did not really suffer. Those contract labourers in 
the Ombilin coal-mines who were sentenced to be punished were not thrown into prison, but 
were forced to do hard labour without pay on public works, or they were taken to the 
underground mine under police escort where they had to work side by side with convict 
labourers. In short, the contract labourers who were punished not only served out their contract 

In order to make Sawahlunto safe in 1915, the convict labourers were not allowed to go out 
after finishing their work. Koloniaal Verslag, Mededeelingen van Staatkundigen 1916:18; 1918:16. 

In August 1911, Max Poser, a driver at the German-Dutch mining company in West Sumatra, 
saw an official with his wife and child in Batusangkar, or Fort van der Capellen, killed by an escaping 
convict labourer who was fleeing from the Ombilin coal-mines. See Poser 1955:21. There were still 
similar cases being reported in the local newspapers (Tjaja Sumatra and Sinar Sumatra), mainly for the 
years between 1910-1930. 

83 ARA MvK, Mr 1911 no.218. Report of Inspector of Labour, Stibbe 12-11-1910. 
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capped by an extension of the contract, but were virtual convicts as well. Therefore, the fate of 
the contract labourers in the Ombilin coal-mines was not merely worse than that of their fellow 
coolies in East Sumatra, they were also brutalized by the local conditions. This contention is 
supported by the fact that behaviour of the contract labourers who worked there for an 
extended period of time tended to resemble that of like criminals. In other words, the contract 
labourers underwent a reverse process of socialization turning them into convia labourers, 
mainly to protect themselves. 

Heeding the suggestions made by the Governor of West Sumatra, in 1910, the 
Governor- General decided to abolish punishment of labourers by flogging, with an exception of 
those who were habitually recalcitrant and did not want to work. Flogging was replaced by 
solitary confinement. But five years later this regulation was changed again, and contract 
labourers were once more sentenced to be flogged. The magistrate found this justifiable, on the 
grounds that contract labourers could only be punished for a certain number of days by solitary 
confinement in prison for refusing to obey labour regulations. Therefore, many contract 
labourers who tried to escape from prison before their sentence had expired were punished by 
flogging.84 From the annual reports of the Ombilin coal-mines between 1917-1924 it is known 
that the percentage of contract labourers who were punished was higher than 55 percent. In 
comparison to other places such as East Sumatra and the Belitung tin-mines, the level of 
punishment for the contract labourers in Ombilin coal-mines was the highest. In East Sumatra 
the magistrate and administrators of the companies were warned if labourers were punished at a 
rate of more than 5 percent.85 

These figures reveal the ambivalence of the government's attitude. Assuming a 
humanitarian guise, the colonial government warned private companies about punishment at a 
punishment rate of more than 5 percent. Yet, the case of Ombilin coal-mines, a state-owned 
company, had punishment rate of more than 55 percent. Hypocritically, the government kept 
silent, even though the floggings imposed there were more sadistic than those of the privately 
owned companies in East Sumatra. Not only that, the penalties were much more severe. The 
Ombilin contract labourers sentenced to flogging were forced to work on public works projects 
since 1903 and in the underground mine, where they toiled alongside convict labourers. 

Most of the contract labourers who were punished were newcomers who were afraid to 
go into the mine, because they were not familiar with working in an underground mine. This 
problem, which could have been largely obviated, was exacerbated because the Engineer-
Director often did nothing about the allowing newcomers to undergo a familiarization process. 
Hamstrung by the lack of a labour force, and being nagged to keep up the rate of production, 
the company put newcomers straight into the underground mine. As reported by Inspector of 

84 ARA, MvK, Mr 1915/247. Report of Inspector of Labour, Kruysboom 18-11-1914. 

'Donkere mijnen' 1926:54. In the Belitung tin mines only 6.4 percent of contract labourers 
were punished in 1917, and in 1924 this figure fell to 3 percent, see Erman 1995:180. 

ARNAS-RI, Governor-General's Decision, 4-3-1903/1467. This decision was based on 
suggestions made by Assistant-Resident De Rooy. He noted the total number of working hours a day 
among labourers on punishment detail. In 1902 the company would suffer losses of 15,796 working days 
if 1,175 labourers who were punished, did not work. 
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Labour, DG. Stibbe in 1910, the newcomers failed to come up to expectation. They went into 
the mine and looked around them, were terrified and tried to run away, but being unused to the 
whole situation and unfamiliar with their surroundings, they were caught and punished. 

The practice of punishment by flogging with a cane had a deleterious effect on the health 
of the labourers. After submitting to such a beating, the labourers had to be treated at the mine 
hospital in Sawahlunto. Some of them recovered and were taken back to the mine. Others 
became permanent invalids or died. Examples of such cases occurred in 1901 and 1910. In 
1901, 185 labourers were treated at the mine hospital, after undergoing flogging with a cane, 
while in 1910 50 percent of the total number of labourers treated at the hospital were the victims 
of such sanctions. The labourers often suffered serious injuries and recovery was difficult. Water 
in the underground mine was not good for the seriously injured labourers, suffering from open 
wounds. The problem was that before they had recovered properly from their previous injuries 
they were flogged again. Thinking over these conditions, the Resident of West Sumatra declared 
that the flogging had to be stopped. To prevent the risk permanent injury and chronic invalidity, 
the management improved medical care, especially for patients injured by flogging. But this 
reprieve lasted for only a short time, from March to May 1910, then the intensive medical care 
began steadily to be reduced, because the hospital had too few rooms and insufficient medicine 
to treat the increasing number of injured or sick labourers coming there as a result of caning. 

The practice of flogging was not only ordered by the Assistant-Resident who was 
responsible for the flogging, it also inflicted on the indigenous people. This was another reason 
why the labourers refused to work or run away from the mine. The foremen, bodyguards, and 
police officers, whose task was to discipline the labourers, tended to abuse their power. The 
foremen and police officers punished labourers by flogging even before the latter were brought 
before the Assistant-Resident. The correspondents of Sitiar Sumatra and Tjaja Sumatra 
described the behaviour of these peoples as bestial.87 Driven to despair, and feeling they had 
nothing to lose, convict or contract labourers alike took revenge by attacking them. 

Control over labourers by flogging occurred in the context of the dire need of colonial 
government for coal in large quantities. The demand for coal was very high, especially during 
the First World War (1914-1918) when the state had difficulty in importing coal from other 
countries (Ritz 1935: 281-305). Thus, there was a positive correlation between a high demand 
for coal and the practice of flogging and poor work discipline. To ensure its coal, the state tried 
to monopolize the most important coal-mines in the Netherlands Indies. Therefore it seemed 
necessary to discipline labourers by violent punishment if the coal supplies were deemed 
essential to the economy were to be kept up. 

This explanation gives rise to some ideas. The first supposition is that the labour regime 
imposed by the state was not successful in maintaining work discipline in the Ombilin coal
mines. The second is that low work discipline was expressed in term of a high rate of desertion 
and refusal to work. Thirdly the low work-discipline was not merely a reaction against the 
physical violence that the state imposed on the labourers to discipline them, it was just as much 
the offspring of the culture of violence that was already embedded among the labourers 
themselves. This culture of violence originated largely from the presence of criminals as convict 

87 Sinar Sumatra 12-2,1914;ll-4-1914;9-5-1917; Tjaja Sumatra 13-8-1917; 23-8-1917; 21-9-
1920. 
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labourers, from the murderous competition to get scarce resources. These brutal conditions 
were made worse by the policy of the management and ultimately of the state that tended to 
treat various categories of labourers similarly in matters of punishment, food, clothes, and 
workplace. Quite apart from these external reasons, were the psychological problems of fear 
engendered by 'mijnwees' (mine phobia) and the violent actions of the foremen —all these had 
an inevitable effort on people's morale and their will to work. 

The layers of the culture of violence inexorably influenced the low rate of labour 
discipline. This phenomenon shows that until the second decade of the twentieth century, 
physical violence was generalized at every level; miners, foremen, and the state. Finally, in 
exercising discipline by flogging, the various actors of the state worked from different points of 
view which will be explored in the next section. 

5. Discussion on Violence and Terror Control 

It is misleading to say that all state agencies have a uniform policy in imposing control over 
people. The Ombilin case can be taken as an example to see how the actors within different state 
agencies in the Netherlands Indies both vertically and horizontally displayed different agendas. 
Control of labour by violence and terror imposed by the colonial state had caused a heated 
discussion between various state agencies. These agencies had different points of view and tried 
to impose their power in the same arena, namely in the Ombilin coal-mines. To understand the 
different opinions of the colonial officials, it is necessary to have some knowledge of the position 
of the Ombilin coal-mines in the wider context of the state, and the role of the state agencies, 
either directly or indirectly, in the mines. There were, at least, five agencies involved in the 
Ombilin coal-mines (Appendix 3 ). When exploitation began in 1892, the colonial government 
decided that the Chief of the Sumatran Railways would be the person responsible for the 
exploration, as well as for subsequent transportation and the marketing of coal.88 The Chief was 
stationed first at Bukittinggi, but moved to Padang in 1907. Until 1917, the production process 
of coal in Sawahlunto was managed by a technician with the title of Engineer-Director. 

In 1917, these two state-owned companies, the Sumatran Railways and the Ombilin 
coal-mines were split up. Then the Ombilin company was placed under the supervision of the 
Mining Service, which was itself under the aegis of several different higher authorities. When 
operations began, the responsible official was the Director of Education, Religion and Industry 
(Directeur van Onderwijs, Eeredienst and Nijverheid). He remained in charge until 1907. His 
task was then transferred to the Department of Government Companies (Gouvernements 
Bedrijven, DGB) for the next five years until 1922. From 1922 until 1942, the DGB was part of 
the Director of Public Works (Directeur van Burgerlijk en Openbare Werken), so the company 
also automatically fell under its auspices. The Engineer-Director of the Ombilin coal-mines made 
contacts through this maze of hierarchy, discussed management policy and took decisions after 
conferring with this superiors. 

The duty of the Mining Service was to take charge of conducting exploration, 
controlling the exploitation of all existing mineral resources, and inspecting both the state-owned 

ARNAS-RI, Governor-General Decision 29-8-1892 no.12; ARA MvK, Mr 1907/1466. 
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and private mining companies (Eticyclopaedie van Nederlands-Indie 1921:853). The Head of 
the Mining Service had no real direct power to control the Ombilin company, but he was 
responsible for supplying the technicians needed by all state-owned mining companies. Although 
they were enumerated on paper, not all of the tasks were fully implemented by the Mining 
Service. There were never any question of regular control, except in 1901 and 1902. In 1914 a 
discussion arose about who was responsible for making inspections at the Ombilin coal-mines, 
was this the head of the Mining Service or the Inspector of Labour?89 The former wanted to 
assume all tasks that were usually done by the latter, but this wish never realized.90 

The Engineer-Director discussed all matters to do with the company with the Chief of 
the Mining Service and the Director of Government Companies This was a lengthy procedure, 
which differed from the way matters were run in private companies, where the procedure was 
shorter, because the key role was in the hands of the director of the company In state-owned 
companies like the Ombilin coal-mines, the director automatically represented the power of the 
state, and had to bow to the will of his superior. Therefore, from the comments made by the 
Governor of West Sumatra, it can be gleaned that he thought the Engineer-Director should have 
made more suitable decisions, adequately reflecting state policy which would obviate the need 
for state intervention91 

Beside the state agencies mentioned above, there were another two government 
institutions which played an important role in the Ombilin, namely the Department of Justice 
{Departement van Justitie) and the Department of Internal Affairs {Departement van 
Biimenlands-Bestuur or BB). The Department of Justice was responsible for recruiting convict 
labourers, issuing regulations on labour relations, and inspecting labour conditions every year. 
This department supervised the Director of Prisons and the Labour Inspector. Through his 
subordinate, the Director of Prisons, the Director of Justice recruited convict labourers, while 
the Labour Inspector was responsible for inspecting labour conditions and advising to the 
company on how to improve the working and living conditions of labourers.92 From 1907 until 
1922 the Labour Inspectorate was under supervision of the Department of Justice. Afterwards, 
it was shifted to the Labour Office, which had branches in the Outer Islands for special 
supervision. 

The Department of Internal Affairs {Departement van Binnenlands Bestuur or BB) had 
an important role in recruiting contract labourers, keeping peace and order, and punishing 
labourers who disobeyed work regulations. This task was carried out by its officials at the local 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1914/2181. Letter of Director of Government Companies, contained a 
question on whether the inspection of labour conditions in the mines should be taken over by a mine 
engineer or not. 

ARA MvK, Mr 1915/423. Decision to control labour conditions in the mining industries was not 
taken over by the mining inspection, a sub-division of the Mining Service. 

ARA MvK, Mr 1911/407, secret letter of the governor of West Sumatra to Governor-General, 
21-6-1911/1141. 

Discussion on the history, tasks, and the role of Inspector of Labour in improving labour 
conditions in the Netherlands Indies, see Houben 1996. 
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level, namely the controleur of Sawahlunto, the Assistant-Resident of Tanah Datar (1892-1917) 
or Solok (1917-1942), and the Resident/Governor of West Sumatra. As explained in Chapter II-
3 in this instance, the job of the BB officials was created to indulge the interests of the company, 
namely to control convict labourers. In 1893, J.W.IJzerman, the Chief of Sumatran Railways 
Exploitation and the Ombilin coal-mines requested the Governor-General to station a BB 
official at Sawahlunto.93 One year later, in 1894, the Governor-General in Batavia issued a 
decree by which the controleur of VII Kota who was stationed in Sijunjung, had to be 
transferred to Sawahlunto (ANRI, Governor Decision 11-6-1894/2) The controleur was given 
facilities by the company and together with ten police officers, had the task of controlling the 
convict labourers outside the mine, and of punishing them on the basis of the reports made by 
the company.94 This move meant that the local BB administrators had no power to control the 
labourers inside the mine. 

What was the relationship between the controleur and the Engineer-Director? Right 
from the outlet, the relationship had not boded well (see Chapter II-3). According to 
former Assistant-Resident B.H.F Heuven, the Engineer-Director assumed the dominant 
role.95 Again in 1911, the Engineer-Director, Van Lier, complained that the daily control 
made by the Dutch local officials conflicted with aims of the company, because each was 
working from a different perception of the situation. Therefore, the daily checks made by 
these officials led to strained relations between them, in the matter of the implementation of 
the power of BB officials and their subordinates against the labourers.96 

The following description deals with various opinions about inflicting punishment by 
flogging with a cane. The discussion arose in various years 1901-1903, 1906 and 1910, and 
involved various actors of the state, beginning from the lowest and ascending to the highest 
level, or from Sawahlunto, Padang to Batavia and The Hague. The following discussion 
unequivocally exposes the different points of view between central and local Dutch 
administrators, between the controleur and the Engineer-Director of the Company, and between 
the controleur, and the Assistant-Resident of Sawahlunto. Such conditions had made the 
position of the Engineer-Director even more difficult as disclosed by Th. FA. Delprat (1899-
1905) the Engineer-Director. 

93 KITLV, Kom Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:15. Letter of IJzerman 23-8-1893/746 
to Governor-General. 

There were quarrels between the Assistant-Resident of Tanah Datar and the controleur of 
Sawahlunto with the Engineer-Director. After moving to Sawahlunto, the controleur seemed to pay more 
attention to the interests of the company than to that of the local population in the Onderafdeeling VII 
Kota. Therefore, the Assistant-Resident asked his superior (1894-1903) to make Sawahlunto an 
Onderafdeeling that was discreet from the Onderafdeeling VU Kota, see KITLV, Kom Collection OR 
435, no.368; Heuven 1931:89. 

95 KJTLV, Kom Collection OR.435, no.368; Heuven 1931:87. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1911/2237, the reply letter of the Engineer-Director, Van Lier to the Inspector 
of Labour, 12-10-1912. 
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He said that he felt that he was being held over a barrel in having to deal with all this official tug-
of-war. 

The circumstances at Sawahlunto are somewhat more complicated than might 
appear at first glance and this is because various authorities, each responsible 
to its own head are trying to work within extremely limited area (ARA, MvK. 
Mr 1902/543). 

The letter of the Chief Engineer quoted above was written when the issue of 
punishment by flogging with a cane, was being debated by the actors of the colonial state. 
The discussion on punishment by flogging was initiated by the findings of the investigation 
carried out by Dr A. G. Vorderman, the Inspector of the Public Health Department, who 
visited Sawahlunto in April 1901. Vorderman reported that the deplorable conditions to 
which the convict labourers were subjected were quite shocking: inadequate medical care, 
high desertion rate, frequent and regular flogging with a piece of rattan. 

In his report dated 20 July 1901, Vorderman mentioned that the labourers were given 
inadequate medical care. In the mines, orderlies, who were themselves forced labourers, would 
frequently mistreat patients in their charge. The medical inspector gave a number of poignant 
examples to illustrate his statement that in the relations among the workers in this penal colony 
callousness ruled supreme 

Desertion among convict labourers was very high, as explained in the previous section. 
For example, in 1901 nearly all of the labourers who deserted, were recaptured very soon 
afterwards, either brought in by the local inhabitants for a bounty in cash, or forced to return to 
the mines because they realized the impossibility of trying to survive in the surrounding jungle. 
The few who managed to remain undetected may well have perished in the hostile terrain. 

Those convict labourers who had escaped and been recaptured were flogged. 
Vorderman reports that they were brought to the controleur who sentenced them to this 
corporal punishment, which was seen as a corrective tool for deserted labourers to more 
discipline in future. In the hospital, six labourers thus punished died of exhaustion. Other 
individuals had to be treated in the hospital for months before they recuperated. Vorderman had 
also seen how the convict labourers were illegally thrashed by their foremen and how a police 
guard {politie oppasser) practised hard, accurate hitting against a banana stem that was tied to 
the caning stake (Bruinink-Darlang 1986:116). It was hardly surprising that, according to his 
calculations, one out of every seven coolies who was flogged in this way ended up in the 
hospital. They frequently died of their wounds or became permanent invalids. The foremen of 
the mining gangs had themselves risen from the ranks of convict labourers, being detainees who, 
in the eyes of the higher ranks, had distinguished themselves by 'good behaviour'. Hence, he 
advised that the foremen no longer be permitted to use this kind of punishment as a symbol of 
their power. He suggested to the Director of Justice that the punishment by flogging be replaced 
by curtailment of the premium system. 

In his letter dated 9 August 1901, the Director of Department of Education, Religion, 
and Industry had admonished the Director of Justice to abolish punishment by flogging, because 
it was inhuman.97 It was not to be carried out until it drew blood and the victim was on the point 

In his report, he corrected the total number of the labourers punished. In 1900 it was not 1,275, 
but 1,570 on the basis of the report of the controleur of Sawahlunto to Governor of West Sumatra. See 
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of collapse from fear and physical exhaustion as reported by the controleur of Sawahlunto to the 
Governor of West Sumatra. He argued that experience had taught that merciless lashes 
(onbarmhartig slaan) would not have a positive effect on the labourers but would be more 
likely have a reverse effect.98 

The Director of the Department of Justice did not respond immediately to the 
suggestions of Vorderman and the Director of the department of Education, Religion, and 
Industry. He ordered B. Hoetink, Advisor on Chinese Affairs, to visit the Ombilin coal
mines. Hoetink arrived there only a few months after Vorderman had visited the mine. His 
report diverged from that of Vorderman. He began his report with providing a good 
impression as quoted below: 

First and foremost it has struck me that the system of punishment for the 
Natives really proves itself here. Those condemned to undergo punishment at 
Sawahlunto are forced to carry out regular and useful toil. However, it is 
absolutely not in keeping with the Native character to find regular work 
pleasant and whenever he is obliged to do it, he will do his best to give it a 
wide berth (ARA MvK. Vb. 27-3-1903/13). 

Hoetink did not deny the appalling conditions reported by Vorderman, which can be 
seen from his admission that the corporal punishment was barbaric. But he said that it was 
indispensable if order and discipline were to be maintained. Needless to say cruelty was naturally 
inadmissible, and he suggested that lashes with the cane should be given in such a way that 
although they were painful, they did not cause injury. He described desertion as a sort of 
epidemic which had assumed enormous proportions even on the best tobacco plantations in 
Deli: an evil which was just as infectious as suicide. Little could be done about the high-handed 
activities of the foremen. The foremen had to use the cane to protect themselves from attacks by 
the convict labourers. Those who used excessive violence laid themselves open to revenge, 
which might cost them their lives. Indeed, occasionally a foreman would be murdered, even 
though he had not been guilty of maltreatment. 

Hoetink ended his report with a remark that labour conditions in Ombilin were in fact 
better than on the plantations that he had visited in the course of his duties. His conclusion was 
virtually the same as what he had written in his other reports, for instance, on the living 
conditions of the Chinese contract labourers in the tin-mines on Belitung Island in 1904 (Erman 
1995:185) It was his considered opinion that there was no reason to take special measures. This 
opinion tallied precisely with that issued by his superior the Director of the Department of 
Justice, later on. 

On 20 May 1902, the Director of the Department of Justice answered the letter of the 
Director of the Department of Education, Religion, and Industry. He declared in writing that he 

ARA MvK, Mr 1901/245. Letter of the Director of Education. Religion and Industry 9-8-1901 
no.9969a. 

Figures on the practices of lashes with cane and its causes see Chapter III.2.2. 
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did not agree with the abolition of punishment by flogging. " He considered, it had to be 
retained in order to maintain law and order among convict labourers. His opinion was based on 
Hoetink's report, and on ideas put about and familiarised by the BB officials, and the comments 
of Engineer-Director and Chief of Exploitation in Sawahlunto (Bruinink-Darlang 1986:118). 
Rather casually he said that he previously knew of the merciless lashes. The use of flogging by 
foremen was needed, according to him, to protect themselves. In order to pass sentence by 
flogging, the medical staff had to investigate which part of the body could be beaten. 

It is important to note the comments of the Engineer-Director and the Chief of 
Exploitation on punishment by flogging. They were afraid that the light lashes suggested by the 
Director of Education, Religion, and Industry and his subordinate, the Chief of Mining Service 
would not be fearful enough for the convict labourers, because they were well familiar with 
violence. Thus, there were actors who were included in the group of Director of Justice, the two 
engineers, the controleur of Sawahlunto, Labour Inspector Hoetink, and the Director of 
Department of Justice himself. There is no information available to explain the hidden motives of 
the actors. 

The Director of the Department of Education, Religion and Industry responded to his 
colleagues' decision, by saying that such conditions should not prevail in state companies like 
the Ombilin coal-mines He was perhaps suspicious of the motives behind the report, because at 
the same time, the government appointed a special commission to investigate the labour 
conditions in the East Sumatra plantations. According to him, the government was not 
consistent. On the one hand, the government criticized the private companies which had 
practised violent discipline by flogging undisciplined labourers, but on the other hand, the 
government itself gave a very bad example. 

The Governor-General finally forwarded all documents to the Afdeling AI of the 
Minister of Colonies in The Hague to be discussed by high-ranking officials in the Netherlands. 
But it seemed this matter had to be kept secret. The staff member in this afdeling (department) 
AL had all documents. On 1 April 1902, he sent a letter to the Minister of Colonies, saying in 
general that all the reports were good. He did not mention the objections raised by Vorderman 
about the abuse of the practice of flogging as a punishment, but only referred to regulations 
about medical care. The point of view given by the Director of the Department of the 
Education, Mr. Abendanon, only commented in the following words: 

The Director of Educatioa Religion, and Industry has got himself steamed up 
above all about flogging with a rattan cane, which is still sometimes imposed 
on the convict labourers here (Bruinink-Darlang 1986:121). 

Punishment by flogging went on, but it apparently did nothing to make the labourers 
more obedient. In fact, the number of deserters, and the refusals of work from among the 
labourers rose higher as demonstrated in the previous section. It was democratic in this respect 
at least, there was no differentiation between convict, contract and free labourers when it came 
to flogging. 

As quoted by Bruinink-Darlang 1986:118. Letter of Director of Justice to the Director of 
Education, Religion and Industry, 20-5-1902/3883. 
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Discussions about punishment by caning re-emerged time and again in 1906. In 
December 1906, the Minister of Colonies sent a letter to the Governor-General asking whether 
it was still necessary to sentence prisoners to a flogging (Bruinink-Darlang 1986:121). This 
prompted the Governor-General to ask the opinion of the Director of the Department of 
Justice. The Director of Justice felt it was necessary to maintain flogging as a deterrent and 
re-issued the regulation on the basis of the opinions of local BB officials throughout the 
Netherlands Indies. The Raad van Indie really agreed with this suggestion, but disagreed on re
issuing the regulation. One of the members, Mr.C.H Nieuwenhuys, dared to differ and spoke 
his mind on the recommendation of the Director of Justice. In his view it was impossible to 
approve of flogging. He wrote as follows: 

Occasionally this punishment is appropriate and frightening, but not for 
habitual criminals. No one has ever demonstrated that flogging with a rattan 
came in more highly effective as a preventive measure than other punishment 
(as quoted in Bruinink-Darlang 1986:133). 

He argued that the reasons given by the Director of the Department of Justice and the 
local BB officials were not at all genuine. Because, as quoted above, nobody could prove that 
punishment by flogging was preventive (Bruinink-Darlang 1986:133). In order to solve this 
problem, he then suggested substituting other punishment, for instance by extending the 
working hours or by assigning heavier tasks. The Governor-General agreed with his suggestion. 
Therefore, he sent a letter to the Director of Justice saying that this Department would have to 
carry out investigations as suggested by the members of the Raad van Indie. '°' 

It seems that the problem of flogging as a punishment could not unsolved. Therefore, 
for a second time, the Governor-General asked the advice of the members of the Raad van 
Indie. This body was for maintaining this form of punishment simply because of the lack of 
prison staff. However, the Raad van Indie felt the need to add some new regulations, especially 
in relation to the practice of solitary confinement combined with hard labour.102 On the basis of 
these suggestions on 29 July 1908, the Governor-General sent a letter to the Minister of 
Colonies, saying that the Director of Justice and almost all Residents wanted to retain flogging 
(Bruinink-Darlang 1986:136). Finally, agreement was reached on solitary confinement with hard 
labour, and punishment by flogging still continued. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1907/827. Letter of the Governor-General to the Director of the Department of 
Justice, 4-8-1907. 

Bruinink-Darlang 1986:135. Letter of the Governor-General to the Director of Department of 
Justice, 11-11-1907/3080. 

The Raad van Indië asked the Director of the Department of Justice to compile annual statistics 
about the practice of flogging and other punishments in the prisons. It is impossible to establish whether 
this task was ever undertaken. But it was certainly not found in het Verslag over de Hervormingen van 
het Gevangeniswezen over de Jaren 1911 tot en met 1916. In the report of 1916-1920, the total number 
of deserters and the practice of flogging, including the deserters in the Ombilin coal-mines will be found 
See Bruinink-Darlang 1989:136. 
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Although matters might have quietened down for a while, they flared up again. In 1910, 
the Governor of West Sumatra intervened in the problem surrounding the discipline of the 
labourers. He issued a decree in 1910 banning flogging for those contract labourers who were 
sentenced under the Penal Sanction. It was replaced by solitary confinement, with additional 
hard labour. This was the first time a BB official at local level had demonstrated his power to 
discipline the labourers. The Governor of West Sumatra felt this was a whole different ball game 
from previous occasions when the controleur of Sawahlunto had bowed to the wishes of the 
Engineer-Director. ' 

After the new regulation had been implemented, a long discussion ensured about who 
was responsible for the high number of labourers punished by flogging (Van Empel 1994:76). 
This discussion raged between the local BB officials and the Engineer-Director. The controleur 
of Sawahlunto and the Governor apportioned the blame to the Engineer-Director, because the 
labourers had been checked before they were punished by a physician who was an employee of 
the mine, and not therefore an independent agent. The Engineer-Director rejected this argument 
and said that he had never exerted pressure on the physician. The debates were endless. 
Eventually, the Governor-General decided to close the matter once and for all and silent the 
debate. 

The above description indicates that the intervention of the local BB officials took place 
in 1910. The attitude of those local BB officials was clearly different from those employed in the 
BB department in Batavia who clearly supported the Director of Department of Justice and the 
company. It is interesting to see why the intervention happened just in that year. The comments 
of the Governor-General showed clearly that there was a difference of opinion between the 
Dutch BB administrators at local and central level. The Governor intervened because his 
subordinates, the controleur and the Assistant-Resident of Tanah Datar were being pressured by 
the Engineer-Director who had strong backing from Batavia. In this regard, it is interesting to 
follow the comments of the Governor of West Sumatra in his secret letter to the Governor-
General on February 1911. 

In view of the &ct that the head of exploitation found so much support in 
Batavia... this branch of service [i.e. the Ombilin mine] was like a state within 
a state and some predecessors were afraid of nothing so much as a 
confrontation with it.1Q4 

The discussion of discipline by violence and terror between the various actors of the 
state was not finished yet. This problem was to be discussed again in 1920s. 

It is interesting to note the comment of the Governor of West Sumatra on this in his secret letter 
to the Governor-General, dated 13 February 1911. He cynically said that the private company did not 
differ much from the state owned company. See ARA, MvK, Mr 1911/407. 

ARA MvK, Mr 1911/407. Secret letter of the Governor of West Sumatra to Governor-General, 
13-2-1911. 



CHAPTER IV 

CHANGING STATE CONTROL, 
RESISTANCE AND ACCOMODATION 

(1920-1942) 

1. Introduction 

During the first decade of the twentieth century the colonial state imposed discipline on the 
labour force by physical violence through flogging. The system of control was illegitimate and 
without authority, because in its implementation, abuse, corruption and violence were very 
normal. Though points of view among state agencies regarding such control tended to differ, in 
fact, flogging was still used until the second decade of the twentieth century. The main reason 
that discipline by physical violence continued to be implemented lay in the Dutch officials' ready 
acceptance of the stereotype of the lazy mentality inherent in the ruled society. 

This chapter explores changes in state control in which ideas about appropriate punitive 
measures shifted from physical violence to social sanctions. Changes in state control were 
preceded by discussions between various actors at different state levels. I shall also explore 
shifts in the miners' politics, from unorganized to organized, from the politics of resistance 
to accommodation. This shift in miners' politics should be seen in the context of the 
changing state control of the mining society, the emerging nationalist movement, and the 
Depression. Politics among the miners became more organized and more radical after they 
involved in the Persatuan Kaum Biiruh Tambang or PKBT (The miners' trade union), 
which was set up in 1925. The formation of the PKBT and its activities cannot be 
understood without relating this to the role of nationalist political leaders who encouraged 
the miners' anti-colonial feelings and fired up aspirations for independence. 

I shall explore how linkages were made between the miners, the leaders of the 
PKBT, and political organizations such as the Sarekat Rakyat and the Communist Party; 
and between the coolie barracks, the town of Sawahlunto and Padang Panjang, a center of 
the communist uprising in West Sumatra in 1926/1927. The emergence of the Indonesian 
nationalist movement and the ideology of class struggle which was propagated among the 
miners and the local people in Sawahlunto by the Sarekat Rakyat and the Communist Party, 
seem to have been the key which lulled the intensity of the ethnic conflict which had 
previously prevailed. Islam, nationalism, and class struggle were important elements which 
could help to bridge ethnic differentiation. Nationalism and the class struggle ran in parallel 
and were not typical just of the Ombilin miners' politics, but were also found in the labour 
movements in Java, Burma, and India (Ingleson 1981a, 198lb; 1983; Simeon 1995- Teruko 
Sato 1996). 

What form did the miners' politics take after the uprising of 1926/1927, when little 
room was given by the state for labour activism, and opportunities to make contacts with 
local and nationalist political leaders outside the mines were greatly restricted. After this 
year, political parties found themselves impotent, their hands tied by the inexorable control 
of the colonial state. What effect did this have on the mining society? After the communist 
uprising, politics among the miners tended to be more accommodating, which was not 
merely a reaction to hard-handed control by the state, but was equally related to wider 
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economie and social changes. The examination of the politics of the miners will be divided 
into three parts: 1) running away and refusing work; 2) the PKBT and the Communist 
Uprising 1926/1927; 3) and politics of accommodation: the Depression and the emergence 
a mining society. 

1. Changing State Control 

Changes in state control which shifted methods of punishment away from physical violence to 
social sanctions were , based on dual motives: they had a moral side but economic 
considerations were not forgotten. By their nature, changes in state control brought shifts to the 
nature of miners' politics. Changes in state control were a product of the dynamic interaction 
between the actors: miners, managers and the state. Common people like the Ombilin miners 
emerged as a social force which could change the policy of the management and the state. 
Under what conditions and in what context the changes of state control were decided and put 
into effect, is the main focus of this section. 

The Dutch officials gradually understood that social control by physical violence was not 
successful in disciplining the miners. Punishment by flogging as an instrument of control no 
longer caused the miners to cringe and obey as the state colonial officials had expected at the 
beginning of the twentieth century. It was not just an internal problem. The company suffered 
financial losses and found itself saddled with a bad reputation, because the miners' resistance, 
shown by running away or simply avoiding work, was obdurate and unceasing. 

During the 1920s state officials had been shocked by the resistance of the miners, which 
grew even far more desperate than that displayed in the first decade of the twentieth century. 
One indisputable index of this was the high suicide rate among convict and contract labourers in 
the Netherlands Indies. This was reported by the Labour Inspectors who visited Sawahlunto 
such as H.Th Weehuizen (1921), D.B.W van Ardenne (1923), J.F.Ch Deibert (1924), and P.A.J 
Noordink (1925), G. Vreede and J. Michielsen (1925). The Head of the Prison institution 
(1924), Hijmans who had authority to run the prison management system in the whole of the 
Netherlands Indies, also visited Sawahlunto in order to investigate reasons behind the escape of 
labourers from the prison of Sawahlunto or from their workplace. According to the reports, the 
high rate of desertion and avoidance of work were due to the lack of discipline, the shortage of 
food, the lateness in distribution of food, the abysmal medical care, and mine phobia. This last 
particularly afflicted the newcomers who were terrified of going into an underground mine. 

The Labour Inspectors reports were no longer hidden from the public, as they had 
been the early years of the twentieth century. The published reports were discussed in 
various magazines and newspapers both in the Netherlands and in the Netherlands Indies. 
Many people were shocked to read how bad the reputation of the Ombilin state-owned 
company was. Table IV. 1 shows this notoriety through the rate of desertion of the convict 
labourers, either from the prison at Sawahlunto or from their workplace in 1920-1928. In 
1920, 2,201 of 3,859 (57 percent) convict labourers deserted mainly from their place of 
work. Compared with the year 1919, this figure had dropped, probably because of the 
abolition of the premium system. But in 1921, the total number of deserters rose again, 
namely to 3,101 or 66 percent from the average population per day. This history was 
repeated in 1923, when the total number of deserters rose to 4,798 (121 percent) from 
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3,965 of the average prison population employed there, meaning nearly a quarter seem to 
have escaped more than once. 

Table IV. 1 Comparison of number of deserters in Sawahlunto, Nusa Kambangan 
And South West Jember, 1920-1928. 

YEAR PRISONS DESERTED 
FROM 
PRISON 

DESERTED 
FROM 
WORK 
PLACE 

BROUGH 
BACK TO 
MINE 

AVERAGE 
PEOPLE 
PER DAY 

1920 S.Lunto n.a 
n.a 
144 

2,201 
338 
331 

2,015 
321 

79 

3,859 
3,178 
1,636 

1920 
N. Kambangan 

n.a 
n.a 
144 

2,201 
338 
331 

2,015 
321 

79 

3,859 
3,178 
1,636 

1920 

S.W.Jember 

n.a 
n.a 
144 

2,201 
338 
331 

2,015 
321 

79 

3,859 
3,178 
1,636 

1921 S.Lunto n.a 
9 

28 

3,101 
820 
267 

2,898 
728 
335 

4,692 
3,263 
1,810 

1921 
N. Kambangan 

n.a 
9 

28 

3,101 
820 
267 

2,898 
728 
335 

4,692 
3,263 
1,810 

1921 

S.WJember 

n.a 
9 

28 

3,101 
820 
267 

2,898 
728 
335 

4,692 
3,263 
1,810 

1922 S.Lunto n.a 
12 
99 

2,974 
457 
414 

2,732 
436 
335 

4,747 
3,200 
2,459 

1922 
N. Kambangan 

n.a 
12 
99 

2,974 
457 
414 

2,732 
436 
335 

4,747 
3,200 
2,459 

1922 

S.WJember 

n.a 
12 
99 

2,974 
457 
414 

2,732 
436 
335 

4,747 
3,200 
2,459 

1923 S.Lunto n.a. 
n.a 
107 

4,798 
451 
324 

4,564 
314 
324 

3,965 
3,504 
2,008 

1923 
N. Kambangan 

n.a. 
n.a 
107 

4,798 
451 
324 

4,564 
314 
324 

3,965 
3,504 
2,008 

1923 

S.WJember 

n.a. 
n.a 
107 

4,798 
451 
324 

4,564 
314 
324 

3,965 
3,504 
2,008 

1924 S.Lunto n.a 
n.a 
71 

7,624 
451 
436 

7,661 
323 
399 

2,395 
3,592 
1,682 

1924 
N.Kambangan 

n.a 
n.a 
71 

7,624 
451 
436 

7,661 
323 
399 

2,395 
3,592 
1,682 

1924 

S.WJember 

n.a 
n.a 
71 

7,624 
451 
436 

7,661 
323 
399 

2,395 
3,592 
1,682 

1925 S.Lunto n.a 
n.a 
101 

3,538 
654 
561 

3,553 
577 
546 

2,657 
3,609 
1,878 

1925 
N.Kambangan 

n.a 
n.a 
101 

3,538 
654 
561 

3,553 
577 
546 

2,657 
3,609 
1,878 

1925 

S.WJember 

n.a 
n.a 
101 

3,538 
654 
561 

3,553 
577 
546 

2,657 
3,609 
1,878 

1926 S.Lunto n.a 
13 
28 

159 
603 
151 

232 
530 
240 

1,945 
3,574 
2,262 

1926 
N.Kambangan 

n.a 
13 
28 

159 
603 
151 

232 
530 
240 

1,945 
3,574 
2,262 

1926 

S.WJember 

n.a 
13 
28 

159 
603 
151 

232 
530 
240 

1,945 
3,574 
2,262 

1927 S.Lunto n.a 
13 
28 

8 
147 
63 

14 
175 
93 

2,758 
3,051 
1,444 

1927 
N.Kambangan 

n.a 
13 
28 

8 
147 
63 

14 
175 
93 

2,758 
3,051 
1,444 

1927 

S.WJember 

n.a 
13 
28 

8 
147 
63 

14 
175 
93 

2,758 
3,051 
1,444 

1928 S.Lunto 6 
15 
4 

2 
243 

11 

8 
256 

47 

2,194 
3,018 

105 

1928 
N.Kambangan 

6 
15 
4 

2 
243 

11 

8 
256 

47 

2,194 
3,018 

105 

1928 

S.WJember 

6 
15 
4 

2 
243 

11 

8 
256 

47 

2,194 
3,018 

105 

Source: Verslag over de Hervormingen 
Over 1921 t/m 1925, 1926:26; Verslag 
Bruinink-Darlang 1986:143. 

van het Gevangeniswezen 
over Hervormingen 1928, 

in Nederlands-lndië 
1930:12. See also 
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The highest figure occurred in 1924: from the average prison population of 2,395, there were 
7,624 deserters. These figures show that on average in a year a convict labourer deserted more 
than once, probably even more than twice. 

Most of the convict labourers who absconded could be brought back to the mine (Table 
IV. 1). For example, in 1920 2,015 of the 2,201(about 92 percent) were eventually returned, and 
in 1922 2,898 of the 3,101(about 93 percent) were returned. In certain years, especially 1924-
1928 the number of convict labourers who were imported to the mine was higher than that of 
those convict labourers who deserted. This is because those convict labourers who had deserted 
in previous years, were eventually brought back to the mine in the following years. Compared to 
prisoners who worked at other places, like Nusa Kambangan and south-west Jember, the figures 
indicate that the rate of desertion in the Ombilin coal-mines surpassed these other two places. 
There were many reasons contributing to this situation, such as lack of control, the location of 
the mines in the middle of the jungle, and the shortage of food. A more detailed explanation on 
this will be given in Section 2.1. 

Contract labourers were also punished if they infringed the regulations laid down in 
the Coolie Ordinance. The average percentage of contract labourers who were punished 
was more than 69.4percent in the nine years from 1916 until 1922 (Table IV.2). The 
highest figures for the punished contract labourers were in 1916 (78 percent), 1919 (71 
percent), 1920 (70 percent), and in 1921 (76 percent). I have no figures for year 1923-
1925. In 1926 the average percentage of the punished contract labourers remained high, 
namely 53 percent.1 

Table rv.2 The Average Percentage of the Punished 
Contract labourers, 1916-1922. 

YEAR AVERAGE PERCENTAGE 

1916 78 
1917 64 
1918 67.6 
1919 71 
1920 70 
1921 76.1 
1922 59 
Average 69.4 

Source: Verslagen van de Ombilmmijnen 17-1923 1924, 1918-1925. 

This figure is taken from the report of G Kepper, Inspector of Labour for the Outer Islands who 
visited the mine from December 1926 to June 1927. Apart from the 53 percent contract labourers who 
infringed the Coolie Ordinance, 14 percent of the contract labourers was punished for other 
misdemeanours. As comparison. Kepper also showed figures of punished contract labourers in the Sakdo 
gold-mines of y 14 percent and 0.8 percent. See Mining Archives, G. Kepper, Inspectie Verslagen vanuit 
Sumatra 's Westkust 26 September 1927 no.16/51/2. 
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These figures are unusually high compared with the Belitung tin-mines and the East 
Sumatran plantations. In the Belitung tin-mines, the average percentage of the contract 
labourers punished was 4.5 percent between 1917 and 1924. Between 1926 and 1928 this 
was reduced on average to 3.4 percent (Erman 1995:138). 

Compared to labour conditions on the East Sumatran plantations, the treatment of 
labourers in the Ombilin coal-mines was sadistic and inhuman. Therefore, the colonial 
government was subjected to a hail of criticism. The appalling conditions even inspired an 
article, entitled "Donkere Mijnen" (dark mines),2 in which the writer discusses the high rate of 
desertion and punishment among contract labourers in the Ombilin coal-mines. In East Sumatra, 
the management and the magistrate received a warning if they punished more than 5 percent of 
the labourers who infringed the Coolie Ordinance {Sinar Sumatra 23-11-1926). Such 
infringements consisted of shirking work and running away. No such warning was ever given at 
the Ombilin coal-mines, although the total number of the contract labourers who were punished 
had already reached more than 59 percent. What we learn from these figures is that the labour 
regime in the Ombilin coal-mines must have been far more sadistic and brutal than that on the 
plantations of East Sumatra, which is what Breman argued a decade ago. 

Most infractions of the Coolie Ordinance by contract labourers arose the high rate of 
absenteeism. Noordinlc, the Labour Inspector, reported that between 22 August and 15 October 
1924 2,781 contract labourers did not report for work. He pointed out that this high rate of 
absenteeism certainly inflicted a considerable loss upon the company. 

How contract labourers who infringed the Coolie Ordinance were punished is not 
known for sure. But it seems there is no differentiation in the sorts of punishment meted out to 
contract and convict labourers, repeating the picture which emerged for the first decade of the 
twentieth century. Punishments by solitary confinement or flogging were very high during this 
period. In 1921, 77 percent of the total number of labourers were punished by solitary 
confinement. In the following years, punishment by both solitary confinement and by flogging 
rose continuously. Punishment by solitary confinement reached 95 percent in 1922, 144 percent 
in 1923, and 180 percent in 1924 (Bruinink-Darlang 1986:145). The figures show that on 
average, a convict labourer was punished by solitary confinement more than once a year. Under 
Article 69 of the Gestichten Reglement (Staatsblad 1917 no. 708), punishment by solitary 
confinement also entailed hard labour, and convict labourers and contract labourers were 
supposed to be separated from each other. If the cells were full, and there was no opportunity 
for punishment by solitary confinement and hard labour, then those sentenced could be punished 
by flogging, up to a maximum of twenty lashes. 

It seems that these regulations existed on paper only. There is no information 
available to differentiate between the average percentage of the convict and of the contract 
labourers who were punished by flogging. But the report of the Labour Inspector, 
Noordink, written in 1925 shows that the contract labourers were also punished by 

'Donkere Mijnen' 1926: 54-7; 255-57. 
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flogging. According to Noordink's report, the lashes were very severe, and the injured 
labourers often had to be treated in the hospital.' 

"The use of the rottan cane is, I think a dark stain on this state-owned 
business; especially when inflicted on those to be punished - who when it 
is all said and done are people who have committed no crimes and have 
contracted themselves to work in the mines voluntarily... ' . 

This evidence leaves little doubt that organized discipline by flogging dominated the 
labour regime at Sawahlunto. The following figures show that the use of flogging as a 
punishment at Ombilin rose from 127 percent, or 5,063 times out of a total workforce of 4,747 
in 1922, 144 percent or 5,693 of 3,965 of the average prison population at Sawahlunto in 1923. 
This translates to 62 percent in 1922, 65 percent in 1923, and 59 percent in 1924 of the total 
number of people sentenced to flogging in the whole of the Netherlands Indies.5 In 1925, the 
imposition of punishment by flogging was subsequently reduced to 5 06 percent or 25 percent 
of the total of punishments by flogging for the whole of the Netherlands Indies. After 1925 
flogging was abolished and the workplaces of convict labourers and contract labourers were 
segregated (Brunink-Darlang 1986:145). 

The organized attempts to maintain discipline by flogging aroused countless heated 
discussions among the state agencies involved. Unlike the situation at the beginning of the 
twentieth century, their reports were now open to public scrutiny, and quoted by Dutch and 
iocal newspapers.6 They were even discussed in the colonial parliament, the Volksraad. All this 
openness led to outcries against the system of discipline organized by state violence. 

Discussion was no stranger to local Dutch officials like K.M.H Kaarsen, the Assistant-
Resident of Solok, and W.A.L.Whitlau, the governor of West Sumatra. In fact they basically 
agreed with the comments and criticism of the Inspectors of Labour. Whitlau decided to ask 
Kaarsen for information about the terrible conditions endured by the Ombilin coal-miners. 
In his secret letter, Kaarsen mentioned that between 1917-1922 and between 1923-1924 
there had been no progress made in improving the working and living conditions of the 
labourers, which seemed to be proved by the rate of severe punishment. He stated three 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1925/2313. Letters of the Head of the Labour Office about labour 
conditions in the Ombilin coal-mines, 3-9-1925. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1925/2313. Letters of the Head of the Labour Office about labour 
conditions in the Ombilin coal-mines, 3-9-1925. See also Van Empel 1994:57. 

This is counted from the figures in the Statistieken Gevangeniswezen 1921-1925. See also 
Bruinink-Darlang 1986:145. 

6 IG, 1926:156-8; IG, 1925:559-62; Javabode, 11-3-1925. Sinar Sumatra 2-A -1925; 23-11-
1925. 
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reasons for this. Firstly, the company was negligent of its obligation to maintain order. 
Kaarsen cited the dereliction of duty a lazy sergeant-major, G.J.Keuskamp, who preferred 
to spend the greater part of his time in the clubhouse, drinking, rather than keeping order 
among the labourers. Hence, Kaarsen suggested Whitlau Keuskamp to be replaced by 
someone who could exude authority and was appointed from the ranks of the Binnenlatids-
Besttiur1 Secondly, the majority of the labourers lived outside the langst, so it was easy for 
them to abscond. Kaarsen was therefore inclined to agree with the suggestion of the 
Labour Inspector the living quarters of the labourers be concentrated in one place. Thirdly, 
Kaarsen suggested that the controleur of Sawahlunto who acted as magistrate in labour 
issues, be neutral. The magistrate was too inclined to submit to the wishes of the company. 
In order to ensure he was more impartial, the magistrate should be allowed enough time 
and have an educated staff help him to judge and to sentence. The governor of West 
Sumatra concurred with Kaarsen's suggestions and also agreed with the result of 
investigations by Labour Inspector, Deibert, giving the comment: "I fully support Deibert's 
suggestion to improve the working conditions. This is a moral obligation".8 

How did the management of the Ombilin coal-mines react to these suggestions? In 
principle J.van der Kloes, the Engineer-Director, promised to improve working and living 
conditions in the ways suggested by the Inspectors of Labour and by Kaarsen. But, he 
demurred, the Inspector of Labour demanded too much from the company. A very high 
percentage of desertion was recorded just when the company recruited from 1,600 to 5,300 
labourers between March 1923 and October 1924. As a result, the total number of labourers 
increased to 10,500 in 1924.9 Kloes argued that the Inspector of Labour, Deibert had visited 
Sawahlunto in June 1924, precisely at a moment when the company was recruiting many new 
labourers, up to 1,325. Certainly, the company did not pay much attention to disciplining the 
labourers, Kloes was prepared to admit. 

Kloes also had another argument to refute the criticisms of the Inspector of Labour. 
He said that the company was forced to keep production costs as low as possible. Kloes 
claimed that in February 1922 coal production was under pressure after the crisis of 1921. 
The recruitment of contract labourers was stopped. At the end of the year, the management 
also sent many contract labourers back to Java, because they were physically unfit to work 
in the mines, and the selection process before new recruits sign contracts was tightened up 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1924/2608. Secret Letter of the Assistant-Resident Tanah Datar, Kaarsen, 
to the Governor of West Sumatra. 20-7-1924/101. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1924/2608. Letter of the Governor of Sumatra, Whitlaw to the Inspector 
of Labour, Deibert, 29-7-1924/13662. 

This is the highest number of the labourers during the colonial period. It consisted of 3,500 
convict labourers of different ethnic groups, 5,297 contract labourers (908 of them were female), 295 free 
labourers, and 1,402 casual labourers. The total number was 6,994. Of the 5,297 contract labourers 
3,784 were Javanese, 1,454 Sundanese, 28 Chinese, 20 Madurese, 2 Ambonese, 4 from Lombok, 2 
Dayak and 1 Buginese, and 1 Banjarese. See Sinar Sumatra 2-4-1925. 
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considerably.10 Hampered by this policy, production was reduced from 602,853 tons in 
1921 to 544,000, in 1922, and even lower to 509,000 tons in 1923." The company 
managed to reduce production costs from 12.26 guilders to 10.47 guilders per ton. But 
when the coal market recovered in the middle of the year 1923, the company tried to step 
up its production by recruiting new contract labourers. The company's reasons for 
recruiting contract labourers was prompted by a shortage of convict and free labourers.12 

Faced with this dilemma, Engineer-Director Kloes recommended the government should 
not rely only on contract labourers, but also do its utmost to recruit convict labourers. His 
argument was that based on the fact that the living costs of a contract labourer were about 
two guilders more expensive than those of a convict labourer. Kloes also repudiated the 
problems of mine phobia and gruelling working conditions reported by the Inspector of 
Labour Deibert. Countering these objections he indicated that in the first half of the year 
1924, about 82percent of the contract labourers had finished their first contract, and had 
signed new contracts for one year. Citing these arguments, Kloes and his superior, the 
Head of the Mining, wrote off the comments in Deibert's report as the result of 'a 
superficial investigation'.13 

Meanwhile, the Director of the Department of Justice as mentioned earlier ordered 
his subordinate, Hijmans, the Head of the Prison institution, to visit Sawahlunto in 
December 1924 for the purpose of making on-the-spot investigations and 
recommendations. Hijmans reported on the Ombilin labour conditions to the Director of the 
Department of Justice, the Director of State Companies, and to the Engineer-Director. 4 In 
his report, he said that it would not be beneficial and would lead to deleterious effects were 
the company to continue to use convict labourers. In his opinion, not only did they carry 
the burden of a criminal background, but their presence also made their free counterparts 
feel insecure, a trepidation was also felt among some of the convicts themselves. Unable to 
shed their nervousness, workers sought a simple solution and ran away from the mines. 

The Director of the State Companies was shocked by these trenchant comments. In 
March 1925 he visited Sawahlunto personally, intent on seeing more closely for himself 

10 

1924. 
ARA, MvK, Mr 3044/1924. Letter of J. van der Kloes to the Head of Mining Service, 22-10-

Meanwhile, the company still made a profit. In 1921, the highest profit was 4,658,441 
guilders fallin slightly to 4,252,924 guilders in 1922. Jaarverslag 1925:5; Beuningen 1936:87. 

About 1,000 convict labourers were recruited to be put to work in the Pulau Laut coal
mines, while the recruitment of free labourers proved impossible, because the company had to 
compete with other companies such as Muara Kelaka. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 3044/1924. Letter of the Head of Mining Service to the Director of State 
Companies, 28-10-1924/10921. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 2608/1924. Letter of the Head of Prisons, Hijmans 19-12-
1924/6131/51/22. 
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what was really happening in this company (Jambode, 11-3-1925). In August 1925, the 
Inspector of Labour, Noordink, visited the mine and was then followed by two Inspectors 
of Labour, Vreede, and Michielsen. The Inspectors of Labour concluded that there had 
indeed been some improvements in the working conditions of the labourers, but progress 
was painfully slow because there were still problems, such as the lack of food, which had 
not been eradicated. Criticisms once more reared their head. Debates raged, especially 
between the Director of State Companies and the Head of the Labour Office (Hoofd van 
het Kantoor van Arbeid). The Director of the State Companies said that the Inspector of 
Labour demanded too much from the company, which was facing difficulties and had to 
contend with competition from cheaper coal imported from Japan. To compete with coal 
imported from Japan, the management was forced to implement a policy of efficiency by 
reducing production costs as much as possible. He also denied that visit by the Inspectors 
of Labour would be able to form a complete picture of the labour conditions in such a short 
visit. 

The press was not in the mood to swallow excuses and the Sumatra Post, 
Javabode, and De Locomotief attacked the reasons given by the Director of State 
Companies. The Sumatra Post, for instance, commented that the high costs of production 
in the Ombilin coal-mines and the company's inability to compete with the price of coal 
from Japan was the fault of the wasteful, inefficient staff of the company (Sumatra Post 4-
11-1925). The Sumatra Post did not elaborate on this, but commented that the fault lay 
with the company, not with the labourers. On these grounds this newspaper rejected the 
argument of the Director of the State Companies who said that the Inspector of Labour 
demanded too much of the company, because that was precisely the task of the Inspector of 
Labour. F.H.K Zaalberg, member of the Volksraad asked about the responsibility of the 
government for the poor living conditions of the labourers at the Ombilin coal-mines. 
Finally, the Head of Volksraad, Neytzell de Wilde had asked the Governor-General to 
accept final responsibility.16 

Eventually the colonial government implemented some changes in the control of 
labour. In 1925 the director of the Department of Justice decreed that flogging as a 
punishment was no longer permitted. Instead, punishment consisted of cutting of wages, or 
being moved to another, more gruelling workplace. Control over the distribution of food 
was stricter than before. The company decided to withhold food from the labourers who 
did not work. The impact of these measures on work discipline will be elucidated later on. 

The second change was linked to the control exerted over convict labourers. Dutch 
officials like the Director of the Department of Justice and the Head of Prisons, as has been 
explained above, gradually became aware that the difference in status and the internal 
tensions rife among the miners affected work discipline (Chapter IV. 2.1). Reform in the 
prison management system was introduced. The workplaces and residential accommodation 

De Locomotief T>-\ 1-1925; 9-11-1925; Sumatra Post, 4-11-1925; Javabode 10-11-1925. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1925/2661 in Verbaal 24-3-1926/27. Letter of the Head of Volksraad, Neytzell 
de Wilde 12-11-1925 to the Governor-General. 
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of contract labourers and convict labourers had to be kept separate. Obeying these 
instructions, the management constructed a secure, isolated camp in the village of Durian, 
especially for convict labourers with the sentences of more than five years. The cost of 
building this construction was about 80,000 guilders. Initially, the work was to be finished 
in 192518, but because of financial straits, it was only completed in 1926.19 The 
management also finished the construction of another prison for the convict labourers in the 
village of Muara Kalaban in 1925 (Sinar Sumatra 24-7-1925). 

The policing of the convict labourers was tightened up considerably. In 1919, the 
number of police in Sawahlunto was only forty-two, but in 1925 it had risen to seventy, and 
was raised again in January 1926 after the communist insurrection had erupted. 20 From 26 
January 1926, many entrances had been closed off, so that there was no chance for the 
labourers to run away (Sinar Sumatra 25-1-1926). Another policy of the management was 
to change the payment system of overtime for the convict labourers. From 8 May 1926, the 
management no longer paid convict labourers wages in cash (Sinar Sumatra 15-5-1926). 
Instead they received vouchers which could be used to buy their daily needs at the 
foodstalls in the prison at Durian. The change was intended to prevent corruption by the 
foremen and to encourage the convict labourers to save. Before this, convict labourers 

The plan to construct an isolated, walled camp had been discussed in 1918, and again in 
1921. In Sawahlunto, it was raised between the Director of the Prison, the Head of the Ombilin 
coal-mines, the Assistant-Resident, the controleur of Sawahlunto and the Labour Inspector. But the 
idea petered out because it was not itemized in the budget of the Minister of Colonies. See Verslag 
Hervormingen 1926:20. 

This was based on the letter of the Director of the Department of Justice dated 24 June, 
1925. See Bruinmk-Darlang 1986:144. 

Bruinink-Darlang 1986:144 -5. The construction of an enclosed prison was directly linked 
to the entrance of the Durian underground mine. The convict labourers, who had finished their work, 
went straight back to the prison. They were no longer permitted to go out after finishing their work. 
This building was surrounded by concrete walls, seven metres high. There was a high tower, alarm 
bell, four armed watchmen guarding at each corner of this building. It was predicted that no convict 
labourer would be able to run away. There was a small shop (kedai) within the prison where the 
convict labourers could buy goods that they needed. Interview with Pak Oejoeb, 15-4-1995; Pak 
Ibnu 15-6-1995. 

Mining Archives, Politie personnel, VI-B no. 343. Governor-General's decree, 29-12-1925 
no.2x. In 1930, the management wanted to add to the number of policemen in order to control the 
distribution of food. This suggestion was rejected by the Assistant-Resident on financial grounds. 
The Assistant-Resident, B.H.F. Heuven, promised to maintain the security among the labourers. The 
case of policemen, provides a good example of the co-operative and non-co-operative attitudes 
prevailing between the Dutch local officials and the Engineer-Director. In 1934, the number of 
policemen was decreased from 103 to 69. This was a spin-off the efficient management campaign 
being waged by the company. See letter of the Assistant-Resident of Solok to the Governor-General 
26-8-1933/7919. 
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usually spent their money bribing the foremen to get the 'light jobs' in the mine (Sinar 
Sumatra 15-5-1926). 

The increase in the number of policemen in Sawahlunto had a double motive. It was 
not merely intended to impose greater work discipline on the labourers or to prevent them 
from running away or avoiding work. More importantly, it was to counter the growing 
influence of the Sarekat Rakyat and the Communist party leaders in mobilizing the 
labourers. Faced with the menace of militancy, the Assistant-Resident, controleur, and the 
Engineer-Director, who agreed to increase the number of policemen, tried to isolate the 
labourers from the militant political influence of the Sarekat Rakyat and the communist 
party leaders in Sawahlunto. Hence, the increase in the number of policemen can be said to 
have derived from the fear nurtured by the local Dutch officials of the so-called 'dangerous 
elements' that posed a threat to political stability. 

Another change in the state control was the gradual phasing out of the Penal Sanction. 
As we have seen, this punitive clause was a way by which the state could control contract 
labourers. The abolition of contract labourers employed under the Penal Sanction took place 
throughout the whole of the Netherlands Indies. Discussions on the expediency of this 
abrogation had already begun in 1915.21 In 1918, Governor-General Van Limburg Stimm 
promulgated a regulation stating that from the first of January 1926, the Penal Sanction would 
be abolished for those contract labourers which wanted to resign their contract (Middendorp 
1929:36). But this regulation was not put into effect by his conservative successor, D. Fock 
(1921-1926) who bowed to the pressure exerted by the European managers (Bruinink-Darlang 
1986:111). A begin was made for the gradual abolition of the Penal Sanction in 1929, because 
of the great pressure exerted by international public opinion.22 

The abolition of the Penal Sanction in the Ombilin coal-mines had in fact preceded that 
in other places. 23 If in 1923 there were about 5,138 contract labourers employed under this 
condition, in 1931 this number had been reduced to 1,048. In 1935 there were no longer any 
contract labourers employed under the Penal Sanction in the Ombilin coal-mines {Verslag van 
7936:3). The abolition of the employment of contract labourers under the Penal Sanction 
affected the background and composition of the labourers. The recruitment of free labourers 
with families gradually replaced the generally single contract labourers, and this demographic 

Verslag van de Arbeids-inspectie 1917/1918:17. For a discussion about the effects of the 
abolition of the Penal Sanction on the labour force in the mining industries, see Zimmerman 1919: 48-56. 

In 1929 the United States forbade the import of products produced by convict labourers or 
contract labourers employed under the Penal Sanction. This policy clearly affected the tobacco exports, 
especially from East Sumatra. Hence, the managers requested the government to abolish the Penal 
Sanction. On this see Tjoeng Ting Fong 1948:80-2, Blankenstein 1929:75-82; Bruinink-Darlang 
1993:112. 

The process of transition from contract labourers under the Penal Sanction to free labourers in 
West Sumatra proceeded faster than in other places, namely lll,3percent from 1932 to 1936, and 
subsequently 67.9 percent for Tapanuli, 51.5 percent for Bangka, Jambi 50.9 percent, Lampung 45.1 
percent, East Sumatra 33.7 percent, Riau 23.2 percent, and West Borneo 18,lpercent. See Verslag vd 
Arbeids Inspectie 1937:49. 
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change would finally create a village for labourers and their family among the local people. The 
formal setting up of a village for labourers, which had its own character, was completed with the 
building of various facilities such as a school, mosques, and the like. The category of convict 
labourers was also reduced, because the management found it difficult to recruit them. By 1938, 
the management was only employing free and casual labourers. 

In 1924, the Inspector of Labour and the Engineer-Director reached an agreement. The 
management promised to issue warnings to brutal foremen, European and indigenous alike; and 
even dismiss them if they refused to take notice. It is not known to what extent the Engineer-
Director actually carried out this agreement, but some idea can be gained by the fact that in 
1927, it is recorded that about 200 foremen were dismissed from the mine (Interview with Pak 
Wagio, 15-8-1995). The selection process for new applicant for the job of new foremen was 
made striaer than before. In his report to the Head of the Mining Service, the mine 
administrator, W. Holleman, explained the requirements of these foremen included the qualities 
of dedication and good behaviour.24 The changing background and composition of the 
labourers, their attitudes towards work discipline, and their political activities will be explored in 
the following section. 

2. Politics of the Miners (1920-1942) 

Miners' politics during this period can be divided into two halves, before and after 1927. Before 
1927, miners' politics were characterized primarily by resistance. Two distinct patterns could be 
discerned in the political forms of the miners' resistance which corresponded to these two 
temporal divisions; the first was characterized by absconding or by deliberate shirking. This was 
not organized, was incidental, and was carried out individually or in small groups of three to five 
persons, led by big men. 25 The second pattern was in the form of strikes, open protest, more 
organized and closely related to the role of the leaders of political parties. In this regard, the 
political protest voiced by the miners paralleled the emerging Indonesian nationalist movement, 
which was being mobilized mainly by radical political parties. The politics of protest reached 
their peak in the communist uprising of 1926-1927. 

Mining Archives. Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven VI. A/7. Letter of W.Holleman to 
the Director of the Mining Service, 9-3- 1927/1887. 

Big men were men of daring who could protect people, because they were physically strong, 
and had made themselves invulnerable to injury by sharp objects. In the mine, they might not be 
foremen, but they did have power which could force their followers to do what they wanted them to 
do. According to information I have obtained from interviews with former miners, the big men were 
also called 'parewa' a Minangkabau word that resembles the Javanese term jago. Unfortunately I 
do not have the necessary information to figure out their total number. The big men have continued 
to exist right always exist even up to present day some engineers told me. On jago see Schulte 
Nordholt, Van Till 1999. 
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After 1927, especially during the Depression of the 1930s, miners' politics tended to be 
more accommodating and co-operative. Resistance, either individually or collectively, and 
organized strikes were virtually absent during that time. Changes in miners' politics cannot be 
divorced from wider, structural changes. Those changes were shaped by the repressive politics 
of the colonial state, the absence of radical political leaders after the communist uprising, the 
Depression, and the emergence of a new mining society which was marked by the formation of 
various associations and the establishment of villages for coolies which were equipped with 
public facilities such as mosques, schools, a market and the like. The miners were now 
surrounded by their nuclear families and created a new, common identity. They were no longer 
seen as rats living in a closed box. Social interaction with local people slowly got off the ground. 
In the following description I shall explore under what conditions the miners' politics were put 
into action. 

2.1 Running away and Refusing to work 

In the first section of this chapter I have described the high rate of refusal to work and desertions 
among the Ombilin coal-miners. Confrontation with such forms of resistance had shocked the 
Dutch colonial officials. They began to realize that discipline maintained by physical violence or 
flogging did not increase their authority. This made painfully clear to them by the unremitting 
disobedience of the labourers towards the management. With this dawning realization of the 
impotence of violence came the thought that attempts to redefine the politics of control of the 
state were needed. I have also already discussed changes in state control. This section will 
explore other motives behind the politics of resistance deployed by the miners in the context of 
relationships with their managers and within and between the various categories of miners 
themselves. This analysis, in tum, reinforces the premise that relationships in the process of 
production are inseparable from the social, economic and cultural conditions of the miners, the 
managers, and the state. 

In the first part, attention will concentrate on the treatment of the miners by 
management, by paying due attention to the material conditions of the miners, such as the 
payment system and social security. In the second part, I shall describe the miners as community 
by highlighting social relations and social control among the miners themselves and showing 
how these were expressed in their daily life, inside and outside the mine. An explanation of these 
relationships is intended to give an understanding of the complexity of the factors underlying the 
political resistance of the miners, and how the actors involved tried to survive each in his own 
way. 

The treatment of miners by the management cannot be separated from the economic 
history of coal in the period, such as effects of fluctuating prices of coal on the international 
market and the competition between coal-producing countries. When the international coal crisis 
was over in 1922 and the coal price recovered in 1923, the management of the Ombilin coal
mines saw a good chance to seize the opportunity by producing as much coal as possible 
through an intensive use of labour. Recruitment of newcomers to top up the work force was not 
followed by the logistics of providing sufficient facilities for housing, food, and health care. In 
the tangsi the labourers had no privacy. They slept together in one long barrack. Therefore, the 
theft of money and goods was very common. Medical treatment was inadequate, so that the 
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death rate and the need for hospital treatment were very high. Compared to the years before and 
after 1923-1924, the death rate among the contract labourers increased from 2.6 percent in 1923 
to 3.9 percent in 1924 (Jaarverslagen van 's lands kolenmijnen 1925-1930). Another problem 
that formed an insurmountable obstacle to good labour relations was the inefficiency of the food 
distribution and the poor qualities. This was a long-standing problem that had caused many 
headaches before 1920. It happened very often that the labourers coming off work did not 
receive any food or their food had been stolen by their own fellow labourers. Perpetually hungry 
and unable to endure the misery any longer, the labourers finally ran away or refused to work. 
The problem of the lack of food became more and more clear from the complaints of local 
people, as they became the victims of deserting labourers who had stolen kitchen utensils such 
as earthen cooking pots, frying pans, and food such as rice, salt and salt fish (Sinar Sumatra 8-1-
1925). The local people, Sinar Sumatra reported, did not want to bother officials with these 
petty thefts, but there could be no question that this pilfering of food by the miners was linked to 
bad treatment by the management. 

The opportunity to benefit as much as possible from rising price of coal was short-lived. 
After the recruitment of a labour force in great numbers, the price of coal dropped by almost 50 
percent as has been mentioned before, from 26.30 guilders to 14 guilders per ton in 1923 
(Jaarverslag 1925:5, Indisch Verslag 1931:217). Coal from Japan sold at a cheaper price. The 
Ombilin coal-mines could not compete with it, because they were saddled with a high cost of 
production. Following the dictates of the market, a number of Ombilin customers took away 
their businesses, because they decided to buy cheap imported coal from Japan instead. In the 
Netherlands Indies, the use of imported coal from Japan rose. To compete with cheap coal from 
Japan, the management was urged by its superior, the Head of Mining Service, to increase 
efficiency, reduce the cost of production, and to pressure the labourers to work harder than 
before, all without guaranteeing them proper fringe benefits such as housing, medical care, and 
food. The failure of the management in this area was clearly indicated by the increase in theft 
(De Sumatra Post 6-4-1925). 

Armed with this irrefutable evidence, the Inspectors of Labour suggested housing, 
medical care, and food distribution be improved. These suggestions were begrudgingly 
carried out by the management.27 Gradually, material conditions improved, of which the 
reform of the system of payment is an indication. It was reported that in 1920 contract 
labourers received 35 cents per day for the first contract and 40 cents per day for the 
second term of contract (Leenarts 1994: 68). On the basis of the minimum wage set by the 
Coolie Budget Investigation, this wage rate was higher than that on the plantations in West 
Sumatra. 

The inability of the Ombilin coal-mines to compete with coal imported from Japan derived from 
its high cost of production, namely from 192,968 in 1924 to 236,460 guilders per ton on average per year 
in 1925, see Javabode 16-4-1925. To reduce costs, the management introduced automatic machines and 
constructed a big electricity plant in the village of Salak in 1925. The introduction of automatic machines 
in tum reduced the low administrative jobs among the labourers. People who were dismissed from lower-
ranking administrative jobs were helped by member of the PKBT and the Sarekat Rakyat. 

Discussion on the role of the Inspectors of Labour in improving material conditions of 
labourers in the Ombilin coal-mines, see Van Empel 1994; Erman 1994, Houben 1996. 
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There was no doubt that material conditions had been improved, but corruption, the 
abuse of power, and violence proved to be too well entrenched to be easily eradicated. 
Violence tended to rise when all the people connected with the mine faced economic 
difficulties. Various actors such as policemen, caretakers, overseers, foremen in the mine, 
Dutch administrative staff who were responsible for arranging the preparation of food 
stuffs, all tended to abuse their power, practiced corruption and violence in their pursuit of 
status and wealth, or to survive. These abuses were bared in more detail in the newspapers 
Soeara Tambang and Panas which were published in Sawahlunto since 1925 and 1926. 
According to a report by the editor of Soeara Tambang, Idrus, the working conditions of 
the labourers had not changed one jot, in fact had even deteriorated in 1926. In 1925, 
Soeara Tambang reported that the workers were literally penniless because there was 
nothing left of the 35 cents per day wage that they received from the management. It had 
been swallowed up in paying the fines that the management or magistrate had imposed on 
them for disobedience. It was a classic vicious circle. In practice, work regulations were, 
according to the labourers, unfair and unjust, because the mistakes made were invariably 
blamed on them {Soeara Tambang, 30-4-1925 till 31-1-1926). Soeara Tambang functioned 
as a channel through which the grievances of labourers about the abuse of power, 
corruption and violence perpetrated by those actors were aired. Therefore, I am again 
hesitant to accept the judgement voiced in the report of the Labour Inspectors who said 
that the living and working conditions of the Ombilin labourers had improved. My 
supposition is endorsed by the success achieved in mobilizing the masses from both lower-
ranking civil servants, and the miners by the communist and the Sarekat Rakyat leaders.28 

The culture of violence, social relations within and between various categories of 
the labourers (convict, contract, and free), mine phobia, homosexuality, skewed sexual 
composition, ethnicity, and the role of foremen; were all a potential source of conflict and 
competition among the labourers. These factors contributed to the politics of resistance of 
the miners in the form of either by refusing to work or running away. Some sources of 
conflict among the various categories of the labourers have already been indicated in 
chapter III. The foremost reason for the existence of a culture of violence was the 
employment of criminals who were employed as convict labourers.29 The presence of these 

The lower-ranking civil servants were mainly recruited from the villages in the vicinity of 
the mines, such as Silungkang, Talawi, and Padang Sibusuk. They were dismissed by the 
management because of their protest against exploitative forms of management. They became 
members of Sarekat Rakyat, the Communist Party, and the PKBT. They included Salim Abdul 
Munaf who was clerk in the hospital and became a leader (major in military rank) in the communist 
uprising 1926/1927; and Bakar, ex-foreman, who was dismissed from his job and was not permitted 
to remain in Sawahlunto. He went to Batavia, and later became mediator between the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party in Java and the West Sumatran branch. See Soeara Tambang, 
31-5-1925; Kahin 1996; Nasution 1981:140. 

This is an appropriate place to recount some stories of bandits who were sent to 
Sawahlunto, for example Usup, Musa, and Djabar. Usup was the leader of a robber band and was 
more feared than other bandits in Batavia, such as Si Gantang, and Si Pitung. He was sentenced 
several times to imprisonment in Glodok and Sawahlunto, but he always managed to escape, 
because according to some people, he had a wide gang network. He was still young, of small stature 



criminals caused the already brutalized conditions to degenerate even further. Crimes were 
committed with regrettable frequency. In 1923, the Labour Inspector reported that within 
six months, there had been 114 cases of grievous bodily harm and assault among the 
convict labourers, twenty-two of which had been fatal (Sinar Sumatra 2-4-1925). N. Nan, 
a journalist from Sinar Sumatra visited Sawahlunto on March 1923, and described the 
conditions of labourers there as follows: 

"...at the nearby hospital, I met 150 convict labourers who had just been 
discharged from the mine hospital. Most of them were injured and were 
afflicted by skin disease. Many litters were being used to carry corpses, and 
people were being carried to the hospital by others who would not be afraid to 
see those bodies covered with stab wounds because even, day someone ran 
amuck. Certainly some convicts do not spend much time on the care of their 
souls, but have they become like this because of the hideous prison 
conditions930 (Sinar Sumatra, 2-4-1925). 

The presence of convict labourers made social relations both internally within the 
convict group itself and externally with contract and free labourers very tense. Conflict 
blew up at the drop of a hat and ended in violence (leading to injuries and even killings). 
This situation was exacerbated by the misguided policy of management which had brought 
the three categories of labourers together at the same mine, and democratically then 
punished them at one and the same place. In practice, this meant that the contract and free 
labourers were being degraded to convict labourers. Convict and contract labourers who 
infringed work regulations were both punished with solitary confinement and with flogging by 
the magistrate. The Labour Inspector, J.F.Chr. Deibert reported that the convict labourers on 
punishment detail molested the contract labourers in the same situation, especially when they 
were serving a sentence of hard labour outside the prison.31 These conditions went from bad to 
worse in 1920 when the Department of Justice decreed that convict labourers would again be 

and his behaviour was polished. In short he looked like 'menak or bangscm'an\a nobleman). He 
could speak Dutch, Malay and Arabic. He had many friends, not only in Batavia, but also in other 
places, which made it easier for him to escape from prison. After absconding from Sawahlunto, he 
became the leader of a band of robbers in Pasar Baru. Kali Pasir, Matraman, and Menteng. Musa 
was a bandit from Bantam. He escaped from Sawahlunto twice. Djabar was also sentenced to ten 
years in Sawahlunto. He managed to escape, and returned to his old habit in Meester Cornelis or 
Jatinegara in Batavia together with his band. For this, see Sinar Sumatra, 16-3-1925 12-1-1927 
26-3-1927. 

Original text:"...Di dekat hospital saya bertemu 150 orang perantaian (convict labourers) yang 
baru datang dari rumah pengobatan. Kebanyakan mereka luka-luka dan biring-biring. Banyak tandu yang 
sedang dipakai pembawa mayat dan orang berpikulan ke rumah sakit. ... Siapa yang tidak merasa takut, 
setiap hari orang mengamok, melihat mayat manusia bekas tikaman. Orang hukuman (convict labourers) 
memang tidak mengindahkan jiwanya, atau sudah begitu payahkah keadaan di penjara? 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1924/2608. Report of the Adjunct Inspector Deibert 1924. 
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permitted to leave their tangsi after finishing work. This meant that convict labourers were free 
to do what they pleased. 

Social contacts between these groups at the workplace, in solitary confinement, and at 
other places outside the mines often ended in violence. The convict labourers tended to use 
knives or other sharp weapons to injure or kill their enemy.32 Persons like Usup, Musa and 
Djabar, to mention some examples, were completely at home with violence. Like many other 
convict labourers, they also used 'ilmu kebalai, and sage in this knowledge dared to do 
whatever they wanted. For them, punishment by flogging was a matter of course. It was 
understandable, Deibert pointed out that the contract labourers did not feel safe working in the 
mine. On the horns of a dilemma, the contract labourers tended to either run away or to shirk 
their work. Gradually they would learn how to survive in the mine, but by that time they were 
socialized by conditions which had been brutalized by convict labourers. Contract labourers who 
had been brutalized by having to cope with the presence of criminals, tended to commit crimes 
as well. According to Deibert's report, in 1923, there were thirty-eight cases of assault and 
battery largely perpetuated by the more habitual contract labourers. 

Conflicts within and between convict and contract labourers, which basically sprang 
from competition to get hold of scarce sources such as food, cigarette, money, and sex, never 
stopped. In this sort of all-out competition, a law of the jungle emerged. The strongest or the 
bravest would get what they wanted. Describing problems arising from the food distribution, the 
Engineer-Director, Wijngaarden, reported cases of corruption and robbery by the insolent 
people or bruiaal mensen (in Dutch) who were not at all afraid of the overseers. They usually 
stole food directly from their colleagues or extracted it from the place of distribution itself 
Helpless in the face of such tactics, many labourers no longer received their food. These 
conditions were made even worse by the lateness in distribution of food, the small portions, and 
the poor quality of the food. Improvements in the distribution of food were implemented on the 
basis of suggestions of the Labour Inspector, Weehuizen, in 1921.35 But the issue of the lack of 
food re-emerged a few years later when the Labour Inspectors, Deibert and Noordink visited 
the mine in 1924 and 1925. Another reason for the shortage of food was the fact that labourers 
who were not on shift at that time collected their food from the place of distribution earlier. 

Aware of the disastrous conditions of the food distribution, the management issued a 
new regulation stopping the food allowance of those who did not work.36 But one of the really 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1925/2313. Report of the Labour Inspector Noordink 16-8-1925. 

Ilmu kebal was a supernatural knowledge which makes its practitioners invulnerable to 
injury by sharp objects even to floggings with a cane. According to local people, convict labourers 
were not afraid to be punished because most of them possessed ilmu kebal. 

Reported by Sinar Sumatra on January 1925 that the convict labourers were no longer 
afraid to be punished by flogging for absconding. They regarded it (flogging)as trifling punishment. 
See Sinar Sumatra 8-1-1925. 

Mining Archives, IV-D. Report of the Labour Inspector of Weehuizen 5^1-1921. 

Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven IV. Letter of Engineer-
Director, V.H. Ploem 10-8-1929 no.l4/geheim to the Head of State of Mining Companies in 
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basic grievances, the small portion of rice, became impossibly complicated, because all the 
actors involved, beginning with the supplier of raw materials up to the distributor of the cooked 
food could be implicated in dubious practices. Mistakes could not longer be blamed on the 
labourers only. The Chinese supplier in Sawahlunto, Njo Kim Hock, was accused of forging the 
receipts for the rice supplied in 1927, in collusion with a Dutch overseer, Van Eck (Sinar 
Sumatra 9-5-1928; 10-5-1928). After this episode, the management tightened up its control 
over food distribution more considerably. In 1929, the management introduced a new system of 
control for the distribution of food which decreased opportunities for the miners to steal food.37 

Competition among the labourers was also caused by the shortage of women. This 
problem had been discussed by the Inspectors of Labour since the beginning of the twentieth 
century, but never solved. The percentage of female contract labourers was totally inadequate 
compared with the total number of male contract and free labourers For instance, in 1922 there 
were 0.4 percent, in 1923 0.5 percent, and in 1924 there was lpercent female contract labourers 
out of the total number of male contract and free labourers (Verslag van de Ombilinmijnen 
1917-1923 24). Mining was a man's world. 

Suggestions that more women should be recruited did not reserve a positive response 
from the Engineer-Director, Kloes. He objected, saying that from an economic perspective, the 
company would not benefit from the recruitment of female labourers. Jobs for women were very 
few, being found only in grading coal or in the mine hospital. Rather naively, Kloes also argued 
that the women recruited were mostly prostitutes. 

In this artificially created world of men at Sawahlunto, violence derived from the 
shortage of women was the rule rather than the exception. Sinar Sumatra reported that the 
town of Sawahlunto had the highest record of assault, battery and grievous bodily harm charges, 
a situation caused by the lack of women in West Sumatra (Sinar Sumatra 16-6-1927). Some 
examples for this are illustrated by the following stories. In October 1922, the labourers of 
Surian left their tangsis or their houses on hearing the sound of the 'long-long a s which alerted 
them to danger. They found the corpse of Rusmini who had been killed by her husband. She had 
been married to him for two years. In recent months she had been going with another man, 
particularly when her husband was at work. She had had illicit sexual contact with a contract 
labourer there. Her secret affair was discovered by her husband (Sinar Sumatra 13-11-1922,-
Utusan Melayu 10-11-1922). A similar case happened in June 1926. At 6.30 in the morning, a 
fight broke out between two contract labourers who were fighting to get a woman. One of them 
was attacked with an adz and died (Sinar Sumatra 16-6-1926). 

New regulation was criticized by Soeara Tambang, newspaper published by the PKBT, the Miners' 
trade union. See Soeara Tambang 31-9-1925. 

For a more detailed description of regulations over system distribution of food, see Mining 
Archives. Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven TV. Letter of Engineer-Director, V.H. Ploem 
10-8-1929 no. 14/secret to the Head of State of the Mining Companies in supplement. 

The tong-tong is a bamboo tube or hollowed out wooden alarm which was an important tool 
for announcing news to the population in the barracks. 
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There were too many of these cases to be repeated here. One fact which emerged plainly 
was that the way to get a woman was to take advantage of the system of shift-work..39 Hence, it 
was not surprising, that a married woman had more than two or three illegal husbands. The 
illegal husbands would visit the married women when their lawful wedded husbands were 
working. This whole skewed situation of a disproportional number of men and women had 
negative effects on social relations between male labourers, and there was a high rate of divorce, 
although exact statistics were not available. However, based on evidence obtained in interviews, 
the high divorce rate was regarded as a normal phenomenon in the world of labourers in 
Sawahlunto at that time (Interviews with Bu Ru'iyah 12-4-1995). 

The problem of rampant homosexuality was also largely the outcome of the shortage of 
women. Homosexuality is seldom mentioned in official sources, but it was one of the important 
factors which created internal tensions and induced protection rackets among the labourers. In 
the Ombilin coal-mines, homosexuality was most prolific among convict labourers. As reported 
by Van Kol (1903), almost all foremen of convict labourers whom he interviewed had a 
homosexual relationship. The reports of Inspectors of Labour and my interviews with former 
miners make it clear that it was risky for the labourers to refuse such offers, because the convict 
labourers intimidated both their competitors and the young boys whom they desired. 

There was always a shortage of sexual partners. Fights over sexual partners between 
jealous labourers broke out very often. It was only the brutal, physically strong people who 
would find partners. There was no great effort to hide sexual contacts. Former Indo-European 
overseers whom I interviewed told me that they often witnessed such homosexual activities, but 
there was little they could do about it, for they were afraid of being attacked. In order to survive 
in the mine, one had to accept such conditions.Workers who would try to escape it would be 
threatened, injured, or killed. In 1924, some labourers complained to Deibert, the Inspector of 
Labour, that they did not want to go down the mine for they were afraid to be forced to be a 
'sexual partner' by homosexual labourers.40 

Ethnicity was another factor that caused internal tensions among the labourers. Ethnic 
diversity definitely influenced the social contacts of the labourers. The conflict was usually begun 
by a small fight between two individuals, and ended in mass fighting between different ethnic 
groups. Bu Ru'iyah, 76 years old, daughter of a contract labourer, told me about her 
experiences. 

Ocoh.oohh (her voice arose)...Formerly, the fighting never stopped. The 
Buginese people fought with the Madurese, the Madurese with the Sundanese. 
I was afraid, and would certainly return home very quickly. If a Buginese got 
angry with the Sundanese, for instance, then all the Buginese ran amuck 

Competition among the male labourers to get women already began from the time when they 
were on board the ships to Padang. It was common to see how the contract labourers, who had just 
alighted from the train at the railway station of Sawahlunto, began to compete with others to attract 
female contract labourers to be their partners. This not only happened in the colonial period, but also 
after the Indonesian Independence, when the management recruited a large number of male miners without 
families. Interview with Atmoso Soehoed, 13-4-1995; Johannes Kasup, 12-8-1995; Pak Aman, the head 
of the Tangsi Baru village, 8-7-1996. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1924/2608. Report of the Adjunct Inspector Deibert 1924. 
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everywhere. It was very common. Manv people were injured and died. The 
causes originated from small things, such as the use of the words regarded as 
'taboo' by the Buginese, for instance. The Buginese immediately sprang up to 
protect their Buginese friends41 (Interview with Bu Ru'iyah, 12-4-1995). 

The intensity of conflict between different ethnic groups was most likely to be stepped 
up when politics of the colonial state were most repressive, a situation which allowed the 
labourers no room to channel pent up feelings and to solve conflicts. The intensity of ethnic 
conflicts was gradually reduced when the labourers were finally given formal representation 
through which to air their grievances. The emergence of Indonesian nationalism in West 
Sumatra and Sawahlunto contributed to a reduction in the intensity of ethnic conflict between 
the labourers. The ethnic conflicts were gradually reduced, only to be replaced by the conflicts 
of class which became more pronounced because of the propaganda generated by the radical 
political leaders of Sarekat Rakyat, the Communist Party, and the miners' trades union, 
especially in the years 1925 and 1926 in Sawahlunto (Chapter IV.3.2). 

As I have explained in Chapter III, the miners came from rural society, so they were 
most certainly not accustomed to working underground, and unfortunately most of the 
mining had to be done underground. Threfore, mine phobia among them was very usual. In 
spite of this fairly obvious situation, regulations for work underground were very strict, which 
can be seen in the small book entitled "Mijn Politie Reglement"'(Mine Police Regulation). The 
regulations were as follows. Before going into the mine, the labourers should be searched one 
by one by the foremen. They were forbidden to bring in certain objects such as cigarettes or 
matches as this was dangerous for their own safety and for the mine, where there was the ever-
present danger of methane gas (Co2) which was highly combustible and could lead to terrible 
explosions. Hence, smoking in the mine was strictly forbidden. 

Mine phobia among newcomers had already been discussed by the state agencies at the 
beginning of the twentieth century. The Labour Inspectors argued that miners should go 
through a gradual process of adapting to underground work. The management said this could 
not be done, because such a process of acculturation and adaptation to underground work was 
excessively time-consuming and would cost the company barrels of money. Thus there were 
contradictory perceptions of the problem of mine phobia among newcomers between the 
Inspectors of Labour and the management. The Inspectors of Labour saw the problem from a 
moral perspective, whereas the management could see it only from an economic perspective. 

The managers always presented similar, repetitious arguments when they were warned 
by the inspectors of Labour. In August 1925, the Inspector of Labour, Noordink, who visited 
Sawahlunto, mentioned that eighty-four of the eighty-six total of non-working contract 
labourers on punishment detail said that they were very afraid to go into the mine.42 Hence, he 

Original text:"Oooh..oohh (nada suaranya yang tinggi)...dulu, berkelahi terus. Orang Bugis 
sama orang Madura, orang Madura sama orang Sunda. Ibu takut, pasti cepat-cepat lari ke rumah. Kalau 
seorang Bugis sudah marah sama orang Sunda misalnya, semua orang Bugis ngamuk di mana-mana. 
Ooh ndak ketulungan, banyak yang luka dan mati. Sebabnya berasal dari hal-hal kecil saja, seperti yang 
dianggap tabu oleh orang Bugis. 

ARA, MvK, Mr 1925/2313. Report of the Adjunct Inspector Noordink 16-8-1925. 
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suggested to Wijngaarden, the Engineer-Director that the new labourers should go through a 
process of adaptation to underground jobs. The managers did not implement these suggestions, 
because of the shortage of labourers for underground jobs. The process of adaptation would, the 
Engineer-Director claimed, happen naturally, once the labourers had been working there for a 
longer period of time. 

In 1929, the manager, V.H. Ploem, was shocked by the fact that newcomers among the 
contract labourers would try to kill themselves rather than go into the mine.43 The Labour 
Inspector, Van Wert, had again suggested that the process of adaptation for working 
underground should extend over at least four weeks, beginning with two hours, then rising to 
three hours, and finally up to six hours. Afterwards, they could be given full-time shifts for eight 
hours. The Assistant-Resident of Solok, B.H.F. Heuven, who was well-known for his sympathy 
to the interests of the local people, suggested a process of socialization for working 
underground to the Engineer-Director. The key solution he thought was not whether the 
underground world was fit or unfit in the light of the traditional cosmology of an agricultural 
society, but to what extent the company could explain as clearly as possible the details of the 
work underground. Heuven then pointed out a new phenomenon, namely that Malays had 
started to become interested in jobs as underground miners.44 

The last factor which influenced the politics of resistance of the miners was the role of 
foremen. The foremen imposed a reign terror in the mine which, according to the perceptions of 
the Department of Justice and the Engineer-Director at the beginning of this century, was 
needed to make labourers afraid so that they would work obediently. The reign of terror by the 
foremen continued until the second decade of twentieth century. In the 1920s, its existence was 
still being reported by the Labour Inspectors. In 1923, Deibert mentioned in his report that there 
were sixty new contract labourers who did not want to work in the mine at Surian because of 
their fear of the foremen. The intimidation by foremen was reported in nearly every issue of 
Soeara Tambang from 1925 (Soeara Tambang, from March 1925 to February 1926). From 
their reports, it appears that the foremen, both Dutch and indigenous, who had the task of 
controlling labourers in the mine, tangsis, and in prisons, misused their power. They forced the 
labourers to work longer, to hand over their food, cigarettes, money, and used them to further 
their own interests outside working hours. 

In short, the foremen preferred to rely on their physical strength to impose work 
discipline. The regular work discipline was, of course, also what the Dutch wanted, so the use of 
force made a good impression on the managers. It was not surprising that there were many 
instances of revenge taken by labourers on their indigenous and European foremen. In 1924, 
there were eleven assaults against the Dutch overseers and thirty-eight against indigenous 
foremen. The rate of attacks, according to the report of the Head of Labour Office, Vreede, 
rose the following year. In the first half of 1925, attacks by labourers had already reached nine 
against the Dutch overseers and twenty-three against indigenous foremen. Vreede joined the 
Chief of Labour Inspector of Padang, Mchielsen on a visit the mines in August 1925. In his 
report to the Governor-General, he mentioned cynically that the cases of flogging which were 

KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven 1931:96 

KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no. 368; Heuven 1931:96-8. 
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once notorious here are rarely heard of nowadays.45 In his statement, Vreede warned the 
Governor-General that the abuse of power by foremen had not diminished one iota, because 
during the first six months of 1925, the frequency of assaults by vengeful labourers on the 
foremen had been higher than ever before. The Head of the Labour Office issued a warning to 
the Engineer-Director, Wijngaarden, about this and he had promised to caution and even to 
dismiss, if necessary, cruel foremen if they continued to abuse their power. He also hoped that 
the controleur of Sawahlunto would lend his co-operation in the tricky matter of tackling the 
foremen's cruel behaviour.46 

K.M.H Kaarsen, the Assistant-Resident of Solok, argued that the attitudes of the 
labourers were changing. Even compared with 1924, he said, in 1925 the convict or contract 
labourers were freer and more outspoken than before, particularly about coming forward to 
lodge their complaints about the cruel foremen. This might have had to do with changes in the 
political culture of labourers The influence of the PKBT, the Sarekat Rakyat, and the 
Communist Party leaders had been growing in 1925. 

I have no reliable information which would allow me to calculate the total number of 
foremen dismissed by the management during this time. The reasons given for their dismissals 
were many and varied. It was not only because of their cruelty to labourers, there was also 
crack-down on the political activities of those foremen. It is a known fact that some foremen 
had begun to be active in the PKBT after 1925, a move regarded as dangerous by the Engineer-
Director and the local Dutch officials, because it could pose a threat to the political stability of 
Europeans. So, in this respect, we see two overlapping motives for the management and the 
colonial government to dismiss foremen, mirroring what happened in East Sumatra (Stoler 
1985: Chapter III). It is interesting to learn the experiences of Pak Wagio, a former clerk in 
Tambang Sawah Rasau I, during, 1924-1927. 

I could read and write, being the son of the village head from Java. I read 
the rules. I reported the behaviour of the cruel mandors to Bandung (to 
the head of the Mining Office). I saw, I noted their names. Secretly, I 
complained and sent the letter to them. In 1927 many mandors were 
dismissed, about 200"47 (Interview with Pak Wagio, 15-5-1995). 

ARA, MvK, Mr. 1925/2661. Supplement 6, letter of Vreede to GG. 15-9-1925/E-6/36/10. 

The controleur of Sawahlunto, P. M. Hooykaas, would mount a patrol three times a week. 
He had talked about this with the governor of West Sumatra, Whitlau. With the consent of the 
Director of Binnenlands-Bestuur (BB), and the Director of the Department of Justice, he was 
permitted to pay more attention to taking care of matters at Sawahlunto rather than the areas outside 
Sawahlunto. See ARA MvK Mr 1925/2313, Supplement 6, letter of Vreede to GG, 15-9-1925/E-
6/36/10. 

Original text: "Saya pandai tulis baca, anak carik dari Jawa. Saya baca peraturan. Siapa-
siapa mandor yang jahat harus dilaporkan ke Bandung. Saya lihat, saya catat nama-namanya. 
Diam-diam. saya adukan, kirim surat ke sana. Eh tahun '27 banyak mandor yang diberhentikan, 
kira-kira 200 orang. 
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The written sources which would give information to be compared with that obtained from Pak 
Wagjo above are difficult to come by. But nevertheless, the next section will explore the role of 
the indigenous foremen in mobilizing labourers to become involved in the PKBT, strikes, and 
the Uprising. 

2.2.The PKBT and the Uprising of 1926/1927 

The most striking shift in miners' politics after 1925, moving from resistance by running 
away and avoiding work to strikes and political protests, reached its peak in the uprising of 
1926/1927. The strikes and political protests were part of wider national and local political 
developments, which largely took shape after the establishment of the Sarekat Rakyat and 
the Communist Party. Linkages were made between the miners and the local people, and 
political leaders, between the tangsis at Sawahlunto and centres of the local political 
movement, in Silungkang, Padang Panjang, and Padang. Ethnic networks tended to be 
replaced by formal representation, the PKBT became imbued by its class struggle 
principles, and actions planned by local political leaders. The miners were no longer an 
isolated group but teamed up with local people to join the struggle for Indonesian 
Independence. Hence, the Ombilin coal-mines can be said to have been part of a nascent 
Indonesia. This section will explore the history of the formation of the miners' trade union, 
the PKBT, its activities, and links with local political parties leaders. 

In Indonesian political history, the period of 1900-1927 was marked by the first steps 
towards a national revival (Ricklefs 1981:155-71 ). The key developments in this period were the 
emergence of new ideas of organization and the arrival of the people at new and more 
sophisticated definitions of identity. The former involved new kind of Indonesian leadership 
which involved a deeper analysis of the religious, social, political and economic environment. 
Concomitantly the Dutch colonial government moved to a new level of repression in response to 
these developments. As we shall see in the following description this period did not offer a 
lasting solution to the colonial problem, because the Indonesian nationalist movement, which 
reached its contemporary peak in the uprisings in Banten and West Sumatra of 1926/1927, 
failed.48 

The establishment of social and political organizations had been making gradual 
progress since the beginning of the twentieth century. This period of just over a quarter of a 
century marked the establishment of the Budi Otomo in 1908, the Sarekat Dagang Islam in 
1911, which changed in 1912 its name into Sarekat Islam, the Sarekat Rakyat in 1920, the PKI 
in 1921. Apart from these social and political organizations, ethnic-based associations such as 
the Sarekat Ambon, the Jong Java, the Pasundan, the Jong Minahasa, the Sarekat Sumatra were 
also established. Above mentioned organizations reflected a new enthusiasm for organization of 
political movements. Trade unions were also formed for such groups as teachers in government 
schools, government pawnshop employees, government opium-monopoly workers, sugar 

factory workers, and for peasants and workers in general (Ricklefs 1984:160-1). 

For a further analysis about the uprising on Banten see Williams 1990; on West Sumatra. 
see Bouman 1949; Zed 1980 and Kahin 1996. 
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West Sumatra played an important role in the new national organizations because many 
leading figures in the nationalist movements came from this region. National Sarekat Islam and 
PKJ figures such as Abdul Muis, Agus Salim, and Tan Malaka were natives of West Sumatra. In 
examining the establishment of the PKBT and its radical political activities, the roles of the 
Sarikat Islam, the Sarekat Rakyat, and the PKI were overwhelmingly important. The local 
Sarekat Islam in West Sumatra was established in 1916, while the branch of the PKI in Padang 
in March 1923 {Rapport van de Commissie 1928.VU). It was led by Magas Abdul Madjid.49 

The dissemination of communist ideas, which was initially slow to get off the ground, cannot be 
seen without taking account of the three well-known local figures, namely Datuk Batuah, 
Djamaluddin Tamin, and Natar Zainuddin. Datuk Batuah was credited with being the person 
who brought communism to West Sumatra, his zeal having been especially reinforced after he 
had made a trip to Aceh and Java in the first half of 1923. In Aceh he met Natar Zainuddin, and 
later in Java he made contact with the leaders of the PKI, including Haji Mohammad Misbach.50 

Since returning home, Datuk Batuah had been very zealous in spreading the ideology of 
communism, especially in the Thawalib school, an Islamic modernist school at Padang Panjang. 
Joining forces with Djamaluddin Tamin, who had joined the PKI in the previous year, he 
published two newspapers, Pemandangan Islam and Djago-Djago. Both newspapers were used 
as a tool to promote the ideas which Islam and communism were said to have in common; 
regarding the problem of poverty (Benda and Mc Vey 1960:103). Although they were opposed 
by other teachers like Haji Abdul Karim Amarullah (Haji Rasul), they were successful in 
attracting students to espouse communism. The successful spread of the communist ideology 
caused a split in the local Sarekat Islam organization. Some leaders formed a new organization, 
called the Sarekat Islam Merah (the Red Islamic League or Sarekat Rakyat) in 1923. 

In the following years, the communist leaders tried to win mass sympathy from various 
local groups. Mass sympathy came not only from students and teachers in the Thawalib School 
in Padang Panjang, but also from small and large-scale merchants, political activists, farmers, 
and workers in various places. People from these groups became members of the Sarekat 
Rakyat. In September 1924, the scattered branches of Sarekat Rakyats were united, and its 
centre was moved from Padang to Padang Panjang.51 The number of members of the Sarekat 

He was a young man, born in West Sumatra to a Javanese mother. After graduating from 
an English school in Singapore, he went to Java where he became active in the communist 
movement. In Semarang he met Semaun and other PKI leaders who appointed him an official 
communist propagandist for West Sumatra. He was also officially chairman of the People's League 
(Sarekat Rakyat). He was paid 40 guilders a month by the PKI for carrying out this task, but he 
and his followers attracted little support. See Kahin 1996:28; Doenia Achirat 5-12-1923. 

Haji Misbach, who was sent to gaol because he chose to join the communist side in the split 
within the Islamic League, influenced Datuk Batuah especially in his ideas about the similarities 
between the principles of Islam and the communism . He said that by choosing communism was 
tantamount to proving the genuiness of one's Islamic faith. On this, see Takashi Shiraishi 1990:265; 
Kahin 1996:25. 

Padang Panjang is a small, windy town in the foothills of Mount Merapi, with a population 
in the 1920s of about eight thousand. It lies at the upper entrance to the Anai Pass which leads 
precipitously down from the fertile Minangkabau highlands to the Padang coastal plain. Since the 
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Rakyat throughout the whole of Sumatra rose from 158 on June 1, 1924 to 660 by the end of 
December 1924 {Rapport van de Commissie 1928:VTI). Also in September 1924, the Sarekat 
Rakyat stated its aims and objectives of the organization on the basis of the Communist Party 
principles, namely to unite workers and agricultural proletarians into one free political 
organization, regardless of nationality or religion. 

As in Java, the branch leaders of the Sarekat Rakyat in small towns mobilized the 
masses by inaugurating various unions. Among the peasants and the workers, the Sarekat 
Rakyat leaders had set up trade unions, like: Sarekat Tani (the peasants' trade union), in the 
surrounding areas of Padang Panjang, the Sarekat Bunih Kereta Api (the railway trade union) in 
Batipuh and Gunung Panjalaian, the Sarekat Burvh Pelabuhan (the dockers' trade union) in the 
harbour of Teluk Bayur, Padang, and the Persatuan Kaum Bunih Tambang in Sawahlunto 
(Benda and Mc Vey 1960:105-6). 

After its centre had been moved from Padang to Padang Panjang, the members of 
Sarikat Rakyat became members of the PKI. After that, they were trained in communist doctrine 
under the leadership of the local PKI cells which, in due course, were founded at Padang 
Panjang, Solok, Silungkang, and Sawahlunto. Towards the end of 1925, the members of the 
PKI were distributed as follows: Padang 190, Sawahlunto thirteen,32 Padang Panjang thirty-
eight, Solok twenty-five and Silungkang nineteen (Benda and Mc Vey 1960:106). This was a 
striking development because at the beginning of 1925 the total membership of the PKI had 
amounted to only ten, and the PKI had cells in only four places, Padang Panjang, Solok, 
Silungkang, and Sawahlunto. The members were organized into sections, each maintaining 
direct contacts with the Central Committee in Java. 

The mass mobilization was highly successful in the areas surrounding Sawahlunto 
(including Silungkang), Sijunjung, and Muara Labuh or what Kahn designated the 
'southern frontier region' in Minangkabau (1984:317-20). In that region, the involvement 
of local people in the communist uprising was a reflection of the internal tensions among 
the various groups. At Ombilin the communist propaganda which emphasized the slogan 
'the mine must be made OUTS'('tambang harus dikitakan'), which tallied well with the 
social grievances of the local people (Schrieke 1955:163). 

There were cogent reasons why the opposition towards the Dutch was so intense in 
the areas surrounding Sawahlunto. Akira Oki has discussed these from the economic point 
of view, while Joel Kahn chose to focus on peasant political consciousness (Akira Oki 
1985; Kahn 1984). According to both scholars, the involvement of people in the communist 
revolt was directly related to the intense economic and political domination of the colonial 
government. Convinced by their research of this, both Akira Oki and Joel Khan criticized 

early decades of the twentieth century, this town had been a major crossroads both for traders 
transporting their goods between the highlands and the West Coast, and also for political, religious, 
and educational ideas arising from within or penetrating from outside the region. The major base of 
the PKI and the Sarekat Rakyat in this town lay in the Sumatra Thawalib, an innovative, modernist 
religious school. For more detailed information on this town, see for example, Hamka 1950:40. 
About the emergence of the modernist movement and the involvement of the Sumatra Thawalib in 
the political activities, see Abdullah 1971, 1972; Noer 1973. 

They were Nawawi Arief, Gazali, Haji Bahaudin, Idrus, Ramaja, Salim (clerk) Tajib, 
Sarun, Marah Imin, Danin, Kasan Widjono (foreman), Bakar (foreman), and Doelgani (foreman). 
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the conclusion of the investigation commission, led by the government sociologist, B.J.O 
Schrieke (Akira Oki 1977, 1985; Kahn 1984). They believed that the investigation 
commission overstressed the importance of the internal tensions between the kaum muda 
(modernist Islamic groups) and kaum tua (conservative Islamic groups) and between the 
aristocrats and the small businessmen as the result of modernization and commercialization 
(Abdullah 1971, 1972; Akira Oki 1977; 1985; Kahn 1984). The internal conflict between 
the kaum muda and kaum tua, between religious teachers and students, was far more 
widespread in other places like Padang and Padang Panjang. In the southern frontier region, 
economic problems like poverty, and the effects of intensive Dutch economic domination in 
the sectors of mining, forestry, and plantations on various groups (peasants, wage 
labourers, petty traders, and labourers) became the main cause for them to be involved in 
the uprising. 

There were special characteristics of the southern frontier region that included 
Sawahlunto. This region was sparsely populated, had wide forest areas, and was under 
intensive domination by the Dutch. The poverty rate of this entire region can be indicated by 
the average income which was the lowest per head per year in West Sumatra in these districts, 
namely about 47 guilders in 1926 (Akira Oki 1977:99). Most supporters of the PKI lived in 
the southern frontier region. They consisted of small and large-scale merchants, peasants, 
and labourers. Generally speaking, the inhabitants in the surroundings of the mining town 
derived indirect benefits from the presence of the Ombilin coal-mines. The villagers from 
Silungkang migrated to the mining town and settled there as petty traders, and wage labourers in 
the Ombilin coal-mines. The villagers of Kubang, and Sijantang, whose forest and land were 
used by the company, came to seek work at the mine as wage labourers. In these regions, the 
communists had many supporters. In Sawahlunto, the communists argued that the state-
owned Ombilin coal-mines should be given to the people. They were also against the 
granting of concessions to foreign mining concerns (Kahn 1985:301). 

The problem of compensation for land and forest exploitation by the company had a 
long history of discontent among the local inhabitants in the surroundings of Sawahlunto 
and Sijunjung region. It existed since the beginning years of the mine exploitation and did 
not satisfy the local inhabitants, while they were also forbidden by the government to cut 
timber in the forest reservation in Muara Sijunjung, because it was reserved to meet the 
needs for mine timber since 1923.5j The forest reservation policy was an enormous obstacle 
to the local economy. It is not surprising that the peasants and villagers in the areas 
surrounding the mines lent a willing ear to the issues raised by the communists. 

In 1926, communist activities were greatly stepped up. Plans for an uprising both at 
the national and the local level were well under way. Contacts between the leaders of the 
PKI of West Sumatra and their counterparts in Java and Singapore were intensified. Co
ordination between the centres for the uprising, i.e. Sawahlunto, Silungkang, and Padang 

For a detailed explanation on this, see KITLV, Körn Collection, OR 435, no. 368; Heuven 
1931:40-1; KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no. 321, MvO of the controleur of Sijunjung, 
Bruins, 1933-1936. B.H.F Heuven, had explained the roots of social grievances which emerged 
among local inhabitants in Sawahlunto about the compensation of land and the government forest 
reserve. About the regulations and the difficulties in enforcing faced by the Forest Service in West 
Sumatra inhabitants, see Schnepper 1922a, 1922b, 1923, 1925. 
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Panjang, was organized by the leaders. Why Sawahlunto and Silungkang became the 
centres of the communist uprising in 1926/1927, and how the PKI network operated 
between the leaders in Sawahlunto, Silungkang, Padang Panjang, Padang, Java, and 
Singapore will be explored later. Our question now is how were the miners organized into 
the PKBT and by whom? In Sawahlunto, the role of the leaders of the Sarekat Rakyat and 
the PKI was extremely important in organizing the miners into the PKBT. The leaders had 
mostly emerged from among the ranks of the petty traders from Silungkang, and the lower 
echelons of the civil servants who had been dismissed by government in economy drives. In 
about 1912 various traders from Silungkang had begun to settle near the Ombilin mines. 
Aware of the opportunity to provide services for the government officials, they set up 
businesses and opened shops selling textiles and other goods. In 1919, they established the 
Sarekat Dagang Muslim or the Muslim Trade League, which later became Sarekat Rakyat 
(Marzali 1973:31; Tjaja Sumatra 16-10-1919). 

Strategies by which to recruit members in Sawahlunto were discussed at a meeting 
of the Sarekat Rakyat and the PKI in Silungkang, not long after the formation of these 
organizations in Padang. Idrus and Sarun were given the task of disseminating propaganda 
in Sawahlunto. Marah Imin had to recruit the field police, while Ramaja had to urge 
contract, and convict labourers to join up (Sinar Sumatra 10-1-1927). The propaganda was 
assiduously spread among the people in the town, the villagers in the surroundings of 
Sawahlunto, and among the labourers. The communist leaders from Silungkang had close 
contacts with the leaders at Sawahlunto. Sulaiman Labai, for instance, a rice trader and a 
local intellectual in Silungkang, and his followers had close ties with the Sarekat Rakyat 
and the communist leaders at Sawahlunto. 

The leaders of the Sarikat Rakyat and the PKI at Sawahlunto established the Persatuan 
Kaum Buruh Tambang or the miners' trade union in 1924 and it was officially recognized by the 
government on April 12, 1925. The establishment of the PKBT was followed by the publication 
of two journals, Soeara Tambang and Panas. Nawawi Arief, a former worker who had been 
dismissed by the Ombilin coal-mines, was elected leader of the PKBT and editor of Soeara 
Tambang. He was assisted by P.A. Lutan and Ramaja, both of whom had also worked in the 
Ombilin coal-mines.54 The editor of Panas was Idrus, a former communist leader in Padang 
1925. These newspapers were financed mainly by petty traders at Sawahlunto and from other 
villages, such as Silungkang, Kota Lawas, and Padang Panjang55 Soeara Tambang and Panas 
were distributed widely not only in Sawahlunto but in many other towns and villages of West 
Sumatra. Soeara Tambang, for example, had a readership up to ten thousand when the Dutch 
arrested the journal's editors in 1925 and 1926. 

The leaders pursued propaganda campaign in public places like markets, mosques, 
tangsis and even at the mines. Secretly they infiltrated their cadres into each section of the 
workplace and tangsis. Haji Bahauddin, the leader of the Sarekat Rakyat branch of Sawahlunto, 
a petty trader and teacher at the Muhammadiyah school, for instance, had delivered politico-
religious speeches to people attending the mosques at that town. By doing so, he was able to 
attract popular support. The local newspaper, Sinar Sumatra, reported that in his speech on 

The contributors to Soeara Tambang were traders, including, Sulaiman Labai, Sutan 
Langit, Datuk Radjo Sampono, Datuk Bagindo Radjo. See Soeara Tambang 30-4-1925. 
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August 1926, he succeeded in persuading some labourers to become members of the PKBT 
(Sinar Sumatra 8-1-1927). 

Not content with explaining the programme of the PKBT to its readers, Soeara 
Tambang also reported cases of maltreatment by foremen and encouraged the labourers to 
strengthen their unity. The leaders promised labourers better living condition in the future. 
It was said, for instance, that if the mine were managed by Indonesians, working hours 
would no longer be eight hours, but be reduced to four hours, and convict labourers would 
be released from the prisons. Such propaganda certainly attracted avid attention from the 
labourers. In the early months of its formation, the PKBT had some 1,800 members, but 
then this membership rose to 3,600 (Nasution 1981: 50). The propaganda was successful, 
largely because of the low profile adopted by its leaders. Nawawi Arief, for instance, often 
dressed like a convict labourer, which won him great popularity among the labourers {Sinar 
Sumatra 14-1-1926). No wonder his speeches in the town were attended by many labourers 
in the town (Sinar Sumatra 6-8-1925). 

The militant actions of the communist leaders had awakened fears among the local 
Dutch officials. Repressive Dutch actions were launched in order to prevent militant acts by 
union members. K.M.H Kaarsen, the Assistant-Resident of Solok, had taken preventive 
steps to repress militant communist actions by placing a caretaker in each tangsi. They kept 
the labourers under surveillance and forbade them to make contacts with the communists. 
In April 1925 Engineer-Director Wijngaarden banned the distribution of Soeara Tambang 
at the mines (Soeara Tambang, 30-4-1925). Fear among Europeans in Sawahlunto was 
betrayed by other actions, such as the dismissal of their 'jongos' or male servants whom 
they feared might be tempted to carry out militant actions against their masters. In March 
1925, some contract labourers were arrested and deported to Java (Sinar Sumatra 2-3-
1925). In May 1925, the Assistant-Resident of Solok, and the controleur of Sawahlunto 
held a joint meeting with the Engineer-Director at Sawahlunto and decided to take drastic 
steps to counter 'dangerous elements' among the labourers. On 16 May 1925, the 
management dismissed Martowijoso56, known as one of the most active communist 
propagandists among the contract labourers, who was sent back to Java.(Soeara Tambang, 
31-5-1925)Within the same month the management also dismissed Salim57, a clerk at the 
mining hospital with a similar accusation. When Salim was dismissed, on May 19, 1925, 
about forty-four of the sixty-six people who were working at the hospital went on strike, 
demanding that the manager reinstate Salim. The demand was not met. To show their 

He had worked nine years as a contract labourer. He also v\Tote an article entitled cPalu 
Arit', containing propaganda for the PKBT. Though he was sent back to Java, he kept in touch with 
his friends at Sawahlunto. His letters published by Soeara Tambang, betrav that he was very active 
in his new workplace, a plantation in Java. See Soeara Tambang 30-4-1925 ;31-5-1925. 

Salim alias Emek was bom in Silungkang in 1897, became a major in the 'Barisan 
Merah'(the read troop). He was a well-known figure in the uprising. He killed the village head of 
Silungkang and planned to liberate the convict labourers from the prison.. After his dismissal from 
the mine, he was very active in disseminating communist propaganda, and became editor of Soeara 
Tambang. Several times, he was summoned by the Assistant-Resident Kaarsen to answer for his 
activities, but never responded. See Sinar Sumatra 4-1-1927. 
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solidarity, some of them wanted to stop working.58 On July 7 1925, the office of the PKBT 
was visited and raided by local officials, and some leaders, like Nawawi Arief, Marah Imin, 
and Danin, were arrested {Soeara Tambang 31-5-1925; 31-7-1925,- 30-9-1925). They were 
imprisoned in the Durian mine, which was locally known as the 'hot mine'. The local Dutch 
officials regarded Nawawi Arief as a ' brutaal figuur '(uncouth figure) because within six 
months he had been sentenced five times for five articles in Soeara Tambang and Panas.59 

This is, of course, the way the situation was viewed by the Dutch who feared that the 
protests orchestrated by Nawawi would undermine their power. Nawawi was arrested by 
the government and sentenced to two years in gaol by the Landraad of Sawahlunto on 
August 11, 1925.60 Before he could lodge an appeal against his convictions with the 
Landraad in Padang, he was re-sentenced for the same reasons (Sinar Sumatra 11, 15-10-
1925). He was sentenced to three years and six months, later extended to four years and 
ten months. He was sent to the prison at Cipinang in Batavia.61 

The Dutch were convinced that after Nawawi's arrest, mass support would, if not 
completely evaporate, be very much reduced. In fact, their prediction was way off course, 
because new leaders like Idrus soon replaced him, assisted by other members such as 
Ramaja, Tayyib (a former student at Sumatra Thawalib, and son of Haji Jahja from 
Silungkang, 62 Bahauddin, Bakar (Minangkabau, mandor), Doelgani (Sundanese, mandor, 
Kasan Widjojo (Javanese, mandor), and Abdul Muluk Nasution. They continued the 
struggle and started to publish Soeara Tambang and Panas again, although this effort only 
lasted until March 1926. They had the support of the leaders of Silungkang. Idrus used a 
new strategy. He circulated a letter among the labourers which contained protests against 
the abuse of power in the mine by the Europeans. In that letter, he stigmatized the 
Europeans as 'buaya putih ' (white crocodiles) who had devoured indigenous people. In 
February 1926 Idrus was also sentenced. 

The labourers who stopped working, were given money to go back to their home by the 
members of the PKI and the Sarekat Rakyat in Sawahlunto, the Sarekat Rakyat in Sikalang, the 
Sarekat Usaha Basjaruddin in Durian, the Sarekat Usaha Damin in Sawahlunto, and the Sarekat 
Usaha Osman in Padang Panjang. See Soeara Tambang 31-5-1925. 

ARA, MvK, Politieke Verslagen Buitengewesten 1898-1940, Sumatra 's Westkust, 1926, 
Microfische 249, Mr 1926/548x. 

He was arrested in the tangsi at Durian where he was meeting. He was imprisoned together with 
Marah Imin (a PKI member) and Danin (trader and the head of Sarekat Usaha in Sawahlunto). See 
Soeara Tambang 31-5-1925; 30-9-1925. Sinar Sumatra 7-9-1925, 10-9-1925; Perdamean 26-9-
1925 ;N]ala 11-10-1925. 

He was accompanied to the Landraad by hundreds of people, including labourers, who were 
dressed in the clothes of convict labourers. See Perdamean 26-9-1925; Sinar Sumatra 14, 18-1-
1926; 10-11-1925. 

Haji Jahja was a very rich trader from Silungkang. As reported by Sinar Sumatra, he 
owned some shops and houses in Sawahlunto. See Sinar Sumatra 8-1-1927. 
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Sawahlunto was under heavy police guard. Hence, the leaders moved their activities 
to the villages of Durian and Sikalang.6'. Under the leadership of Bakar and Doelgani, secret 
propaganda was successfully disseminated. Members were recruited not only from among 
labourers, but also among policemen, foremen, and guards of the prison at Durian. In 
February 1926, the Assistant-Resident reported that the leaders had organized labourers 
into taking strike action. They had also approached local inhabitants to ask for food as 
contributions for the strikers. 

In May 1926, the next batch of strikes were organized among the convict labourers 
by the mandors Bakar and Doelgani, but they failed because the local officials had prior 
knowledge of them and Bakar and Doelgani were arrested. They were not permitted to 
remain in West Sumatra, so they went to Batavia.65 Although Bakar and Doelgani had been 
forced to leave West Sumatra, efforts to mobilize the labourers continued unabated. The 
underground communist organizations such as the Sarekat Jin (The Demon League) and 
the Sarekat Hitam (The Black League) at Sawahlunto continued the struggle begun by 
Bakar and Doelgani. Under the leadership of Haji Mohammad Nur Ibrahim and Ramaja still 
in May 1926, they persuaded some convict labourers in the prison at Durian to go on 
strikes (Sinar Sumatra 3-1-1927). There is no information available on how many strikers 
there were and how they organized this. Sinar Sumatra reported that in May 1926, three 
strikes took place. On 5 May, 300 convict labourers in the prison at Durian refused to work 
in the underground mine; on 10 May, 350 convict labourers battered down the door of the 
prison, and ran away to the village of Lobang Tembok, Sawahlunto. Finally on 14 May 
1926, about 100 convict labourers again battered down the door of the prison, and took to 
their heels. 

The three strikes failed because the police were able to recapture the absconder and 
bring them back to the prison. During the third wave of the strikes, the police were 
successful in forcing the labourers to finish their work in the underground mine. The motive 
behind the strikes was the system of payment for overtime. In order to prevent corruption 
by the mandors, the management no longer paid money for overtime in cash, but instead 
gave a voucher which could be used to purchase daily needs (Sinar Sumatra 15-15-1926). 
After the strike failed, the labourers told the police they were willing to work in the mine 

ARA MvK, Politieke Verslagen Buitengewesten J 898-1940, Sumatra 's Westkust, 1926, 
Microfische 249, Mr 1926/949x. 

During the strike, the strikers were short of food, because the local inhabitants were no 
longer able to contribute it. Then the leaders began to threaten with force. 

Bakar was Jawa-Minang, his father was Javanese and his mother was from Minangkabau. 
Later on he mediated between the leaders of the PKJ in Batavia and West Sumatra. He was given 
the special task of going to Padang and Silungkang, to set a definite date for the uprising. See Zed 
1981:170. 
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again.66 The role of the mandors was important in mobilizing the masses, because their own 
interests were at stake. The distribution of the voucher to the labourers meant that the 
mandors lost their income obtained from bribes. 

The effects on mine production of the miners' strikes in 1925 and 1926 can be seen 
from the following figures. If the production of coal was 606,423 tons in 1924, in 1925 and 
1926 it was reduced to 539,328 tons and subsequently to 488,482 tons. It is not known 
how many work-days the management lost. What is important to note here is that the 
miners' involvement in trade union had affected their work discipline. Work discipline and 
political resistance shown by the miners to the management at this time were determined by 
the social contacts of the miners with local political leaders. The trade union made a 
difference because it transformed the political resistance of the miners from individual, 
unorganized grumblings to collective organized protests like strikes. Strikes were organized 
by leaders of trade union, the PKBT, Sarekat Rakyat, the PKI, and illegal organizations 
such as Sarekat Hitam and Sarekat Jin. Thus, in general the decline in resistance of the 
miners by running away and avoiding work was ran parallel with the rise of the organized 
labour movement expressed by strikes and open deviance (Ingleson 1981; 1983; 1986). 

The labourers at Ombilin saw the PKBT was a vehicle through which they could 
struggle against injustice and build up a better life in the future. The PKBT also reduced the 
social distance between various categories of labourers and the clerks, petty traders, and 
the local people, because such an organization functioned as a bridge between ethnic 
differences. It is, however, difficult to gauge what the labourers exactly expected from the 
PKBT. Possibly the following quotation can heighten understanding of the way the miners 
saw the situation. 

Midun was a labourer from Padang Panjang. He went to his boss and asked 
permission for a vacation to return to his village. His boss, Rosenthal, told him: 
"'You are, without doubt, a communist, because you come from Padang 
Panjang. Midun answered:"I am not a communist, I do not know what a 
communist is. I am only a labourer Sir. I am only a member of the PKBT. 
What is the PKBT? Midun explained to him that the PKBT aimed to eliminate 
all forms of the rampaging exploitation at present. Where can you get an 
application form? I got it from S. Jacub 2 (from PKBT 2, SoearaTambang). 
Who are the members of the PKBT? Midun answered, everyone, except Suid, 
Nur, Tukijan.67 (Soeara Tambang 30-10-1925) 

ARA, MvK, Politieke Verslagen Buitengewesten 1898-1940, Sumatra's Westkust, 1926, 
Microfische 249, Mr 1926/949x. 

Original text: Midun, seorang buruh dari Padang Panjang. Ia menghadap majikannya, 
Rosenthal berkata:'kamu pasti komunis, sebab kamu dari Padang Panjang. Midun 
menjawab:'hamba tidak komunis, hamba tidak tahu apa itu komunis, hamba hanya buruh, tuan. 
Cuma hamba jadi anggota PKBT'. Apa itu PKBT? Ia jelaskan. PKBT bermaksud akan 
menghilangkan tindasan-tindasan yang sedang ber-simaharajalela sekarang. Dari mana kamu dapat 
aanvraagt Dari S. Jacoeb 2 (dari PKBT 2. Soeara Tambang). Siapa yang menjadi PKBT di sini? 
Lain dari Suid, Noer, Tukijan. semuanya. 'S. Jacoeb 2' was a code name in the communist cell 
organization. See Soeara Tambang 30-10-1925. 
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Some labourers who were PKTB members told their boss they did not know what a 
communist was, which may have been no more than the truth. Nevertheless, conscient or 
not of the full political implication, the labourers formed a social force that challenged the 
Dutch power. They were prepared to join the local people, the leaders of the PKI, and the 
Sarekat Rakyat to voice their protest. 

The plans for an uprising were discussed in the meeting of the Central Committee of 
the PKI at Prambanan in December 1925. At that meeting, the Party called for all members 
to launch a nation-wide uprising against the Dutch (Benda and McVey 1960:115-6; 
Rapport van de Commissie 1928:1-92). The rebellion was initially planned for July 1926, 
but disagreements within the ranks of the PKI and the counter-measures taken by the Dutch 
government forced its postponement. Tan Malaka,68 former head of the Party, was the 
most outspoken critic of its decision to revolt. 

Plans and preparation for the uprising went ahead, even though some leaders had 
been arrested by the Dutch. Sulaiman Labai, Datuk Bagindo Ratu, the leaders of the 
Sarekat Rakyat of Silungkang, and Bahaudin, the leader of the Sarekat Rakyat of 
Sawahlunto, were all arrested in October 1926 (Benda and McVey 1960:11,150; Nasution 
1981: 91; Sinar Sumatra 14, 29-1-1927). The collection of weapons for the revolt was 
organized by Datuk Makhudum Sati, who became a successful communist leader again 
mobilizing the Ombilin labourers in the 1950s. In September 1926, contacts were made 
between the leader of the PKI in Padang Panjang, Arief Fadillah, and Tan Malaka and his 
friends in Singapore, and between the communist leaders in Padang and the Javanese 
communist leaders (Kahin 1996:29). In October 1926, the Central Committee of the PKI in 
Batavia had sent Bakar, a maridor dismissed from the Ombilin coal-mines as a mediator to 
confirm with the local leaders that the date of the uprising was November 1926. Thereafter 
meetings took place between Bakar and the Padang and the Silungkang communist leaders. 
But plans for a revolt failed largely because of lack of preparation. The initiative taken by 
the communist leaders in Silungkang and Padang was disapproved of by the communist 
leaders in Padang Panjang,69 one of whom was Arief Fadillah, who tended to oppose plans 

Ibrahim gelar Datuk Tan Malaka was born in 1897 in Suliki, West Sumatra. After 
attending high school in Bukittinggi, he was trained in Holland as a teacher. After his return to 
Indonesia in 1919, he taught first on a plantation in East Sumatra, then moved to Semarang in 1921, 
where he founded schools based on communist principles. He was appointed chairman of the PKI in 
late 1921. and was exiled by the Dutch m March 1922. Then he travelled widely, first to Holland 
and then to the Soviet Union where in mid-1923 he was appointed Comintern representative for 
Southeast Asia. He established his headquarters in Canton in December 1923, moved to Manila in 
1925, and in 1926 to Singapore where he organized plans for the uprising together with his 
followers, including the leaders of the PKIfrom Padang Panjang. On his biography, see Poeze 1976 
Anderson 1972: 269-74. 

There was a difference of opinion between the communist leader of Padang Panjang, Arief 
Fadillah and the communist leader of Padang. Mohammad Nur Ibrahim. The former followed Tan 
Malaka's strategy and disagreed with the uprising to be launched in November and December 1926. 
Mohammad Nur Ibrahim and his friends plus the Silungkang leaders followed the orders of the 
communist leaders from Batavia. For further discussion on this see Kahm 1996:30. 
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for an uprising since he had attended a meeting with Tan Malaka who was not in favour of 
an uprising in September 1926 in Singapore. 

Before the insurgency was launched, a meeting to draw up a plan to designate the 
nearby industrial town of Sawahlunto as the major centre of the rebellion —which would 
start at midnight on January 1, 1927 — took place in Silungkang. One contingent of rebels 
was to bomb the town's police commissariat office and the club house of Glück Auf, where 
they believed the government leaders and the Dutch officials of the Ombilin mines would be 
celebrating the New Year. In order to make bombs they had stolen dynamite from the mine. 
While this was going on, the rebels' military sympathizers were to seize the Sawahlunto 
garrison and prison, freeing all political prisoners and convict labourers and arresting Dutch 
officials. By that time they would be joined by bands converging from the surrounding 
villages, who then would be armed with weapons seized from the garrison. The next 
morning a giant demonstration was to be held at Sawahlunto, attended by the miners and all 
the local people, demanding independence from the Dutch. In the meantime, rebels who 
had remained in Silungkang would move against local officials of the Dutch administration 
there and seize their weapons (Nasution 1981:98-9). The plan was doomed to fail. The 
Dutch officials in Sawahlunto had been alarmed, and had already arrested two rebels from 
the Sawahlunto garrison and twenty of their military comrades.70 The uprising finally broke 
out on 31 December 1926, precisely when the Dutch were celebrating the New Year. But 
the crucial actions planned for Sawahlunto never carried out (Nasution 1981: 98-9; Kahin 
1996:32). 

The rebellion broke out in about eighteen villages {nagari) around Silungkang.71 

Bands from Silungkang and some of the other villages made their way to Sawahlunto. The 
first group from Silungkang marched past the government army barracks at Muara 
Kalaban, apparently blind to the fact that on seeing such an armed procession, the guards 
would inform their colleagues in Sawahlunto that they were about to be attacked (Nasution 
1981:100-1 ). Forewarned, the Dutch were then able not only to move against and suppress 
the rebels in Sawahlunto, but also snuff out the attack mounted by rebel sympathizers in the 
Muara Kalaban barracks before it began. Most of the main rebel groups advancing on 
Sawahlunto fled in panic when they realized that their plans were in disarray, and several 

They were Pontoh and Rumuat, who were described by the committee investigating the 
uprising as corporals who had been dishonourably discharged from the army because of their 
communist sympathies on July 3, 1926. Since then they had been disseminating communist 
propaganda among the police. On this see Benda and McVey 1960:161. 

In addition to Silungkang, ther e were Siaro-aro, Air Luo, Sepajang, Sijantang, Tarung 
Tarung, Padang Sibusuk, Pamuatan, Kampung Baru, Sijunjung, Sungai Batung, Sariak 
Laweh/Lubuk Tarok, Tanjung Balik, Padang Laweh, Pianggu, Tak Boncah, and Tanjung Ampalu. 
See Said 1962:25; Kahin 1996:32. For a good analysis about the causes of the uprising broke out in 
Silungkang, see Zed 1981. 
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were rounded up by the Dutch and taken to their headquarters in Sawahlunto. The leader 
of the band from Sawahlunto, Abdul Muluk Nasution, was arrested. 72 

The uprising failed. Many leaders were arrested, sentenced, and executed at 
Sawahlunto. The Dutch killed at least a hundred of their Indonesian opponents and rounded 
up thousands of suspects (Kahin 1996:33). About three thousand people in total were 
arrested. Several hundred were released after initial interrogation, but by August 1927, the 
Dutch reported that 1,363 persons were awaiting sentence by the court at Sawahlunto 
alone.73 The failed uprising had a long-lasting impact on the mining society and local 
people. 

2.3. Politics of Accommodation 

The communist uprising in 1926/1927 had a profound psychological impact on the local 
communities in West Sumatra, especially for those at the centres of the communist movement 
such as Silungkang and Sawahlunto. Many leaders and followers of the uprising were executed, 
imprisoned or exiled to Java and Boven Digul. 74 The prisons at Sawahlunto and Durian had 
been already crowded by those who had been arrested by the government.75 

After the uprising, miners'politics underwent a shift of direction, moving from resistance 
to accommodation or collaboration. Until 1938 any individual or collective actions were 
virtually non-existent. Unlike the previous years, the local newspapers such as Tjaja Sumatra, 
and Sinar Sumatra, as well as the annual reports of the Arbeid Inspectie, seldom reported cases 
of running away, avoiding work, or strikes by miners after 1927. 

He was dragged into the district prison at Sawahlunto, and was confronted by the highest 
indigenous official there, Demang Sawahlunto, Rusad Datuk Perpatih Baringek. He interrogated 
Nasution dishing out physical violence in the form of kicks and blows. See Nasution 1981:102. 

About interrogations of the communist followers and for a list of those killed, see Zed 
1981:136-42; Benda and McVey 1960:172-3. About the development of religious and nationalist 
organizations in the West Sumatra m the 1930s, see Kahin 1984. 

Three of the leaders of the uprising were hanged at the Durian jail at Sawahlunto. The 
interrogation of prisoners accused of killing of the Dutch can be found in 'Pemeriksaan Landraad 
Sawahlunto terhadap beberapa orang pesakitan reproduced in Zed, 1981:171-86. See also the 
interrogation of other followers of the uprising in Sinar Sumatra from May to July 1927. An interesting 
description about the world of Digul see Takashi Shiraishi 1996:93-119. 

Abdul Muluk Nasution, one of the members of the Barisan Muda who was arrested in 
Sawahlunto and organizer of Soeara Tambang, has described his miserable experiences in prison. 
The prison actually could accommodate only 1,500 convict labourers, but there were already more 
than 3,500 prisoners shut up within its walls. See Nasution 1981:100-1, 140. 
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Table IV.3. Average Presence of the Labourers based on Cate 
(in percent) 

gory, 1931-1934 

Labourers Category 1929 1931 1932 1933 1934 

Convict Labourers 87.4 79.6 89.8 90.11 94.16 

Contract Labourers with Penal Sanction 67.7 86.7 85.8 73.1 85.14 

Free Labourers 88.3 92.2 91.7 90.47 94.61 

Casual Labourers 96.2 92.1 96.2 94.84 95.16 

Source: Mining Archives, Jaarverslagen van de Ombilinmijnen over 1929-1934. 

The accommodation of the miners is indicated by the increasing rate of attendance at work as 
seen in Table IV. 3. The rate of attendance of various categories of labourers in general rose 
between 1929 and 1934. The lowest attendance was in 1929, especially for contract labourers 
who had signed their contract under the Penal Sanction, namely 67 percent on average. The 
rate of attendance of the convict, free, and casual labourers was above 88 percent on average in 
the same year. Compared to the Bukit Asam coal-mines, discipline among the contract labourers 
in the Ombilin coal-mines was better. Likewise, the attendance rate of the contract labourers in 
the Ombilin was higher than that at the Bukit Asam coal-mines.In 1929 and 1930 the rate of 
running away of the newcomers among the contract labourers in the Bukit Asam coal-mines 
was higher in Ombilin, because most of them preferred to work on rubber plantations. 7 

Unfortunately, no information is available which could be used to calculate the rate of 
attendance of labourers after 1934. After that year Tjaja Sumatra and Sinar Sumatra no longer 
reported problems in the work discipline of the miners. I think this was not merely the upshot of 
the press censorship imposed by the government, because at the same time newspapers as well 
as the annual reports of the Arbeid Inspectie until 1937/1938 still reported on individual and 
collective acts of the resistance taken by the labourers against the foremen on the East Sumatran 
plantations. Confrontations between contract labourers and the managers never stopped there, 
while in the Ombilin coal-mines such cases were strikingly reduced. From 1934 to 1937, there 
were only three cases reported by Sinar Sumatra and Tjaja Sumatra. Two of these cases were 

According to a report of the Inspector of Labour, GA.Gravelaar, in July 1929, the 
percentage of absenteeism among the contract labourers was 17.63 percent, whereas 8.10 percent 
had been punished for infraction of regulations. Gravelaar stated that there was no longer 
punishment by solitary confinement which had often been imposed in the previous years. See Mining 
Archives, Arbeidersvoorsziening van de Mijnbedhjven II, No. IV. Secret Letter of Engineer-
Director V.H. Ploem 10-8-1929/14 to the Head of State Mining Companies. 

In the Bukit Asam coal-mines, the rate of absenteeism among contract labourers who ran away 
from the mine was 47.4 percent. Mining Archives, Arbeidsvoorziening van de Mijnbedripen B", no. VI
A/7. Letter of the Head of the Bukit Asam coal-mines, 3-2-1931/385/5 to the Head of the State Mining 
Companies. 
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about fighting between an overseer and a miner in January and in June, 1937, and the other, in 
December 1937, was about the labourers' demand for payment earlier than the set date. 

There is no strong argument to justify placing the accommodation politics of the miners 
purely and simply in the context of political pressure exerted by the state. Their conciliatory 
attitudes must also be associated with the absence of strong leaders in radical political parties, 
the economic Depression, and the changing face of mining society. Indeed, after the uprising, 
the colonial government reverted to its repressive politics which did not allow any room for 
people to manoeuvre. At Sawahlunto, during the days after the uprising, control was tightened 
up even more by mobilizing about 1,000 people to serve as police (veldpolitie) and 'pasiikan 
preman ', a sort of home guard composed of civilians used to protect the town from attacks by 
the rebels (Soeara Boemiputera 21-1-1927). More than anything else this strict control betrays 
the extraordinary fear the radical movement aroused the Dutch colonial officials. The absence of 
leaders in the radical political party also contributed to a decline in the opportunity of the 
labourers to launch protests. Since its initial establishment, the labour movement in Indonesia 
had been closely integrated with the role of the leaders of the political parties. . The causes 
already detected for the decline in the labour movement in Java were also to be found in the 
labour movement in West Sumatra. Since the leaders of the political parties had been imprisoned 
or executed, the momentum of the labour movement in West Sumatra and at Sawahlunto 
especially, declined. 

The decline of the labour movement and the rise of politics accommodation among the 
miners after the uprising must always be viewed in the light of the economic Depression which 
started in 1929. The Depression brought a sharp fall in export products as world market demand 
dropped. The effect of the Depression on the mining sector was to cause a restriction in 
production, which affected the tin and coal mining industries most drastically. In the Ombilin 
coal-mines, the first step taken by the management was to increase efficiency and to prevent 
corruption. In 1929, it applied a stricter control over food distribution, introducing a new 
regulation on 14 August 1929 which stated that the contract labourers who did not work 
without good reason would not be permitted to collect food. The food was to be distributed at 
the workplace, to ensure that those who did not do the work would not get food. Apart from 
cutting down unnecessary expense in the matter of food, this regulation was also intended to 
tighten up the work discipline. The new regulation that the Engineer-Director V.H. Ploem, had 
issued was criticized by G.A.Gravelaar, the Inspector of Labour, because it contravened the 
regulations in the Coolie Ordinance, which stipulated that the contract labourers, whether they 
worked or not, should be given food. But, the Gravelaar's view stood no chance against the 
interests of the company.80 

This protest was launched by labourers from the village of Durian. Their demands were not met 
by management. They did not run away, but they returned to their homes Sinar Sumatra 3-1, 10-12-
1937; Tjaja Sumatra 3-6-1937. 

See Ingleson 1981a. About relationship between strikes and the business cycle during the 
Depression in Java, see Boomgaard 1999:4. 

The Thesaurier Generaal (General Treasurer) at Weltevreden gave his assent to this new 
regulation issued by the manager of the Ombilin coal-mines. He said that the percentage of the labourers 
absent at Sawahlunto (he meant contract labourers) was unusually high. That was caused by giving food 
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The management also dismissed labourers for the first time in 1931, an action repeated 
twice in 1934 {Sinar Sumatra, 27-11-1934; 7-1-1935), which was the natural outcome of the 
management police to cut down coal production.81 The dismissals affected the convict and 
contract labourers especially hard. During the ten months, from January to October 1931, the 
number of convict labourers was reduced from 1,235 to 1,135, while the member of contract 
labourers fell even more sharply from 2,250 to 1,432.82 In order to reduce the costs of 
production, the government began to appoint and promote more Indo-Europeans to higher 
positions, preferring them to Europeans because the former could be paid less than the latter. 

The government closed the Pulau Laut coal-mines in Kalimantan in 1931.83 Other 
private coal-mine companies followed.84 After the Pulau Laut coal-mines had been closed, the 
central government turned its attention to close the Ombilin coal-mines gradually as from 1934, 
because of the high cost of production incurred by these underground mines. 85 The plan 
was opposed by many people, not only from all levels of the mining society, but also by 
various groups at Sawahlunto, Fort de Koek (Bukittinggi), Padang Panjang and Padang. 
The Engineer-Director W. Holleman called several meetings. At Sawahlunto, a meeting 

free of charge to the labourers who did not work. He saw this as nothing less than a financial loss to the 
state. See Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven no.TV. Letter of the General 
Treasurer Weltevreden, 10-1-1930/G.T.8/1/1 to the Head of the Mining State Companies. 

The production of coal was reduced from 624,212 tons in 1930 to 433,500 tons in 1931. 
See KIT Collection, Memorie van Overgave (MvO) of Assistant-Resident of Solok, B.H.F van 
Heuven 1934: 61. 

KIT Collection, Memorie van Overgave (MvO) of the Assistant-Resident of Solok, B.H.F 
van Heuven 1934:61. 

The closing of the mines was not based purely on an economic rationale. It was also done 
out of political considerations. The Pulau Laut coal-mines were located in the oil areas. If a war 
broke out, of course, it would be dangerous to the political stability of the colonial government, 
because it was predicted that the enemy would come from the north to attack the coal-mines and 
oilfields to ensure its war needs. See Ons Belang 1934:248. 

Other small coal-mines in Kalimantan such as the Gunung Batu Besar and Gunung 
Kampung suffered from the Depression. These mines were closed at the same time. There was 
indeed only one coal- mine company, the Loa Bukit coal-mines which were exploited by Chinese, 
that was able to survive. By using primitive technology, this mine was able to supply coal which 
was exported to Hong Kong. Another coal-mine company which managed to survive was the East 
Borneo coal-mines exploited by the sultan of Kutai, the production of which was consumed by local 
indigenous industries. See Ons Belang 1934:248. 

Sinar Sumatra 27-11-1934. By closing the Ombilin coal-mines, the Dutch government 
would concentrate coal production at the Bukit Asam coal-mines only. This was, of course, 
understandable, because the coal-mines there were open cut, i.e. easier, cheaper, and without the 
risks involved in Ombilin coal-mines. If the Bukit Asam could cover the coal consumption required 
by the state, the Ombilin would be closed. See Ons Belang 1934: 241-54; Javabode 9-1-1934. 
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held on 9 September 1934, was attended by representatives from all levels in the social 
hierarchy of the mining society: Chinese, indigenous traders, Indo-Europeans, the Dutch 
and indigenous officials, local figures, and journalists.86 

They disagreed with the plans to close the mine, citing the loss of job opportunities 
for many groups of people, and local economic considerations. The Europeans, Indo-
Europeans, Chinese, and indigenous traders and the local inhabitants in the vicinity of the 
mine would all suffer from the planned closure. It was estimated that about 525 Chinese 
traders as well as a lot of indigenous traders would considerably suffer. About 275,000 
guilders of local income from the selling of foodstuff, mine timber, and other necessities for 
the mine would go down the drain {De Mijnbond 1934:241). The Silungkang villagers 
would lose their jobs, because the bulk of their weaving production was bought by 
Europeans in Sawahlunto (Akira Oki 1977:116-30). Reflecting on these cogent points, the 
participants at that meeting agreed to form an Action Committee to maintain the mine. 

The problem was also discussed at a higher level in Padang in October 1934 {De 
Mijnbond 1934:248). At that meeting, the importance of the mine from a regional 
economic perspective was discussed. The closing of the mine would cause the stagnation of 
other economic sectors such as the Indarung cement factory, the Sumatran railways, and 
small-scale industries that were consumers of Ombilin coal. If the mine were closed, the 
region would have to import coal from outside or otherwise local economic sectors would 
be paralyzed. The meeting decided to send a letter of protest to the Governor-General in 
Batavia. Finally the plan for closing the mine was withdrawn after Holleman went to 
Bandung and discussed the matter with the Director of the Department of Traffic and 
Public Irrigation (Dept. van Verkeer en Waterstaat) {Sinar Sumatra, 27-11-1934). Ombilin 
continued to operate in order to survive, the management was obliged to take some 
unpleasant but unavoidable steps. It would dismiss labourers in lanuary 1935, reduce the 
number of functions, and also would cut wages by 25percent of the previous total annual 
wages {Sinar Sumatra 28-11-1934). In 1934, the Mining School was also closed. 

The Depression not only placed the continued existence of the Ombilin coal-mines 
in jeopardy, it also had an inexorable impact on the social and economic life of the town of 
Sawahlunto. Tangsis such as those at Durian and Sikalang were very quiet during the 
Depression {Sinar Sumatra 14-8-1937). The three best known shops in Sawahlunto were 
forced to be sold at auction, while small shops were also forced to put up their shutters. 
The market of Sawahlunto and small markets like Durian and Santur no longer bustled with 
shoppers and traders {Sinar Sumatra 27-11-1934). 

Taking into consideration the repressive politics of the state and the impact of the 
Depression on the Ombilin coal-mines, allows us to conclude that the politics of 
accommodation of the miners was a rational decision taken after weighing up the pros and 
cons of the situation. The Depression made it difficult for them to find jobs outside the 
mine and the strict control imposed by the state after the uprising made it impossible for the 
miners to protest openly. My question is why then did politics of confrontation still go on 

The Indo-Europeans were represented by Scharff; the local traders by Robain; the 
indigenous civil servants at the mine by Basir Latif; the group of Javanese labourers by Supardan. 
The meeting was attended by the controleur of Sawahlunto, Demang (head of district) of 
Sawahlunto, Radja Muda, and a journalist. Sutan Abdullah. See Ons Belang 1934:248. 
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among the labourers in East Sumatra? The Depression and the political pressure of the state 
alone do not seem to be sufficient to explain the lack of enthusiasm for political actions 
among the labourers at Ombilin. Others should be taken into account as well. Here, I would 
like to place the politics of accommodation of the miners especially within the context of 
the changes in social and cultural backgrounds of the mining society. 

It was an era which was marked by changes in the background of the higher and 
middle-ranking level staff, represented by Europeans and Indo-Europeans. Most of them 
lived in Sawahlunto with their families. According to the Volkstelling of 1930, their total 
number was 496 in 1920 and 517 in 1930 (Volkstelling 1930:10, 168-9). Since the onset of 
the Depression, many Indo-Europeans who had graduated from the Mining School worked 
at the mine assuming functions as the higher and middle-ranking staff members. According 
to W.J. Wijsheijer, son of a Dutch overseer and a Nias woman, many Indo-Europeans were 
keen to send their children to study at the Mining School and to work at the Ombilin coal
mines (Interview with W.J.Wijsheijer 29-11-1994). Working in the Ombilin coal-mines was 
regarded as a good job, because it offers social security for their future. 

The presence of the Indo-European majority as overseers became one of the many 
factors which contributed to the politics of accommodation of the miners. Because of their 
command of the Javanese, Malay, and even Minangkabau languages the social distance 
between them and their subordinates shrank. 87 Apart from this, social control among them 
was very strong because they lived in the small town, where they formed a small 
community with an almost homogenous cultural background. Social control effected not 
only the social life among themselves but also to the attitudes of the overseers towards the 
miners (Interview with M. J. Wijsheijer 29-11-1994). 

Changes were also happening among the indigenous people who worked at a lower 
level in the company. They became involved in various associations based on their interests 
in the workplace, hobbies, and origins. The Vereeniging Boemipoetra Staatsspoor, 
Tramwegen, Ombilinmijnen, en Landsantomobieldiensten op Sumatra or VBSTOL (the 
Association of Indigenous Railways, Trams, Ombilin Mines, and Automobile Services) was 
set up in 1922 for those who received a monthly salary or could to be included in Group 
A. In 1929, membership of this association had reached 220 or more than 50 percent of the 
total number of indigenous employees from Group A (Pertimbangan 15-10-1929; 15-2-
1930). Unlike the PKBT, this association was more moderate in its form. In May 1930, for 
instance, the VBSTOL demanded that the manager had to act to abolish gambling among 
the contract labourers (Pertimbangan 15-5-1930). In addition to the VBSTOL, there were 
the Cloeb Silatoerrahim (Club Silatoerrahim),88 Vereeniging van het Inheemse Personeel 

This situation was similar to plantations in Java, but not on the plantations of East Sumatra. 
In East Sumatra, management continued to employ the Europeans as overseers. They always 
distanced themselves culturally and socially from indigenous people. For this discussion see Stoler 
1985:648. 

This association was formed in 1931. It was led by Haroen S Nagari (clerk at Ombilin), 
Hamzah SK (clerk at Ombilin), A Sjamsi (clerk at the post office), A.Rahman gelar Sutan Bagindo 
(clerk at Ombilin), and had fifty members. The association was successful in bargaining with three 
traders to supply daily needs for a cheaper price. See Sinar Sumatra 1-5-1931. 
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van het Mijnwezen or VIM (the Association of the Indigenous Mining Personnel), Sociëteit 
van het Inheemse Personeel van het Mijnwezen or STPOM (the Indigenous Mining 
Personnel Club).89 The emergence of these associations had marked a change in the social 
life of the indigenous people who worked at the mine. They functioned as a channel 
through which members could solve conflicts and formulate and express opinions. 

At the level of the labourers, there were changes in the composition of the labour 
force and in a decline of violence. Changes in the composition of the labourers were 
marked by the decline of convict and contract labourers and the rise of the number of free 
labourers. Convict labourers had been isolated in an enclosed camp in the village of Durian. 
They may indeed have literally been isolated, but they received entertainment and good 
health treatment. The management also gave them the freedom to channel their hobbies in 
various activities such as drama, traditional music and the like.90 The management also 
rewarded good behavior by allowing such convicts to go out the prison.91 Since the onset 
of the Depression, the management reserved its policy of forcing them to work solely in the 
underground mine, and also gave them useful jobs which would serve the interests of the 
company. They worked in small-scale industries such as the production of 'sarung\ 
clothes, and hats which were needed by the company to survive the Depression. They grew 
potatoes and other kinds of vegetables which were not only used by the company but also 
sold in the town.92 

The decreasing number of the convict labourers and the change in the way the 
management treated them were both aspects of wider structural changes. After the uprising 
of 1927, the management experienced great difficulty in recruiting convict labourers, 
because prisons in Java began to put their prisoners to useful and productive work.93 

Both the VIM and the SIPOM were established in July 1937. Sinar Sumatra 23-11-1937; 
28-7-1937. Apart from that, there were the Mesia Sport club of Sawahlunto in 1927, Perserikatan 
Anak Negeri Koto Palembayan (Association for People from Koto Palembayan village) established 
1933, Perkumpulan orang Batak Sawahlunto (Sawahlunto Association for people from the Batak 
Ethnic Group) in 1934, Vereeniging Emas (Gold Association) established on 24 August 1940, 
having 100 members consisted of workers who work in four divisions, namely division of electricity, 
mechanics, car garage, and smithy in 1940. Pandji Pustaka 2-7-1927; Sinar Sumatra 21-7-1937; 
17-8-1940. 

Pak Ibnu, a son of contract labourer, talked about his childhood experiences watching 
drama or music put on by the convict labourers with his friends and other local people. Interview 
with Pak Ibnu 15-4-1996. 

According to Pak Oejoeb, clerk at the prison at Durian since 1927, there were convict 
labourers who had secretly married local women, because with the money earned they made 
attractive spouses. There were even convict labourers who acted as money lender for local people. 
Interview with Pak Oejoeb, 23-5-1995. 

Convict labourers had earned a reputation for hard work and had built up a positive image 
among the local people. Interview with Mrs Ketty Urban 13-12-1994; Pak Ibnu 15-4-1996. 

For a more detailed discussion on reforms in prison institutions in the Netherlands Indies. 
see Bruinink-Darlang 1986. 
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Proved that in 1927, the Head of Prisons in Batavia was unable to send more than 250 of 
the convict labourers needed by the Ombilin, to replace the dismissed labourers for their 
involvement of uprising.94 Again in 1932, he was also unable to meet the demand for 
convict labourers at Sawahlunto.95 In 1936, when the Engineer-Director, V.H. Ploem, asked 
for 140 convict labourers for Sawah Rasau IV, he was disappointed because the Head of 
Prisons in Batavia simply could not deliver that number.96 In 1937 convict labourers were no 
longer supplied to Ombilin, because many of them were physically unfit to work at the mine. In 
that year, about 400 convict labourers who were still at the mine, were moved to other places.97 

It seems fair to conclude that the gradual disappearance of the culture of violence was caused 
primarily by the more humane treatment of its laboures by the management. 

Changes in the composition and background of the labourers also contributed to 
their accommodation. First, there was a shift from contract to free labourers. On January 
1931 the total number of contract labourers was 2,250. But by October 1931 this had been 
reduced to 1,432, and in 1934 there were only 170 contract labourers still employed under the 
Penal Sanction. 98 By 1935 the management no longer recruited contract labourers under the 
Penal Sanction. In 1938 the Ombilin coal mines officially employed only free labourers, and this 
change came about sooner there than in the East Sumatran plantations. 

Attempts by the management to recruit free labourers by increasing pocket money, 
namely from 35 guilders to 50 guilders, in 1927 had positive results. About 73percent of the 
contract labourers who had worked out their contract stayed on at the mines and became free 
labourers in 1927." Thereafter, until the end of colonial government, the management employed 

Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven II. no VI A/7. Letter of Th.C 
van Wijngaarden, 1-3-1927/1645 to the Head of the Mining Service. 

Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven II, no. VI A/7. Letter of the Head 
of the Distribution Office of the Mining Product of the State (het Verkoopkantoor van 's Lands 
Mijnbouw producten) 6-4-1932/1626 to the Head Mining Service. 

Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven II, no.VI A/7. Telegram 
V.H.Ploem 24-9-1936 to the Head of Mining Service. 

Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijben H, VI A/7/. Letter of the Head of 
Mining Service to the Engineer-Director of the Ombilin 17-6-1937. According to the Head of Prison, 
prisoners blessed with robust physical strength were also recruited for the army. There were about 400 
convict labourers who would be moved to other places. Sinar Sumatra commented on the management 
policy saying that it was pity to replace the well-behaved convict labourers who had a good reputation for 
work, since their cost of recruitment was cheaper than that of the contract labourers who came together 
with their families. Sinar Sumatra 11-5-1937. 

Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven II, VI.A/7.Letter of 
W.HoUeman 17-l-1934/321to the Head of Mining Service. 

Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven II, VI.A/7. Secret letter of 
Wijngaarden. Secret 7-5-1927/3325 to the Head of Mining Service. 
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two kinds of labourers, namely free and casual The casual labourers consisted not only of 
people from the Minangkabau area and Nias, but also of Javanese, which meant that in the 
workplace there was a mix of local people and Javanese (Sinar Sumatra, 3-7-1940). The local 
image of the Javanese and the miners even assumed more positive overtones. To attract local 
people to be miners, the new manager, the Engineer-Director FL. Lanzing, issued a new 
regulation which stipulated giving payment in kind such as seven kilograms rice, two kilograms 
of peanuts and half a kilograms of salt fish for ten day's work as casual labourers (Sitjar 
Sumatra, 19-7-1940). Apart from this incentive, they were also paid a premium on the basis of 
the amount of coal produced and for a full rate of attendance for at least six months. 

There were also mutations in the social background of the labourers. In order to 
prevent fighting over women between male labourers, the management recruited married 
labourers and female labourers, taking positive action to reduce the unequal ratio between 
males and females. Though the management initially disagreed with recruiting married and 
female labourers, citing economic considerations, in later years acknowledging the reality 
under its nose, it was forced to pay attention to this problem which can be seen from the 
percentage of female contract labourers which rose from 17.7 percent in 1923 to 22.4 
percent in 1928.100 Unfortunately I have not been able to find detailed information over the 
following years. It was reported that from December 1929 to March 1930, of the total 
numbers of labourers recruited 9.9percent was married and 30.7percent was female. 
Furthermore, the average percentage of the married labourers rose from 40.7 percent in 
1931 to 56.44 percent in 1933 and reached 62 percent in 1934 102 Seeing these figures, 
allows the conclusion that family life became more normal among the labourers. The 
influence of these changing conditions on the politics of accommodation of the miners is 
difficult to define with any clarity Interviews with some former labourers led to the 
deduction that they did not want to protest, because they were afraid of being dismissed 
while they had a family and it was difficult to find another job at Sawahlunto (Interview 
with Pak Rusman,16-4-1995).The statement emphasized family consideration was an 
important factor in defining actions towards the management. The role of the family was also 
important in securing the economic life of labourers, especially during difficult times. Ibu 
Rubiah, Pak Rahmat's wife told me about her experiences in langst Baru in the 1930s. She 
remembered that many wives and children looked for additional sources of income by making 

KITLV, Korn Collection, OR 435, no.368; Heuven, 1931:98. This figure not included 
ronggeng, namely female entertainers or dancers. In 1927 there were fifty ronggengs in 
Sawahlunto. After finishing their contract with the company, they tended to stay and married 
contract or free male labourers. 

Mining Archives, Arbeidsvoorziening van de Mijnbedrijven III, VI/A/7. Letter of Director 
of State Mining Companies to the Head of Mining Service, 10-1-1931/208F. 

Mining Archives, Jaarverslag van de Ombüin Mijnen 1934, no.2502. 
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and selling traditional Javanese food either at the tarigsi or in the market of Sawahlunto, or by 
working as housemaid for the Europeans.103 

Although the Inspector of Labour reported that the death rate and number of labourers 
who had to be admitted to the hospital was reduced, I am still hesitant to accept this because the 
number of mine accidents remained high. In 1926, the death rate was 4.04 percent out of a total 
number of the labourers, and in 1935 was reduced to 1.13 percent. The average percentage of 
labourers in the hospital fluctuated much more. Up to 1933 the rate of the labourers treated at 
the mine hospital remained high, but in 1936 it was reduced to 2.56 percent. But these figures 
did not include the number of labourers injured and died due to mine accidents. Between 1930-
1931, as demonstrated in the table IV.6., the number of injured labourers was high, i.e.370 and 
232. 

Table IV. 4.Percentage of Labourers Health Condition 
1926-1936 (percent) 

Year A B 
1926 4.3 4.04 
1927 3.17 4.51 
1928 5.28 3.80 
1929 5.47 3.20 
1930 8.60 3.07 
1931 7.23 3.32 
1932 3.71 3.71(?) 
1933 8.42 1.49 
1934 4.75 3.95 
1935 4.42 1.13 
1936 2.56 1.22 

Note:A : Average percentage of the treated labourers in the hospital. 
B : Average percentage of the died labourers. 

Source: Compilation from Serial Report of Verslag van 's Lands 
Steenkolen mijnen over het jaar 1927-1937, 1938. 

This high percentage of injured labourers was directly related to the introduction of new 
technology, namely the automatic coal transportation or conveyor belt in 1928. Under the old 
system, the labourer had to bring the coal to the collection point in the mine from where it was 
brought outside on lorries. Under the new system, the coal face could be excavated by machines 
and coal was then transported directly to the place of collection {Kroniek 1928:1633). The 
learning process to deal with the new technology needed time to increase experience to build up 

It is possibly useful to note that during the economic Depression years theft was rampant in the 
tangsis for instance at tangsi Tanah Lapang, tangsi Baru, and tangsi Sikalang at Sawahlunto. Some of 
these had been committed bv children of labourers. See Sinar Sumatra 21-3-1938-16-7-1938-11-11-
1938. 
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competence. After 1931, the labourers seemed to have become familiar with the new technology 
and this led to a drop in the rate mine accidents. 

Table IY,5.The Number of Injured labourers, 1930-1933 
Year Injured Labourers 
1930 370 

1931 232 
1932 151 
1933 113 
Source: Mining Archives, Arbeidersvoorziening van de 

Mijnbedrip'en //, VI-A/7. Mijnongeluk. 

Between 1934-1941, the rate of mine accidents dropped considerably, which was partly 
due to the increase of work socialization among the miners and of the greater social 
concern shown to the miners by the managers. There were ten died, forty-seven heavy 
injured, one hundred fifty were included into half injured, and were eight light injured 
(PTBA-UPO Archives, Buku Kecelakaan Tambang). 

The process of socialization started at an early age. Pak Rahmat recalled how he was 
introduced to the world of the mine and its work rhythm by his father. This socialization process 
in the formation of a professional miner was one of the most important factors which influenced 
work discipline and the miners' attitudes towards the management. Such a process took a long 
time, but when the labourers could bring their families with them, familiarization to the mine 
could start earlier. A new group of professional miners emerged and that was a product of a 
long work experience and an early introduction to the work rhythm of mine. They formed the 
backbone of the labour force, a role they fulfilled not only during the colonial period, but also 
carried out after Independence. 

The process of adaptation to the world of the mine was transmitted from one 
generation to another. Pak Rahmat, Pak Ibnu, and Pak Kartosemito, all were the sons of 
contract labourers and had been introduced to the world of the mine since they were 
children Pak Rahmat, for instance, accompanied his father into the mine when he was eight 
years old (Interview with Pak Rahmat 13-5-1996). Therefore, it is not surprising that the 
new generation of the miners had been able to internalize the world of the mine and its 
work rhythm as described by Pak Kartosemito this below. 

I was ashamed to be late. If we were late, we were not punished by flogging by 
the Tuans Besar. They were very kind. We summoned. They 
said...goed..goed, you were late. To day you do not need to work, you can go 
home and sleep. Tomorrow you can come again. But that day, we were not 
paid"104 (Interview with Pak Kartosemito 17-4-1995). 

Original text: "Malu tokh Bu, terlambat. Kalau terlambat kita tidak dirotani sama tuan besar. 
Mereka baik-baik. Kita dipanggil menghadap. Goed...goed, kowe terlambat ha.Sekarang kowe tak usah 
kerja, tidur tenang-tenang di rumah. Besok kowe boleh datang lagi. Tapi hari itu kita tidak terima gaji". 
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The process of socialization reduced the problem of mine phobia, and certainly 
helped to inculcate work discipline, which was a characteristic of highly skilled miners of 
the generation of Pak Rahmat. This can be seen from an accident that happened in 1940 
when the Engineer-Director was forced to recruit new labourers from Java as the coal 
market recovered after the Depression. The mines which had been closed during the 
Depression such as the Sawah Rasau V, and Tanah Hitam were reopened. The Mining 
School was also reopened in 1938.105 The labourers required were recruited, partly by 
recalling old labourers and partly by recruiting newcomers (Sinar Sumatra 10-8-1937). The 
recruitment of the newcomers created problems for the foremen when the latter had to 
arrange the division of labour and to discipline them. Faced with problems, foreseen and 
unforeseen, the foremen complained to the manager (Sinar Sumatra, 17-1-1940). This 
situation is very reminiscent of the manager's complaints about mine accidents in 1915-
1916. At that time the alarming rise in accident was basically related to recruitment of 
newcomers who were as yet unfamiliar with working in the mine. This scenario was 
repeated again after Indonesian Independence and crops up from time to time even up to 
present, in particular when the company is recruiting newcomers.106 The pattern which 
emerges is that the second generation, like Pak Rahmat were regarded as professional 
miners. They themselves saw working in the mine as a status symbol. Therefore, it was not 
surprising that the second generation expected their children to become the miners as well 
(Chapter VI). 

The final factor had to do with the changing attitude of the foremen. This had an 
overwhelmingly important role in defining the miners' actions. Between 1928 and 1941, 
Sinar Sumatra and Tjaja Sumatra, no longer carried reports of cases of labourers who 
attacked indigenous and European foremen.107 This phenomenon indicate that the 
behaviour of the Ombilin miners was not as radical as that of the labourers in East 
Sumatran plantations (Stoler 1981:47-92). This was not merely linked to the dismissal of 
the cruel foremen, a step the management took in 1927, but more importantly it was the 
outcome of socio-cultural changes among the foremen themselves. Because of their high 
dependence on the mine during the Depression and their fear of being dismissed, the 
foremen became more conciliatory towards the miners, but there was another motive at 
work, the emerging consciousness of the fate of their own nation. It is true that the 1927 
uprising failed, but this did not impede the steady growth of national consciousness. That 

De Mijnbond 1941:70. From 1937 the town of Sawahlunto was again crowded by 
labourers, and local traders who returned to Sawahlunto. See Sinar Sumatra 10-8-1937. 

See Chapter VII and VIII. In 1960s, forced with a shortage of labour, the management 
made the same mistake as it had done earlier, where a process of adaptation was not allowed for. 
Most of the newcomers ran away or avoided work. In 1966, when the miners were said to be 
members of the banned communist trade union, the management did not dismiss them outright, 
because they were professional miners, and highly skilled at their work. In this regard, the company 
certainly is in no hurry to get rid of such valuable workers. 

There was only one case in June 1937, namely a physical fight between an overseer and a 
miner. This incident was regarded as an aberration as commented by Sinar Sumatra, 3-6-1937. 
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spirit was alive at Sawahlunto, evident in the formation of various associations by the 
indigenous people who worked in the mines. Gaining confidence, they were now prepared 
to struggle for the interests of the indigenous people, be they clerks, foremen or miners. I 
have no information on how many foremen were involved in these associations, but some 
monthly labourers were definitely involved. Of course, foremen and monthly labourers were 
included in the membership of the association of VIM.The conciliatory attitude of foremen 
was revealed in the statements made by Pak Wagio, Pak Rusman, and Pak Rahmat. The 
following story of Pak Wagio serves as a good illustration. 

I did not want to indulge in fisticuffs with my subordinates like former 
overseers. Why should 1 strike people of my own nation0 Just to please the 
Dutch. I worked together with my subordinates If my subordinates were 
absent and came late, or if they took mine timber for fuel so their wives could 
cook. I tum a blind eye. Therefore, my authority was never contested by my 
subordinates.I0S (Interview with Pak Wagio 25-8-1995) 

This statement was made by Pak Wagio long after Independence and sounds good, but 
it is not a convincing picture of their attitudes. Foremen like Pak Wagio had many reasons to 
show a more conciliatory attitude towards the miners. They were also doing their level best to 
protect themselves from dismissal. They along with everybody else, had to cope with economic 
difficulties, and after uprising, they were under strict surveillance of the state. 

This mood of conciliation had also taken hold of the European overseers who were 
mainly Indo-Europeans. Most of the Indo-European overseers were already familiar with the 
mine environment, because they had been born in Sawahlunto. Their command of the Malay 
language, even of Minangkabau, and their own mixed culture had reduced the social distance 
between them and the miners. More intimate relationships also appeared in their daily lives. 
F E . H A Urban, M.J.Wijsheijer, and E.L.W Borst ate together with the miners, and participated 
with Indonesians in the pig-hunting club 'Sawahlunto'(Interviews with F.E.H.A. Urban 17-10-
1994; M.J. WijsheijerlO-10-1994; E.L.W Borst 17-9-1994). 

Quite apart from the social and economic change from outside, within the 
community itself, the formation of a new labour community and the establishment of 
various associations enforced social control. Gossip, for instance retailing the cruelty of 
overseers or foremen, circulated avidly not only in the workplace, but was also part and 
parcel of daily social relations outside the mine. Here, the role of wives was very important 
as these ladies were crucial in spreading such gossip. So, the wives of Urban, and of 
Wijsheijer both told that whatever events happened in the mine were soon known all over 
town. Gossip about cruel overseers assumed the proportions of a social force, a social 
control that was a potent weapon in reducing the range of the misuse of their power over 
the miners by the overseers. 

Original text:"aku ndak mau main pukul seperti mandor-mandor yang dulu. Buat apa 
memukul bangsa sendiri, yang enak kan Belanda....Aku sama anak buahku kerjasama saja. Anak 
buahku mangkir atau terlambat kerja atau ambil kayu tambang untuk masak isterinya, ndak aku 
catat. Mangkanya, aku ndak pernah dibenci sama anak buahku". 
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Evolving work discipline was marked by changes in the background, status, and 
attitudes at each level of the mining society: the gradually disappearing culture of violence, the 
emergence of family structure, the process of adaptation or socialization of the miners which can 
be related to the emergence of the second generation of the miners, and the changing attitudes 
of the foremen. Hence, strict work discipline and the politics of accommodation of the miners 
were not only the result of political pressure exerted by the state, and the absence of radical 
leaders of political parties after 1926/1927, but also the result of social changes within the 
mining community itself. Although the colonial state had resumed its repressive politics after 
1927, socially the mining community found more channels in various associations through which 
internal conflict could be solved. The social concern of managers like W. Holleman, and 
G.J.Wally began to appear, especially in social activities in the town. Despite the highly stratified 
social structure, all levels participated in social activities such as the carnival of 1938 (Sinar 
Sumatra 5-2-1938; 7-2-1938; 8-2-1938). 



CHAPTER V 

WAR AND REVOLUTION 
(1942-1949) 

Introduction 

This chapter deals with organization and labour control during the wartime occupation of 
the Netherlands Indies by the Japanese imperial army and the subsequent period of 
Indonesian revolution. How were the mines and the coal-miners organized and controlled 
during these two disruptive, turbulent periods, and what was the miners' reaction to these 
developments9 This task will not be easy, because the records of both these periods are 
fragmented, the sources seriously depleted. Before the Japanese left Sawahlunto in 1945 
and the Dutch entered the town in 1948, a large part of the archives of the Ombilin coal
mines had been burned by both the Japanese and Indonesians. The fragmented information 
that has survived is not sufficient to trace anything but the barest outlines of the socio
political history of the Ombilin miners during this period Therefore, I have combined it 
with the information that I have collected from interviews. 

The following topics are important for the period under consideration. 
Economically speaking the Ombilin coal-mines went through a very unhappy period, a 
misery due not only to the lack of capital and mining machinery, but exacerbated by 
political instability. Therefore, indubitably, the two hectic periods were characterized by a 
continuing decline in production and bad working conditions. It was also a time marked by 
changes in the social hierarchy of the mining society, labour control, and work discipline. It 
was an era in which a process of evolution occurred whereby the Javanese labourers seized 
the opportunity and broke through the barriers created by the Dutch. More intensive 
contacts between the miners and the local community became usual, making for a more 
normal society. This was especially true when the Javanese started to look for additional 
income and activated the resources that existed in the areas surrounding the mines. This 
process of integration went through a dip during the Indonesian revolution, as indeed it did 
in East Sumatra, and latent resentments emerged as conflict between the Javanese and the 
local people. 

1. Coal and War Industry: Under the Hokkaido Company (1942-1945) 

Throughout most of December 1941 and January 1942, the Japanese had waged a campaign of 
serial bombardment on towns in Aceh, and North and West Sumatra. Having bombed these 
areas into submission, this was followed by the establishment of a Japanese military 
administration. In Sumatra this occupation was a steady progression following in the footsteps 
of the imperial army after the fall of Palembang (February 14), Bengkulu (February 24), Aceh, 
and East Sumatra (on February 25)(Akira Oki 1977.207). In West Sumatra, the first Japanese 
troops entered Padang on 17 March 1942 (Mansoer 1970:205; Enar 1976:2; Kahin 1979:52). 
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By 28 March 1942, the Japanese declared that the whole of Sumatra had been placed under the 
control of the 25th Army, which commanded Malaya and Sumatra. Its original headquarters had 
been in Singapore but was then moved to Bukittinggi. 

Strategically speaking, Sumatra was extremely important to the Japanese for its 
proximity to Singapore, its abundant agricultural production, and its mineral resources. This 
strategic value can be clearly measured from Japanese investment in Sumatra, which was about 
6.2 percent of the total Japanese investment in the South East Asian occupied area. This 
investment was divided between three sectors: agriculture and farming 29.4 percent, 
manufacturing 27.6 percent, and mining 21.6 percent.1 

In the mining sector, undoubtedly the main priority of the Japanese in Sumatra was to 
exploit its oil resources, followed by coal, and subsequently tin, bauxite, and gold. The 
pattern of exploitation also varied in response to these priorities. Oilfields in Palembang fell 
directly under control of the Japanese military, the Bukit Asam and Ombilin coal-mines 
were placed under the control of a semi-government company whereas other branches were 
in the hands of private companies. 

In order to develop the mining sector in Sumatra, particularly in the fields of exploration, 
rehabilitation, and exploitation, in August 1943 the Japanese formed the Sumatran Mining 
Association or Sumatora Kogyo KK. On April 28, 1944, the Sumatra Industrial Organization 
Law, promulgated on January 12, 1943, was declared to apply to the Sumatran Mining 
Association, which was coupled with two organizations, namely the Agricultural Association 
and the Forestry Association.2 

This Sumatran Mining Association, which had its main office in Padang, consisted of 
five companies engaged in mining. The principal objectives of the organization were to improve 
the industrial policies of the five companies which would facilitate the supply of essential funds, 
labour, and means of transportation. Apart from those practical considerations it was expected 
to engage in research for the development of Sumatra's mineral resources.3 Any information 
about the extent to which the mining association realized its programme and to what extent the 
Ombilin coal-mines were affected by this seems to have been lost. 

The essentia] question is what did the Japanese do in the Ombilin coal-mines? After 
taking over Padang, the Japanese launched an operation to take over the other important towns 
in West Sumatra. From an economic point of view, the Japanese were only interested in two big 
local companies; namely the cement works at Indarung, on the outskirts of Padang, and the 
Ombilin coal-mines at Sawahlunto. After landing at Padang, the Japanese took over the cement 
factory that was located on the southern perimeter of that town. In the same month, the 

Hikita 1994:3. Peter Post (1992) has written a dissertation about the Japanese business activities 
in Indonesia before the Japanese occupation. 

ARA BZ. London Archives no. 968. Economic Situation Government Care of Mineral 

Production no. 94.113. 

ARA BZ London Archives no.968. Economic Situation Government Care of Mineral 
Production no. 94.113. The Japanese also issued regulations on the education of the mining officials. For 
a more detailed explanation. See Peratoercm tentcmg Chishitsu Chosa Gijutsuin Yoseisho 2604/1944. 
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single shot. Many Indonesians welcomed the Japanese and even helped the Japanese to round 
up the European citizens. These people were not immediately transported away to prison camps 
as their skills were badly needed and they continued to be employed for some months until the 
Japanese could get themselves established there. Once the Japanese were firmly in the saddle, 
they were arrested and assembled first at the Ombilin hospital and then moved to the mission 
complex in Padang. In October and December 1943 the men were moved to an internment 
camp at Bangkinang, whereas women and children went to Payakumbuh.4 

On May 16, 1942, the Japanese government had given the Hokkaido and Steamship 
Company Limited (Co.Ltd.) in Tokio permission to exploit the Ombilin mines with a capital of 
87,500,000 yen (Hikita 1994:19). The Hokkaido and Steamship Co.Ltd. was a subsidiary 
branch of the Mtsui Company, which had exploited the Bukit Asam coal-mines. 

Table V. 1 : The Names of Enterprises and the Kinds of Mining 
Industries which were engaged in Sumatra (1942-1945). 

Enterprises in Charge Kind of Mining Areas of Development 

Mtsui Mining Co Coal Bukit Asam 

Mtsubishi Mining Co Tin ore 
Bangka, including Belitung, 
Singkep 

Furukawa Mining Co Bauxite Bintan 
Furukawa Mining Co Bauxite Batam 
Hokkaido and Steamship Co.Ltd. Coal Onpirin* 
Mtsui Kosan Kaisha Gold Simau, Bengkulu 

Note: *Onpirin is Ombilin. 
Source: Harry J. Benda, James K.Irikura, and Koichi Kishi 1965: 304. 

Information for Simau Gold Mine at Bengkulu was taken from 
ARA MvK. Rapportage Indonesië, no.528. 

This was a semi-official/state company. Other mining areas in Sumatra were exploited by the 
private Japanese companies as demonstrated in table V. 15 The general trend was that under the 
occupation, companies which had been state-owned during the Dutch colonial period, like 
Bangka tin-mines and the Simau gold-mines were run by the Japanese private companies (Hikita 
1994:3). 

The Japanese still used some European staff until July 1943. About experiences and living 
conditions in the camp written by former internees, see for example, Spijker-Kesselaar 1966; Van 
Raalten 1997. RIOD, Indisch Collection, Sawahlunto 000620-627, De arrestaties van het 
Oembilin Personeel, Sumatra 1943; Een interpretatie van de meest relevante getuigenissen. 

A more detailed information on the exploitation of the Japanese government in the mining 
sector in South-East Asia, see Hiroaki 1998. 
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The process by which these companies were selected was based on a plan (decision) of 
the Committee of the Planning Bureau, Nanpo Keizai Taisaku Yoko, the Economic Measures 
applying to the Southern Areas, issued on 11 December 1941. The document explained that the 
aim of these measures was to contribute to the war production by developing important 
resources, thereby building up the self-sufficiency of the Japanese Empire. The process of 
selection and the measures which were stipulated by the Japanese government provided the 
basis for the policy followed by the Japanese mining companies in the occupied areas. 

Apart from oil, the most important product contributing to the war effort was coal. The 
Japanese government estimated that beyond meeting the demands of Sumatra the production of 
the Ombilin and Bukit Asam coal-mines would also facilitate export to Java and Malaya.6 

Because of the high importance of coal for the war efforts, Japanese entrepreneurs in Tokyo 
were even considering plans to recruit the Japanese coal-miners to work at the same mines in 
Indonesia.7 They were moved to think of such contingencies because of an estimate that only 30 
percent of the total demand of coal would be met by the production of coal from East Asia. The 
writing was on the wall: to fulfil the demand for coal by industries and steamships, the Japanese 
would have to try to produce coal in the occupied areas for themselves as much as possible.8 

Meeting the demand for coal meant more than mining, it also meant transportation. The 
Japanese Army constructed to a railway from the Ombilin coal-mines to the East Coast 
(Colombijn 1994; Abdullah 1987). The construction of this railway was to facilitate transport to 
the centre of power of the Japanese Army in Singapore. This was not a new plan, because the 
Dutch had already been toying with plans to construct a railway to the East Coast but had never 
done anything about it. The Japanese employed not only Javanese recruited straight from Java 
but also workers from Ombilin coal-mines and European prisoners-of-war were used to work as 
romnsha (forced labourers) on the construction of the railways. 

In common with other mining companies in Sumatra, the Hokkaido and Steamship Co. 
Ltd. suffered from a lack of skilled labourers to manage the mines and to do the actual mining. 
Although the Japanese had seriously planned to recruit the Japanese coal-miners to work in 
Indonesia, that plan never saw the light of day. The number of the native Japanese staff was very 
small, only about twenty. They held some of the important positions at the central office, and 
acted as overseers, particularly, at the workshop, the central electricity plant, and in the mines 
(Interviews with Pak Wahab, 24-4-1996; Pak Oejoeb, 20-4-1996). In the first months of the 
occupation, the European staff was still required to work at certain jobs, such as in the hospital, 

The Japanese sent two staff members to Sumatra to enquiry into the possibilities for coal exports. 
They investigated the conditions in the coal-mines, and the ports in Sumatra. The 16th Army submitted a 
request to import coal from Sumatra to Java to the Southern Region General Army Headquarters. In 1942 
the import of coal from Sumatra was 150,000 tons, then 200,000 tons in 1943, 120,000 tons in 1944 and 
40,000 tons in 1945. See Sato 1994:180; Nanpo Sakusen, Appendix 3:9 as quoted by Kahin 1979:62. 

ARA, London Archives no.965; 6.4. 

To reduce the dependence on imported coal in Java, coal-mines at Baya, Cimandiri, and 
Bqjomanik in the southearn part of Banten were developed by the Japanese, see Kurasawa 1994:9; Sato 
1994:180. See RIOD, Indische Collection, no.005593-5797. Kolenmijnen Bantam (De Weerd). 
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a task they fulfilled until July 1943.9 After that, their positions were taken over by Japanese and 
Indonesians. 

In order to solve the problem of the skilled-labour shortage, the Japanese promoted 
many Indonesian people to higher positions with a higher salary than they had ever enjoyed 
before.10 This brought about a dramatic change in the social hierarchy of the mining society, 
because from now on Indonesians could and would hold important positions The position of 
director was first occupied by a Japanese engineer, Kubota who was then replaced by 
Kobayashi, while the position of deputy-director was held by Roesli, a graduate of the mining 
school at Sawahlunto. Some other former students of the mining school such as A. Aziz, 
Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando, and Baharson were also promoted to higher positions. Perhaps 
too many examples are mentioned here, but they serve to show that the Hokkaido and 
Steamship Co.Ltd. gave indigenous people much more opportunities to reach better positions 
than they had ever had before, and this was especially true for Minangkabau people. 

The Hokkaido and Steamship Co.Ltd. did not overwhelm the mine with too many 
innovations in mining technology and work organization. It continued to use the existing mining 
machinery dating from before the occupation, although some of the machines that had been 
destroyed, were replaced by machines from the Bangka tin-mines {Hainan 22-6-1953). The 
Japanese engineers tried also to make coke which could be consumed by heavy industries in 
Japan, but this attempt was fizzled out To answer the need to produce skilled-labourers the 
Mining School, which continued to teach the Dutch curriculum, was re-opened. Only its name 
changed from Mijnbouw School to Koo-In-Yo-Seizyo (Interview with Pak Oejoeb, 12-5-1995). 
All these efforts came in for a bumpy ride, owing to the fact that the Hokkaido and Steamship 
Co. Ltd. had to contribute men and food to the war effort, especially after the second year of the 
occupation. 

Using the work shift system introduced by the Dutch, at first the Hokkaido and 
Steamship Co. Ltd. produced coal in large quantities. In 1942, coal production remained 
high at 228,724 tons because troubles had not yet made themselves felt. But in 1943, the 
production decreased drastically to less than half, at 92,878 tons. The figures did not pick 
up, and dropped to an even lower level, namely 72,780 tons in 1944. At the end of the 
Hokkaido and Steamship Co. Ltd. management, production was less than one quarter of 
what it had been four years previously, at 50,324 tons in 1945 (Appendix 1). 

Leaving aside the lack of maintenance of the machinery, the spectacular drop in 
production was caused by the decline in the number of labourers. In the last full year of the 
pre-war colonial period, in 1941, the total number of labourers was 3,268. All of them were 
free labourers, consisting mainly of Javanese and local inhabitants. In 1942 the total number 
of labourers rose to 3,465. Some were recruited from Java by the Japanese and from 

RIOD, Indische Collection, no.34271-272/10-034. Verslag van Dr.P.A. Vis over toestand 
ziekenhuis der Ombilin-mijnen te Sawahlunto, ged.Japanese bezetting op 17-3-1942. 

For example, P.H.A. Zaalberg, a mining engineer who worked at the Gemeenschappelijke 
Maatschappij Billiton (GMB), reported that many indigenous personnel there were appointed to higher 
positions such as chief engineer with a higher salary than had been paid for the position in the colonial 
period. RIOD, Indische Collection, no.2996. St. 9-2-3 Billiton Maatschappij; R.029182-"89, Billiton-
bedrijven. 
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among the children of the former contract labourers and local inhabitants. From interviews 
with Pak Tukimin, a former underground miner who was recruited by the Japanese, I have 
learned that there were five groups of such labourers recruited from Java. Pak Tukimin 
himself was recruited in 1943 along with 240 labourers from Solo and from Bayah, West 
Java (Interview with Pak Tukimin 14-4-1995). The rise in the number of labourers is also 
partially explained by the fact that the local people and the former contract labourers 
preferred to work in the mines rather than to try their luck elsewhere. They hoped to be 
paid in kind, especially in rice, which by then was already a scarce commodity. As reality 
dawned that a job in the mines was not a passport to supplies of scarce food, this situation 
did not last long. In the following years the number of labourers declined. In 1943 the total 
number of labourers was 2,878 but in 1944 this had been reduced to less than two-third of 
what it had been originally at 2,533. At the end of the presence of Hokkaido there were 
only 2,443 labourers left working in the mines (Djalal 1972: 21). 

As was explained earlier, in the first years of the Japanese occupation, labour conditions 
under the Hokkaido and Steamship Co. Ltd. were better than they had even been before. Like 
other Japanese mining companies in Sumatra, the Hokkaido and Steamship Co. Ltd. set up a 
distribution system for articles such as rice, salt fish, sugar and other essential commodities for 
the labourers. Therefore, the Javanese and local people at Sawahlunto preferred to work in the 
mine rather than at other places where there were no such guarantees. It was very difficult for 
people who worked outside the mine to get rice. Better conditions were also the fortune of the 
Indonesian personnel and the students of the Mining School. Financially their situation improved 
as they got more money from the Hokkaido and Steamship Co. Ltd than they had ever done 
under the Dutch. 

By mid-1943 the situation in West Sumatra had changed dramatically. Allied 
attacks on Japanese ships moving in the Malacca Straits made it increasingly problematic to 
export Sumatran raw materials to Japan (Akira Oki 1977: 230). Therefore, from about the 
middle of 1943, shipping traffic decreased, and communications between Java and Sumatra 
were virtually cut off. The price of food rose. Akira Oki has made calculations and showed 
that by the end of 1942, the price of rice had tripled, and that of vegetables, beef, chicken, 
fresh fish, coconuts, and sugar had at least doubled (Akira Oki 1977:230). Textiles were 
virtually non-existent and throughout much of the region, the people were wearing clothing 
made of tree bark. 

The same fate hit the other companies in Sumatra. The mining companies were 
forced to help the Japanese military, for instance, by supplying men for the labour force and 
contributing food for army rations. Pressed to its limits, the Hokkaido and Steamship Co. 
Ltd. paid more attention to increasing coal production simply to meet self-sufficiency than 
to repairing the parts of the mines which were damaged or destroyed. Many mine accidents 
resulted from this neglect (Table V.2). Table V.2 shows us that the highest rate of the mine 
accidents was in 1943. In that year, nine people were killed, eight seriously injured, there 
were ten fairly serious accidents, and nine minor accidents. In the years after this, the 
number of mine accidents would seem to have decreased if one goes by the statistics alone, 
but this does not mean that the working conditions were better than before. The reason is 
that information on the mine accidents for the years of 1944 and 1945 is not complete. 
From information that I have obtained in interviews, it appears that many mine accidents, 
which claimed many victims were not properly recorded. From some interviews, for 
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instance, I have found out that many labourers were killed by a gas explosion inside the 
mine in 1944. 

Table V.2:Mine Accidents 1942-1945 

Year Light Middle Heavy Heavy Death Total 
1942 - 6 8 - 14 
1943 9 10 8 9 36 
1944* - 4 2 - 8 
1945* - 4 3 1 8 

* 1944:February to November. 
*1945:February to April. 
Source: PTBA-UPO Archives Buhi Kecelakacoi Tambang. 

Towards the end of the Japanese occupation, the Hokkaido and Steamship Co. 
Ltd., was no longer able to pay either enough salary, or supply other social benefits to the 
labourers, because its food stock had to be sacrificed to the war effort. It was also facing 
yet more labour problems, because some of the labour force was taken to Bukittinggi to 
work as romvsha, constructing the Japanese fortifications there u The labourers who 
remained working at the mine were forced under increasing duress to produce as much coal 
as possible for the war effort. Given this situation, exacerbated by the lack of food and 
medical treatment, it does not require a stretch of the imagination to visualize how hard 
living conditions were. Many labourers died, falling victim to mine accidents and worn out 
by the impossible workload. Apart from these hazards they also fell ill with malaria, typhus, 
various other diseases, and suffered from malnutrition. The following story gives an 
impression of the experience of Pak Suwardi Kisut, the son of a Javanese contract labourer. 

During the Japanese period, the number of foremen was reduced. Many of 
them left the mine. The Japanese time was very tragic. People went on 
working without a salary, because they were very afraid of the Japanese. 
It was a period of colonial rule. At Tangsi Baru I saw that nobody was 
wearing proper clothes. They wore cloth made from jute. People died 
every day, not because of illness, but from lack of food. They lost all their 
teeth. I was lucky, because my mother was inventive. My father got 
cassava from the mine. My mother cut them, and soaked them. 
Afterwards, they were hung up to dry, soaked again. Only then were they 
cooked, mixed with bananas, and rice. That food is filling. '2 (Interview 
with Pak Suwardi Kisut 22-8-1995) 

Martarmn 1978:95-101; Kahin 1985:148-9; Interview with Pak Rahmat, 15-5-1995. 

Original text: "Waktu zaman Jepang, mandor-mandor sudah banyak yang kurang. Banyak yang 
keluar Zaman Jepang itu menyedihkan Bu. Setiap hari orang meninggal. Kerja ndak digaji, orang itu 
kerja juga, karena takut sama Jepang. Zaman penjajahanlah. Saya lihat di Tangsi Baru, indak ada lagi 
orang pakai baju, mereka pakai baju goni, setiap hari orang meninggal. Meninggalnya bukan karena 
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A similar story is told by a former foreman, Pak Rahmat, 74 years old, also a son of a former 
contract labourer. 

During the Japanese period, I continue to work as a mandor. The salary was 
not even enough to buy one coconut. I was given sweet potatoes. We ate sawut 
(sweet potatoes) with vegetables. After working in the mine, I would pan for 
gold in the Lunto River which was located at the front of my house. It was 
very miserable. Rice was mixed with corn. Insyaallah (thank God) we had 
clothes. I got gold and sold it to buy the daily necessities."(Interview- with Pak 
Rahmat,15-5-1995) 

These quotations reveal the harsh living conditions suffered by the labourers during the 
Japanese occupation. They continued to work under a regime of physical violence. Beating was 
very common during the Japanese military regime, and some of the indigenous overseers and 
foremen were also guilty of this. Other overseers and foremen were very aware of the harsh 
living conditions, and they tended not to use physical violence (Interview with Pak Rahmat, 15-
5-1995). From interviews I have collected, it appears that some labourers tried to break their 
contract and run away from the mine. In 1942, 123 labourers stopped working or removed 
themselves to other places, and in addition eight ran away. In 1943 these figures rose to 153 
who stopped and moved away and 104 ran away. Because of this, the supervision was tightened 
up and the strict controls were imposed by the Japanese military, so the figures declined to thirty 
for the people who stopped working and moved away and twelve were runaways in 1944 
(PTBA-UPO Archives, Buhi Register, 1942-1948). 

One major question is who were the labourers who stopped working and removed to 
other places. The answer is men who were unmarried or had previous experiences working in 
other places. Men who were married remained working in the mine. Newcomers who had no 
work experience in other places did not know where to go. They tried to survive by making 
illegal dryfields in areas owned by the mine, or by the local inhabitants located in the vicinity of 
the mine, to cultivate food. This was a change from the regime during the Dutch period, when 
the labourers were not permitted to work in the agricultural sector at all. Now trying to 
overcome adversity they worked together with their shift-mates or with their work group, 
growing cassava, sweet potatoes, and other vegetables. They also tried to earn a living as wage 
labourers, working in the rice-fields of the local peasants. 

The harsh living conditions during the Japanese occupation created a strong sense of 
solidarity within the same ethnic group and between different ethnic groups of the Javanese, 

sakit, tetapi karena ndak makan, indak ada gigi lagi. Mamak saya pintar. Bapak dapat ubi dari Jepang. 
Ubi itu dipotong-potong, sudah itu direndam, digantung lagi. Kemudian direndam lagi. Baru dimasak, 
dicampur sama pisang. Makanan itu mengenyangkan. 

Original text: "Masa Jepang, saya tetap bekeija sebagai mandor. Gajinya tidak 
memadai.Gajinya tidak dapat membeli 1 buah kelapa. Dikasih ubi jalar busuk. Makan sawut sama sayur. 
Habis kerja, saya mendulang emas di Batang Lunto. Itu di muka rumah. Paling marasai. Beras dicampur 
jagung, kain, Insyaallah, ada.Dapat emas dijual untuk membeli kebutuhan sehari-hari. 
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Sundanese, Minangkabau and Bataks. Many of the Javanese labourers who escaped from the 
forced labour building the railways in Sijunjung were taken in and protected by both the 
Javanese and the local people at Sawahlunto. The harsh living conditions also encouraged 
intensive social contacts between the people from the barracks and the local community. It 
frequently happened that patron-client ties which determined political choices in the years after 
Indonesian Independence dated from that time. 

From what has just been said it can be concluded that the control exercised over 
labourers during the Japanese occupation was very strict. Through Hokkaido and Steamship 
Co.Ltd. Japanese officials employed free labourers as forced labourers or romusha. This is 
highly reminiscent of the beginning of the exploitation where the Dutch worked convict 
labourers in the mines for the construction of railways from Padang to Sawahlunto. During the 
period 1942-1945, the Japanese military officials also employed labourers as romusha in the 
mine, for the construction of railways, and for other projects to aid the Japanese war effort. 
Although they were kept under stringent guard by Japanese military officials, individual 
resistance shown by the miners in running away never stopped. This can be seen in the high 
figures of those either trying to escape the regime or trying to find sources of additional income 
in other places, even during the revolution. When the Dutch returned to Sawahlunto in 1948, 
many Javanese miners returned to Sawahlunto, to work again with their old masters. Working 
together with the Dutch had nothing to do with the problem of whether one was Republiken or 
not Republiken. It was a matter of survival for the Javanese people. 

2. Mine and Revolution (1945-1949) 

The Revolution by which Independence was won was a central episode of Indonesian 
history, and it was therefore a powerful element in the Indonesian nation's perception of 
itself. All the uncertain groupings that searched for new identities, for unity in the face of 
foreign rule, and for social order, seemed to come to fruition in the years after World War 
II. For the first time in the lives of most Indonesians, the artificial restraints of foreign rale 
were suddenly lifted. Given these circumstances, it is not surprising that the result was not 
the emergence of a harmonious new nation, but a bitter struggle between contending 
individuals and social forces, between the younger generation and the older generation, the 
left and the right, between Islamic and 'secular' forces, and also between different ethnic 
groups. This section will show the effects of the Indonesian Revolution on labour control 
and the miners' actions in the Ombilin coal-mines. 

Though there had been a lack of communication with Java during the period of isolation 
under the Japanese, the Minangkabau responded quickly to the declaration of independence 
of August 17, 1945. News of the declaration was received as early as August 17 itself from 
members of the Domei news agency offices in Jakarta or Bandung. They immediately 
informed the West Sumatran nationalist leaders, and within a day copies of the 
proclamation had been run off, and were being distributed from the headquarters of the 
Hokokai in Padang and from the Giyugun (voluntary army) offices in Bukittinggi 
(Haluan, 10-8-1976; Kahin 1979: 96-97). It was not until August 21 that the 25th Army 
Command finally announced publicly over the radio that a cease-fire had been reached 
between Tokyo and the Allies. 
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A few days after the news of the proclamation of Independence had reached Padang 
and Bukittinggi, a Balai Penerangan Pemnda Indonesia (BPPI—Indonesian Youth 
Information Office), later renamed Pemuda Republik Indonesia (PRJ), was formed in 
Padang. Members of organizations who had had a military training during the Japanese 
occupation, were recruited to join the Tentera Keamanan Rakyat or TKR, the embryo of 
the Tentara Nasional Indonesia (the Indonesian Nationalist Army) in Sumatra (Kahin 
1979:111-12). The rest, who did not have a background of military training, would act as 
local defence forces and remained in the PR1. After its membership declined, the PRI was 
transformed into the Pemuda Sosialis Indonesia (Pesindo or Indonesian Young Socialists). 
The Pesindo was led by Aziz Chan, a religious teacher and former member of the 
Indonesian Socialist Party or PSI (Ilyas 1973:38-9). Many Sumatran youth leaders, 
especially from the religious organizations, were however suspicious, and preferred to form 
their own para-military organizations, including Hizbidlah (a body close to the 
Muhammadiyah), Sabilillah (Ma/elis Islam Tinggi) and Laskar Muslimin Indonesia or 
Lasmi (Perti) (Hamka 1966:335-6; Anderson 1972:253-68). 

The West Sumatran people responded quickly to political developments at the 
centre, such as the formation of the Indonesian National Committee or KNI, the founding 
of political parties, the formation of the national Army and various groups organized to 
commit themselves to the struggle for Independence. The formation of a Republican 
administration by the West Sumatran leaders took place before Allied powers had had a 
chance to reassert Dutch sovereignty. A Local KNI was formed on August 29, 1945. At its 
first meeting on September 1, Mohammad Syafei was appointed Resident of West Sumatra 
(Kahin 1979:112-21; Amal 1992:20). Once Hatta signed the decree authorizing the 
establishment of political parties in Indonesia (Anderson 1972:177-8), several parties had 
been formed in West Sumatra, each with their own military forces by early 1946.14 

The strong local defence groups and the formation of the Dewan Perwakilan Nagari 
(Representative Nagari Council) that was dominated by the socialist-oriented radical 
elements of the Partai Buruh Indonesia (The Indonesian Labour Party) or PBI, PKI, PSI, 
and the PRJ made it difficult for the Dutch to reach the hinterland areas. But there were 
other factors such as the limited military forces of the Dutch in Padang, the topography of 
the area which made military movements difficult, or the fact that the Dutch considered, 
economically, West Sumatra to be of less strategic importance than Medan and Palembang. 
It was only, in their second 'Police Action', launched in December 1948, that the Dutch 
concentrated their military forces on trying to recapture big towns in West Sumatra, 
including Sawahlunto (Amal 1992: 23). 

How did the people in the small town of Sawahlunto face the Revolution? Directly 
or indirectly the political developments in West Sumatra during the Revolution had had an 
inexorable influence on both the small town of Sawahlunto and the Ombilin coal-mines. 
Sawahlunto and the Ombilin coal-mines benefited from the fact that the Dutch in Padang 
were unable to reach all the towns in the hinterland. Unlike what happened in the other 

Fatimah Enar gives the following dates for establishment of some of the major parties in West 
Sumatra: PKI formed on 12 November; PSII on 18 November; Perti on 26 November; MTKAAN on 
December 20; MIT on December 25; and the PSI on 12 January. See Enar 1976:72. 
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mining industries in Sumatra, such as the tin-mines in Bangka-Belitung and the coal-mines 
and oilfields in South and North Sumatra which were brought under Dutch control without 
much difficulty, wresting the Ombilin coal-mines from the hands of Indonesian management 
was difficult 15 The mines remained under the management of Indonesians until 1948 at 
least, by which time the mines and the mining society had become accustomed to the needs 
of the revolution. 

The gap created between Javanese labourers and the local community by Dutch 
management gradually disappeared. This situation was unlike that in other places in 
Sumatra where Dutch rule re-established very quickly, such as the Bangka-Belitung tin-
mines and the plantations in East Sumatra, where the Chinese or Javanese were soon back 
working under their old Dutch masters (Stoler 1989:93-124). 

In the last months of the Japanese occupation, the conditions in the mine and in the 
mining society at Sawahlunto were very bad. The Japanese who were working in the 
Hokkaido and Steamship Co. Ltd. were not unaware of or apathetic about these conditions, 
but the manager, Kubota, was also having to cope with the precarious economic and 
political situation in which the Japanese found themselves as a result of Allied attacks. 
Supplying coal desperately needed for the war industry was the main priority of the 
Japanese managers. In other words, the interests of the state were dominated, and were far 
more important than the interests of the company. Under such circumstances, the only thing 
that Kubota could do, was work together with his staff and try to fulfil the demands made 
on him. 

When the news of Independence reached the mining town, the Indonesians, especially 
the young people who were members of the PRI branch at Sawahlunto, immediately took over 
all the Japanese offices, the schools, and the Ombilin coal-mines. The take-over went smoothly. 
Some of the Japanese were even reluctant to leave the town. They joined the groups, preparing 
to struggle for Independence along with other local inhabitants.16 After they had been taken 
over, the Ombilin coal-mines were run by Roesli, a Minangkabau, who had been deputy-director 
during the Japanese occupation. He was immediately appointed as the manager, a post which he 
held from September 1, 1945 until January 1, 1947.'7 The system of appointment was based 
formally on the agreement between the members of the Ombilin staff and the local political 
leaders and administrators. In practice, the election of the manager was in the hands of the 
dominant political parties at the local level. It is possible, but so far unproven, that the managers 

15 The Dutch government had predicted the stopping of transportation of coal from 
Sawahlunto to Tanjung Periuk. See ARNAS-RI, Algemeene Secretarie no.8.Telegram from 
Pontianak 1-11-1946 from Co.Amacab to Co-Ordinator Dept. V& W, Kol Droog, no.lOO/geheim; 
Letter of the director of the Department of Traffic and Irrigation C. J.Warners to Governor-General 
in Batavia,4-7-1947,no.A/l 1858/VW/47/geheim about Steenkolen Voorziening. 

16 Unfortunately I do not have the names of the Japanese who joined the battle groups. 

Roesli was replaced by Abdul Aziz (1947-1948). He is also a former student of Mijnbouw 
School. See Appendix 2. 
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also acted as representatives of certain political parties.18 All that remained for the central 
government to do was to ratify a decision based on the suggestions made from below. Another 
of the manager's function was to represent the miners' trade union in the local KM. 

In the course of the Revolution, and even until 1960, in fact, the management 
functions at higher and middle levels were held by former students of the Mining School. 
Most of them were Minangkabau. One of the reasons for this was the lack of skilled staff 
who had graduated from university or academy. The nascent Indonesian Republic did not 
able to produce them. Nevertheless, their experiences during the Japanese occupation had 
proved that had expertise necessary to manage the company after Independence. 

During the Revolution, the management of the Ombilin coal-mines faced a difficult task. 
On the one hand, the winds of change born of the struggle for Independence put pressure on it. 
The mines were to be put into a healthier condition by improving production and the living 
conditions of the mining society. On the other hand, as representatives of a state-owned 
company, the management was not a free agent and had to obey central decisions, while keeping 
an eye on local interests. Its relations with the central government, in this case, the General 
Directorate of Mining, were difficult during the revolution. For one thing, simply keeping in 
touch was difficult. The main office of the Director moved from one place to another, i.e. from 
Bandung to Yogya, following the movements of the Indonesian Republic. Therefore, the 
decisions of the managers The people whom I interviewed, could no longer recall their 
names.were largely determined by considerations at the local level. 

During the first months of Independence, manager Roesli, faced by a precarious of 
political situation in the town created by the emergence of the Barisan Maul This radical 
group was formed in the village of Air Dingin, consisted of twenty members, headed by 
Mohammad Nur, a Minangkabau mine labourer. Most members of this group were young 
Minangkabau.1 They were jealous of the riches that the Javanese had supposedly obtained 
from the Dutch. Fed by rumours, envy exploded ethnic conflict to break out between the 
Javanese and Minangkabau.20 The latter killed a number of Javanese. This turbulent situation 
was of only short duration, until another organization of young people, the Permida Rakyat, was 
able to appease the hostility. But the violence had many Javanese labourers worried about 
working in the mine. 

The harsh economic and political situation in which the Republic of Indonesia found 
itself during the Revolution made it impossible for the management to improve either coal 
production or living conditions. The financial condition of the Republic was very precarious, and 
all possibilities to introduce technological innovations in order to increase coal production had to 
be ruled out. The management went on working in the damaged and seriously dilapidated mine 
under the same labour system that the Dutch and the Japanese had used before. 

Interviews with Atmoso Soehoed, 16-8-1995. A more detailed discussion about this will be found 
in chapter VI. 

Interviews with Pak Wahab, 12-4-1995; AR MvK, Rapportage Indonesië no.480:3. 

For an interesting study about ethnic conflict in East Sumatra during the Revolution, see 
Van Langenberg 1976. 
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The working conditions were even worse Because of a shortage of machines, the coal 
was mined only using open-pit mine technology. Because of inappropriate working methods, 
coal could only be produced in low quantities, namely 72,780 tons in 1945, 50,324 tons in 1946, 
40, 974 tons in 1947 and 40,974 tons in 1948. The lowest production occurred in 1949, namely 
24,353 tons, when the mine was once again under Dutch control. The coal produced was used 
for local consumption, especially for the railways, the cement works, and for small iron 
foundries.21 

Harsh living conditions were the order of the day throughout the nascent Republic. In 
West Sumatra, there were widespread shortages of food and clothing. The shortage of clothing 
was the direct consequence of the Japanese restrictions on imports Even more disastrous for 
the population was the rice shortage during the first years of Independence. In April 1946, the 
aggregate shortage of rice for 1945-1946 was estimated at 35 percent.22 The Allied presence in 
Padang and then that of the Dutch exacerbated economic conditions in this region. Padang was 
deprived of its function as the backbone of the West Sumatran economy, because it was 
blockaded by the Dutch. 

Along with the rest of Sumatra, Sawahlunto suffered from a shortage of rice, but 
conditions there were worsened by the very bad economic state of the Ombilin coal-mines. 
Driven to desperation, it is not surprising that many labourers ran away from the mine. In 1946, 
326 labourers escaped from the mines (PTBA-UPO, Archives Buhi Register 1942-1949). A 
large number of the Javanese labourers tried to set themselves up as peasants or wage labourers 
elsewhere in West Sumatra. Anxious to fill the gap in the labour force, the management made 
propaganda to promote working in the mine among villagers in the surrounding areas. Most of 
this campaign was simply wasted energy, as the situation during the revolution was not safe. 

The revolutionary conditions also made it difficult for the management to concentrate on 
coal production because, in addition to mining coal, the mine was also expected to support the 
revolution. As their contribution to the struggle, the miners were trained to make and use 
weapons under the supervision of the overseers Zainuddin and Azwar Hamid.23 Many of the 
overseers were attracted to working in the armaments department feeling, no doubt, that they 
were helping the groups of freedom fighters outside the mines. 

The mine and mining society were involved in the thick of the revolution at least until 
the return of the Dutch in 1948. There were various battle groups which had been established in 
the mining town soon after the declaration of Indonesian Independence. Many of the local 
leaders came from the mine, drawn especially from the higher and middle-level ranks of the 
mining society. Most were Minangkabau or from other ethnic groups such as the Batak and the 
Buginese. They were usually Western-educated and enjoyed a higher status. For instance, the 
battle group of the PRI was led by Andi Radja, a mine overseer, while another group, the 
Pemuda Rakyat, was led by a colleague of his, Adenan. The members of these organisations 

22 

Interview with Pak Chaidir Anwar, 8-6-1996. 

Propinsi Sumatera Tengah, 651-52; Kahin 1979:127. 

Azwar Hamid worked in this armaments department and received the rank of lieutenant-colonel. 
After the revolution he gave up work at the mine, and moved to Jakarta and continued his career in the 
armv. Interview with Pak Wahab. 13-3-1996. 
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were young local people who worked as clerks or as low-ranking civil servants in the 
administration. They had mixed ethnic background. Some of them were from well-educated 
Javanese families and others were Batak. According to information collected from interviews, 
most of the Javanese mine mandors were recruited to become members of the battle groups. 
Some of them left town when the Dutch returned in 1948, and were involved in battle groups in 
which they joined the local inhabitants. Some of the Javanese people who were mandors or low-
ranking civil servants said that they had been introduced to politics by the higher level staff of 
the mine. Pak Rahmat, and Pak Kasno, both second generation Javanese labourers, were people 
whose political choice was closely related to their relations with non-Javanese people during the 
revolution. 

Unfortunately, I lack any detailed information about labour control in the mining town 
until the Dutch returned in 1948. But it is clear that labour control in the Ombilin coal-mines 
was dominated by political motives rather than production needs. The mine had become a 
resource in the revolutionary struggle against the Dutch. 

The gradual shifting of ethnic borders affected not just the Javanese mandors, it also 
spread to the ordinary Javanese miners. The Javanese foremen, participated in the battle groups 
with the local people, at least until the Dutch returned to the town. In their battle to overcome 
the harsh economic conditions, the Javanese labourers tried to farm on the land owned by the 
Ombilin coal-mines and by the local people, which would guarantee them an additional income, 
and source of food while they continued to work at the mine. This was possible because the 
work discipline was not so strong compared to the situation under the Dutch management. The 
overseers and mandors understood the way people were struggling to make ends meet under 
harsh economic conditions. Making a virtue of necessity, they regulated working hours 
according to a mutual understanding between the miners and themselves. 

During the second military action in December 1948, the Dutch captured all the big 
towns in West Sumatra, including Sawahlunto. In several of those towns, the Dutch succeeded 
in keeping the older generation of the West Sumatran leaders, especially those from the adat 
groups and from among Dutch educated professionals, from being seduced by the Republic. 
They persuaded them to create a Minangkabau state, named the West Sumatra Special Region 
{Daerah Istimewa Sumatera Barat or DISBA)2* 

During this period, the role of West Sumatra as a centre of the national revolution 
suddenly became more important than before, especially after the Dutch succeeded in arresting 
the top leaders of the Republic, including Sukarno and Hatta and many Cabinet ministers (Amal 
1992:23). Bukittinggi now became the second capital of the Republic succeeding Yogya, when 
the Minister of Economic Affairs of the Republic, Sjafruddin Prawiranegara, established an 
Emergency Government, or Pemerintah Danirat Republik Indonesia (PDRI) in Bukittinggi and 

Among the leaders in West Sumatra who were attracted to the Dutch plan were Datuk Perpatih 
Baringek, and Harun Al Rasjid. These men were supported by the leaders of DISBA which was led by 
Dr. Anas and S. Alaudin. All these efforts received almost no popular support. After the Roem-Van 
Rooijen agreement of May 1949, when they saw that the winds of politics had turned in favour of the 
Republic, their leaders hurriedly made a statement which supported the inclusion of the Minangkabau 
area in the Republic, See Hamka 1966:373. 
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moved off into the rural areas of West Sumatra when the Dutch occupied that town.25 The 
Republic was now centred in West Sumatra, where a Commissariat of the PDRI was set up, 
under the authority of the West Sumatra-centred government existed until the end of armed 
resistance in August 1949 (Amal 1992:23; Zed 1997). 

What had happened in the meantime at Sawahlunto and the Ombilin coal-mines? Before 
the Dutch returned in 1948, the Republican army had carried out a scorched earth strategy. The 
central electricity plant at Salak village and the mining machinery were destroyed at the 
command of the Head of the Banteng Regiment for the southern command, which had its 
headquarters at Sawahlunto (Kahin 1979:111). When the Dutch arrived, the army immediately 
decamped Sawahlunto, taking with it those people who decided to carry on a guerrilla war. 
Among them were the Javanese foremen. 

From fragmented information I have been able to gather that the position of the Dutch 
during this period was not strong. They lacked the staff they needed to manage the mine 
because many of the Dutch overseers had died during the Japanese occupation, and those who 
were still alive had moved away to start working at the mines in the Dutch-ruled areas such as 
the Bukit Asam and Pulu Laut coal-mines, and the Bangka and Belitung tin-mines. 

During the year, the Dutch instituted almost no changes in capital, technology, or 
management of labour. Coal continued to be produced under the most unpropitious conditions. 
This is shown by the fact that the lowest production figures for coal were recorded in 1949, 
namely 24,353 tons. From Dutch reports from Padang, we know that the total number of 
labourers was about 1,500.26 There was a tendency for this number to drop, owing to the fact 
that labourers who became involved in the battle groups left Sawahlunto to join the struggle for 
Independence. They were mostly local people. According to the report of LB.van Straten, 
Territorial Administration Advisor for West Sumatra, dated June 28 1949, there were only 
about 1,700 labourers including their families at Ombilin.27 They were mostly Javanese who felt 
secure while they remained under Dutch rule. The Dutch planed to recruit Ombilin labourers to 
work at the Bukit Asam coal-mines, but it is not known whether this plan was ever realized. 

Labour conditions under Dutch management in 1948-1949 were better than during the 
years before. According to comments made by labourers who were working there during that 
time, the payment system was back to the level it was before the Japanese occupation. A 
labourer got a salary of 32 cent per day, supplemented by some other basic necessities such as 
rice and clothes (Interview with Pak Wahab, 19-3-1996). The Department of Social Affairs at 
Sawahlunto acted as distributor for all these goods. Most Javanese people had very good 
reasons for opting for their strategy co-operating with the Dutch. Their major concern was that 
they and their families would survive. Much of their uncertainty sprung from the fact that they 

Towns that were under the rule of the Dutch in West Sumatra maintained illegal contacts with 
the PDRI government. In Sawahlunto, illegal contacts were maintained between people who were working 
in the Ombilin coal-mines with the PDRI officials in Kototinggi. Reports on mine conditions and the role 
of the Dutch were passed to Sjafruddin Prawiranegara at Kototinggi by mediators such as Pak Wahab's 
wife and Situmorang. Interview with Pak Wahab, 19-3-1996. 

26 ARA, MvK Rapportage Indonesië no.483. Mr no.4/19/geh/48. 

27 ARA MvK, Rapportage Indonesië no.483. Mr no.4/19/geh/48. 
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felt their status at Sawahlunto was marginal, as they had no land or a village to fall back on like 
the Mnangkabau or other ethnic groups from Sumatra. It was also difficult for them to return to 
their villages in Java. Caught on the horns of a dilemma, the only choice was to co-operate with 
the Dutch. This choice was not without risk. They were regarded by the local inhabitants as the 
"kacung Belcmda" or Dutch lackeys.28 This situation continued until the transfer of sovereignty 
from the Dutch to the Indonesians in December 1949. 

There are some important points concerning labour control and work discipline during 
the period of Revolution which should be reiterated. During the Japanese occupation, labour 
control by the management was defined more by state political interests than by economic 
consideration. This is demonstrated by the involvement of the mining society in battle groups 
and the dual function of the mine as producer of both coal and guns for the struggle. 
Nevertheless, when the Dutch returned to Sawahlunto and the mine, the work discipline of 
labourers was fragmented on the basis of ethnicity. The work discipline of the Javanese was 
higher than that of the Mnangkabau, perhaps out of a sense of insecurity they continued to 
work at the mine under the Dutch control, whereas most of Mnangkabau labourers left the 
mine, unrelenting in their struggle for the Republic. At this time, struggle for economic life was 
more important than political interests for the Javanese people. 

Sudono M.Wiguno, a son of contract labourers, graduated from the Holländisch Inlandse 
School (HIS) worked at this department. He really avoided making recriminations against those who 
were regarded themselves as 'Republiken'. Interview with Sudono M.Wiguno, 15-4-1995. 



CHAPTER VI 

EXPOSED TO POLITICS 
(1950-1960) 

Introduction 

During the Japanese occupation (1942-1945) and the Indonesian Revolution (1945-1949), the 
boundaries between the mining society and local people became ever more blurred, and the 
exposure of the mining society to national politics would increase in the years to come. Eric 
Wolf argues that the politics of the working class are not only 'made' in the workplace; but are 
also the outcome of many links that extended into society (Wolf 1982:360). Hence, an effort to 
understand the politics of a working class community requires a comprehensive understanding 
of its social, political, and cultural environments. 

This chapter will elaborate on the forms of social and political relationships in the mining 
society (miners and managers) during the period of Liberal Democracy (1950-1959), when 
control of the state was weak and forces in society were strong. During the period of Liberal 
Democracy, the state gave society room to act and channel various kinds of grievances through 
formal representations like political parties and trade unions. Given these prevailing 
circumstances, the mining society was exposed willy-nilly to politics. Similarly, the mining 
society came out of its cage, making links with political leaders at regional and national levels. 

The principal aim of this chapter is to show firstly that control of work and political 
control in the mining society was closely linked to competing political parties at regional and 
national levels. The prime pieces of evidence for this were the formation of trade unions, the 
strikes of 1953, and the involvement of the mining society in the regional rebellion or the 
Revolutionary Government of the Republic of Indonesia (the PRRI) in 1958. Secondly, class 
and ethnicity were intertwined in a way that was similar to that shown in Liddle's study on the 
plantations in East Sumatra (Liddle 1970, 1971), because in the mine just as in plantations a 
class-cum-ethnic conflict emerged between Javanese foremen and miners who were members of 
the Communist Party (PRT) and Mnangkabau managers and overseers who supported the 
Socialist Party (PSI) and the Masyumi. 

1. Coal in Indonesian Economy and Politics 

Although Indonesia gained its Independence in 1945, it was confronted with new problems 
emerged right away. The young Indonesian Republic not only had to maintain its Independence 
from the Dutch during the Revolution (1945-1949), but also had to recover vital economic 
sectors while facing internal political conflicts. Since the Japanese occupation (1942-1945) and 
the Indonesian Revolution, the Indonesian economy had been pushed into a serious condition. 
Therefore, the Indonesian government faced a difficult task after 1949. Not only did it have to 
rebuild the economy, but also to dissolve the imbalance in the economic power between 

See Anderson 1983. For a more detailed study on the period of Liberal Democracy of 
Indonesia, see Feith 1962. 
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different social groups of the bourgeoisie. Although the economic policy of each cabinet had 
different priorities, in general, they gave priority to the process of consolidation, eventually 
leading to building up the economy through the nationalization of the Western companies. The 
efforts to create an Indonesian bourgeoisie started when the Natsir cabinet (April-September 
1950) launched the Benteng Programme in April 1950. The Benteng Policy was formed to give 
more opportunities for the indigenous entrepreneurs, both big and small. About 700 firms 
benefited from this programme. It resulted in the rise of the production of various export 
commodities such as rubber, oil, and tin. Production grew and exports increased, becoming even 
more profitable when the Korean War broke out in June 1950. The Natsir cabinet, a PSI-
Masyumi coalition for the main, continued Hatta's economic policy. Although this cabinet also 
embraced a nationalist economic policy, it granted licenses to American companies to invest 
their capital in oil production. Therefore, apart from the Shell, American companies such as 
Stanvac and Caltex entrenched themselves in the oil industry in the Outer Islands. This in turn 
influenced the rate of coal consumption in Indonesia. 

In general, until 1953 Indonesian economic conditions were fairly stable (Pluvier 
1978:121). Nevertheless, the cabinet faced a recurring problem, namely the lack of financial 
support to carry out its policy plans. In the following years, the Wilopo and Ali cabinets faced 
more serious economic matters, which were affected among others by an economic crisis after 
the Korean War. The leading export commodities fell back sharply (for example, rubber by 71 
per cent). As a result, government revenues dropped too. In order to solve this problem, the 
government imposed surcharges of 100 to 200 per cent on luxury imports and cut expenditure 
(Ricklefs 1981:233). The cutting of expenditure in the bureaucracy and the military had already 
been planned by the Wilopo cabinet and had created conflicts between various parties. The PNI 
cabinet, with its mass support from Javanese abangan rural people, maintained a close 
relationship with Sukarno and preferred to spend the budget on the bureaucracy rather than 
anything else. It also laid emphasis on extreme nationalism and encouraged anti-foreign feelings 
(Feith 1962: 41). This led to the collapse of the coalition cabinet of the Masyumi and the PNI, 
which also spelled the disappearance of Masyumi and PSI leaders from the national political 
arena. 

Over the next few years the Indonesian economy was blighted by corruption, inflation, 
and the rising prices of basic commodities.4 Inflation was indicated by the fall of the value of the 
rupiah against the US dollar, and in 1954 the price of basic needs such as rice, rose by 52.3 
percent in Jakarta, and in rural Java by 24.7 percent (Pluvier 1978:155). Between June 1955 and 

This imbalance in the economic power can be seen from the following figures. About 19 percent 
of the privately owned non-agricultural capital was in the hands of the indigenous Indonesians, while 52 
percent was held by Dutch owners. Together with other foreign and Chinese capitalists, the Dutch still 
dominated all consumer imports, exports, banking, and shipping transportation. For more detail, see 
Glassburner 1971:79. 

Basically, this programme meant that easily saleable consumer goods were reserved by decree for 
national importers and various government-owned banks and credit agencies were directed to provide the 
requisite financing. See Anspach 1969:168. 

For a deep study of the problem of Indonesian inflation especially for the period of 1957-
1965, see Mackie 1967. 
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March 1956 the price of rice went up by 84.4 percent in Jakarta and 68 percent elsewhere in 
Java. The government was forced to import rice from abroad. All this contributed to a budget 
deficit. 

The recovery of the Indonesian economy during the period of Liberal Democracy 
(1945-1957) was very slow and uneven. Apart from the lack of capital and a strong dependence 
on foreign sources of finance, the state faced internal political instability. The emergence of 
separatist movements such as the Darul Islam in West Java, Aceh and Makasar, followed by the 
PRRI and the Permesta rebellions in 1958, absorbed the attention of the government. Therefore, 
the development and maintenance of the infrastructure, such as roads, irrigation projects, and 
shipping networks were neglected (Pluvier 1978:156). 

The economic conditions in the mining sector in general, and coal in particular, cannot 
be seen outside the context of these economic and political developments. With the exception of 
the oil companies that were financed and exploited by foreign private companies, the mining 
sector tended to be neglected. The poor financial conditions in which the state found itself, 
insecurity, corruption and inflation stood in the way of any possibility for the rehabilitation of the 
mining companies. Although some of them could still operate, others were already paralyzed, 
and many had been closed down. Unlike its agricultural counterpart, the mining sector required 
large capital and investments in technology, which carried a high risk. Handicapped by these 
problems, development in this sector stagnated. As seen from the list of leading export 
commodities, only tin and oil production were regarded as important to the state revenues. 

After the revolution, the coal-mines in Indonesia went through a gloomy period for a 
number of reasons; firstly, much of the mining machinery broke down during the turbulent 
period (1942-1949); secondly, the state-owned railway companies, which were the greatest coal 
consumers, faced rising debt; and thirdly, the state was unable to rehabilitate or modernize the 
mines thoroughly. All this led to a collapse in coal production (Appendix 1). However, the 
production of coal at the Bukit Asam coal-mines went ahead without encountering any major 
difficulties, because it used easier, open-cut technology. The total production of Indonesian coal 
was now only sufficient to fulfil the demand for domestic consumption. 

Apart from the reasons mentioned above, competition with oil as an energy source was 
another factor which contributed to the decline in coal marketing. This was followed by a switch 
in priorities of the state, favouring oil as a commodity which had become one of the most 
important long-term sources of state revenues. The oil production increased, especially after 
many foreign investors like Shell, Stanvac, and Caltex, invested their capital in Indonesia 
(Pluvier 1978:156; Ricklefs 1981:227). By 1957 oil production was running twice the level it 
had been in 1940, but part of this increase was consumed domestically. Between the years 1950-
1956, domestic demand for petrol rose by 64.5 percent, and for kerosene by 200.5 per cent. The 
increase in oil production was compatible with the increased demand for oil for domestic 
consumption. Fo example, by 1956, the total number of scooters and motorcycles had reached 
20 times since 1953 (Ricklefs 1981:227). In comparison with the Bukit Asam coal-mines, the 
Ombilin coal-mines were in a very critical condition. Several parts of the mines, and installations 
such as the central electricity plant at the village of Salak, compressor machines at the Sawah 
Rasau V mine, and workshops at Sawahlunto had been burnt by the Indonesian Army before the 
Dutch returned to Sawahlunto in 1948.5 

Therefore, the Dutch had planned to close the mines and remove the miners to the Bukit Asam 
coal-mines in 1949. The Ombilin company was unable to maintain the subsidiary industries. As a result, 
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These conditions were harmful to the Ombilin coal-mines. The company suffered 
continual losses. In September 1951, the company was losing about 250.000 rupiahs per month 
(Haluan, 27-3-1951). The total number of labourers was reduced by 50 percent in comparison 
to the work force in the period before the war. In order to repair sabotaged mine galleries, the 
governor of the Central Sumatran province, Ruslan Muljohardjo, asked the central government 
for a subsidy of around 40,000,000 rupiahs (Haluan, 5-9-1951). The application was never even 
acknowledged by the central government. 

Although the cabinet seemed willing to increase coal production, the central government 
intended to close the mine in October 1951 because of the total lack of financial resources. This 
plan to close the mine was opposed by local leaders. Their arguments were similar to those put 
forward in 1934, when the colonial government wanted to close the mine. The importance of 
the mine from a local economic perspective was the crux of the argument. The closing of the 
mine would bring suffering to the labourers and their families, as well as to the local people both 
in the town of Sawahlunto and the province of West Sumatra. It would affect the West 
Sumatran railways and the cement factory at Padang and other smaller industries. In the end, the 
plan was realized (Haluan, 5-10-1951). In order to investigate the possibility for the 
continuation of the mine, the Head of Jawatan Pertambangan Pusat (the Central Mining 
Office), the Head of Parliament, and the Minister of Finance, Sjafruddin Prawiranegara, all 
visited Sawahlunto in 1951-1952 (PembangunanMasyarakat 1952:15). 

However, these visits did not bring any positive effects. Therefore, Siradjudin Abbas, a 
Minangkabau and member of parliament for the Indonesian Islamic Party, Perti, strongly 
criticized what he stigmatized the unproductive visits of government officials (Haluan, 11,12, 
13-3-1953). He asked the government to make plans to put the company solidly on its fit again 
as soon as possible. The manager of the Ombilin, Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando had made 
various requests to the government in an endeavour to purchase new mine machinery. 
Responding to these criticisms, the Minister of Economy promised to rehabilitate and then to 
modernize the mine (Haluan, 5-5-1953). This actually happened after the labourers went on 
strike in February 1953 (Chapter VI.3). 

At the beginning of 1954 plans for rehabilitation were put into practice, though not fully, 
since the government did not have enough budget. Therefore, the rehabilitation was carried out 
using second-hand machinery from mines which had already been closed. In 1954 the deputy 
manager, P.A. Darami, a former student of the Mijnbouw School, visited the East Borneo 
Company at Lua Kulu, Kalimantan and the Banten coal-mines in order to get transportation 
machinery, pipes, coal-trucks, tractors, and other second-hand items (Haluan, 23-2-1954). 
Despite of all his effort, the acquisition of such infrastructure did not have much impact, so not 
even the demand for coal for local consumption could be met by Ombilin. The cement factory in 
Padang was still forced to import coal from Kalimantan and from Bukit Asam (Haluan, 18-6-
1954). 

central electricity at the village of Durian in Padang was taken over by the Department of 
Communication, while the buildings at the harbour of Teluk Bayur were handed over to Jawatan 
Pelabuhan (the Harbour Office) and finally the company's hospital was taken over by the Department of 
Health. The role of the Ombilin coal-mines as a supplier of coal for the railway companies in Java would 
be taken over by the Bukit Asam coal-mines. Interviews with Prasadja S. Sugoto, 10-7-1995; Johannes 
Kasoep, 10-7-1995. 
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Aware of these difficult conditions, the Minister for Communications, Rooseno 
Hadikusumo, visited the West Sumatran railways and the mine, and renewed plans to close both 
state-owned companies because of their extremely poor condition and low productivity 
(Haluan, 28, 29-7-1954; 5,10,11-8-1954). Predictably this plan was strongly opposed by the 
West Sumatran people. This marked the beginning smouldering of hostile sentiments between 
the local and the central government. 

Rehabilitation without foreign capital was very difficult. Problems deteriorited seriously, 
and prospects seem very bleak when, under the PNI-dominated Ali cabinet, nationalist feelings 
flared up and anti-foreign feelings became very strong. Therefore, it is understandable that the 
half-hearted development planning for the Ombilin coal-mines was criticized by the leader of the 
Indonesian Labour Party (Pariai Buruh Indonesia), Iskandar Tedjasukmana, who visited the 
Ombilin in June 1954. He said that the rehabilitation was doomed to failure, if it were carried 
out only in a flurry 'nationalist spirit', without taking account of rational considerations (Haluan, 
10-6-1954). 

The second-hand spare parts for mine machines, which were of poor quality, had caused 
a decline of about 36 percent in coal production. In order to solve this problem, in 1955 the 
central government intended to modernize the Bukit Asam and the Ombilin coal-mines. It was 
anticipated that modernization of these mines would increase Indonesian coal production from 
600,000 tons to 1,500,000 tons per year. In addition the government planned to construct brick 
factories at Tanjung Periuk, Tanjung Enim, and Ombilin (Antara, 5-8-1955). The Head of the 
Mining Office, Soerodjo Ranukusumo, promised a better future for the Ombilin coal-mines 
(Haluan, 5-6-1956). 

Whatever the central government had planned, it was never realized. The condition of 
the mines became more and more precarious, especially when the PRRI regional rebellion 
broke out in 1958. The mines became a centre for the political and economic interests of the 
leaders of the PRRI. The neglect of the Ombilin was used as an issue by the leaders of the PRRI 
to raise hostility towards the central government among local people. This began in 1954 with 
the publication of a set of articles about 'penganaktirian pembangunan tambang Ombilin' (The 
development of Ombilin as a 'stepchild') in Haluan. During the PRRI rebellion and until 1960, 
the economic condition of the Ombilin coal-mines worsened. In 1959 the production of coal 
reached a low of 36,000 tons. The mines were no longer being properly managed. The 
adherents of the PRRI left the mines, and joined the guerillas, especially when the central 
military force entered the town and took over the mines. 

Coal was not as important in the Indonesian economy as it had been in the first and 
second decades of the twentieth century. The reasons were shifts in the use of energy resources 
from coal to oil, internal problems in the state-owned company, and the inability of the 
governing cabinets to introduce a propriate innovation in mining technology. At the local level, 

As reported by the Bank of Indonesia, see Antara 19-6-1954. 

This newspaper also criticized the imbalance in central government policies aimed at developing 
the Ombilin coal-mines. Haluan 5-8-1954. 

For an explanation of the conditions of the mines and miners during the PRRI rebellion, see 
Chapter VI-5. 
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political developments had divided the mining society between the supporters of the PRRI 
rebellion and the supporters of the central government. The mine became an arena for political 
conflicts and work discipline was overshadowed by political loyalties. 

2. Trade Unions and National Politics 

To what extent did national and local political developments during the period 1950-1959 
influence the formation, activities, and linkages of trade unions in the Ombilin coal-mines? Some 
of the political parties were the successors of organizations established in the pre-war years, 
while others had been formed after the Independence. The political parties had their seats in 
parliament, or the Central Indonesian National Committee (KNIP). During the Indonesian 
Revolution all parties were united in their determination to win freedom from the Dutch. But 
after taking over sovereignty in 1949, crucial party divisions emerged. No parliamentary 
elections were held until September 1955, and the parliament consisted of nominated members 
only. In the 1955 General Elections there were twenty-six parties that submitted lists of 
candidates, and ten of them received significant support (Feith 1962:24). 

By 1959 all the political parties of all various streams of ideology had their own trade 
union federations. There were twelve national trade union federations which were affiliated to 
either the communists or the socialist, nationalist, modernist or traditionalist Moslim, Roman 
Catholic or Protestant parties (Hawkins 1971:202;Tedjasukmana 1961). Until 1960, labourers 
were represented with twenty-five seats in parliament (Hawkins 1971:216). Politics rivalries and 
ideological differences heavily characterized the politics between these federations, a situation 
that was taken advantage of by employers as well as by the government. 

Throughout most of the 1950s, the SOBSI (All Indonesian Workers' Central 
Organization) was the strongest and most active of the trade union federations. It was formed in 
1946. Although under its constitution it was nominally a non-party organization, in fact there 
were nearly forty communist-dominated federations, and more than 800 associated local unions 
and branches (Richardson 1958:64). SOBSI unions were strong in the industrial sphere, among 
textile-workers (94,000 members in April 1963), oil-workers (60,000 workers in July 1950), 
miners (19,570 in 1962); cigarette-workers (70,000 workers in 1962); and metal-workers 
(10,190 in 1962) (Hndley 1964:141). 

Besides SOBSI, there were various central labour organizations not associated with the 
Communist Party. The organizations were closely linked to one of the other political parties, 
such as the Nationalist, Socialist and Islamic federations, which financially assisted them 
(Richardson 1958:64-65). For example, Gabungan Serikat Buruh Indonesia or GSBI (the 
Brotherhood of United Indonesian Workers), Kesatuan Buruh Kerakyatan Indonesia or BKI 
(the Union of Workers of the People of Indonesia) were both associated with the Nationalist 
party. Serikat Buruh Islam Indonesia or SBIJ (the Federation of Islamic Workers of Indonesia) 
was established under the aegis of the Masyumi, whereas Ikatan Buruh Nahdhatul Ulama or 
IBNU (the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions), was linked to the NU (the 
orthodox Muslim party). The Kongres Buruh Sosialis Indonesia or KBSI (the All-Indonesian 
Congress of Workers) was formed in 1953 as a non-political union centre, though it cooperated 
with the Socialist Party. The parties needed unions to win supporters, money, and power. 

Most unions were organized by industry, for example unions of oil-workers, coal-
workers, railway-workers, and plantations-workers. The local unions were combined into 
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national unions, and these were then linked into multi-industry central organizations. At the 
beginning of 1955, there were about a thousand unaffiliated local unions, about 180 national 
and regional federations, and seven multi-industry central organizations (Richardson 1958:65). 

Principally, the development of trade union federations in West Sumatra was not 
different from the development at national level. The trade union federations were formed on the 
basis of existing political parties in the region. Therefore, it is necessary to to understand the 
development of political parties in the region in the first place. Of the many political parties, the 
Masyumi was the largest party in West Sumatra and had a deep-rooted support among the 
common people. Unlike the Masyumi, the PSI was not a dominant party, as support for it was 
limited only to the Western educated people. Nevertheless, the socialist leaders had retained the 
dominant power in the local government since Independence (Kahin 1981:368-9). 

A group of Masyumi and socialist politicians had acted as supporters of the PRRI 
rebellion which was declared in Bukittinggi in 1958 as a protest against the unfair in economic 
policy of the central government with regard to the Outer Islands. Then the background of the 
protest shifted from economic to political elements, and orchestrated movement against the 
rising influence of the PKI on the government.9 The PRRI established the Dewan Banteng, an 
economic planning board which was entrusted to the task of developing the West Sumatran 
economy. The rebellion did not last long. It ended in 1961, after the Central Military Force or 
Angkatan Perang Republik Indonesia (APRI) crushed the rebellion quickly and with relatively 
little violence. The parties involved, the Masyumi and the PSI, were banned by a decree of 
President Soekamo and which had important effects on development trade union federations at 
Sawahlunto. 

In the early 1950s in Sawahlunto, branches of political parties at the provincial level 
such as the Masyumi, the PSI, the Perti, the Labour Party, the PSn and the PKI had been 
established. But the power of these parties was not a real reflection of the political configuration 
in West Sumatra in general, where the Masyumi was dominant. In this town, the power of the 
Masyumi and the PKI was almost in balance. The Masyumi received its support from the 
Minangkabau people, whereas the PKI support was mostly from the Javanese. Before the first 
General Elections in 1955, the power of the Masyumi was strong in the local council of 
representatives as shown in the following table. But after the General Elections, the power of 
the Masyumi was almost equal to that of the PKI. In 1952, the PKI had only one seat in the 
local council, but by 1957 it had three seats which meant that the PKI had only one seat less 
than the Masyumi. 

Most members of this council came from the Ombilin coal-mines, a sign that the 
influence of the company was strong. The Masyumi leaders and the PSI were from the middle 
class of the mining society, whereas the PKI leaders were from the lower class. Nevertheless, in 
the local council PKI leaders enjoyed the same power as the Masyumi and the PSI members. 
What was the influence of these political leaders on the mining society, especially in relation to 
the formation of trade unions? 

The formation of trade unions in the Ombilin coal-mines was a product of the 
development of trade unions at the national level and was on the one hand based on decisions 
from above. On the other hand, their formation originated from political frictions within the 

For related sources on the regional protest, PRRI, see for example Leirissa 1991; Harvey 1977. 
Also at present, Audrey Kahin (Cornell University) is conducting a research on the PRRI. 
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mining society itself. Each of these trade unions had alliances with political leaders outside the 
mine, and this reflected specific political developments at Sawahlunto, taking a different course 
from political developments in the region. 

Table VI. 1 : Political Composition of the Local Parliament (Dewan 
Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah) in Sawahlunto in 1957 

Names Political parties Function Background 

Maridin Masyumi Chairman Ombilin 

Ronojudo PKI Vice of Chairman Ombilin 

Sutan Abdullah Masyumi Member Not known 

Kamisan Masyumi Member Ombilin 

Sutan Harun Abdullah Masyumi Member Ombilin 

Soedono MWiguno PSI Member Ombilin 

Dt.Simaradjo Perti Member Outside 
Ombilin 

M.Yunus rPKI Member Outside 
Ombilin 

Sjarifuddin PKI Member Ombilin 

A Ramali PKI member Ombilin 

Source: Haluan, 5-4-1957. 

There were six trade unions which were formed after Independence (Scheme VI. l).The 
first trade union in the Ombilin coal-mines was the Serikat Kaum Pekerja, or SKP (Labour 
Union), established in 1945 on the initiative of some former students of the Mining School such 
as Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando and Roesli. This was a local trade union that had no vertical 
relationship with the Department of Mining of Jakarta. This trade union had its representative in 
the Komite National Indonesia Daerah or Local Indonesian National Committee during the 
revolution. This trade union changed its name to the Serikat Buruh Tambang Indonesia or 
SBTI (the Indonesian Mine Worker Union) and became the branch of the SBTI established by 

The representative of the Serikat Kaum Sekerja at the local KM was Roesli. After 1950 he 
was a high official at the Mining Service in Bandung. See Kahin 1987:34. 
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the Department of Mining and Mineral Service in Bandung in 1947. Since then, the SBTI of 
the Ombilin coal-mines had a vertical channel through the mining industry. During the 
Revolution, this trade union was not very active. But after the mine was transferred from the 
Dutch to the Indonesian people, the SBTI stepped up its activities. In October 1950, it was the 
only trade union recognized by the manager. 

The SBTI was led by former students of the Mijnbouw School and members of the PSI, 
consisting of different ethnic groups from the middle and higher classes of the mining society. 
They were A J.L.Tobing (a Batak), J. Gultom from North Sulawesi, and Tjiang Hong Liong, a 
Chinese. Because the SBTI was the only recognized trade union at the mine, all labourers were 
counted as members. This trade union took contributions from labourers simply by cutting 
down on wages. This contribution system was liable to be manipulated, because there were 
complaints by the labourers who were not satisfied with the way things were run. 

The second trade union -unrecognised by the manager though- was the Badan 
Persatuan Buruh Arangan (BPBA) or the Coal Miners' Union, formed on 1 January 1951 
by Sugino M.Wiguno, a leader of Indonesian Labour Political Party (PBI) branch of 
Sawahlunto. He was the son of a former contract labourer, born in the tangsi at Durian in 
1916. He was a lucky man. After graduation from the primary school at Sawahlunto, he 
had the opportunity to attend the MULO with the assistance of a trader from Silungkang, 
his father's boss. His father was also a petty trader and 'penjudi ulung'(deft gambler) 
selling 'sate kambing', and cigarette, especially on the weekends, assisted by his wife and 
children. In 1936, Sugino worked as a clerk at the mines, but not for long, because he was 
dissatisfied with his salary. After the Indonesian Revolution, he became the leader of the 
PBI's branch at Sawahlunto on the basis of his links with prominent figures of the PBI from 
Jakarta such as S. M. Abidin and Iskandar Tedjasukmana. In 1953, he came under the 
influence of the leaders of the local PKI and then shifted his allegiance to this party. In 
1956 he was sent to the Britain in a group from the Department of Labour. From 1959 to 
1965 he was appointed the district head at Palangki, in the near vicinity of Sawahlunto. 
During this time, he was very active in spreading communist propaganda, not confining his 
activities just to Palangki, but extending them to Sawahlunto (Interview with Soegino M. 
Wiguno, 22-3-1996). The formation of the BPBA marked the beginning of intervention of 
political party leaders in the mine. This trade union was led by Sugino himself and assisted by 
Syabirin, Salimun and Kasmadi, three coal-miners who were working in the underground mine. 
The members of the BPBA were drawn particularly from the rank of coal-miners who were 
directly related to the process of production, doing the heavy work. 

The BPBA soon took action. They drew up four resolutions in which they demanded 
the manager to improve the following items: 1) an additional payment of about three rupiahs for 
those who were working underground; 2) an improvement in the system of payment based on 
the length of service, and experience; 3) daily labourers who did not work on Sunday should be 
paid; and 4) similar holiday rights for monthly and daily labourers. They gave the manager only a 

During the Revolution, its centre was moved to Yogyakarta and afterwards back to Jakarta. See 
Ikhtisar Perburuhan 1952: 21-2. 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of A.J.L Tobing to Sugino 19-2-1951/187. 
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limited time to respond, three months, until May 1951. 

Scheme VI. 1. Development of Trade Unions (1945-1960). 
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The manager paid no attention to either the resolutions or to the formation of the 
BPBA. In his reply to Sugino, he argued that the company did not recognize any trade union 
except the SBTI which had already been officially acknowledged in October 1950. His second 
argument was that the resolution had not followed the correct organizational procedures.15 

The fourth and five trade unions were the Serikat Buruh Tambang Indonesia or SBTI, 
called the SBTI-SOBSI and the Local SBTI or SBTI-KBSI. These two trade unions were 
splinter groups of the original SBTI. The formation of the Local SBTI had its origins at the 
congress of the central SBTI in Yogyakarta in May 1951 (Ikhtisar Perburuhan 1952:22). The 
congress was attended by representatives of all SBTI branches. At that congress the board of 
the SBTI made an announcement stating that the SBTI was no longer an independent trade 
union, and would affiliate with the SOBSI which had links with the PKI. This policy was 
rejected by the Ombilin SBTI leaders such as AJL.Tobing, Tjiang Hong Liong and J. Gultom, 
who publicly opposed this affiliation. They returned indignantly to Sawahlunto before the 
congress had finished. Their disagreement was understandable in terms of their membership of 
the PSI, which was opposed to the PKI. 

The unwillingness of the leaders to affiliate with the SOBSI caused friction and conflict 
among the members of the SBTI in Sawahlunto, leading to the emergence of two kinds of 
SBTI. One was the SBTI which was affiliated with the SOBSI (the SBTI-SOBSI) on 20 
October 1951. The SBTI-SOBSI was formed by Sugino M.Wiguno. The other was the 
independent SBTI or the Local-SBTI which, later on, was to affiliate with the KBSI. This was 
viewed as an illicit organization by the members of the old SBTI who supported Tobing, 
Gultom, and Tjiang Hong Liong. Among the protesters, were many members of the Masyumi 
and the PSI.16 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of Sugino M. Wiguno to the manager, Sjahbuddin, 1-2-1951 
no.l8/sekr. 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of Sjahbuddin to Sugino, 26-2-1951/924/1130; 12-3-1951/1154. 

Letter of protest was signed by twenty-two people on 1-10-1951. PTBA-UPO Archives, the 
letter of Tjiang Hong Liong to Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando, 30-10-1951. 
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In the manager's view, political intervention from outside would have an adverse affect 
on production. Hence, he tried to nip this in the bud by issuing an announcement that was 
known as maklumat no.48 on 23 October 1951, stating that those who intended to visit the 
mines or the labourers at their tangsis in Sawahlunto, Durian, and Sikalang, had to ask 
permission from the manager first {Penerangan 23-10-1951). 

The declaration brought the two trade unions into increasing conflict. Sugino protested 
against the declaration: Using a pseudonym Dharrna Wcmgsa, he wrote an article in a local 
newspaper, Penerangan, objecting to the policy of the manager (Penerangan 1-11-1951). He 
argued that the labourers did indeed belong to the company during work-time, but outside the 
mine, they were as free as other common people. They were free to struggle for their rights or 
to be involved in whatever activities they chose outside the work place. Therefore, he argued, 
the manager's policy of separating labourers from politics was an act of intimidation. In view of 
this, Sugino suggested the manager to withdraw his announcement. 

Sugino was not alone in protesting against the maklumat of the manager. He was 
backed by local figures both in Sawahlunto, Padang, and even Jakarta. The chief of Police of 
Sawahlunto-Sijunjung was aware that Sugino was backed by the Mayor of Sawahlunto and 
certain figures from Jakarta. Hence, although the chief of Police himself supported the manager, 
he hedged his bets and suggested the latter that he should behave more circumspectly towards 
Sugino and his group. 

Sugino continued to strengthen the position of the new trade union by organizing a 
meeting for members. That meeting issued four resolutions on 22 December 1951. The first 
recognized the establishment of the new SBTI organization, formed at a meeting on 20 
November 1951. The second stated that since 22 December 1951, they no longer recognized 
the authority of the old SBTI leaders. The third was concerned with measures to prevent any re-
emergence of the old SBTI branch, while the fourth formed a commission charged with the task 
of investigating the financial affairs of the old SBTI. Around a week later, Sugino instructed the 
commission to investigate the responsibility of the old SBTI's organizers in the matter of the 
monthly cash contribution which the members had paid since December, and of the possibility of 
corruption. 

Sugino also asked support from the manager in his efforts to investigate the financial 
matters of the organization.20 He hoped the manager would agree with his plans to pursue the 
labourers into paying their monthly contributions to the new SBTI treasury as from January 
1952. Sugino allowed only a limited time until 6 January 1952 for this to be arranged. The 
manager ignored all the warnings that Sugino had given. Nettled by this obduracy, Sugino sent a 
following letter warning that because of heavy pressure being exerted on him by the labourers, 
he would wait for the manager's response up to 12 January 1952 but no longer. Nevertheless, 

17 PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of the Head of Police to the manager, 15-11-1951/no 51/SU. 

18 PTBA-UPO Archives, Resolutions 22-12-1951. 

19 PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of Sugino to the member of commission, Junizar, 31-12-1951 
no.l7/SU/BI/51. 

20 PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of Sugino to Sjahbuddin, 1-1-1952. 
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the manager did not pay any attention at all to the warning. 
Having made with this obdurate refusal, the activities of the new SBTI became steadily 

more radical. Its slogans and demands were very vocal. Posters carried slogans like 
"Bergerakkth! memperjuangkmi kejujuran dan kebenaran/"(Move! fight for honesty and the 
truth) were found on the walls of every miners' tangsi, at Surian, Durian, and Sikalang. These 
villages were located quite a distance from the central office of the company, and so were 
beyond the control of the manager and his higher-ranking staff. In order to mobilize labourers, 
the SOB SI magazine of the Central Sumatra branch, Bebas, was distributed in the barracks of 
the miners. It is interesting to note here that Sugino's later articles grew more militant in tone 
continuing to demand the improvement of the labourers' living conditions, but now also urging 
for the replacement of the manager. 

In the first months after its formation, the new SBTI did not affiliate with any federation. 
But, viewed from the background of its leaders, its strategy and politics, the new SBTI was 
unequivocally influenced by left wing political leaders who did not actually work in the mines. A 
central role in this respect was played by Sugino, the leader of the PBI, Sawahlunto branch. 
Later it was to be influenced by the leaders of the PKI and the SOBSI. In Sawahlunto, Sugino 
had a good position, because his efforts were endorsed by the mayor of Sawahhonto, 
Aminuddin, a person who had been keen to propagate PKI influence in that town since the 
beginning of 1950s. The role of some PKI leaders outside Sawahlunto, among them Datuk 
Mangkudum Sati, Bachtaruddin, Djoeamaralamsjah, Nursali and Mardjoko, was very prominant 
in encouraging the new SBTI to be more militant. Datuk Mangkudum Sati had been a member 
of the PKI in West Sumatra in the 1920s when he had been active as a collector of guns to be 
used in the Uprising of 1926/27. Since 1950, he had been a member of the SOBSI in Jakarta, 
while Bachtaruddin and Djoeamaralamsyah subsequently became the leaders of the Sumatra 
branch of the SOBSI. Nursali was the leader of the SOBSI branch at Solok, a town between 
Sawahlunto and Padang. He acted as mediator between the leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI in the 
Ombilin mines and the PKI and the SOBSI leaders in Padang and Jakarta (Interview with 
Sudono M. Wiguno 15-4-1995). 

To what extent these connections had influenced the political activities of the leaders of 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of Sugino to Sjahbuddin, 9-1-1952 no.ll/SU/C/1952;a circular 
letter of the meeting of the new SBTI 13-1-1952. 

His following article which also criticized the poor living conditions of the labourers in the 
Ombilin coal-mines, was published in Bebas, September 1952: 18-9. His criticisms were contested by 
A.J.L Tobing, whose replied was published in the same magazine, September 1952. See PTBA-UPO 
Archives, letter of Sugino to Aminoeddin, the leader of SBTI, the branch of the village of Durian, 20-8-
1952. 

Sugino said the manager was not a mining expert and hence he should be replaced. In this 
respect, the manager regretted wavering attitude of his superior, the Head of Mining Inspection, towards 
Sugino. As a result of the resolution, the Head of Mining Inspection, Roesli, a former manager of the 
Ombilin mines in 1945, visited Sawahlunto with the task of investigating Sugino's resolutions. See PTBA 
Archives, letter of Sjahbuddin to L.G. Tampubolon, 25-8-1952/3880; see also PTBA-UPO Archives, 
Bebas, 1952:10; Letter of Roesli 11-2-1952; 20-2-1952; Letter of the Head of Central Mining Office, 1-
3-1952. 
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SBTI-SOBSI soon became apparent. From the end of 1952 till the beginning of 1953, the 
linkages between the leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI with Nursali, Mardjoko and other leaders 
mentioned above grew steadily. Meetings on 6-7 and 14-15 December 1952 at Sugino's father's 
house in the village of Surian, were attended by Nursali and Mardjoko. During the meetings 
they not only discussed issues such as the improvement of the living conditions of the labourers, 
ousting of the manager and possible strikes, they also talked about the program and results of 
the SOBSI congress in Jakarta. At the beginning of 1953, at Sugino's instigation, some 
labourers in the workshop began voicing the demands for an improvement in working 
conditions to Tobing, the leader of the old SBTI or the Local-SBTI.25 At the same time, Sugino 
also warned the manager, Sjahbuddin, saying that he would call a strike if their demands could 
not be fulfilled. But none of these demands were met with any response either fromTobing or 
from Sjahbuddin. 

On 15 April 1953 the old SBTI officially decided to split off from the central SBTI 
(Haitian 25-4-1953). This split was caused by their refusal to affiliate with the SOBSI. 
Meanwhile, the leader of the old SBTI, Tobing, was replaced by a new leader, A Munir as the 
upshot of a meeting held on March 16, 1953. Another contributory cause was the fact that 
Tobing and his friends disagreed with the affiliation of the central SBTI in Jakarta under 
Mardjoko and the leaders of the Central Sumatra SOBSI with the PKI. Bachtaruddin, one of the 
Central Sumatra SOBSI leaders, deliberately visited Tobing and promised to join together to 
form a new SBTI at the mines. At the same time, Mardjoko visited Sawahlunto, officially to 
solve the conflicts between the leaders of the old SBTI and the new SBTI, but unofficially his 
arrival was intended to enforce the position of the new SBTI under Sugino. The leaders of the 
old SBTI like Tobing and his group hoped that the arrival of Mardjoko would end the conflict. 
Buoyed by this expectation, he was content to wait for Mardjoko's arrival, meanwhile preparing 
the formation of a new SBTI, uniting the old and new wings. 

Information received from former PSI leaders intimated that before Bachtaruddin and 
Mardjoko came to Sawahlunto, there had been secret contacts between Sugino and Nursali at 
the house of the former before the next scheduled meeting with Tobing. The secret meeting 
basically enforced the position of the new SBTI, whereas the meeting between Tobing and 
Mardjoko was deadlocked, because Mardjoko recognized the right of both trade unions to seek 
support at the mines. Then Mardjoko called a meeting between 11-14 February 1953 to select 
new organizers from the SBTI. He abolished both the SBTI of Sugino and the SBTI of Tobing, 
and then formed the new SBTI under the leadership of Nursali on 14 February 1953 (Haluan 7-
7-1953). 

Soon after the formation of the new SBTI, Nursali, announced that contributions from 

The meeting on 6-7 December 1952 was attended by about twenty participants, while the second 
meeting was attended by around 150-200 people. See PTBA archives, letter of Tjiang Hong Liong to 
Sjahbuddin, 9-12-1952 no. 101/XII a-R-org:/52). Sjahbuddin replied to this letter, saying that Sugino had 
been supported by the leaders from Jakarta. 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of Ronqjudo and his friends to A.J.L. Tobing, 2-1-1953; Letter of 
Sugino to Sjahbuddin, 12-1-1953 no.6/SU/C/1953. 

A more detailed discussion of the demands of the SBTI-SOBSI and its members can be seen in 
the description on strike in 1953 in Chapter VI-3. 
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members would no longer be collected by deducting fees directly their wages, but members had 
to hand them over to the new organizers of the SBTI. The new leaders of the SBTI claimed that 
the direct cut from wages was often used by the organizers of the old SBTI not just for the 
union and its affairs, but also for their own personal interests. This change in the way fees 
were collected triggered off a competition between the old and new SBTI leaders contesting 
with each other to gain financial sources from the labourers. The management and overseers 
wanted to maintain the old SBTI, because they had to keep the mine running and were afraid 
that the exorbitant demands of the new SBTI or SBTI-SOBSI would eventually destroy the 
mine. 

The Tobing group responded to the accusation of Nursali's group saying that those who 
no longer wanted their wages to be cut as payment of his SBTI fees had to give a written 
statement. They also had to tell to the leader of the SBTI, Tobing if they no longer wanted to 
be a member of his trade union. The labourers were afraid of social sanctions which could be 
imposed by their overseers or the manager, so no one reacted to the announcement. This meant 
that the cutting of labourer's wages continued as before and Tobing's group won that round of 
the contest. But its triumph was short-lived, because by the time of the General Elections in 
1955, Nursali and his group were able to attract members away from the Tobing trade union to 
their union. 

While these two trade unions were competing and in conflict with each other to attract 
labourers to become members, the Sarekat Buruh Islam Indonesia or SBII which was affiliated 
with the Masyumi was formed in 1954. The setting up of this trade union was initiated by some 
former Minangkabau students of the Mijnbouw School. One of the motives behind the 
formation of the SBII was that it was intended to mediate between the two existing trade unions 
and give Masyumi people in the mine better representation. But later on good intentions were 
blown to the winds and heralded as a conflict of interests between the leaders of the PSI and the 
Masyumi, a competition to seek status and power at the mine (Interview with Sudono M. 
Wiguno 15-3-1995). The PSI people who had joined up as members of the old SBTI, were still 
stronger than either the Masyumi or the PKI people. Using their position of strength the PSI 
people placed their socialist friends in good positions at the mine and stood in the way of the 
Masyumi supporters. Thwarted in their ambitions, the Masyumi people who were the first 
members of the local SBTI, left that trade union and established the SBB. The formation of the 
SBII was initiated, as just mentioned, by a group of Minangkabau ex-students of the Mining 
School like Zubir Munaf, Maridin, and Kamisan, and most of the members were active in 
religious associations. As it will be seen in the years thereafter, the SBII tended to be two-faced. 
Officially, the leaders of the SBB did not join the SBTI-SOBSI in making a statement about the 
replacement of the socialist Bupati of Sawahlunto and mining manager in 1954(Haluan, 15-4-
1954). Unofficially, the SBB leaders had helped the SBTI-SOBSI to effectuate the dismissal of 
the socialist Sjahbuddin from his function as manager.28 

To get the whole picture, it is important to know about the political geography of each 

Contributions in cash were used by Tjiang Hong Liong for personal interests, because he 
was known to be a heavy gambler. Later on, he was dismissed by Tobing's group because he no 
longer supported the trade union. Interview with Sudono M.Wiguno, 15-3-1995. 

Sjahbuddin later on was selected to work in the Dewan Banteng. He moved his allegiance from 
the PSI to the Masyumi. Interview with Sudono M. Wiguno, 15-4-1995. 
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trade union, the background of its leaders and of members, its ethnic composition, and its 
relations with the social hierarchy in the mining society and the workplace. All these factors are 
important to grasp the complexities of the balance of power and the links with the outside 
world. 

Most of these members of the BPBA and the SBTI-SOBSI were Javanese and lived in 
the barracks which were located in the villages of Surian, Durian and Sikalang. This area had 
been a centre of communist activities in the 1920s. As it was situated at quite a distance from 
the central office of the company, it was far from the direct control of the staff and the SBTI-
KBSI. In terms of social hierarchy, they were drawn from the lower social group, mostly 
working in the underground mines and the workshop. 

Consequently in every respect the leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI were in a weak position. 
Most of the leaders came from the second generation of labourers and they had enjoyed little 
education but this did not affect the shrewdness of their perception. They were aware of their 
status as a group being exploited by other ethnic groups. From the second generation of the 
Javanese contract families emerged like Sugino M.Wiguno, his brother Sujudono M Wiguno, 
Ronujudo, Ibnu, Sjarifuddin Pardi, and Ngadimun. As an ethnic group they were exploited by 
the non-Javanese overseers. 

The Javanese peoples were not aware of their lot. During the colonial 
period, they were exploited by the Dutch. After Independence they were 
used by their own people. (Interview with Pak Ibnu 16-4-1996) 

As foremen, they functioned as mediators bridging the gap between the overseer or the 
manager and the labourers. Their function was not strong in terms of social hierarchy of the 
mining society, because their status was lower than that of the overseers. But in fact, they 
had strong and deep roots among the labourers, having close contact with them not just at 
the workplace, but also at the barracks. This unique position allowed the foremen to 
control the Javanese labourers both inside and outside the mines. The position of the 
foremen or the leaders of the SBTI was strengthened by their connection with the PKI 
leaders, both from West Sumatra and Jakarta. 

Before he became the manager, Sjahbuddin had worked in this workshop. According to some 
informants, there had already been a number of small quarrels between Sjahbuddin and his mandors and 
the labourers at the workshop there, occurring before the labourers from the SBTI-SOBSI demanded the 
replacement of the manager. 

Sugino had eight brothers. Seven of them were members of the PKI, and only Sudono 
M.Wiguno became member of the PSI. He worked as accountant at the central office, and had many 
more contacts with the Minangkabau people. He was elected representative of the PSI at the local 
council in 1957. During the New Order Regime, he was the representative of Golkar on the local 
council. Interview with Sudono M.Wiguno 15-4-1995. 

Original text: Si Jawa-jawa ini tidak juga menyadari nasib mereka. Waktu Belanda dulu, 
mereka diperas oleh Belanda. Setelah merdeka diperas oleh bangsa sendiri". Pak Ibnu had kinship 
relations with Pak Sugino M.Wiguno. His wife was the sister of the wife of Sugino M.Wiguno. He 
worked in the workshop after Independence as mandor. Interview with Pak Ibnu 16-4-1996. 
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The PKI leaders trained the foremen to be cadres of the party and through them they 
hoped to attract the labourers. By using the slogans such as the class struggle, and holding out 
promises of better living conditions, the foremen were able to attract the Javanese labourers to 
their cause. The success of this strategy also came from the low profile of the leaders (Interview 
with Sudono M. Wiguno, 15-3-1995). For the Javanese labourers themselves, the slogans gave 
them a glimmer of hope that their poor living conditions could be improved. 

The trade union channeled information from Jakarta to its members in Sawahlunto. In 
this respect, the distance between Sawahlunto, Padang and Jakarta became smaller, because 
some of the Javanese foremen had radios. Heartened by such linkages they became more vocal 
and determined when they faced the manager and the overseers. The presence of the figures like 
Sugino M. Wiguno, Nursali, Mangkudum Sati, Bachtaruddin, and Mardjoko, for instance, and 
the indirect support from the mayor of Sawahlunto, Aminoeddin, strengthened the role of the 
SBTI-SOBSI in the mines in the period leading up to 1955. 

Unlike the SBTI-SOBSI, the SBTI-KBSI had no deep roots among the labourers, but 
conversely its leaders had decisive power in the company. This trade union was formed to 
answer needs from above. Its members were mostly recruited from the labourers outside the 
barracks, not from among the Javanese miners who worked underground. This trade union 
competed with the SBTI-SOBSI in attempting to win the support of the labourers. Membership 
in the local-SBTI or SBTI-KBSI was dominated by high and middle-ranking staff who worked 
mainly in the central office, especially before 1955. The members were heterogeneous in 
ethnicity, but were dominated by non-Javanese (Interview with Sugino M.Wiguno, 12-4-1996). 

The SBn represented the Mnangkabau. Both leaders and members were enlisted from 
among the Mnangkabau and based their ideological choice on religion. Unlike the other two 
trade unions, recruitment of members was carried out through informal channels such as 
religious activities and the Sawahlunto branch sports associations like Ikatan Pencak Silat 
Indonesia or IPKI (the Indonesian Martial Arts Association). The leaders were Maridin, 
Kamisan, Zubir Munaf and P.A Darami who were the leaders of the Masyumi party in the 
mining town and held power in the local parliament in 1957. Besides as political activities they 
were very much involved in various social fields such as in education, religion, and the IPKI. 
The leaders did not force their members to pay a contribution, because this was collected 
voluntarily outside the mine. Most of the members lived outside the barracks or were grouped 
together in certain gangs in the barracks. Especially in the period when the power of the SBTI-
SOBSI was in the ascendant before the General Elections of 1955, some of the Minangkabau 
people who lived in the barracks in the villages of Durian and Sikalang, were intimidated by 
members of the SBTI-SOBSI. Therefore, they moved to other barracks, choosing to live 
collectively with other Minangkabau people in Sawahlunto (Interview with Djamaluddin Peto 
Basa, 12-8-1996). This shows an increasing polarization based on ethnicity. 

3. Strikes and Conflicting Trade unions in 1953 

In 1953 a series of strikes occurred in the Ombilin coal-mines, as shown in Table VI.2. The 
strikes of 1953 were not merely a protest by the labourers about the manager, but also a 
reflection of conflicts between the two trade unions and political parties exacerbated by ethnic 
and class tensions. These strikes were presaged by rumbles of conflict between the two trade 
unions, the SBTI-SOBSI and the SBTI-KBSI, that had been building up a head of steam since 
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1951. This reached a peak in early 1953. On the 2 January 1953, a series of demands about 
salary regulations and financial matters concerning the old trade union was put forward by 
Kasino, Bakri, Ronojudo, Ngatidjo, and Ramali, members of SBTI-SOBSI. This was followed 
by other demands on 12 and 18 January 1953 by Sugino M. Wiguno, stating that they would go 
on strike if the manager did not meet their demands. Basically what they were asking did not 
differ greatly from what they had wanted earlier. They were about the problem of the cutting of 
labourers' wages; the abuse of power by the manager in the mutation and dismissal of labourers; 
and the problem of tax collection for company's land used by labourers to construct their 
houses.The manager did not react to their demands. Therefore, the members of the SBTI-
SOBSI finally decided to go on a series of strikes. 

Table VI.2 : Strikes and Strikers in 1953 
Date of strike Duration Total Strikers 
18 April 2 hours 144 
9 May 24 hours 1,200 
17-23 May 6 days 933 
23 May-30 May 8days 856 

31May-15July 48 Days 760 
16 July ? 400 

Source: Haitian, 8-6-1953; Sumatera Tengah 1953:17. 

On 18 April 1953, under the leadership of Ronojudo, 144 labourers who were 
working underground and in the workshop, went on strike for two hours, in a sit in 
{Sumatera Tengah, 1953: 4). The strikes were unsuccessful because the manager failed to 
show any reaction. Finally, the strikers went home. The next day they went to work as 
usual. 

After the strike fizzled out, the situation inside and outside the mine became 
increasingly insecure. Recriminations between strikers and non-strikers frequently flew 
back and forth, creating heated conflicts. This became clear when the labourers celebrated 
Labour Day on 1 May. The celebration was divided into two styles; namely SBTI-SOBSI 
and non-SBTI-SOBSI-style.32 

After the strike of 18 April went out with a whimper, the situation in the town 
seemed passive. The strikers did not issue any demands, nor did they negotiate with the 
manager. They seemed to gather organizational strength by issuing pamphlets and holding a 
meeting at the Sawahlunto cinema. The meeting was led by Nursali supported by his 
friends, and it issued a resolution to stop the deducting of fees automatically from the 
monthly salary of the labourers, and to hand the contributions already collected for 
February and March over to the SBTI-SOBSI (Halucm, 7-5-1953). If their demands were 
not fulfilled, they threatened to go on strike again. 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of the manager of the company to General Director of the Mining 
Office, 5-5-1953A10.56/RHS. 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of Djamiun to the Head of Personnel Staff, 5-5-1953 no.56/Rhs. 
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The manager was pessimistic about the possibilities to do anything about the actions 
of the SBTI-SOBSI, because these moves were backed by the former mayor of 
Sawahlunto, Aminoeddin. Aminoeddin's support came to an end when his place was 
taken by a new mayor, Basrah Lubis, a member of the PSI. The manager counted on 
support from him in order to weaken the influence of the PKI. On 9 May 1953, the SBTI-
SOBSI went on strike again, this time for about twenty-four hours. The strikers demanded 
to negotiation, but the manager remained adamant {Hainan, 11-5-1953). This strike did not 
yet hamper production, because labourers who were members of the local SBTI 
immediately took over the work, assisted by some of the members of the SBTI-SOBSI who 
did not feel called to go on strike {Hainan, 11-5-1953; KengPo, 15-5-1953). 

Still led by the undefatigable Nursali, the labourers were again mobilized to go on 
strike. Unflagging in his enthusiasm Nursali was successful in gaining the support of almost 
all the labourers to begin a total strike on 17 May 1953 {Hainan, 8-6-1953). The first phase 
of the strike on 17 May lasted six days until 23 May with 933 strikers taking part, but 
production could still continue unimpeded, because the strike affected less important 
workplaces, and did not impinge on vital places such as the electricity plant, the air 
compressors, the water pomp and the phone lines. Because of its falure to affect vital areas 
of work this strike did not bring any positive results to their demands. The second phase of 
total strike was continued from 23 May until 30 May. This time production stagnated. 

This strike degenerated into brutality when the strikers destroyed some of the 
machines at the central electricity plant. Outside the mine, in particular at the barracks, the 
strikers ran amuck, and stole various goods which were the property of their colleagues. 
The rate of criminality soared, because the strikers found it difficult to find supplies, 
especially when the Chinese shops in the market of Sawahlunto were no longer able to 
supply them with food. In order to calm down the situation in the town, the local 
government brought in a mobile brigade of the police force from Padang Panjang. The 
policemen soon took action, arresting the leaders of the strike such as Sugino M Wiguno, 
Datuk Mangkudum Sati, and Ngadimun. 

During the strike of 9 May 1953, the total number of strikers reached 1,200. But this 
was reduced to 933, on 23 May. This fell again to 856 during the strike from 23 to 30 May 
1953. More than half of the strikers remained disciplined, but not for long, because on 31 May 
there were only 760 strikers left {Hainan 8-6-1953). 

The manager took action against the strikers. He had dismissed twenty-nine labourers 
after the strike of 17 May. The following dismissal rose to fifty-nine labourers after the strike of 
23 May {Hainan, 16-5-1953). According to Sudono M. Wiguno, this violated the regulations 
issued by the government (Interview with Sudono M.Wiguno 15-4-1995). The policy of the 
manager was no longer grounded on the economic interests of the company, but on political 
considerations. Manager took similar actions on following occasions. Certainly, the dismissal of 
the labourers raised strong objections among the leaders of the SOBSI like Mangkudum Sati 
and Rachmad. However, deaf to all arguments, the manager ignored their protests {Hainan, 16-
5-1953). As a result, conflict which became sharper and deeper both between the management 
and the SOBSI and between the SBTI-SOBSI and the SBTI-KBSI. 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of the manager of the company to General Director of the Mining 
Office, 5-5-1953/no.56/RHS. 
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The manager tried to threaten the strikers using other means as well. He and his staff 
members organized a mine co-operative called the Badan Ekonomi Kota Arang or Beka 
(Economic Committee of the Coal Town) which intimidated the strikers by stating that they 
would not receive rice, salt, and other basic goods {Haitian 8-6-1953). This also indicated how 
the manager and the Beka organizers, who were mostly members of the local-SBTI, used their 
power to repress the increasing strength of the SBTI-SOBSI. By the end of the strikes, the 
manager had dismissed 383 strikers, the upshot being the company was short of labour and was 
forced to recruit newcomers either from Java or from local people. 

4. State Intervention 

In June 1953, the State Mining Office sent two observers from Jakarta, Roesli and RI Subroto, 
to investigate labour conditions and the conflict between the trade unions {Hainan, 10-6-1953). 
But their investigation did not seem to have any effect on the strike. One month later (July 
1953), the total number of strikers was already dropped to 400, because of the difficulty in 
getting food. Indeed, at the beginning, the strikers had still been able to obtain supply of food 
from the owner of a Chinese shop in the market of Sawahlunto (Interview with Sudono M. 
Wiguno, 12-5-1996). Later, this supply of food diminished until it was insufficient to feed the 
strikers. Finally one by one they drifted back to work. This meant that the SBTI-SOBSI was 
not strong enough to attract the political support of the strikers. 

From the reasons given by former strikers for why they went on strike, we know that 
their motives varied between family and community needs, between individual and collective 
considerations. They were also forced to go on strike because they were afraid that they and 
their family members would become isolated from daily social contact with those members who 
had gone on strike. They were also afraid to ignore orders of their foremen, their patrons, who 
could protect them and secure their livelihood either in the workplace or in the barracks. Social 
sanctions played a large role in the involvement of the miners in the strikes. The sanctions 
included the fear of social isolation from their neighbours and friends at the already mentioned 
workplace and in the barracks. Those among them who were really convinced that improvement 
in wages and social benefits would be achieved after the strike, joined the strike and the SBTI-
SOBSI. But, when the SBTI-SOBSI failed to deliver the goods, the labourers immediately 
shifted their loyalty to other trade unions and abandoned the strike. 

Though there were different and contradictory considerations weighed up by the 
labourers before they got themselves involved in strikes, the interesting thing is that at present 
they all have a uniform interpretation of their political life in the past. From interviews with 
former strikers we know that they generally liked the right to "freedom of speech" which the 
state had created during that time and wanted to use it. The phrases which they always let slip 
are "once it was usual to criticize the bosses. Now? It is difficult". Such comments can be found 
any where at any time, in particular if we join retired miners, sitting around and drinking a cup of 
tea or coffee in the mornings. Their comments reflect a longing for political freedom, though 
they do not want to go into the turbid or even think about uncertain political situation of the 
past. 

The strikes grew into both a local and national problem, a process which is indicated by 
the involvement of various trade unions and state agencies. Compared to the first and second 
decades of the twentieth century the problem had shifted. It was no longer just an issue of 
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labour control, but of political control, because competition emerged between various state 
agencies to win support from the miners. In other words the nation entered the state (Anderson 
1983). 

Trade unions affiliated with the SOBSI such as the SBTI-SOBSI from the Bangka tin-
mines, the Padang branch of the weavers' trade union or Serikat Tenun, and the Union of 
worker of the Semarang Autonomous Region or Serikat Buruh Daerah Otonom Semarang 
supported the actions of strikers and disputed with the policy pursued by the managers in 
dismissal of the labourers (Mining Archives, Box DC, SBTI). Protests also came from the leader 
of the central SBTI, Busono, in a letter to the Attorney General on June 19th, 1953 over the 
matter of labourers being arrested by the manager (Hainan, 26-6-1953). 

The various state agencies which became involved in the strikes were not confined to 
local and provincial levels, but those at the national level also wanted their say. Each of the 
actors from the different state institutions had a political purpose behind its efforts to solve the 
conflicts between the two trade unions. Local and provincial officials attended the negotiations 
which were held at the governor's office in Padang, and emotions ran high. In meetings, the 
leaders of strikes issued statements like 'the manager of the Ombilin mines refused to be budged, 
he was as tough as a rock'. 

Through the Panitia Penyelesaian Perselisihan Perburuhan or P4 (Board for the 
Settlement of Labour Disputes) at the regional level, the labour dispute in the Ombilin coal
mines was passed on to the central P4, at the request of the Ministry of Economy (Haluan, 24-
7-1953). The central P4 held an investigation at the beginning of July 1953, led by Supratomo 
from the Ministry of Labour with a team consisting of Mr.Tio Tjiong Tho from the Ministry of 
Justice and Kukuh Sumowidjojo from the Ministry of Internal Affairs (Sumatera Tengah, 
1953:12). The P4 arranged a meeting with the manager, local government officials, and the 
leaders of the strike. 

The committee issued an instruction that from 6 July 1953, the labourers had to go back 
to work as usual (Haluan, 7-7-1953). In order to regulate the work, the manager set up a 
registration board, where the strikers who wanted to work, had to register first. This registration 
board was intended to regulate the division of labour, because since May changes had been 
made in the shifts. The company had already recruited new labourers to be employed in certain 
workplaces. Registration was also intended to prevent riots, which were predicted to break out 
between strikers and non-strikers. This policy was supported by the leaders of the local-SBTI 
and local officials (Haluan, 6- 7-1953). 

The strikers did not obey the regulation, and showed far more inclination to follow the 
instructions issued by their leaders like Nursali. They did not want to register, and so returned 
directly to their old workplace, bypassing it completely. Of course, this created conflicts 
between the overseers, who had received orders from the manager, and the strikers had who 
received orders from the leader of the SBTI-SOBSI (Haluan, 15-7-1953). The strikers failed to 
get back to their old workplaces, so the leaders of the PKL Nursali and Datuk Mangkudum 
Sati, organized a demonstration of strikers, demanding the manager to negotiate. But the 
manager refused, and eventually the strikers did not go back to work (Haluan, 15-7-1953). 

The second conflict emerged the following day. On 11 July 1953 two groups of the 
strikers arrived at the mine and started to work without registering. As a result, the quarrel 
between the strikers and overseers resurfaced. On the 16 July 1953, the committee of 
investigation from the P4 had arrived at Sawahlunto (Haluan, 22-7-1953). A series of meetings 
were held, and on the 17th of July 1953, there were a meeting between the committee and 
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Djamiun Paduko Radjo, representative of the company, Nursali with his friends from the SBTI-
SOBSI, and A. Munir from the Local SBTI. The meeting produced "a cease-fire", meaning that 
nobody was permitted to act. The committee agreed to form a registration board which would 
register the labourers who had been participating in the strike in order to employ them in the 
mine again. 

A special meeting was also held between the committee and the leader of the strike, 
Nursali. Finally Nursali was able to order the strikers to go back to work by making a detour 
through the registration board (Haluan, 23-7-1953). On 18 July 1953, 500 strikers assembled in 
front of the central office of the company. One hour later, the committee, the manager, and the 
leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI and the local SBTI, the district military commander and officials 
from other local state agencies arrived there as well. Then the leader of the committee, 
Supratomo, explained matters concerning the reciprocal obligations of labourers and the 
manager. Having listened to his speech, the labourers finally came forward to register (Haluan, 
23-7-1953). 

Various demands desired by the strikers had been concretized: the contribution which 
labourers gave involuntarily to the Local-SBTI should be returned to the SBTI-SOBSI, there 
had to be changes in the workplaces for the strikers, the reinstatement of strikers, and payment 
for dismissed labourers. All these demands could not be solved straightaway. The P4 promised 
to discuss them at the following meetings which were planned for August and September 
(Haluan, 2-9-1953). At the July meeting, the manager met only some of their demands, for 
instance, some 383 dismissed labourers were permitted to go back to work on 16 November 
1953. But they were not paid for the time they had been on strike (Haluan, 2-9-1953; 21-11-
1953). 

The agreements reached by the P4 did not settle matters because it did not take long for 
conflicts between the two trade unions to resurface. This was particularly glaring when the 
member of parliament, Werdojo, the leader of the SOBSI at the national level, visited the mine. 
He came accompanied by three officials from the Mining Office to investigate the labour 
conditions at the Ombilin and Bukit Asam coal-mines (Haluan, 22-12-1953). Werdojo's visit 
was warmly welcomed by the 400 members of the SBTI-SOBSI. Joined by their families, 
they assembled in front of the building of the pawnshop, waving banners stating slogans 
relevant to their demands. They were yelling "bebas" (free). Most attention was paid to the 
figure of Werdojo, as the wives of the members of the SBTI-SOBSI kissed his hand and 
knee (Haluan, 29-12-1953). The visit of Werdojo gave fresh wind to the leaders of the SBTI-
SOBSI in their efforts to gain influence. Two themes which ran like a gold thread through their 
demand were firstly that the socialist manager, Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando, be replaced, 
and, secondly that the living conditions of the miners be improved (Haluan, 22-12-1953). The 
latter point encompassed such social security matters as health care, housing, wages, and there 
was concern about the dismissal of two labourers, Nairn and Ngadimun (Haluan, 29-12-1953). 

A meeting was held between Werdojo and local leaders from the various state agencies 
including the mayor of Sawahlunto, members of the local council, the heads of the local 
prosecutor's and of the information office (Haluan, 31-12-1953). The meeting came to the 
conclusion that the labour dispute at the Ombilin mines did not boil down to a conflict between 
the labourers and the manager, but was a struggle for power between the two competing trade 
unions. The local government refused to comply with the SBTI-SOBSI demands to replace the 
manager, as such a move would just be window-dressing and would not solve the problem. The 
statement by the mayor of Sawahlunto was certainly intended to protect his ally, the manager 
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Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando, as he argued that the real problem was not the manager, but the 
lack of the capital and mining machinary.The meeting was interrupted by members of the SBTT-
KBSI who wanted to convey nine demands to the member of parliament To underline its point, 
the SBTI-KBSI was successful in mobilizing 1,300 labourers in front of the office of the mayor 
of Sawahlunto bearing red and white flags and placards. 

The SBTI-KBSI had to be heard in the investigation of the Ombilin coal-mines. 
The problem of the manager of Ombilin had to be solved fairly. The KBSI was 
a non-party trade union, and its genuine purpose was to fight for the interests of 
the labourers. The manager, Sjahbuddin, was still needed by the Ombilin mine. 
Support given by the local SBTI to feeing the decline of mine had to be 
appreaciated. The SBTI-KBSI had 1,500 members out of a total of 2,100 
labourers (Hainan 31-12-1953). 

The delegation was led by Gultom, Munir, and Salimun. They read aloud nine 
demands, concerning such matters as the problem of health care, a premium for 
underground miners, the need for capital for developing the mine, a dormitory for retired 
labourers, and matters of leisure and entertainment. As this trade union saw it, the labour 
dispute had to be solved on the basis of the wishes of the majority of the labourers 
(Haluan, 31-12-1953). After the first wave of demonstrators left the mayor's office, they 
returned to the mine. They were then followed by a second group from the SBTI-KBSI, 
which came to convey the same demands. 

What we see here is in the first place, a shift of power from the SBTI-SOBSI to the 
SBTI-KBSI. In the strike of May 1953, the SBTI-SOBSI was able to mobilize 1,200 
supporters or about 57 percent of labourers to take strike action. But within seven months, 
half of the labourers had shifted allegiance from the SBTI-SOBSI to the SBTI-KBSI. After 
the strikes were over the leaders of the SBTI-KBSI were more concerned than ever in their 
efforts to advocate improvements in the working and living conditions of the 
labourers.Their concern was indicated in their nine demands to the government. The action 
showed their political opponents and the labourers that the SBTI-KBSI could indeed 
represent the interest of labourers. "Could" is the operative word because it did not mean 
that the leaders of the SBTI-KBSI already had deep roots among the labourers. The 
process of the mobilization of the labourers to join up and become members of the SBTI-
KBSI was achieved through the manipulation of their power, intimidation, and social 
sanctions by the leaders. As we have explained before, the SBTI-KBSI had stopped the 
distribution of food to the strikers from the co-operative shop. In the workplace, the 
overseers or the leaders of the SBTI-KBSI intimidated and used social sanctions against 
those labourers who were members of the SBTI-SOBSI (Sudono M.Wiguno 15-4-1996).In 
other words control of labour by overseers was used as political control. 

The power of SBTI-SOBSI did indeed begin to weaken, because some supporters did 
move to the SBTI-KBSI. But outside the mine, the main support came from political leaders 
from Jakarta. When the members of parliament visited the mine, their visit strengthened the 
position of the SBTI-SOBSI. This can be seen by a big meeting that the leaders of the SBTI-
SOBSI had with them. The meeting was attended by the members of the SBTI-SOBSI 
accompanied by their families, the Barisan Tani Indonesia, and members of the PKIfrom 
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outside the town. About 800 participants attended that meeting which bolstered the power of 
the PKI in Sawahlunto. 

While all this was going on, the mine itself was unsafe. In some places sabotage, like the 
destruction of mine tools and of the electricity plant at the village of Salak, was not infrequent 
(Haitian, 12-3-1954). These acts of sabotage were carried out by members of the SBTI-SOBSI, 
who were dissatisfied with the existing conditions. Some of the actions taken caused a 
stagnation in production. It was difficult for the overseers to control the labourers because the 
latter were influenced by their foremen who were members of the SBTI-SOBSI. 

As it wore on, the problem of the labour conflict finally became a topic of discussion at 
the national level. This was triggered off by a suggestion by Werdojo that the government 
should take action in the conflict between labourers and manager. His conclusion differed 
absolutely from the results of the meeting in Sawahlunto between himself, the local government 
officials, and the leaders of trade unions. Now he completely changed tack and said that the 
labour dispute was not a conflict between two trade unions, but between labourers and the 
manager. He claimed that the manager had violated the decision of the central P4 issued at 7 
October 1953, about the reinstatement of the labourers dismissed. The manager had ordered 
them to work at the places which were unsuited for their skill. Therefore, what it all boiled down 
to was that Werdojo wanted the government to replace the manager (Haluan, 14-5-1953; 
Antara, 13-5-1954). 

Werdojo's suggestions provoked a strong reaction from the manager himself. He 
rejected Werdojo's statement out of hand and explained why he did not want to negotiate with 
the leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI. In his secret letter to parliament, the manager explained that 
negotiations with the SBTI-SOBSI were too emotional, 7 which made it impossible for them to 
reach any final decisions and the leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI had distributed pamphlets that had 
driven him into a corner. 

The manager was supported by his political allies who included M. Zen Ibrahim, 
member of the PSI at Sawahlunto.38 Using the pseudonym "Budi Hati", he countered the 
comments of Werdojo in an article entitled "Tambang Ombilin: sekitar Siulan K. Werdojo 
(SOBSI) (The Ombilin mine: about dancing to the tune K.Werdojo) (Haluan, 28-5-1954). He 
also sent letters to the newspapers of the Masyumi and the PSI, Pechman and Indonesia Raya 
in Jakarta, explaining the causes behind the conflict between the trade unions. 

In its editorial Haluan, a local newspaper which supported the Masyumi and the PSI parties, 
called the action of the members of parliament "tindakan sep/'fa7#'('one-sided'). Haluan 31-12-1953. 

SPL Tobing was an overseer at that time. He told me that after the strikes, he found it very 
difficult to keep control of the labourers, because they obeyed their mandors rather than him. Also 
the labourers were very daring in protesting for whatever they wanted. Interview with SPL Tobing, 
8-8-1996. 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of the manager Sjahbuddin to the Head of the Section F, Emon 
Bratawidjaja, 31-12-1953/no.l41/rhs. See also Penerangan, 30-12-1953. 

He was the head of labour of the Sawahlunto branch of the PSI. He did not work at the mine, but 
was an entrepreneur, running a restaurant in that town. See Haluan, 12-12-1953; 28-5-1954. 

39 

PTBA-UPO Archives, letter of M. Zen Ibrahim to the manager, Sjahbuddin, 26-5-1953. 
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In his article, he defended the manager's policy and rejected Werdojo's suggestion that 
the manager be replaced. He explained that the SBTI-KBSI was strong enough with its 1,500 
members to maintain the position of the manager. He claimed that Werdojo had lied in order to 
support a small group of SOBSI leaders in Sawahlunto. Besides this, he also explained how the 
leaders of the SOBSI had engineered matters so that Nursali, the leaders of the PKI in the 
district of Solok could become the general secretary of the SBTI-SOBSI at Sawahlunto. In this 
respect Nursali was supported by Sugino M. Wiguno (Haitian, 28-5-1954). 

Polemics poured forth in a torrent. Nursali immediately responded to the article in 
Haitian (Haitian, 15-6-1954; 16-6-1954). He argued that the manager should be dismissed for 
various reasons: he had acted arbitrarily, had dismissed two labourers without due cause, had 
forced the labourers to pay contributions by deducting the amount of the fees from their wages 
for the months of February, March, and April, and had fired the 383 labourers who were on 
strike. The manager had not received seven labourers who wanted to return to work, but had 
merely assigned them to work which was unsuitable to their skills. 

The replacement of the socialist manager was not the only topic of debate. The 
dominant role of Islamic parties in the local council and the replacement of the socialist mayor of 
Sawahlunto were also high on the agenda. In July 1954, the PKI leaders organized members of 
political parties who were opposed to the PSI, which was dominant at provincial governmental 
level (Haitian, 19-7-1954). The issue now was no longer just about protests between the 
labourers and the manager, it had expanded to a conflict between competing political parties, 
between the PSI and the Masyumi versus the PKI (Haitian, 17-7-1954). 

The conflict influenced the political situation in the mining town during the run-up to the 
General Elections of 1955. Recriminations between members of different trade unions and 
political parties, both inside or outside the mine were a matter of routine, especially between the 
dominant parties, the Masyumi and the PKI (Interview with Pak Zulkarnain, 12-3 1996). The 
PKI attracted mass support from the Javanese miners, while the support for the Masyumi came 
from local people whether they worked at the mine or not. In the General Elections of 1955, the 
PKI ended second in Sawahlunto as runner-up after the Masyumi (Table VI.2). 

The problem of replacing the manager, Sjahbuddin, was now back on the agenda. In 
1956 a meeting was held in Bukittinggi attended by representatives from trade unions, local 
officials and the Minister of Mining and Industries in person (Interview with Soedono M. 
Wiguno, 12-5 1996). Each trade union submitted their candidate for the position of manager. 
But neither of them was accepted, because local officials and political leaders preferred to install 
a neutral person as manager. Finally Baharson was appointed, because he was seen as a person 
who was expected to be acceptable to all parties, including the SBTI-SOBSI. He was not active 
in politics and was from a rich family, so that it was considered impossible that he would be led 
into the temptation to be corrupt (Interview with Soedono M. Wiguno, 15-4-1996). 

We have seen how the strikes and negotiations were deus ex machina which revealed 
the political competition between various factions in the mining society. As far as the miners 
were concerned, their involvement in formal politics was to fight for an improvement in their 
living conditions. The mandors, in addition to seeking to improve their living conditions, saw 
their struggle through the trade union as a protest against exploitation by non-Javanese 
overseers and against the corruption such as the bribing of overseers to get work overtime. In 
the meantime, political leaders had found their way into the mine, looking for support from the 
labourers to strengthen their political power. In the following section, the mining society 
becomes an arena in which not only political leaders, and officials, but also the military 
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intervened. 

5. Ethnic and Political Divisions and Labour Control 

After the Dutch left Sawahlunto in December 1949, the management of the Ombilin coal-mines 
devolved into the hands of Indonesians {Hainan, 31-12-1949). Under Indonesian management, 
the system for appointing the manager was revised. Until 1960, this system was based on the 
recommendations from below, made by the majority of the mining community and local 
officials, and then legitimized from above, first by the Minister of Economy and Industry and 
then by the Minister of Mining and Energy (Interview with Sudono M.Wiguno 16-4-1995). 
During the period 1950-1960, two of the managers, namely Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando 
(1950-1956) and P. A. Darami (1958-1960) were appointed from the dominant political parties 
in West Sumatra, the PSI and the Masyumi. One other manager, Baharson (1956-1958), was 
not from a dominant party but was appointed on the basis of local political considerations 
(Appendix 2). These three managers were former students of the Mijnbouw School, 
Mnangkabau, and had a long experience as mine overseers during the Dutch period and the 
Japanese occupation. 

The higher and middle levels of the mining society were dominated by Minangkabau. 
Some positions were filled by Batak and people from other ethnic groups, but they were very 
few in number. The high level jobs were held by former students of the Mijnbouw School, and 
the middle level by former students of the Senior Mining Technical School (Sekolah Teknik 
Tambang Menengah, (STTM), which had been established at Sawahlunto in 1953. 41 This 
school was the Indonesian successor of the Mijnbouw School. Priority in admissions was given 
mainly to people from Sumatra, but by chance most of its intake was Minangkabau. The 
curriculum of this school was not very different from that of the Dutch Mijnbouw School, 
consisting of three departments: electrical, civil, and mining engineering, and the duration of the 
courses was three years. The lectures were given by seniors from the Mijnbouw School, 
combining theoretical and practical subjects. Accommodation was free of charge and the 
students were even given pocket money for the time they were doing their practical work.42 

Their appointment had also been made partly because of the shortage of a skilled staff to 
replace the Dutch engineers. The Indonesian government had just established a mining academy in 
Bandung in 1949 in order to fill the vacancies in the mining companies. See Antara 18-11-1949. 

Next to Sawahlunto, an STTM had also been established at Tanjung Enim to fill the 
vacancies for skilled labourers at the middle level at the Bukit Asam coal-mines. At Sawahlunto, 
this school continued to function until 1968. But it was closed during the PRRI rebellion. In 1961 it was 
re-opened. After the 1960s the number of children of the former Javanese contract labourers attending the 
school increased. Interview with Bambang Soelistio, 20-4-1995. Most information on the STTM was 
obtained from interviews with former students of the STTM in Sawahlunto, Sicincin/Pariaman, and 
Jakarta; among other were Julius, 27-5-1995, Timbul Sidabutar 29-5-1995, Alinoer 30-5-1995; RH 
Smith alias Om Iyik 7-6-1995, Bulkhaini 13-6-1995; Sjahbuddin Ali 14-6-1995. Rush Sutan Radjo 
Ameh 16-6-1995, Zulkamain 16-3-1996, and SPLTobing 12-8-1996. 

In 1956, the pocket money for the first year student was thirty rupiahs, for the second year 
forty rupiahs, and for the third year sixty rupiahs. Interview with Sjahbuddin Ali 14-6-1995. 
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Like the students of Mijnbouw School, the students were trained as miners under supervision of 
the foremen and the overseers. Hence, the process of introduction to the world of the mine and 
the world of the miners had already taken place before they were appointed as overseer. 
Sjahbuddin Ali, a former student of the STTM in 1957, remembered how astonished he was 
that he could learn so much from old mandors. 

I really learned from them. I really respected the experience of the old mandors 
and the miners. Besides discipline, they understood all there was to know about 
coal and the situation in the mine. They knew how they had to cut surface of coal 
very quickly, although they had had little formal education and some were still 
illiterate43 (Interview with Pak Sjahbuddin Ali 14-6-1995) 

Like students from the Mijnbouw School, upon graduation they were supposed to 
become junior overseers (opzichter) or 'sinder ' in the local terminology.44 This school produced 
fifteen students in the first graduating class in 1957 (Hainan, 4-4-1957). This number was only 
50 percent of the total number of the students who enrolled in the first year, because many of 
them had dropped out before finishing their study. The very strict military discipline and 
intensive course work were the main reasons for giving up.45 

The lower level of the mining society was comprised mostly of Minangkabau and some 
of the second generation of the former Javanese, the children of contract labourers. In general, 
these people worked as clerks and foremen. Gradually social mobility began to make an impact 
among the young generation of the former contract labourers. They gained a higher social status 
through education. The establishment of the Javanese school or sekolah Jawa for the children of 
the contract labourers in the 1920s had opened the door to their advancement. Politically the 
Javanese clerks who had worked at the central office, had thrown in their lot with the local 
people during the Revolution and preferred to follow their bosses, be they Minangkabau or 
Batak They became members of the PSI and Masyumi trade unions rather than the PKI trade 
unions. By contrast these Javanese clerks and foremen who were directly involved in 
production became members of the PKI trade union. 

Original text:'Saya betul-betul belajar dari mereka. Saya mengakui pengalaman mandor 
dan penambang yang sudah tua. Saya betul-betul mengakui, selain sangat disiplin, mereka mengerti 
seluk-beluk arang dan situasi di dalam tambang. Mereka mengerti bagaimana mendandang arang 
dengan cepat, walaupun pendidikan mereka rendah dan malah ada yang buta huruf. 

The word 'sinder' certainly derived from the Dutch language, "ziende r" or from 
"opzichter" and "opziener" which means foremen with a task to watching, keeping an eye on things. 

For example, Rush Sutan Radjo Ameh said only six of the six-teenth students from the 
electrical department graduated in 1956, and Sjahbuddin Ali noted that five of twenty-four students 
from the mine department graduated in 1960. Interview with Sjahbuddin Ali 14-6-1996; Rush Sutan 
Radjo Ameh 16-6-1995. 

Interview with Pak Kasno S. Hartono, the son of a former contract labourer, 24-3-1996. 
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The last and most important group were the miners. They were mostly Javanese and 
were staunch members of the PKI. They were divided into two categories:!) those who had 
been appointed as civil servants, and received a monthly salary; 2) those who received a day 
wage and worked under a contract for three years. The bulk of the labourers were former 
convicts, contract or free labourers. In the memories of their former overseers, these people 
worked in a highly disciplined fashion and were professional miners. Others had been recruited 
from Java, especially in 1953 when the company was suffering from a shortage of miners, but 
this group was the first to be dismissed when the strikes broke out. The company had been 
forced to resort to the recruitment of the labourers from Java because most of the local villagers 
were unwilling to commit themselves to working for a long period in the mine. They preferred 
to work only for a short-term, especially to earn some ready money when they were feeling the 
pinch economically. Therefore in 1953, the manager recruited the sons of the former Javanese 
contract labourers at Sawahlunto, and then about thirty unmarried and forty married labourers 
from Central Java through the Kantor Pengadaan Tenaga Kerja (KPT) or Labour Recruitment 
Office, to make up the required number. 

In essence the system of labour recruitment had not changed since the colonial period. 
Labourers were recruited through a recruitment agency like the KPT, or through family ties, as 
well as through a recruitment agent sent out by the company. Those who were contracted had 
to undergo medical check-ups, then they signed a contract for three years. According to Pak 
Paidjo, a miner from Kutoarjo, Central Java, who was recruited at that time recalled that his 
interest in working in the Ombilin mines was motivated by the promises for a better life and high 
wages. 

Most of the newly recruited labourers worked in the underground mine. Most of them 
were unable to hold out in the mine for a long period of time, because of the heavy work and 
low wages. Moreover, the subterranean world was still seen as unfit for human beings and 
provoked horrible fears. 

Table VI.4 Development of Labour Force, 1949-1959 

Year Total Number 
1949 (December) 1,208 
1950 1,526 
1951 1,565 
1952 2,001 
1953 2,214 
1954 1,371 
1955 2,064 
1956 2,026 
1957 2,199 
1958 2,088 
1959 1,946 

Source: PTBA-UPOCollection, the yearly report of the PTBA Ombilin 1995. 

Mining Archives, Box DC/SBTI; Interview with Pak Paidjo at the village of Durian, 12-5-1995. 
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These were the reasons why most of them ran away and tried to find other jobs at the 
plantations both in West Sumatra itself, in Riau, and in North Sumatra. 

Table VI. 4 shows the total number of workers in the mine, including higher, middle, 
lower levels and the labourers. In 1949 there were only 1,208. With the passing of the years this 
number increased to 2,214 in 1953 as new labourers were recruited. After 1953, the number 
decreased to 1,371, because many labourers were dismissed by the manager as punishment for 
their involvement in the strike. Between 1955-1958 the total number of labourers remained 
fairly constant. But in the years 1958, 1959 and in 1960, the total number of labourers dropped 
each year, because many labourers, especially non-Javanese, left the mine and joined the PRRI. 

The mining society was divided along ethnic and political lines, which also determined 
social relations and social control among its members. The natural corollary of this was a 
tendency to collaborate on the basis of ethnicity between the Javanese foremen and the miners 
from the same island. In the 1920s the foremen joined the miners and local people mount a 
protest against the Dutch exploitation, now they struggled jointly as a Javanese community 
exploited by non-Javanese overseers and managers. The PKI, and the ideology of the class 
struggle, served as a means to channel their grievances. The Javanese foremen cast the nets 
wider and made links with the leaders of the PKI to strengthen their power inside the mine. In 
the eyes of the labourers, the PKI was a vehicle through which they could struggle to improve 
their living and working conditions. 

Besides having formal organizations that they could join, the labourers belong to 
various social and cultural associations. These associations functioned to create various forms of 
solidarity and more importantly, served as a medium through which to mediate the political 
actions of the miners, cutting right across the social hierarchy of the mining society. Important 
socio-cultural activities were in this respect Ketoprak, Kuda Kepcmg, Kecapi Sunda, Randal, 
Perkumpulan Kesenicm Tambang Arang (Peta) and a Keroncong group; a sport association 
such as soccer club, and a Pencak Silat group. There was also an association for those with 
religious interests (Hainan 28-5-1954; 15, 22-2-1957;Interview with Bulkhaini 14-6-1996). 
Some of these had already been formed before Independence and others after. 

For an example, the Pencak Silat Association of Sawahlunto was formed in 1952, and 
led by P.A. Darami, the deputy manager of the Ombilin mines (Sumatera Tengah 1952:17). Far 
from confining its activities to sport, this association also had a political purpose. Informally it 
was intended to be an instrument to mobilize people to become members of the Masyumi. Yet 
another example of an association with a dual purpose was the Peta, a musical group which 
was formed by the company (Haluan, 17-10-1951). The Peta was formed to channel and 
develop hobbies among the people from different social groups within the mining society, and 
functioned as a form of relaxation for them. Its activities were supported financially by the 
company, and it staged various activities such as drama performances (Haluan, 17-10-1951). 
Most members of the Peta also became members of the SBTI-KBSI. 

These associations also helped to solve economic difficulties. Pak Suwardi Kisut,49 son 

For example, only ten out of forty married labourers who were recruited in 1953, still live at 
Sawahlunto. Interview with Pak Paidjo, 12-5-1995. 

Pak Suwardi Kisut started working at the mine at the workshop in 1953, and was then 
moved to the underground mine. He has ten brothers and sisters, some of them live in Medan as 
workers in the plantations. This is a big family because his father, Pak Wagio, has more than sixty 
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of Pak Wagjo who was born at Sawahlunto in 1933, saw the benefits of the association as 
follows: 

I was a member of the Keroncong musical group. Our group played either at 
the Gedung Pertemuan Bunih in Sawahlunto or was hired by people who 
wanted to organize an alek (a marriage feast), a ceremonial meal, sunatan, or 
turun mandi either at the tangsis or in the villages. Apart from making many 
friends, it also helped to solve the problems encountered in our lives. We 
accumulated capital and sometimes borrowed from tengkulak (money lenders), 
to make frying pans, knives, and tin canes. And then we would sell them. 
(Interview with Pak Suwardi Kisut 11-6-1995) 

There were no changes in the way that work was organized after Independence. The Indonesian 
government simply followed the labour regulations it inherited from the Dutch period. A general 
regulation concerning working hours, wages, and social benefits was set up by the Hatta 
cabinet in 1948. This was valid for all kinds of work, in plantations, or in the manufacturing, and 
mining industries. There was no clear distinction made between working hours at the mines or in 
the factories {Ikhtisar Perburuhan 21-8-1956:12-7). 

Within the mining industry itself, labour regulations on working hours varied. In the 
Ombilin coal-mines the working day was eight hours, whereas at the Bukit Asam coal-mines it 
was only six hours (Ikhtisar Perburuhan 21-8-1956:12-7). This moved a member of the 
parliament, K. Werdojo, who visited both mines in 1951, to say that labour conditions in the 
Ombilin coal-mines were far from satisfactory (Ikhtisar Perburuhan 21-8-1956:12-7). He said 
that eight hours per day was too gruelling for the Ombilin miners because they had to work 
underground. The government should make a distinction between miners who worked 
underground and those who worked in open pit mines. In the Ombilin coal-mines labourers had 
to walk about five kilometres from one underground corridor to another, without using masks 
to protect them from the omnipresent fire-damp. Those who worked underground received no 
extra food rations and the lack of medical care stared them in the face daily. 

Bad working conditions were to be found everywhere in Indonesia. The straitened 
economic condition of the country, coupled with political instability, created serious problems 
for the people. The situation for the Ombilin coal-miners was even more complicated. The first 
great difficulty was that the town of Sawahlunto could not supply sufficient rice, which meant 
that this basic commodity had to be imported. Secondly, the local economy was on a continuous 

grandchildren and 100 great-grandchildren. At present, the members of this family live in the village 
of Tanjung Sari, forming a small hamlet there. 

Original text: 'saya ini anggota musik keroncong. Grup kami bermain di Gedung Pertemuan 
Buruh atau dicarter oleh orang-orang yang mengadakan 'alek', kenduri, turun mandi dan sunatan di 
tangsi dan di kampung. Ada banyak 'labo'(keuntungan). Selain memiliki banyak teman, juga dapat 
memecahkan masalah kehidupan. Kami mengumpulkan modal atau kadang-kadang meminjamnya 
dari tengkulak, kami buat wajan, pisau dan belek kaleng and kami jual'. 
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down-slide, especially after the periods of political turbulence and unrest, and also due to the 
flooding which occurred at the onset of the yearly rainy season. As the result of this, the 
harvest failed. Therefore, the price of rice was usually higher than in other places in West 
Sumatra. These conditions deteriorated evern further, because the traders at the market of 
Sawahlunto always had a free hand in setting the price of basic goods. 

The poor working and living conditions were criticized by Sugino M.Wiguno in the 
SOBSFs magazine, Bebas in 1952. He wrote that in 1952 a labourer received 2.70 rupiahs a 
day or at the most, 3.90 rupiahs if he worked overtime. To work over time was not easy, 
because the labourers had to bribe their overseers by giving gifts such as chicken or something 
similar (PTBA-UPO Archives, Bebas 1952:18). Compared to the wages paid during the 
colonial period, these earnings seem rather high. But they were not hardly enough, because the 
price of rice was very high, 2.45 rupiahs for one kilogram. Under the Dutch government, a 
labourer received 35 cents a day, while the price of rice was only 6 cents for one kilogram. 

The manager was not unaware of this state of affairs, but he was unable to solve these 
problems, because he was also dependent on the policies laid down by the various state agencies 
at the national level, such as the Minister of the Financial and Economic Affairs and the Head of 
the Mining Office. In 1952, the manager, Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando, had warned the Head 
of the Mining Office that any delay in paying wages to the labourers would lead to protests. 52 

Whatever he may have thought personally, the Head of the Mining office in his turn depended 
on the Minister of the Financial and Economic Affairs. 

During the period of Liberal Democracy, control by the state and the management was 
not as strict as it had been under the colonial state. There were no military patrols nor were 
policemen employed, and there were no tangsi caretakers whose task was to supervise the 
activities of the miners and escort them to the mine, largely to prevent them from absconding or 
avoiding work. The management did impose sanctions on labourers who did not comply with 
the work discipline by cutting their wages or moving them to heavier work. But in reality, the 
sanctions that the management imposed were not related simply to the social relationship in 
production process in the capitalist culture, they were also influenced by political and cultural 
considerations. Political differences between the manager, overseers, and the miners, the 
influence of local political developments, and patron-client relationships were determining 
factors in imposing work discipline. Examples will be given when we discuss trade unions, 
strikes, and the PRRI in the following section. Examples given here will show plainly how work 
discipline and sanctions were imposed not only by management, overseers, and mandors, but 
also by political leaders outside the mine, especially the communist leaders, the PRRI leaders, 
and the military. Control of labour also implied political control. 

However, the role of overseers and foremen played an overriding role in determining 
work discipline and the attendance rate of miners. The form of work discipline they imposed 
depended on a great many considerations. 

51 

52 

1952/43 

Sumatera Tengah 1954, no. 125/TV: 3; Haitian 24, 28-1-1957. 

Mining Archives, Box EX, SBTL Letter of Sjahbuddin to the Head of Mining office, 12-8-
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The following account given by an overseer shows us that in practice, work discipline was also 
based on patron-client relationships. 

We had to impose discipline on them [miners]. Our target was production, 
wasn't it? But, how....ya... (he takes a deep breath)....We are all of us 
Indonesians. How could we impose discipline upon them, ordering 
subordinates to come on time and not to absent themselves. We could not 
demand too much from them, because the guaranties of a livelihood given by 
the company were far from adequate. Although I knew they were absent, I did 
not do anything about it. I even had worked my own subordinates on my dry-
fields, to give them additional income. The 1950s and 1960s were very 
difficult. Life was very harsh. My salary as an overseer was the same as a 
quarter of gram of gold, how on earth could we manage to eat. 53 (Interview 
with Timbul Sidabutar 2-6-1995) 

When economic conditions deteriorated, labour discipline and labour control became 
more flexible. In order to survive, the overseers had to look for additional income outside the 
mine. They used local economic resources, and through patron-client relationships, discipline to 
work in the mines was regulated to be more flexible. This social relationship benefited both 
overseers and the miners. However, simultaneously the overseers also controlled the miners 
more strictly to ensure that their attempts to produce as much coal as possible, which provided 
the overseers and their subordinates with a premium, were successful. Hence, working over 
time was essential. But working overtime was not as easy as it had been in the booming period 
of coal. Here, again, the role of overseers was decisive. As has been explained before, to get 
work overtime the miners including the foremen had to bribe the overseers by giving gifts in 
kind such as a chicken or other food stuffs to the overseers (Bebas, 1952:18). 

Working underground was no longer a matter of dread, especially for the Javanese 
community who had now been resident at Sawahlunto for a long time. They were, in the eyes of 
their overseers, professional miners with a high work discipline (Sjahbuddin Ali, Timbul 
Sidabutar 1-5-1995). Their repeated statement 'How.. ya, we did not feel right, if we did not go 
to the mine, it was just nm-of-\he-mül'(bagaimana ya, tidak enak kalaii tidak ke tambang, 
sudah biasa % is an expression which demonstrates that the world of the mine was already 
integrated into their daily life. 

The work discipline of the miners was also determined by other considerations. Because 
of the declining economic development of coal, low wages, irregular payment, and the 
insufficient guaranties of social security offered by the company, the miners were forced to look 

Original text:'Kita mesti disiplin dengan mereka. Target kita kan produksi. Tapi bagaimana 
ya....(dia menarik nafas panjang). Kita sama-sama orang Indonesia. Bagaimana kita bisa 
menerapkan disiplin atas mereka, menyuruh anak buah datang tepat waktu atau tidak mangkir. Kita 
tidak bisa menuntut banyak dari mereka, karena jaminan hidup di perusahaan juga kurang. 
Walaupun saya tahu mereka mangkir, saya biarkan saja. Bahkan saya menyuruh anak buah saya 
untuk menggarap ladang saya, mencari pendapatan tambahan. Tahun 50an dan 60an itu kan sulit, 
payah hidup. Gaji saya saja sebagai mandor sebulan sama dengan seperempat gram emas, mana 
cukup untuk makan'. 
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for additional income outside the mine. Here, associations were used to solve economic 
problems -something to which Pak Suwardi Kisut resorted (Interview with Pak Suwardi Kisut, 
14-8-1995). Members of one shift collaborated with each other, and they refused to mention 
who was absent. 

Apart from this struggle to make ends meet, work discipline was also linked to political 
factors, mainly imposed by the overseers and foremen, and at a great distance by political 
leaders outside the mine. The Minangkabau managers and overseers did not have enough power 
to control the labourers completely, because they were unable to overcome the power of the 
Javanese foremen which was bostered by their political allies. 

From the narratives of the miners we can trace how the foremen had imposed social 
sanctions on the miners by isolating and repressing them both inside and outside the mine in 
order to reinforce their loyalty. Alliances between the foremen and the PKI leaders manipulated 
the miners for the sake of the economic and political interests of the former. 

So what we see here is that the control of labour had many layers: managers, overseers, 
foremen, and, at the bottom, the miners. Besides this, control of labourers and work discipline 
was defined by local and national political leaders and the military, especially after the Central 
Military Force (APRI) arrived to the mine in order to suppress the PRRI rebellion. 

6. The PRRI RebeUion (1958-1960) 

The PRRI (1958-1960) or Revolutionary Government of the Republic of Indonesia was 
established on 15 February 1958 as a protest against domination of the regional economy 
by the central government by a group known as the Dewan Banteng. The Dewan Banteng 
emerged from the Banteng Division of the Armed Forces under the command of Colonel 
Ismail Lengah. It was in fact an an economic planning board which aimed to develop the 
West Sumatran economy (Amal 1992:80). In December 1956 the Dewan Banteng took 
over the provincial government in West Sumatra. The transition was bloodless, largely, it 
seems, because the administrators had chosen not to oppose the Dewan. Many of them 
indeed clearly favoured its programme. 

The initial aims of the Dewan Banteng had changed, shifting from economics to 
politics, especially after the Masyumi and the PSI had lost power in parliament after the 
General Elections of 1955. Since then, protests had been regularly voiced at the national 
level; the most frequent targets of their criticism being the central government, Sukarno and 
the PKI. 

Alarmed by the strength of the resentment and the following war by the Dewan 
Banteng, the central government sent the Indonesian Republic Military Force or APRI 
(Angkatan Perang Republik Indonesia) under a Javanese General, Ahmad Yani, to 
suppress the PRRI in 1959. From the moment the army landed, the followers of the PRRI 
became guerrillas and took to the jungle, but this situation did not last long. Finding the 
lack of food and other essentials intolerable, many of its adherents were unable to stand the 
privation, and surrended to APRI. By 1960 the rebellion had been completely put down. 

The PRRI rebellion was a conflict in which the Masyumi and the PSI united against 
the PKI and Sukarno.The mining society had already compartmentalized into conflicting 
trade unions: with the PKI ranged against the PSI and Masyumi trade unions. But here the 
crucial question is, what influence did the PRRI have on the mining society? 
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After the General Elections of 1955, the leaders of the Dewan Banteng like 
Simbolon, Ahmad Husin, Ismail Lengah, and Major Karim Saleh discussed the imbalance of 
the economic development between Java and the Outer Islands, including the development 
of the Ombilin coal-mines in their considerations (Haitian, 9,11-9-1956). After the Dewan 
Banteng had been established and having taken over the local government, its leaders set to 
work to build up the local economy and win mass sympathy. 

Seen from local economic interest, the mine was very important. Therefore, the 
representatives of the Dewan Banteng visited the mine and encouraged the labourers to 
increase production {Hainan, 9-2-1957).Their encouragement was appreciated and 
production of coal indeed increased from 75,319 tons in 1956 to 90,912 tons in 1957 
(Appendix 1). The Dewan replaced the socialist manager Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando 
by Baharson, a person who was politically neutral. Sjahbuddin himself shifted his loyalties 
to the Dewan Banteng and was active as mediator between the leaders of the PRRI and 
Baharson, being especially prominent devising the strategy and tactics which would make 
the best use of the Ombilin coal-mines as a source of manpower and financial resources 
(Interview with Zulkarnain, 16-3-1996) 

Under the new manager, the leaders of the Dewan Banteng began to visit the mine 
regularly, unflagging in their efforts to attract support from the miners.The head of the 
economic board of the Dewan, Major Karim Saleh, visited Sawahlunto in January 1957 to 
campaign for support for plans to develop the regional economy. In a meeting with 1,500 
labourers, he said that the leaders at the central level robbed regional economic resources 
to serve central government interests (Haluan, 2-2-1957). The meeting was successful, 
because it ended with a declaration in which the labourers stated that they supported the 
Dewan Banteng. 

The Dewan Banteng gradually revealed its power in the months which followed. 
Support came from various sides — not only from large political parties like the Masyumi and 
the PSI, but also from smaller political parties and mass organizations like the Batusangkar 
branch of the PNI, and the Solok branch of the PKI and its mass organizations like Lekra, 
Gerwani and SOBSI (Chapter VTI-3; Haluan, 9,11-2-1957). In adopting this attitude, the PKI 
Solok branch took its own line independently of the general policy line of the PKI in Padang 
(Haluan, 8-2-1957). 

The visit of the leaders of the PRRI and the Dewan Banteng consolidated the 
power of the leaders of the SBTI-KBSI and the SBIJ trade unions. With the exception of 
the PKI and its mass organizations, all the other political parties and their mass 
organizations supported the Dewan. Therefore, the PKI and its appendage the SBTI-
SOBSI found themselves squeezed between the Masyumi and the PSI which were 

Baharson was a former student of the Mijnbouw School. He was a politically neutral person 
and a businessman. His choice was intended to remove the bad impression of corrupt managers who 
had been propagated by the leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI. Haluan, 12-1-1957; Interview with Sudono 
M.Wiguno, 16-4-1996. 

The declaration was made by the representative of the labourers, Maridin, a Minangkabau 
local leader of the Masyumi Party. A few days later, the same support came from the leader of the 
SBTI-KBSI, J. Gultom. Haluan, 8-2-1957. 
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supporters of the Dewan Banteng {Hainan, 8-2-1957). To break through their isolation, 
they tried to make contacts with PKI leaders outside the mining town both at local, 
regional and national levels {Hainan, 8-2-1957). However, their efforts did not bear any 
fruit. Apparently thinking discretion the better part of the valour, the communist leaders 
kept a low profile for a while without taking any decision. Under such conditions, the 
communist mass organizations were practically impotent and one by one the labourers 
began to move their allegiance from the SBTI-SOBSI to the SBTI-KBSI. 

During 1957, people at Sawahlunto had plainly announced their sympathy for the 
efforts being made by the Dewan. Therefore, when the PRRI rebellion broke out, most 
Minangkabau and Bataks who worked at the central office of the company were engaged in 
the rebellion. Students from the senior high school and from the STTM were drafted in 
for military training. They were being prepared to assist the PRRI troops. Around thirty-
five students of the STTM underwent military training to become a corps in the PRRI army 
(Interview with Zulkarnain, 16-3-1996). Intensive contacts between the mine and the 
leaders of the PRRI were set in motion. The deputy manager, P.A. Darami, a member of 
the Masyumi, was very active in attending meetings together with the leaders of the Dewan 
Banteng in Padang (Interview with Zulkarnain, 16-3-1996). 

Until the arrival of a central military force at the beginning of 1959, it seemed that 
the Dewan Banteng and the Masyumi and the PSI were dominant. The leaders of the PKI 
and SBTI-SOBSI had their hands ties. They found themselves in a terrible situation. When 
the PRRI broke out in 1958, many of them were imprisoned by the PRRI leaders in the 
gaol at Sawahlunto (Interview with Pak Ibnu 10-4-1995). Ronojudo, the leader of the 
SBTI-SOBSI, was burned alive by the PRRI army in revenge for his leading role in the 
strikes of 1953 (Interview with Pak Ibnu, 10-4-1995). 

This situation did not last long. The communists were released when the F 
Company {Kompi F) took over the town and took charge of the mine till the APRI arrived. 
F Company was a division of the Third Regiment of the PRRI troops under the command 
of Ahmad Husin (Interview with Pak Hasan Basri, 16-4-1996). Its army was posted in the 
village of Durian, together with the members of APRI. This Company F had twenty 
members, consisting of men from Minangkabau, Menado, Java, and Sunda. The company 
had dissociated itself from the PRRI troops, because it predicted that the PRRI would fail 
in its endeavours. In some respects they were also disagreed with the policy of the PRRI. 
Some people suspected that some of the members of F Company had communist 
sympathies (Interview with Bulkhaini, 15-3-1995). 

On March 1959, the APRI marched into the town without encountering any 
resistance (Interview with Zulkarnain, 16-3-1996). The supporters of the PRRI had already 
left the town. Compared to other towns in West Sumatra, Sawahlunto was the only place 
where the arrival of the APRI was warmly welcomed, in particular by the Javanese, and the 
members of the F Company. The Javanese saw the coming of the APRI from Java as a 

It was hard -going and difficult for the Javanese to leave the town and to follow the 
guerrillas in the jungles like other followers of the PRRI, because they had no village to fall back on 
and the mine was the only source of income. Therefore, they remained at Sawahlunto. Interview 
with Pak Rahmat, 12-5-1995. 

A big party was organized by the Javanese leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI in the village of 
Durian. According to the information still recalled by local people, the Javanese bent over backward 
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liberation freeing them from fear of attacks by PRRI supporters (Interview with Bulkhaini, 
13-3-1995). 

The Javanese were particularly assiduous in putting about anti-PRRI propaganda. Soon 
afterwards, a big anti-PRRI rally was held which was attended by 5,000 people. They were 
comprised of Barisan Tani Indonesia (BTI) members, labourers, the Bupati, and socio-political 
organisations from both inside and outside the town (Harian Rakyat 9-1-1959). The co
operative attitude displayed by these people to the APRI calmed down the atmosphere in the 
town, making Sawahlunto the only town in West Sumatra without a curfew (Antara, 1-3-1959). 

The arrival of the APRI weakened the power of the Masyumi, the PSI and the other 
parties which symphatized with the rebellion. There was not much they could do. Their 
strength was dwindling, because some of their members, reading the writing on the wall 
had already left the town. The manager, P.A.Darami, Zubir Munaf, the leader of SBII, and 
three other leaders of the Masyumi were arrested by the APRI. They were suspected of 
helping the PRRI troops in their efforts to counter the APRI advance (Interview with 
Zulkarnain, 16-3-1996). 

The followers of the PRRI at Sawahlunto were not lying idle and were doing their 
best to make secret contacts with PRRI adherents outside the town. The company had 
given the PRRI various forms of help such as money, clothes, food, and medicines through 
a mediator, E. Speering. Kamisan PS, leader of the Masyumi at Sawahlunto also acted as 
mediator between the PRRI army in the jungle and the manager in terms of negotiating to 
protect the mines from any attacks by the PRRI army (Interview with Bulkhaini, 13-3-
1995). 

The arrival of the APRI once again led to many changes in the socio-political 
conditions of the mining society. Firstly, some labourers were appointed as members of the 
Organisasi Keamanan Rakyat, or OKR (People Security Organization), or the Organisas] 
Pertahanan Rakyat or OPR (People Defensive Organization) to help the APRI protect 
people from attacks by the PRRI army. People volunteering for this were given of absence 
from work, but they were still paid by the company.59 

The members of the OKR and the OPR were armed and trained by the members of 
the APRI, drawn from Battalion 439 of the Diponegoro Division that had taken over 
Sawahlunto. In 1959, the battalion was led by Lieutenant Djohan Rivai, who later became a 

to welcome the APRI. They slaughtered a buffalo, and prepared various kinds of dishes. 

E. Speering was an Indo-European who was working at the Ombilin forest exploitation in 
Lubuk Alung, near Padang. Interview with Zulkarnain, 16-3-1996. 

59 

Unfortunately, no information is available about exactly how many labourers were recruited 
to become members of these organizations. On 8 June 1959 Djohan Rivai came to an agreement 
with the manager to take eight miners to be members of the OKR with the task of protecting 'APRI 
defence posts' surrounding of the village of Sijantang. At the same time, about sixty labourers were 
following military training to become members of the OPR. Most of them were Javanese plus some 
villagers from poorer settlements like Sijantang and Kubang. Many labourers wanted to become 
member of the organization, but their applications were rejected by the manager because the mine 
was threatened by a labour shortage. PTBA-UPO Archives, Instruksi Pembentukan Organisasi 
Keamanan Rakyat oleh Komando Operasi 17 Agustus no. Instr, 9-7-1958. 
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famous communist leader in West Sumatra. Rivai made an agreement with the manager, 
PA Darami, to be able to recruit labourers to become members of these organizations. 

The arrival of the APRI reinforced solidarity and bolstered power among the 
Javanese people of Sawahlunto. They were concentrated in the village of Durian, because 
the APRI predicted the PRRI would launch attacks from the village of Sikalang.61 Thus, the 
presence of the APRI from Java, the involvement of the Javanese miners in the OPR and 
OKR, and concentration of the living quarters at the village of Durian created a Javanese 
bastion at Sawahlunto. 

The political situation in town was very precarious. Recriminations flew thick and 
fast and there were kidnappings of people who were regarded as 'outsiders' or 'insiders', 
as the case may have been, and of being supporters of the central government or of the 
PRRI. It goes without saying that this had a profound effect on working relations in the 
mine. The role of the OPR and OKR loomed very large in this configuration. They not only 
had defensive tasks, but they took upon themselves the job of being mediators of the PKI. 
Local people who worked at the mine recalled that they frequently resorted to extremely 
violent actions, to intimidate the non-SBTI SOBSI. They were even aggressive towards 
non-Javanese overseers and higher-ranking staff members of the company who were 
automatically regarded as pro-PRRI. The situation was frightening (Interview with 
Bulkhaini, 13-6-1995). This can certainly be counted the revenge of the Javanese miners 
and foremen exacted from their non-Javanese overseers. 

Unlike other towns in West Sumatra, Sawahlunto was the scene of ruthless, hard 
political competition between the PRRI, the Masyumi and the PSI, opposing the APRI and 
the PKI. The power of the Minangkabau or the non-Javanese overseers was undermined, 
since the arrival of the APRI at Sawahlunto in 1959. The APRI shifted the control of 
labour, albeit indirectly, from the manager to itself. In practice, the recruitment of the 
Javanese miners to become members of the OKR and the OPR by the APRI, could be 
regarded as an extension of the communist influence in that town. 

The PRRI rebellion had been put down. Social relations and social control within 
the mining society had entered a new stage, and faced new competition. 

PTBA-UPO Archives, Keputuscm KTO, P.A.Darami, S.Lunto 10-6-1959 no 3454/6/XX-
59. 

According to Zulkarnain, when the APRI had brought the town and the mine under control, 
it was directed to places outside the town. Interview with Zulkarnain, 16-3-1996. 



CHAPTER VE 

ENTERING NEW POLITICAL COMPETITION 
(1960-1965) 

Introduction 

In the preceding chapter I have explained how the mining society was exposed to politics. 
Tts members were mobilized by the leaders of political parties, and involved in strikes, 
conflicts, and competition between various actors located at different layers in political 
hierarchy. The involvement was very intense and took place at a time when the outlook for 
the economic development of coal-mines was gloomy and state control was relatively 
weak. The mining society walked out of the cage of production or from the mine, and 
started making contact and links with the leaders of local and national political parties. This 
was not a one-way process, because political leaders also went into the mines, evoking the 
collective consciousness of the mining society, and stimulating it to make its political 
activities to be more daring and more pronounced than ever before. Under such conditions 
the border between the world of politics and the world of work, between political control 
and labour control, grew very thin and blurred, until sometimes the two overlapped. 

I have also explored the instruments used for basic mobilization such as ethnicity, class, 
ideology, and patron-client relationships. Sometimes those instruments were used 
simultaneously, and sometimes not, the choice depended on the motivations of the actors and 
the socio-economic and political pressures exerted by the management and the state. For 
example, ethnicity and class sometimes ran parallel with political streams, which is what 
happened at the national level, and sometimes did not, depending on the actors' deliberations. Tn 
this chapter I want to show that ethnicity was only one of the many instruments which 
determined the political development in the mining society. 

This chapter continues to look at how the mining society was incorporated into new 
political constellations, competitions, and conflicts under the economic and socio-political 
structures guided by the state. The formation of new political parties not only cut across 
the social hierarchy of particular communities as Gramsci found in Italy (Gramsci 1971), 
but in the Ombilin mining society also became more complicated, because it involved many 
actors from many layers: military managers, from both the left and the right wings of the 
army, and the leaders of various political parties at regional and national levels. The 
Ombilin mining society was transformed into an arena for competition and conflicts. These 
contests and frictions became more widespread, harsher, and sharper, because each of the 
interest groups was seeking power. 

In the early 1960s, two striking changes took place in the political competition 
being waged in the mining society. Firstly, the Ombilin coal-mines was now managed by 
non-Minangkabau military officers, who were appointed by the central government. Their 
function was to represent national economic and political interests. Secondly, political 
competition emerged in the mining society between communists and non-communists. This 
was inextricably linked to conflicts between the left and right wings of the military group. 

By 1960 the Masyumi and the PST had become impotent, disgraced by their 
involvement in the PRRI rebellion. A new balance of political power emerged, born of the 
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fusion of three ideological streams, Nationalist, Islam, and Communist or Nasakom, which 
was the brainchild of Soekarno. Subsequently these streams were represented by the 
Indonesian Nationalist Party or PNI, the Nahdhatul Ulama or NU for religious 
traditionalists, and the PKI. Its main competitor was the Functional Group or Golongan 
Karya (Golkar).2 The PKI was supported by the left-wing army group, and the Functional 
Group by the right-wing army group. How were these new political developments and 
competition reflected in the smaller world of the mining society? Seen from the miners' point of 
view, what reasons could they adduce to persuade the miners to become involved in such 
political activities? The instruments used by political leaders to mobilize followers remain a 
mystery unless they are related to the economic development of coal and the changing 
composition of the mining society itself. 

After exploring the economic fluctuations during a period of inflation and their impact 
on working and living conditions (Sections 1 and 2), Section 3 will discuss how national and 
regional political developments were reflected in the small town of Sawahlunto. The focus of 
Section 4 will shift to the formation of new trade unions in the Ombilin coal-mines, while the 
effects of wider economic and political developments on the mining society, and labour control 
will be the main themes in Section 5. Section 6 will describe the miners' experiences in the days 
leading to the coup of September 1965. 

1. Coal and Inflation 

The mismanagement, inefficiency, and corruption of retired and serving officers of the army who 
turned their talents to various state-owned companies undermined the national economy. This 
rot set in in 1957, when Dutch enterprises and business activities were initially taken over by the 
communist and nationalist trade unions. Subsequently, the army seized control from them and 
managed the enterprises, which has been sequestered. This military intervention can be 
regarded as a crucial step which was to affect the economic development over the next period 
and which would have long-lasting effects. 

Falling victim to mismanagement, inefficiency, and corruption, the range of production 
in export commodities shrank drastically. The value of exports declined from $ 750 million in 
1961 to $ 450 million in 1965. The government proved unable to replace a declining state 

A good introduction and review about Nationalism, Islam, and Marxism (by Soekarno), see 
Mc Vey 1965, 1970. 

It was established in 1958, and consisted of sixty-one various social groups, a number 
which later increased to 291. In December 1965, all social groups were united and formed into the 
Sekretariat Bersama Golongan Karya or Sekber Golkar (Joint Secretariat of Functional Group). 
For a detailed study of the history of Golkar, see Reeve 1985. 

About economic policies in Indonesia during Guided Democracy, see subsequently Thee 
Kian Wie 1996; Mackie 1996; Booth 1996. 

The PKI and SOBSI avoided a confrontation with the army, thereby hoping to continue their 
activities. See Ricklefe 1981: 249; Robison 1986:73. 
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export sector with any kind of national industrial capitalism. These unpromising economic 
conditions were inimical to encouraging any long-term investment and forestalled capital 
accumulation (Robison 1986:76, 93). 

Another reason for the deterioration of the national economy was political. The 
National Planning Council that designed the Eight-Year Overall Development Plan of 1960 was 
a political rather than a technical body. 6 The Plan of 1960 was based on quite fantastic 
assumptions to justify government expenditure of thirty billion Rupiahs per annum on 
development projects, hopefully to be achieved without inflation and without increased taxation 
(Mackie 1971.52). The plan was no more than a sign of approval from parliament and from 
President Sukarno for projects intended to please everyone to go ahead. It had been engineered 
to win consensus from all Indonesians by avoiding any painful choice of priorities. In the mining 
sector, the decisions were made without giving matters of priority and efficiency a second 
thought. 

Such a catholic policy was bound to cause a further deterioration of the national 
economy. This started with a devaluation of the rupiah in 1959, which was followed as the night 
the day by inflation.7 In 1959 the rupiah had been devalued by 75 percent (Ricklefs 1981:255). 
Then, as a result of the decline in export value, the general economic situation settled into a state 
of permanent hyper-inflation. The hyper-inflation remained around 100 percent per annum from 
late 1961 till 1964. At the same time Indonesia's foreign debt had soared to over $ 2000 million 
and the debt servicing for 1966 was estimated to be $ 530 million (Arndt 1967:130-1). 

The mining sector in general and the coal-mining industry in particular suffered from the 
deterioration in the national economy. In addition to having had to endure mismanagement and 
inefficiency ever since the late 1950s, it was also operating under difficult conditions (Sigit 
1980:8; 1989: 25). The parlous economic condition of the state, particularly exigent because of 
the continuing inflation, meant that technological investment was out of the question. There was 
hardly any additional investment available for replacements or rehabilitation that seemed the only 

President Sukarno appointed Mohammad Yamin, one of Indonesia's most prominent 
nationalist leaders, head of the National Planning Council in early 1960. This Planning Council was 
given the responsibility for producing a new 'Eight Year Overall Development Plan', which was in 
fact concentrated on purely economic development. It was not successful, biting the dust because of 
the rapid inflation, and the expenditure required for political purposes such as the military campaign 
to take over Irian Jaya in 1961/1962 and the subsequent 'Crush Malaysia' campaign of 1963/1966. 
See Higgins 1968:699. 

For a more detailed analysis about political aspects of deterioration of Indonesian Economy 
during Guided Democracy see Mackie 1963, Booth 1996. 

J.A.C Mackie divided the phases of inflation into four periods of time. The first period 
lasted until the end of 1956. It was a persistent and serious problem, but was largely due to 
abnormal circumstances (the Korea boom and the strains of reconstruction and readjustment after 
the Revolution). The second period was from early 1957 to late 1961, both money and prices 
increased at an average rate of about 30 percent per annum. The third period was 1961-1964 during 
which both the volume of money and the cost and living roughly doubled every twelve months. The 
fourth period was between December 1964-1965. This was a very dangerous phase of hyper
inflation, when the prices were doubling within a few weeks in 1965. See Mackie 1967. 
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ways to prevent too rapid drops in production. 
The three state-owned coal-mining companies, the Ombilin, Bukit Asam, and the 

Mahakam coal-mines, were doomed to be equally ill-fated. The production of Indonesian coal 
during the 1950s never rose above 50 percent of the 1,781,000 metric tons of 1939, and by 
1962 it had fallen to a mere 471,836 tons, hampered by transport problems, labour difficulties, 
and a lack of spare parts.8 In addition to this, it was continually confronted by the stiff 
competition from petroleum, which was perhaps the most serious problem of all. The reduction 
in the price of petroleum ate into the demand for coal. It was not surprising that there was a 
general opting for the increasing use of alternative sources of energy, such as in hydro-electric 
power, natural gas, as well as fuel oil (Mining Developments 1967:9). The state-owned railway 
companies, the greatest consumers of coal, were unable to pay their bills to the coal-mining 
companies, and then added insult to injury by changing their choice of fuel from coal to oil 
(Soehoed 1968:14; Sigjt 1989:16). For Indonesia as a whole, the proportion of oil-using or 
diesel locomotives rose from 5 percent in 1952 to 30 percent by 1962. 

The fate of the Ombilin coal-mines was even more deplorable. Apart from suffering 
under the general economic malaise, these mines also fell victim to political instability, being 
particularly vulnerable when the PRRI rebellion (Chapter VI. 5) broke out. Although they 
suffered no direct attacks from the PRRI army or the Central Military Army, the mines were 
neglected. Neither the management nor the state organized any capital investment or 
technological innovations for these mines. In fact, at this time the mines were being used for the 
political purposes by the supporters of the PRRI. The company helped to supply money, food, 
and clothes to the PRRI army in the jungle. So both during and after the PRRI, the exploitation 
of these mines was very haphazard. 

Indubitably the Indonesian government did make efforts to increase Indonesian coal 
production in 1960. The measures taken concentrated on the building of vital state-owned heavy 
industries, such as the steel mills in Lampung and Cilegon. Any such metal industry required 
huge quantities of fuel so the government was forced to increase the production of coal to fulfil 
the need of the steel industries. Nurturing plans for an industrial future, the government 
regarded the coal-mines as an important pillar of the state economy (Antara, 21-3-1964). 
Determined to increase coal production, Jakarta carried out a rehabilitation programme for the 
Ombilin coal-mines, and repaired the infrastructure for the railway at Bukit Asam, as well as 
exploring new coal deposits at various places such as Labuhan Batu and Mahakam in 
Kalimantan. 

For these figures, see report of the Central Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Pocket of 
Indonesia 1963; Sjgit 1989:25. 

See for a more detailed explanation of the development of the Indonesian oil industry, 
Hunter 1971:251-3,283. 

The Minister of Mining, Chairul Saleh received credits of around US $ 250 million from the 
Soviet Union to develop heavy industries. See Harian Rakyat 12-5-1960. 

Perusahaan Negara (PN or State Company) Batubara had opened new coal-mines located 
at Gunung Batu Belah, Loa Lopu, and Loa Bukit in 1963. This meant that the PN Batubara now 
had four coal-mines which are located at Mahakam, Kalimantan. See Berita Ekonomi dan 
Keuangan, 29-U-\9(>?>; Antara 16-3-1964. 
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Of the three state-owned coal-mines mentioned above, the Ombilin coal-mines received 
the most government support. In order to be able to carry this out the government signed a co
operation agreement with the Polish government in 1962. The signing of the contract was 
followed by the arrival of three Polish geologists to do a feasibility study (Antara 13-1-1962). In 
March 1962, the Indonesian government sent twenty-eight workers from Ombilin to the Polish 
coal-mines to study the use of new machines (Berita Ekonomi dan Keuangan 13-3-1963:8). 
Three months later the new machines arrived at Ombilin. They consisted of equipment for 
digging new galleries, trucks for transportation in underground mines, pump rooms, and 
ventilation networks, and also equipment for the central electricity plant.12 With the coming of 
the new machines the government predicted the Ombilin would produce around 300,000 tons in 
1965.13 

Besides the lack of machines, the company was facing shortage of labour. To supply the 
need for white collar employees the central government posted graduates from universities such 
as the Institute Technology of Bandung (ITB) and the Mining Academy there. However, the 
most serious problem was the shortage of the key labour force for the underground mines, 
which had been felt most acutely after the PRRI rebellion. Many of the underground miners had 
asked to retire or had run away, fed up with the gruelling working conditions, the highly 
unsatisfactory wages, and the constant insecurity. Many Javanese miners who had acquired a 
wealth of expertise through long years of experience had left to look for new jobs on the 
plantations in West Sumatra, Riau, and in East Sumatra. The Javanese labourers who remained 
were old and past their physical prime. The crux of the matter was that the company lacked the 
money to recruit new labourers. Sjahbuddin Ali, who was an overseer in 1961, gave the 
following information: 

In the year 1961 I encouraged mcmdors and labourers to work overtime. 
Although they were old and physically weak, I was finally able to collect ten coal 
trucks full weighing around twenty-five tons. We got the premium and I 
distributed it to my subordinates. That was enough to live on.14 (Interview with 
Sjahbuddin Ah, 14-6-1995) 

Working overtime may have brought bonuses, but it did not increase coal production. The 
production of the Ombilin coal was 103,700 tons in 1961 {Antara 13-1-1962; Appendix 1). 
Though this figure was higher than that targeted by the company, the mines were still unable to 

The government sponsored the making of a film entitled 'Kami Membangun Hari Esok' 
(We are developing the future). This was a propaganda film which intended to stimulate the will to 
work of the miners. The script was written by Bachtiar Siagian. See Berita Ekonomi dan 
Keuangan, 30-7-1963:4. 

Berita Ekonomi dan Keuangan 7-6-1963:7; 25-7-1963:11; Bintang Timur 25-7-1963. 

Original text: Waktu tahun 1961, saya dorong mandor and anak buah untuk lembur. 
Meskipun mereka sudah tua dan lemah, saya akhirnya berhasil mengumpulkan sepuluh wagon 
batubara, itu beratnya kira-kira 25 ton. Kami dapat uang lembur, lalu saya bagikan kepada anak 
buah saya. Ya cukuplah untuk hidup. 
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supply enough coal to satisfy the demand of domestic consumers in West Sumatra. For 
example, the Indarung cement works in Padang could not be supplied with coal it required from 
the Ombilin and had to import it from Bukit Asam in 1963 (Berita Ekonomi dan Keuangan 3-3-
1963:12). 

The shortage of young miners was discussed at a production meeting between staff 
members of the company and the Minister of Mining when he visited Ombilin to set up an 
Enterprise Council, Dewan Perusahaan, in 1962, which was part of the plans to modernize the 
mines using Polish government aid. The problem of shortage of miners was finally solved by the 
central government. New miners were recruited from Central Java through the Kantor 
Penempatan Tenaga Kerja (The Office for Allocation of Labour Force) first in Yogyakarta and 
then by recruiting Bina Kenya people from Jakarta in 1963 {Berita Ekonomi dan Keuangan, 13 -
3-63: 8). The latter group was called Bina Karya because they were mainly people who had 
volunteered for the Indonesian army to fight for the liberation of West Irian. They had received 
military training in Bekasi, the so-called KO.P3-TK (an acronym ofKomando Penampungan 
Penyaluran, Penempatan Tuna Karya (The Command for Receiving, Channelling, and the 
Allocation of Unemployed People). Apart from this military goal, the KO.P3-TK was also given 
the task of looking over the labour force that presented itself and to channel it into various 
industries located in the Outer Islands. After following their military training, they became 
members of 'volunteer corps' (sukarelawari), the reserve for the liberation of West Irian. Some 
of these people had been to Kendari (SouthEast Sulawesi) and Irian, while others had remained 
at Bekasi, where they had had to wait for an indefinite period of time. Siswanto Al-Rasdjono, a 
Javanese miner who was sent to Sawahlunto, had followed military training at Bekasi for not 
less than five years. ' Regardless of whether they had stayed at Bekasi or had already come 
back from Kendari or Irian, they were sent to the Outer Islands by KO.P3-TK to work in 
various industries. This was intended to ensure the realization of the government policy of 
increasing national production. They were put to work, or dikaryakan. 

Most of the people who were included in the Bina Karya were either unemployed 
people or 'preman '. The unemployed came from various places in East and Central Java. They 
registered at the Kantor Penempatan Tenaga Kerja in their own region, after which they were 
sent also to the military training camps in Bekasi, and then to the Outer Islands. The 'premari 
were 'strong men', young gangsters who lived on the streets in Jakarta and its environs. They 
were often involved in robberies and other criminal acts (Interview with Sudono M.Wiguno, 13-
5-1995). These preman could also again be subdivided into two categories, first the criminal 
'preman', and secondly, those who were regarded as 'preman' by policemen because they had 
no identity cards. Both these categories were recruited harshly when the central government in 
Jakarta mounted cleansing operations or sapu bersih. The police rounded them up from where 
they were hanging around in the streets or at food stalls. They were arrested, put in a truck, and 
taken to Bekasi. Pak Sadimin, one of the Bina Karya people, was caught in this way when he 
was working as a wage labourer in the rice-fields of a peasant in Krawang (Interview with 
Sadimin, 28-5-1966). The background and the recruitment system of Bina Karya are 
reminiscent of those used for the convict and contract labourers during the colonial period, not 

PTBA-UPO Archives, interviews by the screening team, an investigation team formed after the 
Coup of 1965 to investigate the involvement of labourers in the communist trade union, which was 
banned by the New Order government. Interviews with Siswanto Al-Rasdjono, 16-7-1966. 
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forgetting the romusha (forced labour) during the Japanese occupation, when the methods of 
recruitment were similar. 

The recruitment of Bina Karya was carried out in stages. The first group of 200 people 
was sent to Sawahlunto on 8 March 1963, under the leadership of a retired military man, Pak 
Sumarto (Interview with Siswanto Al-Rasdjono, 16-7-1966). Then, the second and third 
batches followed, 319 people in all according to Pak Amri, a Bina Karya and the head of the 
tangsi Karang Anyer (Interview with Pak Ampri, 28-5-1995). Generally they were unmarried 
men, with the exception of those who were recruited in 1964; when wenty-three people came to 
Sawahlunto with their families (Interview with Salim, 19-7-1970). They set up the tangsi of 
Karang Anyer, a new village that was specially prepared for the Bina Karyas by the 
management. 

The new recruitment increased the total number of the labour force as shown in the 
following table (VJL1). In 1960, the total number of labourers including white-collar workers 
was 1,946, but by employing these methods this figures increased in the years which followed, 
and in 1965 the total number of the labour force reached 3,082. 

Table VU. 1 : Development c )f Labour Force, 1960-1965 
Year Total number of Labour Force 
1960 1,946 
1961 2,025 
1962 2,083 
1963 2,269 
1964 2,472 
1965 3,082 

Source: PTBA-UPO Collection, The Yearly Report of 
the PTBA-Ombilin 1995. 

Although new labourers were recruited, the rehabilitation project failed. The blame for this 
failure can be laid at two doors: the unsuitability of the Polish machines to the geological 
conditions of the Ombilin coal-mines and the dearth of skilled labourers. The machines were 
unsuitable because the coal seams had a different structure. The Ombilin staff who had studied 
the use of these machines in the Polish coal-mines had reported this unsuitability of the machines 
to the manager as well as to the Department of Mining in Jakarta. But, in the process of 
negotiations, the officials at the Department of Mining chose to emphasize political 
considerations ratjier than the efficiency of the machines. Not all the Polish machines were a 
write-off, some could be used, but the cost of maintenance of the machines was so high the 
government could not afford them. The Polish mine machines remained unused and, gradually 
rusted away until the only thing they were good for scrap iron. 

The new miners had been recruited specifically for underground work, and most of the 
Bina Karya people ran away when they had to face the harsh reality of this life. They were not 
up to or prepared for the hard, gruelling work or the bad, isolated living conditions. Caught 
between the devil and the deep blue sea, they were constantly plagued by their fear of entering 
the underground rnines and the lack of security at their barracks (Interview with Pak Ampri, 12-

Interview with Prasadja S. Sugoto, 11-8-1995; Johannes Kasoep 19-8-1995. 
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5-1995). Symptomatic of the unsafe conditions was the high degree of fighting among the Bina 
Karya people that broke out in their struggle to obtain the basic needs, which the company 
failed to provide. Those who remained working in the Ombilin mine were mostly married, they 
had a responsibility for a wife and children and any thought of absconding they may have 
fostered were banished by the thought they had no previous work experience in other places 
such as in the plantations of Riau and North Sumatra. Once again these circumstances are highly 
reminiscent of the colonial period when many labourers ran away from the mines for more or 
less the same reasons. 

The failure of the project was reflected in the figures for coal production that did 
not show any significant improvement, a situation that did not begin change until 1972. The 
highest production from the Ombilin coal-mines was 110,037 tons in 1963 and then this 
decreased considerably in the following years. In 1967 the production figures were at their 
lowest point for the 1960s, namely 66,487 tons (Appendix 1). This was four and a half 
years after the company had received help from the Poles. In that year, the Ombilin 
company was still working the mine using the old mining machines from the Dutch colonial 
period. 

Compared to the two other state-owned companies, the Bukit Asam and the Mahakam, 
the development of the Ombilin mines was very slow. This was because the technology that was 
needed to work this mine was different. The open cast technology in the Bukit Asam and 
Mahakam coal-mines was far easier and cheaper than that which was required for the 
underground mining at the Ombilin mines. Nevertheless, leaving this aside, on the whole the 
economic development of coal-mines in Indonesia during this period was very slow. The 
inability of the government, battling throughout the period of inflation, to build up an 
infrastructure such as railways and ships to transport coal was another major obstacle {Berita 
Ekonomi dan Keuangan, 9-8-1963). 

The political slogan paraded by the state urging an increase in national production fell on 
deaf ears in the Indonesian mining sector, which was confronted at every turn by complicated 
problems. Although the Indonesian coal management had agreed in principle that it should 
increase coal production, this proved to be all illusion (Antara 25-1-1962:1). Hopes of a bright 
future for Indonesian coal and for the development of the mining town of Sawahlunto as 
designed by Polish experts were dashed. And so the government's prediction in 1963 that it 
would increase the production of Indonesian coal-mines by around 25 percent came to nought.17 

As in the 1950s, the main problems continued to be the lack of capital investment and 
the absence of technological innovation, in addition to the perennial problem of the shortage of 
skilled labour. In the 1960s national political considerations seemed more important than the 
improvement of efficiency. 

2. Working and Living Conditions 

The working and living conditions of the labourers were far from satisfactory during the years of 
inflation. Moreover, payment and social security inadequate to say the least. Payment in cash 
and in kind was insufficient to meet their basic needs. This is true not only of the labourers at the 
lower level of the mining society, but applied equally to the higher levels. The manager was 

Bintang Timur 6-12-1963; Berita Ekonomi dan Keuangan 15-1-1964; Antara 1-9-1964; 2-9-
1964. 
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aware of the situation but his hands were tied and he was unable to take any steps to improve 
the working and living conditions of the labourers. Everything depended on the central 
government's decisions, on the financial circumstances of the state, and the economic position 
of coal. 

Some efforts were made by the manager to solve the problems by selling labourers 
cheaper textiles and rice and by giving them leather hats to protect their heads during their work 
in the mines.18 Another initiative was the making and selling of basic goods at the co-operative 
shop, Beka, at a price cheaper than at the market of Sawahlunto. But the market traders 
immediately lowered their prices, so the Beka shop could not compete with them (Interview 
with Djamaluddin Peto Basa, 14-3-1996). 

The manager's efforts were to no avail as far as any improvement in the working and 
living conditions of the labourers were concerned. The lack of health care, housing, clothing, 
food and other facilities were discussed, but these good intentions remained just words until the 
emergence of the New Order Regime. Interviews with former labourers reveal that many people 
died during this time, succumbing to malnutrition and the atrocious working conditions. As we 
can see on the photograph 5, dated 1964, labourers wore no shoes, so it was only natural they 
rapidly became infected by worms. Sukiyem, wife of a miner, whom I met at her small foodstall, 
told me that five of her seven children died from malnutrition during this time (Interview with 
Bu Sukiyem, 14-4-1996). 

The barracks built to house the labourers were in very bad shape. Conditions in the 
tangsis were far from satisfactory making housing sub-standard. Many rooms were so 
dilapidated they could no longer be used. For example, in the tangsis at Sawahlunto 139 rooms 
were so dilapidated that they had to be written off, and about 50percent of the tangsis in 
Sikalang and Durian were uninhabitable. The water supply was also inadequate, because most 
water pipes installed by the Dutch had decayed, and the electricity supply was highly erratic. 

The old barracks could no longer be used because of poor maintenance, while a new 
tangsi that was built in Karang Anyer was jerrybuilt. The roof was made of sago palm leaves, 
and was not well enough constructed to protect the inside of the house from strong winds and 
heavy rains. When there was a big flood after heavy rains, it was impossible for the Bina Karya 
people to live there. The earthen floor and wooden walls were washed away by the combined 
force of the wind and the flood-waters, not to mention the total collapse of the water and 
electricity supply which, even when functioning normally, were insufficient to meet the daily 
needs of the miners (PTBA-UPO Archives, Laporan RSoetrisno). 

The results of the company's investigation showed that about 30 percent of the labourers 
did not live in the tangsi. The main reasons they chose to seek accommodation elsewhere were 
not only the ramshackle conditions of the tangsi, but the old story of the lack of privacy and 
security. Again, these reasons strike a chord reminding us of similar situation during the first and 
second decades of the twentieth century. 

The following examples are chosen from among many to illustrate this lack of privacy 
and security. The kitchen, which was built by the Dutch in every tangsi, was open to the public 
and gave everybody an opportunity to steal firewood, food and other goods. This led to endless 

PTBA-UPO Archives, Laporan Kepala Administrasi ke Manager Tambang 26-8-1964. 

PTBA-UPO Archives,LaporanKelompokKerjaII; Teknik UmumPNTBO, BiroIII, 1964. 
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squabbles among the inhabitants of the barracks. Therefore, it was understandable that many 
labourers preferred to build their own small kitchen near the tangsis instead of using the big one. 
Quite apart from these physical inconveniences, many labourers disliked and did all in their 
power to get away from the ceaseless envy and gossip. They looked for places to rent or they 
built small houses on the company's land (PTBA-UPO Archives, Laporan R Soetrisnd). 

In the Karang Anyer tangsi, there were more serious problems. The lack of facilities was 
bad enough, but life was also coloured by violence which was already embedded in the personal 
cultures of some Bina Kenya people with a preman background who were no strangers to 
criminality. Fights between them and with other labourers or local people were very frequent. 
They fought to get water, food, women, or entertainment. In this tangsi, unmarried labourers 
had food doled out to them from a big kitchen located at Sawahlunto. Food was distributed to 
them from there, but the labourers still went short of sustenance, because their co-workers from 
earlier shifts had already taken more than their fair share. According to Pak Ampri, one of the 
Bina Karya people, at the tangsi of Karang Anyer, the law of the jungle ruled during this time 
(Interview with Pak Amri 29-5-1995). 

For those Bina Karya people who were not 'strong men', such conditions were clearly 
unsafe. Adopting the motto of if you can't beat them, join them, they could remain at the tangsi, 
choosing to adopt that lifestyle, and become 'strong men' themselves in order to ensure their 
survival, or they could resign the struggle and ran away from the mines. The presence of 'strong 
men' and criminals caused the local people and even the Javanese settled in the town many 
problems. No matter what their background, all Bina Karya people were tarred with the same 
brush and were regarded as criminals from Jakarta (Interview with Pak Djuned, 28-5-1996). 

Those who found themselves to unable to bear the rigours of working and living at the 
mines preferred to run away. The bad living conditions may have made a large contribution to 
this, but also the fear for working in underground mines was also a preponderant factor in 
prompting them to abscond. The fear they felt was understandable, because the management 
put them straight to work in the underground mines, without putting them through any form of 
adaptation process beforehand. Salim, a Bina Karya labourer from Surabaya, said that around 
ten days after his arrival in Sawahlunto, in February 1965, he had to go to work in the 
underground mine. About ten days later, ten out of twenty-three labourers ran away to 
Pekanbaru, where they worked as wage labourers on a rubber plantation (Interview with Salim, 
19-7-1970). 

There were many ways open to them to fight for survival in those years. They 
sought to make additional income ' by making illicit fields which were located on the 
company's land, by selling traditional food such as tempe, tahu, and gado-gado, and 

Mine phobia had been very prevalent in colonial times and it still exists. It was officially 
discovered in 1955 when the manager was planning to move labourers from open-cast mines to 
underground mines, because coal reserves in the open-cast mines were almost exhausted. Interviews 
recorded in April 1966 reveal that most of the labourers then preferred to look for other jobs rather than 
work underground. 

These conditions were also found in the life-history of overseers. S.P.L Tobing, who became an 
overseer in 1958 and who had 112 labourers working under him, said that his wage was not enough to 
live on. In order to survive he made squatter's fields, which he worked on his days off. He also caught fish 
in the Ombilin River. Interview witii S.P.L. Tobing, 22-7-1996. 
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changing the staple of their menu from rice to cassava. Like Chinese labourers in Malaya 
and in Bangka , squatting was an action carried out with mates from the same shift and 
also involved foremen. Co-operation with the foremen or overseers was essential in order 
to make arrangements to divide working time between the fields and the mine (Interview 
with Suwardi Kisut, 12-8-1995). This practice was resorted to largely by labourers who 
worked in the underground and at the open-cut mines, and as a result only 78 percent of 
the labourers was actually present in the mines during working hours in 1961.23 Interviews 
with former miners allow the conclusion to be drawn that until 1970 most labourers did not 
come to work regularly. 

Survival strategies adopted during the period of the national economic inflation had 
brought changes in the division of labour among family members of the labourers. For example, 
the cooking of the various kinds of traditional food involved all family members. Therefore, 
during the difficult years between the 1960s and 1970s, many children did not attend school 
because they were needed to help boost the family income. To make a little profit, the children 
pilfered coal from the mines to use as fuel in the houses or to cook various kinds of traditional 
foods. The fact that the children of the labourers were stealing coal was actually discussed by 
the local government, but the company was unable to prevent it.24 The bad working and living 
conditions were fertile ground for the spread of communist influence. Propagating the 
concept of the class struggle and promises of a better life, the communists tried to mobilize 
the masses. 

3. National and Local Political Developments 

In 1958 the constellation of Indonesian politics was marked by a significant change. The parties 
in the parliament were deprived of their legitimacy and the claim of the regionalist leaders to 
political authority had finally been destroyed by military defeat. The PSI and the Masyumi, the 
parties that had most militantly resisted Sukarno's moves towards Guided Democracy and were 
involved in the PRRI rebellion, had been outlawed. President Sukarno and the central leadership 
of the army around the Chief of Staff, General Nasution, emerged as the decisive new political 
force. Although the party-based parliament still continued to function, much of its authority and 
many of its functions had been shifted to the army and the Dewan National or National Council. 
This council functioned more or less as a legislative body that legitimized the gradual transfer of 
power from parliament to president. After the return to the 1945 Constitution on 5 July, 1959, 
President Sukarno became head of the government and then tried to limit the influence of the 
Army by appointing himself to Supreme War Commander or Penguasa Perang Tertinggi.25 

See for interesting studies on Chinese squatters in Malaya Loh Kok Wan (1988) and Somer 
Heidhuis on Bangka (1992). 

PTBA-UPO Archives, Djamin MM. Laporan Dafiar Kekuatan/Yang Bekerja/Tidak Bekerja, 
PN.Tambang Batubara Ombilin 1961. 

PTBA-UPO Archives, 28-8-1963, no.4488/K/X-63; Binsar Hutahuruk, Laporan Kerja 
Praktekdi TambangBatubara Ombilin, 21-9-1963 sampai 14-11-1963, 1963:18. 

There are many studies on the period of Liberal Democracy and the rise of Guided 
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Sukarno needed support to counterbalance the army's power, and in particular he required an 
instrument that could organize the mass support elicited by his charisma. This he found in the 
PKI. He united the communist, the nationalist, and the religious ideologies in his concept of 
NAS-A-KOM, which was represented by the PNL the NU, and the PKI. Through his 
conceiving of this integrated ideology, Soekarno was actually offering the PKI special 
opportunity on a plate (Feith 1962:338). 

Sukarno's efforts to attract parties into his political camp did not run smoothly. His 
choice to lean heavily on the support of the PKI made many people uneasy, especially the right-
wing elements in the political parties and the army. This latent apprehension about his wooing of 
the PKI led to the birth of functional groups and their mass organizations which eventually 
emerged as a political power (Reeve 1985:162). Between 1963-1965 the functional group and 
its mass organization, Sentral Organisas! Karyawan Sosialis Indonesia (SOKSI; Central 
Organization of Socialist Karyawan Indonesia), consolidated itself as the counterbalance to the 
PKI and its mass organization, SOBSI (Reeve 1985: 208). 

How was the national balance of power expressed in local terms? In West Sumatra, the 
Masyumi and the PSI, which were invariably and inevitably associated with the PRRI rebellion, 
became impotent. Both these parties had already been effectively banned from the region from 
April-May 1958 (Amal 1992:94). After this the focus of political life in West Sumatra centred 
primarily on the army commander and the Javanese in the region. The army leadership 
established a new military district for West Sumatra and Riau, called the Military Command or 
Komandan Militer (Kodam) IU/17 August in honour of the operation commanded by 
Brigadier-General Ahmad Yani who had defeated the PRRI in the region. Most of the troops 
who had participated in the operation were drawn from the Kodam Diponegoro (Diponegoro 
Military Command) from Central Java. So the new Kodam HI/17 August was a kind of 
extension of Kodam Diponegoro. All of its commanders in the pre-1965 period were Javanese 
officers who continued to regard themselves as part of the Diponegoro division.26 

The centrality of the army commander was immediately made apparent when 
Kaharuddin Dt. Bagindo was appointed governor of West Sumatra by the central 
government in 1959. He had to accept that his authority was very limited, because all major 
decisions were subject to the Kodam's approval. This also happened at the lower level of 
the regency, where the power was also in the hands of the military. Because of the 
involvement of the majority of West Sumatran civil servants in the rebellion, a large number 

Democracy. See Feith 1962; Lev 1964; Mortimer 1970, 1974; Hindley 1964. 

Apart from Colonel A. Yani, the other commanders of the Kodam 17 August before 1965 were 
Colonel Pranoto Reksosamudra, Surjosumpeno, Colonel Panuju and Lieutenant-Colonel Suwito Harjoko, 
all of them were from Kodam Diponegoro. See Sejarah Kodam IU/17 Agustus as quoted by Amal 
1992:95. 

Kaharuddin Dt. Bagindo Basja from Minangkabau was a former police commissioner of 
Central Sumatra. He was appointed for some months on an acting basis and the appointment was 
confirmed in December 1959. He had been one of the chairmen of the Dewan Banteng, but he had 
opted for the central government when the rebellion broke out. In 1965 Kaharuddin was replaced by 
Saputro Brotodihardjo, a Javanese, who hoped to work together with the West Sumatran communist 
leaders. SeeAntara, 10-7; 13-8-1965. 
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of Javanese pamong praja officials were assigned to the province after the government 
troops had occupied West Sumatra. In other words the central government and the 
Javanese controlled the political life of West Sumatra, and ethnically also the Minangkabau. 

The presence of the Diponegoro Division in West Sumatra and the failure of the 
PRRI in 1961 were two important factors which contributed to the rise of communist 
power in West Sumatra. In the first place, the PKI no longer had any strong political 
opponents and rivals such as the Masyumi and the PSI in the province, and in the second 
place, the presence of the Angkatan Perang Republik Indonesia or APRI (the Indonesian 
Republic Military Army) from Jakarta helped the PKI gain influence among the local 
people. To what extent APRI officers were involved directly or indirectly in spreading 
communist influence is a matter of discussion but it could be explained as follows. 

According to the version given by Saafroeddin Bahar , there were three different 
groups of APRI officers who came to West Sumatra. The first group was composed of 
those who actually carried out the task of crushing the PRRI rebellion and worked on 
strictly military principles, in other words, had no ulterior political motives. They were 
Colonel Achmad Yani, Colonel Soerjosoempeno, Lieutenant-Colonel Yoga Sugama, Major 
CKH Iman Soeparti S.H., and Captain Wardjono. The second group included Colonel 
Pranoto Reksosamodra and Major Ali Murtopo. It mopped up the last shreds of the 
rebellion and supported the PKI. Among the third group were Major Latif, Second-
Lieutenant Untung, Major Iman Soebandi, Colonel Madjiman, and Colonel Soemedi and 
their jobs too was to put down the rebellion. They used this chance to extend communist 
influence down to the village level in the region. Some such as Baharuddin Hanafi or 
Baharuddin Rangkayo Mudo had taken the oath as a member of the PKI and worked in the 
Biro Khusus (Special Bureau) of PKI in West Sumatra. The Central Committee of the PKI 
did not rely solely on men like this but also sent members of the Special Bureau from West 
Java, like Djajusman or Mamak. It also recruited some PKI cadres in West Sumatra itself 
among the military officers such as Major Djohan Rivai, Lieutenant-Colonel Bainal Dt. 
Panduko Malano, Captain Bahar Kirai, and Härmen Soehardjo.29 

While the army was under the command of Colonel Pranoto Reksosamodra (1958-
1959), the influence of the PKI expanded steadily. The members of Pemuda Rakyat were 
recruited to become members of the People's Security Organization or OKR which later on had 

I have not yet been able to find confirmation of this from other information. Saafroedin 
Bahar was born in 1937 in Padang Panjang, West Sumatra. He was a military man and the first 
leader of the West Sumatra Golkar Leadership Board, and can be counted as one of the architects in 
establishing the New Order Regime in the region. On this see Zed 1998:169. 

Baharuddin Hanafi was a member of the General Staff 1 of Markets Besar Angkatan Darat, 
Jakarta, and acted as a 'pioneer' in the extermination of the PRRI. Djajusman or Mamak was the 
head oîBarisan Tani Indonesia (BTI) in West Java, and was sent to West Sumatra to recruit PKI 
cadres. Major Djohan Rivai, was Bupati of Pasaman. Before his appointment as Bupati, Djohan Rivai 
acted as head of the military district at Sawahlunto, and used labourers from the Ombilin coal-mines to 
help in APRI operations. Lieutenant-Colonel Bainal Dt. Panduko Malano was the head of staff of the 
Regional Civil Defence or Hansip in West Sumatera. Captain Bahar Kirai was the OPR Command 
of Lubuk Alung, and Captain Härmen Soehardjo was a military official of the Intelligence Section 
of Kodim 50 Kota. See Bahar 1992:497 as quoted by Chaniago 1998:301-2. 
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its name changed to Peoples' Defence Operation or OPR with the task of protecting public 
security and helping the APRI to face attacks from the PRRI. In contrast to his political 
predecessor Achmad Yarn, Pranoto Reksosamodra (1958-1959) not only formed the OKR and 
the OPR as reserve troops to lighten the tasks of the APRI, it was his deliberate strategy to 
recruit a great number of the members of the OKR and the OPR mainly from the Pemuda 
Rakyal. In fact, no less than 6,341, which is equivalent to about nine army battalions, were 
members of the OKR and OPR. Generally speaking the Pemuda Rakyat's political activities 
were of considerable assistance to the PKI. 

Communist influence invaded the bureaucracy, local legislative councils, the DPR-GR 
various trade unions, and the mass media. Local government officials were replaced by Javanese 
present in West Sumatra because many local people had been involved in the rebellion. At the 
village level, the nagari heads were replaced by people who supported the PKI. In the local 
legislative council, the DPR-GR the power of the PKI was in no doubt, three out of eight 
people representing the political parties. 

The PKI used its mass organizations such as Gerakan Wanita Indonesia or Gerwani 
(Indonesian Women Movement), the Pemuda Rakyat, and the BTI to strengthen its influence by 
recruiting people interested in all these groups to become members of the PKI. As its 
suppression meant a clean sweep of its opponents, the PRRI rebellion was regarded by the PKI 
as a heaven-sent opportunity to extend its influence. As will have been deduced from what has 
just been said, the military also played a not insignificant role in extending the PKI's influence. 
Despite this propaganda machine, strong support for communist activities in West Sumatra was 
conspicuous by its absence with the exception of a few centres. First among these was Pasaman 

, where it enjoyed strong support from a concentration of Javanese transmigrants and had the 
active sympathy of a leftist military Bupati. Major Djohan Rivai, who was one of the best-
known PKI leaders in West Sumatra. The second PKI centre was Sawahlunto, where it was 
the Javanese coal-miners who supported the PKI. The third place was Payakumbuh where 

' Bahar 1992:498 as quoted by Chaniago 1998:302; Zed 1998:197. 

Among other assistance the Pemuda Rakyat campaigns supported the PKI strategy for Guided 
Democracy and the Political Manifesto (Manifesto politik or Manipol) in 1959. About political activities 
of the Pemuda Rakyat, see Hindley 1964:192-3. 

See buku Kenang-kenangan DPRD Propinsi Daerah Tingkat I Sumatera Barat 1982-
1987; Zed 1998:199. 

This is a transmigration area for Javanese and Surinam-Javanese people who had returned to 
Indonesia. In 1953 there were 300 Javanese families who had transmigrated to Pasaman. They were given 
600 ha of land, see Hainan, 5-5-1953; 22-5-1954; 

Information related to Major Djohan Rivai, see Angkatan Bersenjata, 12-7-1967; 23-7-1967; 
25-7-1967; 26-7-1967; 7-8-1967; 14-8-1967. 

The Javanese transmigrants in Pasaman had formed a close relationship with the Javanese in 
Sawahlunto. They helped each other. According to information gathered from interviews with Javanese 
people in Sawahlunto, the Javanese people in both places had had intensive contacts with each other either 
by forming kinship ties or in looking for jobs. 
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some prominent individuals and families had had a strong connection with the communists going 
back to the 1920s. The fourth and final place was the area of Pasisir Selatan, a poor peripheral 
area far from the Mnangkabau heartland. 

The PKI did not organize any unilateral land actions {aksi sepihak) in West Sumatra. 
Indeed, apart from land actions in Java and on government plantations in North Sumatra, there 
were few unilateral actions in any of the Outer Islands (Mortimer 1974:303). Feeling that its 
support would only be lukewarm, the PKI took no steps to implement its land-reform 
programme in West Sumatra. One very pertinent explanation for this lack of action was that the 
party was seen as heavily Javanese at a time when the Minangkabau people saw their region as 
suffering under a Javanese military occupation (Amal 1992:98). 

While all this was going on, what were the political conditions at Sawahlunto and in 
the mining society like? After the PSI and the Masyumi were banned, other political parties 
except for the PKI made a pretty poor showing. The PNI was weak and not a favourite 
party with the local people, because it was seen as being the prerogative of a small group of 
educated people in Sawahlunto and had never struck deep roots. PKI power waxed, 
especially after it won support from the more left-wing members. The communist leaders 
who had previously been arrested by the PRRI leaders (who were from the Masyumi or the 
PSI) were now released from prison. These freed political prisoners enjoyed the full 
support of the left-wing of the military. They resumed their activities, and gained influence 
in the town and the villagers around the mines. Hence, the coming of APRI was considered 
to be a watershed in local history. 

In Sawahlunto, the communist mass organizations such as Gerwani, Pemuda Rakyat, 
and Lekra became more active after 1962. Gerwani , for example, led by Djalinus with the 
help of Subranti was also active in the villages of Durian, Surian, and Sikalang, and its social 
activities concentrated mainly on the arisan , mutual assistance in times of need (such as 
deaths, births, and marriages), anti-illiteracy courses, handicrafts, sports and other social and 
cultural activities. Gerwani's activities were intensified after 1964, and military training was 
added to its programme. It is reported that about twice a week, twenty to thirty women 
reported for training, wearing long shirts and trousers and holding a bamboo spear. They were 

The unilateral action (aksi sepihak) was launched by the PKI to motivate the rural masses 
to demand the implementation of the government land-reform programme. In Java, unilateral action 
was carried out intensively in Klaten, Central Java. For this, see Mortimer 1974; Rural Violence 
1990:121-59; Suwondo 1997:34-5. 

For a more detailed study on Gerwani, see Wieringa 1995. 

Subranti was born in Sawahlunto in 1916. Her lather was a Javanese policeman and her mother 
was the daughter of a Javanese contract labourer. She was married to Sugino M.Wiguno. She was very 
active in enthusing women in the villages of Durian and Surian to become members of Gerwani. In 
carrying out her activities, she was supported by her husband who was Camat or District Head of 
Palangki, a district located in the regency of Sawahlunto in the 1960s. When I interviewed, she was very 
proud of her past activities. Interviews with Subranti, 17, 19-4-1996. 

Arisan is a voluntary rotating savings association whereby all members contribute a certain 
sum each week and each member in turn receives the whole sum. 
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especially keen in the villages of Durian and Sikalang, where they were given leadership by the 
Pemuda Rakyat. Moreover, the Gerwani was successful in putting about twenty-five women to 
work in the mines. 

The Pemuda Rakyat was very active among the younger generation, whether they 
worked in the mines or not. It organized all kinds of sports such as volleyball, badminton, 
football, and table tennis, as well as cultural activities. In 1964 and 1965, the Pemuda Rakyat 
branch of Sawahlunto sent its representatives to Jakarta to participate in cultural festivals. For 
example, Sjair, a miner who was one of the leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI and member of the 
Enterprise Council, was also a member of the Pemuda Rakyat. He went to Jakarta to follow 
courses organized by the Pemuda Rakyat. 

Another communist mass organization was the Lembaga Kebudayaan Rakyat (Lekra) 
or the People's Cultural Agency. At Sawahlunto, it had a branch established in every village. 
The Lekra attracted its members from various Javanese cultural associations which had been 
formed in earlier years, such as ketoprak and wayang wong troupes. For example, the Badan 
Kesenian Kebudayaan Sikalang or BKKS, whose members were mainly Javanese labourers 
from Surinam, was drawn into the orbit of Lekra. The leader of Lekra, Ngadiran, a labourer 
who also became a member of the SBTI-SOBSI, was very assiduous in attracting followers for 
the traditional performances of his ketoprak troupe (Interview with Nanar, 6-7-1966). Finally 
there was the Barisan Tani Indonesia or BTI. Its membership was made up of villagers 
(Mnangkabau) from around the mines and of the Javanese.w Apart from becoming members of 
this, the villagers also joined the Pemuda Rakyat, OPR, and Lekra which had a branch in 
villages such as Kubang, Sijantang, and Kolok. 

There is no information available about the total number of the members of each 
communist mass organization. Nevertheless, it can be said with some certainty that all the 
labourers, with their families, and local people around the mine mainly from poorer areas such as 
Kolok, Sijantang, and Kubang joined the PKI mass organizations. The extent of personal choice 
in this is hard to gauge, but the main reason would seem to have been that the head of the 
nagari had been influenced by PKI propaganda, an interest reinforced after the arrival of the 
APR! From the interviews conducted with labourers in 1966 and 1970, it appears that the 
heads of these nagaris were very active in drumming up the nagari people to become members 
of one of the communist mass organizations. 

Within the mines the salient role of the PKI leaders became more pronounced which 
caused tensions. In the 1950s, there had been political competition between the PSJ, the 
Masyumi, and the PKI. In the 1960s this competition shifted to a contest between the PKI and 
the SOKSI, a party continuation of the PSI and the Masyumi. 

4. Old Division, New Competition 

It is impossible to examine the formation of trade unions in the Ombilin coal-mines after 1960 in 
isolation from the support given by the left and right wings of the military and the role of the 
military manager. There were four trade unions active in the mines during the years 1960-1965, 

Information on this is derived from the result of interviews of the screening team held in 
1966 and 1970 at Sawahlunto. 
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which can be seen in the following table. Three more trade unions were formed in addition to 
the SBTI, namely the Persatiian Karyawan Tambang Batubara (the Coal-Mine Karyawan ' 
union) or PKTB which was affiliated with the Sentral Organisasi Karyawan Sosialis Indonesia 
(Organization of Sosialist Karyawan of Indonesia) or SOKSL the Sarikat Buruh Muslimin 
Indonesia (Indonesian Muslim Trade Unions) or Sarbumusi, which was affiliated with 
Nahdhatul Ulama (Islamic Scholars Association), and Kesatuan Buruh Marhaenis (Marhaenist 
Workers' Union) or KBM which was linked to the Portai Nasional Indonesia or PM 
(Indonesian Nationalist Party). The SBTI-SOBSI was formed early in 1953, and emerged as the 
strongest, with the support of the left-wing members of the Diponegoro military division in 
1959. In a very short time, from 1959-1962, the SBTI-SOBSI and the other communist mass 
organizations gained power and attracted mass support, drawing not just the Javanese labourers, 
but also the Minangkabau. It benefited from the way in which the power of other trade unions 
such as the SBTI-KBSI and the SBIJ had dwindled after the suppression of the PRRI rebellion. 

Table VIJ.2 Trade Unions in the Ombilin coal-mines, 1960-1965. 
Trade 
Unions 

Political Party Year of 
formation 

Leaders Members Ethnical 
Background 

SBTI-
SOBSI 

PKI 1953 Nursali, Sjair, 
Ibnuetc 

1,200 Java (majority) 
andMinang 

KBM PNI 1965 UsmanSt 
Pamuntjak 

300 Java, Minang, 
Batak, and others 

Sarbumusi NU 1964 Zulkamain 
Sjahbuddin 
Kamisan 

200 Minang 

PKBT SOKSI/Funct 
ional Group 

1962 Sudono 
M.Wiguno 

Djamaruddin 
Djanan Thaib 

500 Java, Minang and 
others 

In order to balance the power of the SBTI-SOBSI, in 1962 former leaders of the 
SBTI-KBSI and the SBII established a trade union called the PKTB. The initiative was 
taken by Sudono M.Wiguno, a former leader of the PSI, and Djamaruddin and Djanan 
Thaib, former students of the STTM. Both came from the Kerinci area in the province of 
Jambi. Originally the PKTB had no links with any political party. It was formed solely to 
balance the power of the PKI. But later, after having been intimidated by the SBTI-SOBSI, 
the PKTB leaders girded loins to try to strengthen their position by co-operating with the 
SOKSI in the creation of the Sekretariat Bersama Golongan Karya (Sekber-Golkar). This 
affiliation was largely defined by links between the PKTB and SOKSI leaders like 
Soehardiman in Jakarta. It is important to note here, that the formation of this trade union 
was supported by right-wing members of the 17th August Command in West Sumatra 
(Interview with Sudono M. Wiguno, 12-5-1995). 

The third trade union was the Kesatuan Buruh Marhaen or the KBM formed at the 
beginning of 1964 and this was affiliated with the PNI. It had already entrenched itself in 
Sawahlunto. The KBM was formed by Usman Sutan Pamuntjak, a Minangkabau and former 
student of the Bandung Technological Institute or ITB. This trade union was rather elitist, 
because the majority of the members were employed in the middle and upper echelons in the 
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company. Almost all the members of the staff of the company were graduates from ITB and the 
mining academy. 

Finally there was the Sarekat Buruh Muslimin Indonesia or Sarbumusi, formed in 1964 
by former members of the Masyumi, such as Zulkarnain, Bulkhaini, Sjahbuddin Ali, Kamisan, 
and Maridin. The background of its formation was very similar to that of the KBM, namely to 
fill the religious element required in the integrated ideology of Nasakom which the manager was 
implementing. The formation of the Sarbumusi was followed by the setting up of the Nahdatul 
Ulama party branch at Sawahlunto. This deviates somewhat from the general trend, i.e. that it 
was the political parties which took the initiative in forming their mass organizations. One of the 
leaders told me how the Sarbumusi was formed. 

I still remember the date, May 1, 1964. We celebrated Labour Day. It was a wonderful 
celebration. It took place on the Tanah Lapang'. Afterwards, we dispersed. It seemed 
strange to me that the people at that time separated into different groups. They did not go 
directly to their offices. Members of the PNI got together in one house, while members of 
the PKI assembled at another place. Members of the PKTB went to Sudono's house, he 
was their leader. I went with some friends to 'urang awak' [that is Minangkabau for to 
discuss] and we agreed to form a party. The following day there was a meeting. The 
manager, Pak Sjamsoeri, announced that a party had not yet been formed. Immediately 
we took the initiative to form the Sarbumusi. We canvassed people from house to house, 
especially the people who disassociated themselves from the SBTI-SOBSI, both 
Minangkabau and Javanese. We also looked for members of religious study groups. 
Because the Masyumi was banned by the government, we affiliated with the NU. I 
thought this was the suitable thing for a newly formed organization to do. We contacted 
people who worked at the departments of religion both in Sawahlunto and in Padang. 
Finally, our organization was registered and the NU was established. (Interview with 
Bulkhaini, 9-6-1995) 

I have not been able to obtain the exact figures of the total number of members of each 
trade union, but I have put together a rough estimate gathered from interviews with the leaders 
of the trade unions. It gives the following figures; SBTI 1,200, PKTB 500, KBM 300, and 
Sarbumusi 200 members. 

The instruments used by the leaders of each trade union to obtain mass mobilization 
were many and varied and included ethnicity, class, ideology, religion, patron-client ties, and 
economic interest. The Sarbumusi, for example, emphasized religion and ethnicity in the initial 
process of its formation. The Minangkabau people who worked at the middle and lower levels 
of the company were highly aware of their identity as 'urang awak' and 'urang surau '.41 This 
identity tag of 'urang awak' and 'urang surau ' was seized upon by the leaders of Sarbumusi to 
mobilize its members. Associations like religious study groups or recreational 'pencak silat ' 
groups functioned as a place of recruitment. Besides these extra-curricular associations, the 
workplace was also used as a basis of mobilization.42 Quite clrearly, the unions used various 

'Urang awak' refers to Minangkabau people and 'urang surau ' indicates people who are 
mosque-goers and listen to sermons. During that time, people from other regions in West Sumatra 
such as Matur, Bukittinggi, Batusangkar, Pariaman, and Painan, who worked both in the mines or 
in government offices, also formed Islamic study groups. 

Interview with Bulkhaini 9-5-1995; Zulkarnain 16-3-1996; Djamaluddin Peto Basa 12-8-1996. 
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strategies to attract members. 
The KBM-PNI homed in on friendship ties and patron-client ties. Mining engineers from 

the ITB who were posted in the Ombilin by the central government tended to choose the ruling 
party, the PNI. Patron-client ties which were created through work relations between mining 
engineers and their subordinates, either Minangkabau or non-Minangkabau were transformed 
into a basis for mobilization. A subordinate like Masdur, for example, a Minangkabau and 
graduate of the senior high school who began to work at the beginning of 1960, tended to 
choose KBM-PNI on the basis of patron-client ties. He said spontaneously "I imitated my boss, 
because that was the only way to secure my job after the PRRI"(Interview with Pak Masdur 3-
6-1995). 

Like the KBM-PNL ethnicity was not the major instrument used by the leaders of 
PKTB-SOKSI to mobilize the masses. The main tools wielded by this trade union were patron-
client ties and relations of production. Social relations between the leaders of the PKTB-SOKSI 
and the miners outside the mines to do with the making of squatters' dryfields for additional 
income and a pattern of mutual visits were successful ways to attract a following. Such patron-
client relations would have been ineffective had it not been for the dominant position of the 
leaders of the PKTB-SOKSI as overseers. The overseers presented the miners with a choice: 
they could choose politics or work. If the miners chose politics, then they had to join the SBTI-
SOBSI. Otherwise, if the miners opted for work, then they had to follow the PKTB-SOKSI 
(Djanan Thaib, 14-6-1995). 

The SBTI-SOBSI simultaneously juggled ethnicity, patron-client ties, and the ideology 
of class struggle for the mobilization of its members. This was especially effective in recruiting 
Javanese miners and Minangkabau people from the frontier areas. The marginal position of the 
Javanese miners in their relationship with the non-Javanese overseers, plus the bad working and 
living conditions they had to endure, proved fertile soil for mobilizing them by wielding the 
ideology of class struggle. The patron-client ties, which had already been in place since they had 
been recruited, were strengthened through daily social contacts in the barracks. These also 
proved a fruitful method to mobilize the mass. Naturally, against this kaleidoscopic background 
there were obvious differences between the leaders of the KBM-PNI, the Sarbumusi, the 
PKTB-SOKSI, and the SBTI-SOBSI. Unlike the leaders of the three other trade unions, the 
leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI were mcmdors who had close relations with the labourers. They 
worked in the mines and lived together in barracks; some of them were even heads of a 
barrack. Their double functions strengthened their position among the labourers. 

Apart from the Sarbumusi, all three trade unions took contributions from their members 
by deducting membership fees from their wages. The SBTI-SOBSI and the PKTB-SOKSI took 
contributions in kind (rice). The rice contribution was obtained by cutting the labourers' rice 
rations at the Beka (Interview with Sudono M. Wiguno, 16-5-1995). There was a marked 
element of competition between the SBTI-SOBSI and the PKTB-SOKSI. The leaders of the 
SBTI-SOBSI forced the labourers to become members of it and to give their contribution in 

According to Pak Subari Sukardi, the mayor of Sawahlunto, it was difficult to mobilize the 
population of the tangsis for public activities such as giving each other mutual help. The most 
successful way was through the head of the barracks. The inhabitants of the barracks obeyed the 
head of tangs/ rather than the head of a village, although the status of the latter was higher than the 
former. Interview with Pak Subari Sukardi, 22-3-1997. 
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rice. 
Of the four trade unions the SBTI-SOBSI was the strongest in terms of membership, 

activities, and representation on the Enterprise Council, in the Political Team and the 
Management Organization.44 It had two representatives on the Enterprise Council, Sjair and 
Ibnu, while the PKTB had only one, Sudono M.Wiguno. The KBM and the Sarbumusi were 
not represented on the Enterprise Council, because both these trade unions had too few 
members. All demands were channelled through this Dewan. The Political Team and the 
Management Organization consisted of three commissions, two of which were headed by the 
SBTI-SOBSI. The first commission was headed by Ngadiran, a mine mandor and the second 
one by M. Joeskal, also a mine mandor (PTBA-UPO Archives, report of Harsanto). 

The other strength of the SBTI-SOBSI lay in the modest attitude adopted by its leaders 
and their willingness to give labour problems a central place. This trait is what distinguished the 
SBTI-SOBSI from the other three trade unions. Other trade unions, like the Sarbumusi, gave 
labour problems scant attention, preferring to concern itself with religious matters. The KBM-
PNI was more elitist, and not interested in any concessions to labour which would endanger its 
members' comfortable position in the company. Finally, the PKTB-SOKSI had never struck 
deep roots among the miners. 

Evidence of the SBTI-SOBSI's concern for labour problems is quite obvious from the 
demands it made to management. Its demands did not take the form of strikes, as in 1953 or as 
preferred among the labourers in the East Sumatran plantations during the 1960s (Stoler 
1986:157-61). The protests which the SBTI-SOBSI channelled through open demands to and 
protests against the management according to its reading of the situation were about 
improvements in the nine basic needs such as foods, clothes, and the like (Sembikm Bahan 
Pokok), and a wage rise. These demands were also part of the SOBSFs political jockeying for 
national power, and symptomatic of the radicalization of national politics. Compared to other 
wage labourers, the miners' life was relatively well-insulated from runaway inflation because 
their wage packet was made up almost entirely of in-kind payments. Despite the numerical 
strength of the SBTI-SOBSI, the demands and protests never strengthened its bargaining 
position with the management. This was clearly evident, for instance, when the Minister of 
Mining, Armunanto, who was known to be a supporter of the PKJ, visited the mines in 1964 
and again in 1965. A big meeting was held at Sawahlunto in 1965 for all members of the trade 
unions. At that meeting, the SBTI-SOBSI was very vocal, passing on its demands to the 
manager through the minister. The minister tried to force the manager to agree to what the 
SOBSI wanted, but the manager was unable to do so, since the production of coal at that time 
was very low (Antara, 30-8-1965). 

The Ombilin coal-mines turned into an arena for the political interests of the national and 
local PKI leaders, as well as the left-wing military. Given this climate, it is not surprising that 

Unfortunately the exact date of the formation of Enterprise Council is not known, but it was 
very probably at the beginning of 1965. Whereas the Political Team and Management Organization 
was formed in July 1965 with the political intention of intensifying the position of Nasakom in the 
company, co-operation between civilians and the military, the National Front, the political parties at 
district and local level. In the management sector, the task of the team was to improve working and 
living conditions and improve the skills of labourers. For a more detailed description about this, see 
PTBA-UPO Archives, Report of Harsanto SH, the Head of the Political Team and Management 
Organization. 
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communist leaders like Aidit and Nyono visited Sawahlunto. In their turn, the SBTI-SOBSI 
leaders were sent to attend the meetings of the SOB SI congress in Jakarta. All this conspired to 
put them in a stronger position than that of the other trade unions (Interview with Zulkarnain, 
16-3-1996). As just mentioned two weeks before the 1965 coup, the Minister of Mining 
Armunanto visited Sawahlunto accompanied by Busono, one of the leaders of the PKI at the 
national level. The overtones of this visit were more political than economic since the PKI was 
out to strengthen its grassroots support. 

The strong position of the SBTI-SOBSI caused difficulties in the social relationships 
between the overseers, mandors, and labourers. The overseers who were mostly from the 
PKTB or the Sarbumusi and ex-adherents of the PRRI were not at ease when they were faced 
with mandors and labourers from the SBTI-SOBSI and other communist mass organizations in 
the town. Some overseers tried to intimidate the labourers through the imposition of work 
discipline, trying to frighten them into submission by saying that labourers would not be given 
any overtime if they did not obey the company's work regulations (Interview with Pak Djanan 
Thaib 16-4-1995). Overtime was hard to come by so competition was fierce as each labourer 
wanted to survive. This tactics was partly successful and obtained the obedience of some of the 
workforce, some even shifted their allegiance from the SBTI-SOBSI to the PKTB or the 
Sarbumusi, especially as long as overseers continued to play the role of 'patron' who could 
protect them. At the places where the cadres of the PKI worked such as in the Sawah Rasau 
underground mine and at the central electricity plant in the village of Salak, such tactics were a 
fiasco. In an effort to prevent the labourers from being influenced by the PKL the overseers told 
them to keep work and politics entirely separate, but this remained largely a pipe dream (Pak 
Djanan Thaib 16-4-1995). There was a general tendency for the SBTI-SOBSI and other 
communist mass organizations to adopt a more radical stance at this time which made the 
situation unsafe for their political opponents. 

5. New Socio-Political Divisions and Control of Labour 

The role of the leaders was undeniably important in mobilizing the masses. The trade unions 
were formed on the initiative of the former, and the organization of labour actions was in their 
hands. But that does not mean that the miners just sat back passively and accepted their fate. 
The miners were also intent on pursuing their own strategies for survival and resistance. The 
individualized resistance of the miners continued and was indicated by high rates of absenteeism. 
Attendance at work was not regular, and in 1961 only around 78 percent of labourers was 
present in the mines. Individual resistance by absconding and stealing of coal for survival was an 
everyday occurrence. 

The rapid expansion of the role of the army in the state economy gathered real 
momentum after the nationalization of the Dutch companies in 1957.45 The army officers joined 
the political and economic elite, and became accustomed to the privileges and wealth associated 
with these positions (Crouch 1978:41). As a political power, the army had a growing interest in 
defending and expanding its interests. 

For a comprehensive study about the involvement of the army in politics and economy in 
Indonesia, see Sundhaussen 1971; Crouch 1978; Lowry 1996. 
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The intervention of the army at the national level was reflected at a lower level in the 
mining society. Intervention by the army and changes in the mining society mirrored the national 
political development and the economic development of coal under the Guided Democracy. At 
the same time such changes were also the outcome of local political developments, especially 
the PRRI rebellion. 

How drastic were the changes in the background, composition, and social relations of 
the mining society? The first change which occurred was in the system of the way the company 
was run. The intervention of the army in the Ombilin coal-mines is most plainly demonstrated by 
the appointment of ten to fifteen military officials to important and strategic positions in the 
company in the wake of the PRRI rebellion (Interview with Lieutenant-Colonel Soeharto, 23-2-
1998). Their appointment was a political move intended to assuage the tension between ex-
supporters and opponents of the PRRI, and economically it was a tactic to protect production 
from sabotage by the PRRI supporters who returned to the mine. 

The appointment of managers is a good gauge of army intervention. Until 1960, the 
managers were civilians, Mnangkabau, and former students of the Mijnbouw School. They 
were appointed on the basis of suggestions from below, from both the mining society and the 
local government. Given these circumstances, it is not surprising that they also represented local 
economic and political interests. After 1960, the background to and the system of appointment 
of managers were modified. These changes were initiated by the central government to protect 
the mines from the losses which ensued because of the chaos caused by the PRRI adherents. 
Between 1960-1965 there were no less than three managers, all from outside West Sumatra, 
and two of them were military men. They were S.ASjauta (1960-1961), Captain Harun Al-
Rasjid (1961-1962), and Major Samsoeri Sontosudirdjo (1962-1967).46 Of the three managers, 
Major Samsoeri Sontosudirdjo served the longest. He was from Yogyakarta, and started his 
career in the Diponegoro Division, Central Java. 

Quite apart from being the manager, Major Sjamsoeri Sontosudirdjo was also the head 
of the National Front at Sawahlunto, indoctrinating the villagers and the labourers in the 
tangsis in collaboration with civilian leaders. With the Bupati of Sawahlunto and Sijunjung, 
Sudarsin, a Javanese army man, he was also active in carrying out the formation of new political 

S.A Sjauta, was a former student of the Mijnbouw School at Sawahlunto in colonial times. He 
came from North Sulawesi. After working at the Ombilin and Bukit Asam coal-mines, he was moved to 
the Mining Office in Jakarta. He was a neutral person in the sense that he was not interested in politics as 
the former managers Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando (PSI), and P.A. Darami (Masyumi) had been. He 
was appointed to calm down the political conflicts, especially between followers and non-followers of the 
PRRI, between the PSI and the Masyumi trade unions and the communist trade union. Captain Harun Al-
Rasjid came from Palembang, and started his career in the Indonesian Army. After he had retired from the 
army, he worked as manager at the Ombilin coal-mines, but not for long. According to information 
obtained in interviews, he was unable to manage the company and was not untainted by corruption. 
Interview with Sudono M.Wiguno 23-4-1996. 

47 

The National Front was set up in 1960 to mobilize all political parties and other 
organizations in Indonesia, including the armed forces, to support the government's policies. It 
replaced the army-sponsored National Front for the Liberation of West Irian, which had been based 
on the army-led military-civilian 'co-operation bodies', set up after the introduction of martial law. 
See Lev 1966:65-7; Crouch 1978:34. 
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forces in the company based on the ideology of Nasakom. He busily organized campaigns 
among the people of the mining town for the liberation of West Irian and the Crushing of 
Malaysia. He was, in this respect, an extension of the central government policy from Jakarta. 
He should have been a neutral person placed in the middle of the Nasakom leaders, but in fact, 
according to some informants, he was surrounded by communist leaders and in his actions he 
tended to take sides with them. 

So the power of the managers shifted from civilians to the military, and from the 
Mnangkabau to the non-Minangkabau. During this period the managers had a double task. 
They not only had to run production but also to represent the political interests of the ruling 
group. The ways in which the managers handled this double function, will be explained later on. 

The winds of change blew not just through the upper echelons of management, they also 
touched the higher and middle levels of the mining society in matters of ethnic composition, 
education, and formal and informal organizations. During the 1950s, the positions in the higher 
and middle level staff of the company were held in the main by Mnangkabau, former students of 
the Mining School and the STEM, members of the Socialist and Masyumi parties and their trade 
unions. During the period 1960-1965 these positions were taken over by young engineers from 
the ITB or from the Bandung Mining Academy, mostly Javanese, who were appointed by the 
Mining Department of Jakarta. They were members of the Indonesian National Party (PNI) and 
the KBM which was dominant among civil servants at that time. These young engineers had 
no experience whatsoever of working in mines. A number of them had undergone very limited 
training experience in the Ombilin coal-mines under the watchful eye of experienced overseers, 
who had graduated from the Mining School and from the STTM. Their level of education may 
indeed have been higher than that of the former students of the STTM, but their work 
experience was nil. So it was not surprising that most of them were afraid to go into the mine. 
They preferred fiddling with administrative matters and placing 'their political friends'.49 in 
important positions rather than giving leadership to their subordinates.50 Under such a regime 
the division of labour was based more on political considerations than efficiency and expertise. 
Their life-style was exclusive, according to the former students of the STTM. They had their 
own associations like sports clubs and arisan or savings club. They felt lonely, banished to the 

It is not clear to what extent the manager Sjamsoeri Sontosudirdjo was involved in the PKI 
actions. According to some people, even though he was forced to follow the PKI policy, he still 
illegally supported the activities of the SOKSI trade union. But some former leaders of the Masyumi 
claimed he was a supporter of the PKI. It had also become a public secret among the population of the 
town that Hamzah, Sjamsoeri's secretary, had abused his power among former members of the PSI and 
the Masyumi. He was completely convinced that the communists would be the winners. After the coup of 
30 September 1965, demonstrations against him were organized by local Islamic student groups. 
Interview with Sudono M.Wiguno 23-4-1996; Zulkarnain 16-3-1996. 

SeeAngkatan Bersenjata 22-2-1969. This phenomenon reminds us of the 1950s, when the 
socialist manager, Sjahbuddin Sutan Radjo Nando, placed members of the PSI in important 
positions in the company without their expertise. For this see Bendera Buruh 5-9-1956. 

It was reported by a local newspaper that those young engineers preferred to become the 
suppliers of rice and other basic needs for the company. They abused their power. Under such conditions 
the company went downhill. SeeAngkatan Bersenjata, 24-8-1969. 
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back blocks, being educated Javanese and having to live in an isolated town like Sawahlunto. 
A new balance of power in the higher and middle level staff emerged and this, in turn, 

created new social relations and conflicts. It was not merely an ideological differentiation 
between the nationalist and socialist mine engineers or the Masyumi alumni of the STTM, but 
more importantly it impinged on problems of power and security. The promotion of young 
engineers to a high level was not commensurate with their training and knowledge of the mine, 
which was what had come to be expected from the former students of the STTM. The rapid 
promotion of new mining engineers, combined with their displacement of some former students 
of the STTM created conflicts among the middle-level staff The former students of the STTM 
felt this was unfair. The conflict became more serious when the middle level staff members, who 
were PRRI adherents, returned to the mines. Their position was unenviable. They were 
demoted, and worse still they were suspected of sabotage or of making political moves in the 
mines.52 The hidden resistance of the middle-level staff to the higher-level staff is indicated by 
their comments about 'children still wet behind the ears'Qanak-anak kemaren ") who did not 
know anything yet (Interview with Djanan Thaib, 25-4-1995, Yulius 27-4-1995). They also 
regarded the incursion of the new high-level staff as the beginning of Javanese domination and 
the end of Minangkabau power in the mines. Leaving professional jealousy aside, competition 
between the two groups was also coloured by ethnic motives. 

In order to survive, to strengthen their power, and to channel problems encountered in 
the workplace, the former students of the STTM formed an association, called the Association 
for Graduates of the Technical School for Mining or Ikatcm Tamatan Sekolah Teknik Tambang 
(ITASETT) in 1960 (Interview with Timbul Sidabutar, 25-5-1995). It had roughly 200 
members. This association provided more than a place to discuss job problems, here they could 
chew over their daily basic needs. It also sponsored other activities like sports, recreation, 
establishing a soap factory, and distributing textiles to its members (Interview with Bulkhaini, 
13-6-1995; Timbul Sidabutar, 25-5-1995). 

Changes in ethnic background also occurred at the lower levels of the mining society. A 
rough estimate shows that the lower administrative jobs, such as clerks, were still dominated by 
the Minangkabau, but their percentage declined from 75 percent to 60 percent, whereas the 
percentage of clerks who came from among the former Javanese contract labourers and their 
families increased from 25 percent to 40 percent (Interview with ex-manager Somad 19-5-
1995). According to interviews with some who were top-level staff members during the 1960s, 
the number of children of former contract labourers who had had some education increased in 

These circumstances are more readily comprehensible when we read the report of an Antara 
correspondent who visited the mine in 1964. Generally the young engineers complained about the lack of 
fecilities provided by company to enhance their lives in an isolated town. They were bored. They 
complained about the poor communications between house and mine and between their town and other 
towns in West Sumatra, the dearth of entertainment, and the difficulties in getting information from both 
local and national newspapers. See Antara, 22-8-1964. Interview whh Atmoso Soehoed, 8-8-1995; 
PrasadjaS. Sugoto 12-8-1996). 

52 

According to Zulkarnain, one of the PRRI adherents who returned to the mine in 1963, 
social relations between the former followers of the PRRI and either top-level staff or labourers did 
not run smoothly at all. He said that the former followers of the PRRI suffered under a heavy 
psychological burden. Interview with Zulkarnain 16-3-1996. 
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the 1960s. They had graduated from primary and junior high school (SMP) but could not 
continue their studies because of economic difficulties and the rampant inflation. Those who 
worked as clerks at the mines became members of the SBTI-SOBSI. They occupied important 
roles as organizers of this trade union, mobilizing the miners, whereas those who worked in the 
main office, especially the Mnangkabau clerks, preferred to follow their boss, and became 
members of the PKTB-SOKSI and the Sarbumusi. 

Almost all the former or retired Javanese labourers wanted their children to have an 
education, envisaging a future for them working at the mines as white collar employees. 
Some of them achieved this ambition and found employment in low level administrative 
jobs. Those who had lost out in the educational stakes were forced to work as common 
miners. The Javanese who worked in the lower-level administrative jobs regarded 
themselves as being of a higher social status than the common miners, which had also been 
the case before 1960. Turning their backs on ethnicity they identified themselves more 
closely with the non-Javanese, both in their social relations and political choices. Politically 
they were members of the PKTB trade union. This is illustrated by a son of a former 
contract labourer who graduated from the so-called 'sekolah Jawa ' in the village of Durian. 

I belonged to the office workers, and socialized with those bosses (meaning 
non-Javanese people, non-communists). Thus my party was initially the PSI, 
the local SBTI trade union, then I moved to the PKTB. 4 (Interview with Pak 
Kasno S. Hartono 27-5-1995). 

The ordinary miners were the lowest level of the mining society, the bottom of the social 
pyramid. Their background varied in origin and ethnicity. The largest group was the first and 
second generation of older miners recruited from Java or, in other words, people who had been 
living in Sawahlunto for a long time. Or they were those who had been recruited from Java after 
Independence either directly by the company or indirectly through kinship ties. Generally, they 
were people who had been settled in Sawahlunto for several generations and depended on the 
mines for their income, whether in the form of pensions or that of daily or monthly wages. Some 
had lived in the tcmgsi with their families up to that time but others had built themselves houses 
outside the tcmgsi. 

The second group was the local people from the areas in the vicinity of the mines. Their 
number swelled during and after the PRRI rebellion (Interview with Zulkarnain 16-3-1996). 
Poverty and political unrest were the main reasons which made them choose to work as miners. 
Like their Javanese fellow-workers they were ordinary miners. Unfortunately there is no 
information available which would allow me to calculate their total number. They were usually 
recruited through kinship ties. The third group was comprised of the Bina Kenya people, which 
I have discussed above. 

It is interesting to note that the Javanese top-level staff spoke Indonesian with the Javanese 
labourers. According to the Javanese top-level staff, the use of Indonesian was intended to maintain 
social distance between them and to avoid intimacy. Interview with Prasadja S. Sugoto, Muljadi 25-
8-1996. 

Original text:"Saya ini orang kantor, bergaul dengan bapak-bapak itu (menunjuk ke orang-orang 
non-Jawa, non-PKI), jadi partai saya dulu socialis, SBTI local, kemudian pindah ke PKTB. 
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These three groups can be subdivided into even smaller units, who were already 
regarded as civil servants, receiving a monthly salary. Being a civil servant was to enjoy a 
prestigious status. The second was composed of day labourers who received their wages by the 
day. Newcomers like the Bina Karya people, who were recruited at the cost of the company, 
had to sign a contract for three years. Afterwards, they could choose whether they wanted to 
continue to work in the mines or return to their home region at the cost of the company. 

As in thel950s, the miners as a community were involved in various formal 
organizations, as well as cultural and social associations. Unlike the 1950s, cultural and social 
associations in the 1960s, although still very active in their chosen fields, were more thoroughly 
permeated by politics. The involvement of the labourers in various organizations and 
associations makes us aware of the collective solidarity that was formed by many factors. As in 
their links with formal organizations, very often the labourers were involved in one or two 
associations outside the mines, and more often than not those associations determined their 
political participation, and the political decisions they would ultimately make about formal 
organizations. 

In the confines of the changing mining community and under the new political 
configuration, social relations and social control between managers and miners overlapped. 
Social relations and social control were to some degree determined by the work discipline of the 
company, but they were now also clearly steered by party discipline. The boundary between the 
world of work and the world of politics was blurred. The military manager, Major Sjamsoeri, 
imposed discipline on labourers, and he also saw that they obeyed the political will of Jakarta. 
As the Head of National Front, he was assiduous in visiting the miners' barracks and the 
mosques to campaign for the political programmes which were a flagship of Guided 
Democracy, such as Manipol/Usdek, and the programme for the stepping up of production, 
especially between 1964-1965. The manager carried all this out working in conjunction with the 
company staff and representatives of each political party. In his politicking the manager gave 
the PKI leaders more room to manoeuvre than he allowed the other political parties which were 
united in Nasakom (Interview with Bulkhaini 13-6-1995). 

In 1964-1965, the manager seemed to want to compromise more with the miners, 
listening to their complaints and demands. On the Enterprise Council the miners were also given 
a forum in which to discuss the problems of the management with the company staff. In the 
discussions, the representatives of the SBTI-SOBSI had more power to push the miners' 
interests than was granted their counterparts from the PKTB-SOKSI. This put the manager and 
the high level staff in a difficult situation, because of the gap in educational background between 
the higher level staff and the leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI. Atmoso Soehoed, a company staff 
member, recalled that the meetings of the members of the Enterprise Council were very tedious, 
and they were unable to provide any solutions to the problems. Atmoso Soehoed claimed that it 
was difficult to make the leaders of the SBTI-SOBSI understand how an adequate balance 
between the interests of the miners and these of the company should be achieved (Interview 
with Atmoso Soehoed 12-4-1995). 

When the manager was campaigning for the government programme to increase 
production, he introduced the word 'front'. 'Front' was an important concept and often used in 
political rhetoric. In the mining society 'front' was also translated in terms of production, to 
mean 'struggle'. The miners had to struggle to cut as much coal as possible. 

The campaigns to increase production depended on the patron-client relationship 
between the miners and the overseers and the foremen, and also on the political affiliations 
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of the miners. Political links had dual functions. They could be productive and stimulate the 
miners to be industrious, but they also could have the opposite effect and make the miners 
thumb their noses at work discipline. The overseers, who were ex-adherents of the PRRI, 
members of the Sarbumusi, the PKTB, or the KBM would be in a position to discipline the 
miners from the SBTI. They could act as patron, provided their followers, for example, 
with such sought-after prerequisites as social security, and economic and political 
protection. Links between the overseers and the miners were overtly expressed through 
their intensive social contacts outside the mines. For example, they collaborated in the 
preparation of dryfields to earn some additional income, in visiting each other during 
important holidays or commemorations. Overseers quickly lost authority if they misused 
their power or were cruel to the miners and the foremen. In this respect, the power of the 
communist foremen was stronger than that of the non-communist overseers. The overseers' 
narratives which reiterate 'they had more power than us, we had to be careful in what we 
did, otherwise we would be terrorized by them ' indicate how they had to negotiate in their 
relations with their subordinates from the PKJ.55 Similarly, the foremen from the SBTI-
SOBSI could be more influential than the overseers from the non-SBTI-SOBSI. Foremen 
from the mass communist organizations had also double roles. They could manipulate work 
discipline in order to advance their own aims and political interests. They had the authority 
to order the miners to stop working or, conversely, to force them to work overtime, 
depending on their priorities. For example, the foremen could stop the miners working or 
force them to join in organizational activities such as political courses, meetings, or mutual 
co-operation or 'gotong royong'. The overseers were powerless to do anything like this. 
Meanwhile, other 'fronts' were emerging as the political tension at the national level 
increased. 

6. In the shadow of the Coup of 1965 

The miners had various motives for becoming involved in political parties, trade unions, and 
other mass organizations during the period 1960-1965.56 These motives were multiple, and 

Interviews with former overseers, Bulkhaini, Djanan Thaib, and Timbul Sidabutar. They 
refer to the foremen and the miners from the SBTI-SOBSI. Bulkhaini said that he and his friends 
who were junior overseers, were forbidden to visit the miners at the barrack by their superiors with 
a view to maintaining authority. But they did not obey. They reasoned that 'zaman sudah 
berubah'Ctimes had changed'). There were not like overseers of the colonial government. Bulkhaini 
and his friends went to the barracks of the miners secretly at night. Bulkhaini also recognized that 
some overseers still tended to use their power excessively behaving like petty kings at the mine. He 
says such overseers had no power to discipline the miners. It is interesting to note that such social 
relations continue up to the present. When Bulkhaini comes to Sawahlunto from Batusangkar every 
month to get his pension, he keeps up his contact with people in the barracks. I saw that he preferred 
to pray together with the miners at the mosque located at the centre of barracks rather than in the 
big mosque in the town. 

A great part of this description is based on the interviews of the screening team organized by the 
company for the miners in 1966 and 1970. Team screening was instigated by the New Order government 
to investigate, and categorize the involvement of civil servants in the PKI and its mass organizations 
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sometimes contradictory, especially when we look at how individual and collective interests, 
each played a role in influencing the miners to become member of an organization. This period 
was so highly politically charged that it was certainly unsafe for anyone to become a member of 
a party. However, there was no alternative for people. 

For the Minangkabau labourers, motives for becoming involved in a political party were 
rooted in ethnicity, religion, and economic factors. They can be sub-divided into two categories. 
First, there were Minangkabau labourers from outside Sawahlunto who were engaged in 
religious activities in mosques, and who belonged to village-bonded associations. They chose 
overwhelmingly for the Sarbumusi-NU. The second group was made up of Minangkabau 
people from the frontier region and the poor areas in the vicinity of the mines such as Kubang, 
Kolok, and Sijantang. They were mostly involved in the SBTI-SOBSI and other mass 
communist organizations formed outside the mines, such as the Barisan Tani Indonesia and the 
PemudaRakyat. 

The positive relationship between ethnicity and political current was not valid for these 
villagers. Their dependence on the Ombilin coal-mines and efforts to protect themselves from 
accusations that they were adherents of the PRRI were the principal reasons for them to become 
involved in the PKI and its mass organizations. Rather than being accused and subsequently 
intimidated by the members of the OPR and the APRI as followers of the PRRI, they chose to 
become members of the SBTI-SOBSI. 

Djama'a, a labourer from the village of Kubang, began working as a transport labourer 
at the mine on 19 April 1954. Until 1959, he was member of the SBTI-KBSI, and then he 
shifted his allegiance to the SBTI-SOBSI: 

At that time the situation was very dicey. My cousin was an adherent of the PRRI, and 
involved in the guerrilla warfare in the jungle. Hence, I became member of the SBTI-
SOBSI because I was anxious about being suspected of being a follower of the PRRI 
to by the OPR57 (Interview with Djama'a, 22-6-1966). 

Intimidation was everywhere and dominated the daily social contacts of villagers 
whether at work, at roll call, in the barracks, or in the dryfields. 

which were banned by the New Order Government soon after the coup. The result of interviews might not 
be objective. Firstly, because the people interviewed were afraid, and some even preferred to remain silent. 
Secondly, the interviews were witnessed by the military, and it is possible the interviewees had a tendency 
to admit their involvement in the banned party. I am very aware of the limited and insufficient information 
to be extracted from these interviews. In order to give a comprehensive description on the nature, motives, 
and activities of the miners and the hidden internal tensions among them, I have combined these with the 
results of information which I have obtained from interviews with communists and non-communists at 
Sawahlunto. 

Original text: "waktu itu situasinya sangat tidak aman. Keponakan saya menjadi pengikut 
PRRI, and ikut bergerilya di hutan-hutan. Karena itu saya menjadi anggota SBTI-SOBSI, karena 
saya tidak ingin dicurigai oleh OPR sebagai pengikut PRRI. 
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The following story of a labourer, Djasan from the village of Kolok, illustrates this. 

I worked at Section C, in Pompa Rantih. I was intimidated by the organizers of the 
SBTI-SOBSI from Kolok, and members of the OPR, like Rabaatin and Sukirman. 
They came to my house at night, forcing me to become a member of the SBTI-SOBSI. 
Initially I refused. They came for a second time for the same purpose. I still continued 
to refuse. The third time, I was summoned while I was working. They showed me their 
guns, and then forced me to sign the membership list of the SBTI-SOBSI.58 (Interview 
with Djasan, 22-6-1966). 

Like most people caught up in the political uncertainties of the time, the Javanese miners 
and their family members who were involved in the communist mass organizations had multiple 
motives. A mixture of economic difficulties, patron-client ties, and ethnicity all featured as 
decisive factors inducing an individual to throw in his lot with the communist mass 
organizations. Most of the Javanese labourers who worked at the heavy jobs like those in the 
underground mine were involved in such organizations, hoping against hope for social and 
economic improvements in their lives. They were also interested in the support the communists 
offered them on such an occasion as a child's first bath or turun mandi, circumcision or sunatan, 
marriages, and death. 

In this respect, a Javanese miner, Kaspanut, explained why he had become a member of 
the SBTI-SOBSI. 

I became member of the SBTI-SOBSI in 1964.1 was visited at home by Ngadimin, an 
organizing member of the SBTI-SOBSI. He invited me to join the SBTI. I refused. He 
was angry with me, and threatened me. If I did not want to become a member of the 
SBTI, I would find myself in difficulties. One day, I asked the head of the village for 
permission to hold a celebration to mark my child's first bath or turun mandi. I did not 
get it. Then Ngadimin came to see me again. If you were a member of the SBTI, 
everything would have run without a hitch. 9 (Interview with Kaspanut, 16-6-1966) 

In the course of 1965 efforts to mobilize cadres and followers were intensified. Supangat60, a 

Original text: "Saya bekerja di bagian C, Pompa Ranteh. Saya diancam oleh pengurus 
SBTI-SOBSI dari Kolok, juga anggota OPR seperti Rabaatin dan Sukirman. Mereka itu datang ke 
rumah saya malam hari, memasaka saya untuk masuk SBTI-SOBSI. Mulanya saya menolak, 
mereka datang untuk kedua kali dengan tujuan yang sama. Saya tetap menolak. Ketiga kalinya saya 
diancam ketika saya bekerja. Mereka memperlihatkan senjatanya dan memaksa saya menandatangi 
formulir SBTI-SOBSI. 

Original text: "Saya menjadi anggota SBTI sejak 1964. Saya dikunjungi saudara Ngadimin ke 
rumah dan minta agar saya masuk anggota SBTI. Permintaan itu saya tolak, lantas Ngadimun marah 
sama saya. Cobalah nanti kalau tidak mau masuk, tahu rasanya. Satu kali saya minta izin turun mandi, 
tidak diberi. Ngadimin datang lagi, itulah tidak mau masuk anggota SBTI. Kalau saudara masuk beres 
semuanya. 

Supangat was recruited from Java to work in the Ombilin by the Japanese in 1942. From 
1945-1948 he was a member of a revolutionary group and was posted in the church of Sawahlunto. 
When the Dutch army arrived at Sawahlunto in 1948, he and his group moved to Tanjung Ampalu, 
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miner described what happened in the barracks at Durian before the coup as follows: 

Towards 1965, one of (he organizers of the SBTI-SOBSI, Gafaruddin, ordered people 
to dig trenches at the barracks, people were told to follow courses, a political school, it 
was called and it was attended by thirty people. I saw Gampo, Hamzah, Djalinus, 
Juskal, and Sjarifuddin. Participants in the courses also included women like Raman's 
wife, Satidjah, and Gadis. Every late afternoon, I saw Djalinus, and Satidjah ordering 
my wife to attend marching drills. I was angry with my wife, because she neglected her 
work at home. My wife told me, if she did not join in, she would be shunned and could 
not associate with other the women. (Interview with Supangat 12-6-1970). 

Most people also believed that the communists were genuinely struggling to improve 
their lot. They were convinced that the communist leaders who attended congresses of the 
Pemuda Rakyat and the SBTI-SOBSI would fight for better living conditions in the future. 
There were rumours that some of the local PKI leaders had been to Moscow. 

The fact that the communist leaders were successful in mobilizing miners, does not 
mean the miners were passive and allowed themselves to be led by the nose simply 
following all the party discipline. They seemed quite capable of making their own decisions. 
The miners would make choices, weghting up such matters as contributions in kind, 
attendance at organizational activities like meetings, courses, and mutual co-operation. 

a village nearby, but outside Sawahlunto itself. In 1950, he returned to work at the mine with the 
help of the leader of communist trade union, Ronojudo, whom he regarded as ' bapak angkat ' and as 
a patron. He became a member of the SBTI-SOBSI and went on strike in 1953 on the orders of 
Ronojudo. 

Original text: 'Menjelang tahun 1965, pengurus SBTI-SOBSI, Gafaruddin menyuruh orang 
bikin lobang-lobang di asrama, disuruh ikut kursus-kursus, sekolah politik namanya, dihadiri 30 orang. 
Saya lihat ada Gampo, Hamzah, Djalinus, Juskal, Syarifuddin dan pengikut-pengikutnya. Juga ikut 
wanita-wanita seperti perempuan Ramali, Satidjah dan Gadis. Setiap sore saya lihat Djalinus dan 
Satidjah menyuruh perempuan saya turun latihan baris-berbaris. Saya marah sama isteri saya, karena 
meninggalkan pekerjaan mmah'. Tapi isteri saya mengatakan bahwa kalau ia tidak ikut, ia akan 
disisihkan dari pergaulan ibu-ibu. 

Among them was Sjarifuddin Pardi born at Sawahlunto in 1927. His father was a former 
contract labourer from Sunda, West Java, and his mother was Minangkabau. He was Sudono 
M.Wiguno's friend, and had graduated from junior high school. His father was also a communist 
and his mother was a very active member of Gerwani. He was member of the local parliament, 
DPR-GR. After Sjarifuddin Pardi returned from Moscow (?), he always wore a Moskow hat or 
'topi moskow'. Another important cadre was Ngadiran, son of a former contract labourer from 
Java. He became clerk in the underground mine of Sawah Rasau V during 1960s and leader of the 
SBTI-SOBSI branch of Sikalang. He was sent to Jakarta around July 1965 to attend the SBTI-
SOBSI congress. He stayed there for one month. Interview with Pak Sudono M.Wiguno 14-4-1995. 
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Sometimes the miners did not obey when told to follow the cadre courses, which the SBTI-
SOBSI had organized. 

I became a cadre of the SBTI-SOBSI after Ngadiran returned from the PKI 
conference in Jakarta in 1965. I joined with friends like Sukarman, Ngadio, 
Mudjiono, Mario, Nirwan, Kamidjo, and Kusman. I followed courses for cadres at 
the Workers Association Building at Sikalang. What was taught there were lessons 
about Marxism, and the labour struggles in China, and Russia. It also taught us 
how to seek out as many new members as possible by making promises and, if 
need be, by threats. I followed the courses for fifteen days only, because I could 
not make head or tail of it. I was tired, because the next day, I would have to work. 

(Interview with Surasin 16-6-1966). 

Sjofjan, a labourer, moved from the socialist trade union, the SBTI-KBSI, to the 
communist trade union, the SBTI-SOBSI in 1959, because he wanted to shield himself 
from the accusation of being a PRRI adherent. Quite apart from this he was also really 
interested in the lectures about the living conditions of labourers in communist countries 
such as China and Russia. Afterwards, he wondered whether such conditions would ever be 
achieved at Sawahlunto. In 1963, Sjofjan decided to resign his membership of the SBTI-
SOBSI because he was disappointed in that trade union. The straw which broke the 
camel's back was when he did not receive any help from the SBTI-SOBSI when two of his 
children died (Interview with Sjofjan 29-5-1970). 

The miners were faced with a difficult choice between individual interests and 
organizational discipline, which is illustrated by such statements as 'if we did not join in the 
trade unions activities, we would be shouldered. We also had to feed our families, if we did 
not do as we were told, we would not get any money'. 

In daily social contacts, there was a fierce competition between members of communist 
and non-communist organizations. Miners and their family members who were involved in 
communist mass organizations shunned members of the non-communist organizations. Pak 
Rahmat who had chosen for the PKTB-SOKSI told us how difficult social relations were 
between the communist labourers and their non-communist colleagues in the barracks. "Their 
numbers were very large, they were powerful, there was nothing we could do but to keep our 
mouths shut"(Interview with Pak Rahmat 15-4-1995). Bu Rubiyah, Pak Rahmat's wife, also 
told us how she was rebuffed by the members of Gerwani. She had no social contacts with her 
neighbours at her barracks, because they boycotted her. After the coup of 30 September 1965, 
the military assumed power and launched a series of violent attacks on thousands of people who 
were allegedly members of the PKI and its affiliated organizations. Army personnel, right-wing 
Muslims, and other civilians wiped out communists and their sympathizers, killing or 

Original text: 'Saya masuk menjadi kader PKI setelah Ngadiran pulang dari komprensi PKI 
(?)1965 di Jakarta. Bersama teman-teman seperti Sukarman, Ngadio, Mudjiono, Mario, Nirwan, 
Kamidjo dan Kusman saya mengikuti kursus kader SBTI di kantor Gedung Pertemuan Burah 
(GPM) Sikalang. Yang diajarkan adalah ajaran Marxis, perjuangan buruh di Cina. Juga diajarkan 
mencari kader sebanyak-banyaknya, dengan diberi janji-janji, kalau perlu diancam. Saya mengikuti 
kursus itu 15 hari saja, tidak termakan oleh otak saya. Saya capek, karena esok hari saya juga harus 
kerja. 
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imprisoning thousands of alleged members of the PKI and people deemed their sympathizers. 
After the coup, efforts were started to weed out the PKI among the Military Command 

m/17 August, the local parliament (DPR-GR), the heads of nagari (penghulu), and the 
common people. No stone was left unturned. These actions were in the hands of the right-
wing military, the Indonesian Student's Action Front (KAMI), and the Indonesian Student and 
Youth Action Front (KAPPI) in various towns in West Sumatra. Unfortunately, no information 
is available which would permit a reliable estimate to be made of the total number of 
communists who were killed. In general, the process of the cleaning up of the communists was 
more subdued and controlled than were similar actions in Java, Bali, and East Sumatra which 
were marked up by conspicuous violence. 

At Sawahlunto, which was one of the centres of communist activities in West Sumatra, 
the cleaning up process was effected by imprisoning suspects at the hospital and the prison of 
Sawahlunto. Thousands of the people were led to these two buildings so that they could be 
interrogated by the local military. The mayor of Sawahlunto, Achmad Nurdin, a member of the 
PNI, declared in his office on January 1966, that seventeen out of nineteen civil servants, all 
Hansip (civil defence corps) members, and four of the five heads of nagaris were involved in 
communist activities {WartaBerita Antara, 25-1-1966). 

In the Ombilin coal-mines, the total number of those who were regarded as communist, 
can be sub-classified as groups B, CI and C2. Nobody qualified for inclusion in Group A and 
therefore nobody was sent for detention on the island of Bum. Group B consisted of people 
who were PKI leaders, and they were arrested directly by the army. They were eleven in total. 
Group CI comprised people who were registered as members of the PKI, and there were 201 of 
them, whereas there were 960 in Group C2. These were simply regarded as symphatizers of the 
SBTI-SOBSI. Groups B and CI were dismissed straightaway and later imprisoned in 1966. 
Like the convict labourers of former times, these political prisoners were employed by the New 
Order government for the construction of public works projects in the town. People in Group 
C2 were maintained in the company's employ until they could be replaced in the labour force by 
new labourers. As a rule, the communists surrendered themselves to the military voluntarily. 

Between 500,000 and 1,000,000 people were killed between October 1965 and March 
1966. See Hughes 1967; Cribb 1990. 

The total number of the military officials involved in the communist activities was relatively 
small. But, nevertheless, they held important and strategic positions in the army. They included 
Colonel Imam Subandi, Assistant V/Territorial, Colonel Mardjiman, Resort Military Command 032 
Wirabraja, Lieutenant-Colonel Bainal, the staff of Civil Defence Camp of West Sumatra {Markets 
Daerah Pertahanan Sipil), Major Djohan Rivai, the Bupati of Pasaman regency. For further 
explanation on this see Zed, Utama, Chaniago 1998:217-8. Some fragmented information was found 
in Warta Berita Antara 1-4-1966; 15-4-1966, 16-1-1966; 29-4-1966. 

For a general description of the violent actions in Java and Bali, see Cribb (ed.)1990; 
Robinson 1995. For West Sumatra see Chaniago 1998; Zed 1997. 

See PTBA-UPO Archives. Letter of Director of PN.TBO to Assistant of Urusan 
Personalia, Dirjen Pertambangan Jakarta, 16-11-1966; Laporan mengenai ex-anggota SBTI-SOBSI 
yang terlibatpada FN. Tambang Batubara Unit Produksi Ombilin, 30-4-1969. 
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Only a few of them tried to hold out and effected a fürther strategy to enable them to continue 
their struggle outside the town or in the frontier areas, true to the tradition the communists had 
observed since the 1920s (Chapter IV). 

As I have just said, unlike in Java, Bali and East Sumatra, the cleaning up of the 
communists in the Ombilin coal-mines or at the town of Sawahlunto were not blighted by acts 
of violence such as mass killings. Only one communist leader was shot by the military, when he 
refused to surrender. At the same time, the Kappi mounted various demonstrations, 
demanding the replacement of local officials as well as the manager of the Ombilin, Mayor 
Sjamsoeri Sontosudirdjo (Interview with Soehoed 17-8-1995). He stayed on till March 1967. 
There is no information available which would explain why this manager was able to keep his 
job till 1967. Possibly the moderate group in the mine decided to retain him as manager. 

Why the acts of violence or mass killings did not happen in the town and in the Ombilin 
coal-mines is a question which is difficult to answer. Some cadres were not at Sawahlunto at the 
time. They were in Medan or Pekanbaru, where they remained with their families. It may also be 
that the military tried to weed out the communist remnants in a non-violent way, following the 
command of the Kodam UI/17 August of West Sumatra. Nevertheless, terror and intimidation 
still ruled the roost according to the testimonies of ex-prisoners. Finally, and very significantly in 
this area, the non-communists regarded people who were involved in the communist activities as 
their own family. Hence, it is not impossible that many people helped the communists or their 
sympathizers (Sudono M.Wiguno 15-4-1995). 

At the top of a hill, he announced he would continue the struggle of the PKI. The military 
fally fired at him. His body was dragged from the hill and brought to Sawahlunto. 



CHAPTER VE! 

STRONG STATE, MONOPOLY, AND CONTROL: 
OMBILIN UNDER THE NEW ORDER REGIME 

(1965-1996) 

Introduction 

In Chapter VII the formation of a new political configuration and competition in the mining 
society during the period 1960-1965 have been explored. The new political configuration 
consisted of an alliance of the nationalist, religious, and communist parties. In this alliance, the 
communists were dominant, especially among the lower levels of the mining society. Thanks to 
broader links and intensive contacts with many groups outside the company, their political 
power was strong. But stressed by the political support of the Javanese military manager, the 
regional left-wing military, and the OPR, the communists could manipulate, intimidate, and 
control the miners to further their political interests. 

The coup of September 1965 terminated the dominant position of the PKI and its mass 
organizations. It was followed by various violent actions and mass killings of the communists 
and their sympathizers especially in Java, Bali, and East Sumatra by the army.1 This chapter is an 
attempt to take a critical look at the economic and political changes brought about by this coup, 
and their translation into the lives of those who were working in the Ombilin coal-mines. Section 
1 deals with the economic status of coal and its impact on the working and living conditions of 
the miners, under the New Order regime, which inherited the enormous problems, left behind by 
"the old state" . Section 2 deals with the impact of the repressive politics of the New Order 
Regime on the control of the management and the politics of the miners. 

1. Coal and Coal Miners Before and After the Energy Crises 

After the political destruction of the PKI and the left wing of the PNI, Guided Democracy and 
the old principles of economic leadership were no longer tenable. Faced with the challenge of 
rebuilding the economic sector, the New Order government took a more positive view of the 
role of private capital, but at the same time prevented excesses of 'free-fight capitalism' 
(Robinson 1986:213). In order to fulfil its mission the state still continued to play an important 
role in economic development through what is called the state-owned corporate capital. 
Essentially, this took the form of terminals through which the state established production and 
co-operation with foreign companies that provided the bulk of indispensable investments. In the 
mining sector, state corporations like the Pertamina (oil), (tin mining) and Aneka Tambang 
(general mining) were built up. 

1995. 
About the Indonesian killings 1965-1966 in Java and Bali, see Cribb (ed.) 1990; Robinson 

For a more detailed analysis of this period see Booth 1998:161-72; Mas'oed 1989; Robison 
1986; According to Mas'oed, the economic crises was most cogently indicated by the feet that by 
April 1966 Indonesia had only $8 million in its foreign exchange reserves, while the efforts to 
import rice would require more than $ 100 million. 
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Knowing that it had to take measures to realize this policy, the government had given 
priority to the development of certain mines that were regarded as the most important sources 
of state revenues such as oil, tin, nickel, and bauxite. The state rehabilitated the tin industry, and 
invited foreign capital investment for the rejuvenation of the nickel and bauxite mines. Relegated 
from the first rung of economic interest, the development of coal-mines, as had been planned by 
the Old Order Regime, tended to be neglected for nearly a decade. Until 1976, there were no 
concrete efforts on the part of the government to increase coal production. The government did 
no more than discuss and formulate diversification in the use of energy in 1967 and 1968. It 
restructured the status of state-owned companies, transforming them from Badan Pemilikan 
Umum or PBU (The Public Ownership Board) to the Perusahaan Negara or PN (State-Owned 
Company) in 1968. But this was only a change in administrative matters, which did not 
increase coal production. As shown in the following table, Indonesian coal production was 
reduced drastically in comparison with the production of other mines such as tin, nickel, and 
bauxite. 

Although the three state-owned coal mining companies — the Ombilin, Bukit Asam and 
Mahakam —had been united into one state-owned company, this merger did not bring any 
positive results to the production of coal until the 1980s. During the period of 1966-1974, coal 
production in Indonesia decreased from around 320,000 tons in 1966 to an average of less than 
200,000 tons per year. Cheap oil and a steadily shrinking domestic market made coal-mines in 
Indonesia, if not nuisance, at any rate, an embarrassment during the 1960s and early 1970s. 

Table VIII. 1 : Mines Production in Indonesia, 1961-1974 COOOs tons) 

Year Tin Nickel Bauxite Coal 

1961 18.5 13.7 447.6 560.4 
1962 18.1 10.8 460.3 471.1 
1963 13.8 45.5 487.3 598.3 
1964 16.6 49.2 647.8 445.8 
1965 14.9 101.1 688.3 590.5 
1966 12.8 117.4 701.2 319.8 
1967 13.8 170.6 920.2 208.4 
1968 16.9 261.8 879.3 175.6 
1969 17.4 256.2 926.6 190.9 
1970 19.1 600.9 1.229 176.5 
1971 19.8 900.0 1.238 197.9 
1972 19.8 900.0 1.276 179.2 
1973 22.5 935 1.229 148.8 

1974 25.7 879 1.290 156.0 

Source: Sigjt 1989:26. 

The Ombilin, Bukit Asam, and Mahakam coal-mines were united into one state-owned 
company which was called Perusahaan Negara or PN. Thus, each company became a production 
unit under the supervision of the PN. See Sigit 1985:29. 
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There were hardly any consumers left for coal after 1967, a point driven home by the 
Minister of the Mining, Sumantri Brojonegoro. Potential consumers such as railways, shipping 
companies like Samudra ships, and state-owned electricity companies had shifted their source of 
energy from coal to oil by installing diesel machines. Dogged by the lack of new capital input 
and continuously operating at a loss, the existing state coal-mines continued to deteriorate and 
coal production steadily declined. The three major coal mining companies were about 1.7 billion 
rupiahs in debt and about 95 percent of the labourers did not work (Hainan, 16-10-1972). 

The government started to dismiss the labourers in 1969 and closed the Mahakam coal
mines in Kalimantan in 1971. The dismissal of 2,176 labourers took place at three state-owned 
coal companies in 1969 (Angkatan Bersenjata, 11-6-1969). The government declared that the 
dismissal of the labourers was essential if there was to be a rationalization in the Indonesian 
coal- mining companies, because the production capacity had been reduced, the marketing was 
dilatory, and machines had taken over the work of labourers. 

The fate of the Ombilin coal-mines mirrored that of the Mahakam coal-mines. Besides 
competition from the low price of oil and the reduction in the number of consumers for coal, the 
Ombilin itself was facing a set of internal problems that had plagued it ever since the Old Order 
Regime began. Therefore, right from the inception of the New Order regime, there were many 
discussions about the fact it was teetering on the brink of bankruptcy, the upshot of the high 
production costs, the obsolescence and dilapidation of the central electricity plant at Salak the 
shortcomings in railway transportation, mismanagement, and corruption. The following table 
shows the production of the Ombilin coal-mines and the development of labour force. 

In 1966 the mine produced around 100,000 tons, but in 1967 this was reduced to nearly 
half, 66,000 tons. The drop was caused by the fact that the Ombilin coal-mines had no produced 
any coal at all since May 1967. Production had ground to a halt because it could not work if 
the electricity plant was not functioning (Angkatan Bersenjata 26, 27-7-1967). The labourers 
were still forced to work using the antiquated machines from the colonial period. In these 
circumstances it was estimated that the company would lose around 8 million rupiahs every 
year, and it was a toss up whether it would be forced to close or not (Angkatan Bersenjata 23, 
25-7-1967). 

The plans of the central government to close the Ombilin coal-mines met with a 
strong reaction both from the local government and from the labourers. It was history 
repeating itself as it was highly reminiscent of the years 1934 and 1951 when the central 
government had also proposed closing the mine, but the local government opposed any 
such move, because the mine was so important to regional economic development. Closing 
down the mine would have a very adverse affect on two other major companies in West 
Sumatra, the Sumatran Railways and the Indarung cement works. These two big companies 
were the most important consumers of coal. Quite apart from this, economic interests of the 
labourers and the people of the town of Sawahlunto had to be taken to heart and certainly not 
dismissed in so cavalier a fashion. So, in October and November 1967, the local people 

Angkatan Bersenjata 1-4-1967; 20-5-1967; Hainan 13-6-1967. 

As a result of the reduction of coal production, the income of the West Sumatran railways was 
reduced considerably from 4,000,000 rupiahs to 400,000 rupiahs. Ses Angkatan Bersenjata 26-7-1967. 
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protested against the plan for closing the mine. That protest was channelled through the local 
and national parliaments (Angkatan Bersenjata 27-10-1967. 

fable Vin. 2. Production and Labour force, 1966-1995 
Year Production 

(in ton) 
Worker Year Production Worker 

1966 100,501 2,870 1981 308,359 1,557 
1967 66,467 2,530 1982 364,933 1,596 
1968 68,853 2,340 1983 378,148 1,652 
1969 69,282 1,700 1984 758,619 1,794 
1970 77,285 1,695 1985 1,045,710 1,880 
1971 89,730 1,653 1986 923,596 1,968 
1972 87,970 1,603 1987 654,059 2,003 
1973 81,840 1,516 1988 701,164 2,004 
1974 78,804 1,569 1989 735,076 1,967 
1975 76,094 1,607 1990 823,976 1,930 
1976 60,151 1,590 1991 587,875 1,887 
1977 81,020 1,564 1992 1,009,833 1,820 
1978 87,115 1,563 1993 1,198,193 1,792 
1979 92,318 1,526 1994 1,212,981 1,758 

1980 171,899 1,532 1995* 431,893 1,724 

Note: * From January till April 1995. 
Source: Report of the PTBA-UPO, 1995. See also Djalal 1972: 40. 

The labourers sent their delegation to the central government in Jakarta under leadership 
of M Jusuf SS and Kamisan PS. They met the Minister of Manpower and the members of 
Commission E of the DPR which dealt with the labour problems (Angkatan Bersenjata, 5,27-
10-1967). They warned that if the government closed the mine, around 30,000 labourers and 
their families in the Ombilin would descend on to Jakarta to protest. Meanwhile, Atmoso 
Soehoed aided and abetted by a member of board of Directors, Colonel Oteng Hasmeng, 
continued to struggle by lobbying with the Minister of Mining. In addition to any economic 
considerations, there might be, he argued that the closing of the mine would open the door wide 
for a return of the communists who would mobilize the aggrieved labourers. Taking due note of 
these political and economic considerations, the central government decided not to close the 
mine (Angkatan Bersenjata 3,9,6-11-1969). 

Some reorganisations were carried out to make the company more efficient than it 
had been before. In 1968, the STTM was closed (Angkatan Bersenjata 14-7-1969). Then, sixty-
four labourers were dismissed in June 1969 and 630 in August of the same y'ear.'(Angkatan 

Angkatan Bersenjata 24-7-1967; 6-11-1967; Interview with Atmoso Soehoed 8-8-1995. 

In 1965 the total number of labourers was 3,082, but in 1966 this was reduced to 2,870. 
Many labourers were dismissed by the company owing to their involvement in the PKJ. 
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Bersenjata 11-6-1969; 25-8-1969). Those who were dismissed received severance 
compensation in the form of a house and agricultural land located in the village of Sawah 
Luwung near the mine and in Pulau Punjung nearby Sijunjung. The company paid out around 49 
million rupiahs in compensation to the dismissed labourers. 

The steps the government had taken to keep the mine at work were similar to the 
policies of its two predecessors in the years 1934 and 1951. In 1969, the government subsidized 
around 450 million rupiahs, budgeted in the First Five Year Development (1969-1974), for the 
purchase of spare parts and for rehabilitating the Salak central electricity plant (Gafar 1970:47; 
Angkatan Bersenjata, 4-1-1969). The Indonesian Development Bank or Bank Pembangunan 
Indonesia gave an investment credit of 81.75 million rupiahs for a period of seven years in 
January 1969 {Angkatan Bersenjata 7-1-1969). This financial support was basically intended to 
prevent the liquidation of the company. 

At the Ombilin coal-mines, working and living conditions were both far from 
satisfactory. Wages and social security payments were not enough to cover daily needs, but to 
make matters more miserable the price of basic daily commodities rose. The labourers reported 
that they sometimes did not receive any wages or social security payments from the company 
(Angkatan Bersenjata 13-6-1967). Nasrun Chatib, a journalist from a local newspaper, Hainan, 
visited the mine and reported on the devastating conditions such as the lack of health care, the 
shortage of food, clothing, and the poor housing. He saw that the labourers had absolutely no 
enthusiasm for work (Haluan, 23, 25-7-1967; 7-8-1967). Working conditions had made 
them apathetic. 

The manager, Mayor Sjamsoeri Sontosudirdjo, was well aware of what was going 
on and pushed the Department of Mining to take action because the labourers had no 
longer received any contribution in kind for the last few months (Angkatan Bersenjata, 13-
6-1967). At a later time, the new manager, Atmoso Soehoed (1967-1968), also tried his 
best to alleviate the situation. He asked the Minister to provide clothes and shoes and 
regular payments (Interview with Atmoso Soehoed, 8-8-1995). He recalled that he was on 
the horns of a dilemma. On the one hand, he was being pressured by the demands of the 
labourers who demanded an improvement in their living conditions. On the other hand, he 
was also being leaned on by his superiors in Jakarta to continue producing coal, and so the 
abysmal living conditions of the miners were not improved. One day, he had received 
orders from his superior to measure the labourers' feet, because the central government was 
planning to distribute mining shoes. He had done as he had been asked and had sent the 
measurements to Jakarta. But, that was the last he ever heard of it as Jakarta reneged on its 
promise (Interview with Atmoso Soehoed 8-8-1995). 

In 1969, the New Order regime launched its economic development-planning 
programme. Efforts made to improve the living conditions of the labourers gradually began 
to see the light of day. In 1969 the company co-operative was re-activated and its activities 
were improved and expanded (Angkatan Bersenjata 4, 11-1-1969). In March 1969, the 
labourers were paid according to a new system that was issued with an in-built adjustment 

A labourer received between 50,000 to 250,000 rupiahs. At this time, the price of all goods 
at the market of Sawahlunto increased from 25 percent to 40 percent, including the price of gold. 
Sec Angkatan Bersenjata, 4-9-1969. 
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to cover rises in the cost of living. In May, the company provided work clothes to the 
labourers on credit. The higher level staff members could purchase radios on credits too 
{Angkatan Bersenjata 31-5-1969). In December 1969, the company also distributed basic 
commodities like wheat flour, sugar, and sarongs, and clothing materials which could be 
paid within a period of six months to mark Lebaran, the end of Ramadhan. The company 
decided to supply the labourers with such basic necessities to prevent them from falling 
victim to the speculative spirit of enterprise shown by the traders at the market of 
Sawahlunto. 

The company did what it could to bring some entertainment into the lives of the 
labourers. This varied from the traditional Javanese performances such as kiida kepang, 
wayang kulit, and ketoprak to modern musical performances by groups like Taburia, Peta, 
Labora, Muda Ria, and Poska {Sawahlunto dalam Angka 1978:94-7; Angkatan Bersenjata 
2-5-1969). On Labour Day, 1 May 1969, the company organized various activities 
including athletics contests, art exhibition, and various folk performances {Angkatan 
Bersenjata, 3-2-1969; 2-5-1969). On days like this, the manager and his staff made a point 
of visiting the miners in their barracks as a courtesy {Angkatan Bersenjata 17-1-1969). 

Although the payment system had been improved, it still did not cover the costs of 
basic necessities that constantly rose. A labourer with work experience of eighteen years, 
received 3,000 rupiahs per month in 1971, plus a contribution in kind, which consisted of 
eighteen kilograms rice for himself, fifteen kilograms for his wife, and ten kilograms for 
every child, plus additional basic needs such as soap, sugar, and cooking oil. In reality, he 
received a salary of only 100 rupiahs, because the rest had already been deducted to pay his 
debts to the co-operative shop {Aman Makmur 9-2-1971). An overseer, who has just 
graduated from the STTM, received 2,586 rupiahs monthly plus eighteen kilograms rice, 
plus soap, and cooking oil. He never ate meat, but could enjoy tahu and tempe every day 
{Aman Makmur 15-2-1971). At Sawahlunto, economic difficulties were more serious 
because the town depended on the mining company, and the land in its environs was 
unsuitable for rice growing. In difficult times the price of rice in this town rose more steeply 
than in other places. Therefore, in 1969, rice had to be supplied {Haluan 27-9-1969). In 
order to survive, the mining community developed its own spirit of enterprise and looked 
for additional income, either by making and selling foods, planting vegetables for sale in the 
yards around their houses, or by working overtime. Deputy-manager, Prasaja S.Sugoto, 
told me how he and the members of his family made 'ice lolies' to be sold at the market of 
Sawahlunto (Interview with Prasaja S.Sugoto 8-8-1996). An overseer, Timbul Sidabutar, 
told that he had cultivated dry-fields from the 1960s into the 1970s in order to plant second 
corps such as maize, cassava and the like. Members of ITASETT had also increased their 
activities to cope with and overcome the economic difficulties by producing 12,000 bars of 

On the one hand, the labourers were happy with the new wage regulation, but on the other 
hand, it led to a loss for the labourers who had children older than 18. They no longer received 
contribution in kind such as rice from the company. See Angkatan Bersenjata 8-3-1969. 

The trader invariably increased the price of goods, which the labourers needed for Lebaran 
or other important flays. See Angkatan Bersenjata 5-12-1969. 
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soap, the bulk of which was sold to the labourers at a low price. 
Resourcefully the miners had many strategies to cope with the economic difficulties. 

As in the years before 1965, they made various kinds of foodstuffs, such as tahu, tempe, 
gado-gado, and cassava chips which they sold at the market of Sawahlunto. During the 
1970s, the cassava chips, which they produced, were exported to various places outside the 
town, even as far away as Medan and Pekanbaru. A former miner remembered how the 
population of the barracks busied themselves producing the chips, involving all members of 
their families in the work. The cassava for making chips was bought by selling the rice 
that the miners received from the company. Going a step further, some of the miners also 
changed their main diet from rice to cassava. 

After the oil crisis in 1973-1974, and again in 1979-1980, the fate of coal-mines in 
Indonesia improved somewhat. The oil crises marked the re-emergence of coal as a major 
energy source of industrial energy (Sigit 1989:39). The increase in the oil price forced the 
government to rethink its energy policy. The government no longer concentrated exclusively on 
oil, but began to stimulate the use of other energy sources. In the presidential instruction issued 
in 1976, industrialists were asked to use coal as a substitute for oil {Media Indonesia, 22-1-
1992). This marked the time from which the demand for coal began to increase and businessman 
began to look for a chance to export it. Alerted again to their importance the government also 
started to re-evaluate the position of its two remaining coal-mines, Ombilin and Bukit Asam 
(Sigit 1989:26-7). 

The oil crisis had also brought about dramatic changes in the way the mines were 
managed. During the 1980s and 1990s, as the government paid more serious attention to 
stepping up the production of Indonesian coal, it decided to separate the production unit of 
Bukit Asam from the state-owned company or PN Tambang Batubara and make it an 
independent company with the status of limited or 'persero'1 The production unit of the 
Ombilin remained under control of the PN Tambang Batubara, which changed its name to 
Perusahaan Umum or Perum in 1984. In 1990 the status of the Ombilin was changed from 
Perum to PT (Ltd.). It came under the control of the Perusahaan Tambang Batubara Bukit 
Asam or PTBA Bukit Asam {Mass Media, 22-1-1992). From that time on, all the policies of the 
management, including labour recruitment had to be decided by the PT Tambang Batubara 
Bukit Asam. 

The major of Sawahlunto gave this effort tax exemption. The ETASETT's efforts were 
supported by the manager. See Angkatan Bersenjata 3-2-1969. 

During that time many children did not go to school, because they were needed by their 
parents to search additional income. The children were also active in stealing coal from the mine, 
because they needed this for fuel. The company did not stand in the way of this pilfering of coal, 
because they were also aware of the lack of social security it could give its workers. These incidents 
of the stealing of coal had already become a public secret among the population of the town. 

The Unit Production of the Bukit Asam coal-mines changed its name to PT Tambang 
Batubara Bukit Asam. The modernization of the mine was carried out with financial support from 
the World Bank, and its production was hoped to supply for the needs of a power plant at Suralaya 
in West Java. 

The fusion naturally brought a big loss to the people in the mining town, because it 
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Apart from restructuring the state owned companies, the government also turned its 
attention to the urgent problem of capital investment and the crying need for innovations in 
technology15, the construction of infrastructure, and the exploration for new coalfields. Between 
1981-1989 the Ombilin coal-mines also carried out crash programmes in order to increase the 
production capacity with the financial support of the World Bank, Japan, Britain, and the 
Netherlands (Pengembangan 1985:23-4). New coal-fields were explored. Mine systems were 
partly or fully mechanized, and a new coal washing plant was constructed to replace the old one 
that the Dutch built in 1916. Coal handling facilities in the harbour of Teluk Bayur were 
extended (Pengembanganl9&5: 20-2) and transportation facilities were improved. The 
Sumatran Railways had resumed full service in 1984 to transport coal from Sawahlunto to the 
harbour of Teluk Bayur in Padang (Sawahlunto 1988:214). Next to the railways, trucks from 
the company's own co-operative were also used to transport the coal. In short, this was a period 
of triumph for the Ombilin mines. 

Like the coal-mines in Kalimantan, the Ombilin coal-mines had signed a co-operative 
contract with foreign investors from Australia under the name of P.T Allied Indo Coal. This 
contract was entered into with the express of exploiting a mine area located in Parambahan. This 
mine had started to produce coal in 1987.18 Until 1992, the actual mine area of the Ombilin 
consisted of about 15,499,32 ha which comprises the Tanah Hitam, Simaung, Kandi, Sapan 
Dalam, Parambahan, Sawah Rasau V, and Sawah Luwung all of which are underground mines. 

The introduction of new mining technology and the opening of new mine areas brought 
about changes in the labour policy. A skilled labour force was an absolute must. Some of the 
higher-level staff members were sent abroad to follow courses and training at coal-mines in 
Canada, Britain, and Australia. In Indonesia itself, they also were given the opportunity to 
follow crash programmes which were organized in co-operation with the ITB and the IKJP-
Padang. In order to educate the middle level, the STTM was re-opened in 1987, and in 1992 its 
name was changed to Institute of Training and Education of Mining or Lembaga Pelatihan 

drastically limited job opportunities. Since this time, the PTBA Bukit Asam has been responsible for 
organizing the labour recruitment for the Ombilin coal-mines. Therefore, most miners said jokingly 
that Bukit Asam means Bukit, a hill or its profit for people at Tanjung Enim, and Asam that means 
its acid or loss for people at Sawahlunto. 

The Bukit Asam coal-mines used more sophisticated machines than the Ombilin coal-mines. 
But, according to some staff members of Bukit Asam, the company faced the problem that 
labourers were not prepared to work with the new technology. Therefore, this company now 
combines two kinds of mining technology systems, namely semi and a fully mechanical system. 

The government carried out the exploitation of coal-mines here on the basis of contracts with 
domestic and foreign investors. In 1986 there were about sixteen domestic and foreign coal companies. 
See Sigit 1989:29. 

P.T. Allied Indo Coal carries out working contracts with a domestic investor, P.T Pama 
Persada, from the P.T Astra Group. According to some informants, the stealing of coal at the 
Ombilin coal-mines has began to recede since this company has commenced operation. 

18 See Indra Merdi, Haitian 15, 16, 17-10-1992; Angkatan Bersenjata 14-1-1992. 
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Pendidikan Tambang (LPPT)(Majalah Pertambangan 1992:36-7). Students who wanted to 
attend this school had to be a graduate of the STTM or the SMA. In 1991 this school had 
produced thirty-eight students who came from outside West Sumatra (Petita 28-8-1991). The 
following table shows a change in the level of education of the labour force between 1980 and 
1994. 

In 1980 only twenty (1.3 percent) staff members had graduated from either university or 
academy, but in 1994, this number had risen to eighty-two or 4.7 percent. In 1980 1,050 (68 
percent) had had only a primary school education, but in 1994 this had dropped to only 549(31 
percent), whereas the number of labourers who graduated from junior high school increased 
from 257(16.8 percent) in 1980 to 852 (48.5 percent) in 1994. The number of graduates from 
senior high school remained the same because the company did not recruit among them. These 
figures show that the level of the miners' education increased considerably between 1980 and 
1994. 

Table VIII. 3: Total Number of Labourers by Level of Education 
1980,1984,1994. 

Year 1980 1984 1994 
Education: 
University/Academy 20 36 82 

SMA* 205 242 275 
SMP** 257 520 852 
SD*** 1,532 1,019 549 

Note:*SMA= Sekolah Menengah Atas or Senior High School. 
**SMP= Sekolah Menengah Pertama or Junior High School 
***SD = Sekolah Dasar or Primary School. 
Source: Perusahaan Umum Tambang Batubara, Laporan Lima Tahun, 

1980-1984,1985:58. Laporan tahunan PTBA-UPO, 1995. 

In addition to the level of education, the ethnic configuration of the mining society 
changed yet again. Most managers were Javanese. In the initial years of the New Order Regime, 
the company had been run by the military. The higher level staff of the company were like the 
managers who were mostly Javanese, and who had graduated from university or academy, while 
the middle-level staff members were mostly Minangkabau. Especially since the 1980s, new 
engineers had been replacing former students of the STTM whose work experience had 
stretched out since the 1950s and the 1960s. This shift led to hidden conflicts between the 
former students of the STTM and the new engineers. The atmosphere of distrust was not helped 
by the presence of engineers from Java, which was interpreted as domination of the company by 
the Javanese. At the miners' level there were also changes in the ethnic composition. About 50 
percent of the miners were non-Javanese, mostly local people (Interview with manager Somad, 
5-8-1995). Poverty and unemployment were also factors that drove them to seek work in the 
mine. 

This is similar to what happened at the beginning of 1960. At the beginning of the New Order 
regime, Colonel Oteng Hasmeng tried to give former students of the STTM back their places according to 
their expertise and work experience. SeeAngkatan Bersenjata 22-2-1969. 
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The introduction of new machines, the construction of infrastructure, and the 
recruitment of a skilled labour force led to a positive impact on coal production. The range of 
production per head increased from 37.8 tons in 1976 to 204.9 tons in 1983 (Laporan PN TB-
UPO 1984). In 1985, about 770,751 tons, 39.7 percent of the total of the 1,938,000 Indonesian 
coal production was from the Ombilin mine.20 The increase in the Ombilin coal production made 
an important contribution to regional economic development. In 1976 the export value of the 
Ombilin coal-mines was around 0.13 percent of the total export value of the province of West 
Sumatra. It then rose to 7.14 percent in 1982 {Data Statistik Perbankan Sumbar 1980,1982). 
This was the second period of triumph for the Ombilin coal-mines rivalling the glory years of the 
1930s. 

After 1985, coal production in the Ombilin coal-mines showed a tendency to decline to 
517,229 tons in 1991, because many of the mine machines were in a bad state. Coal reserves in 
open-cut mines grew scarce, and were even prediction that they would be exhausted in 1992. 
But between 1992 and 1994 the total production of coal recovered, and reached a total of 
1,059,138 tons in 1994, because it proved possible to expand the new mine areas (Hasil 
Batubara WO, 1995). 

As had always been the case, a great part of the coal production from the Ombilin 
coal-mines was consumed locally by such factories as the Indarung cement works, and 
power plants. The rest was exported to Hongkong, Japan, Malaysia and other Southeast 
Asian countries. The supply of coal from the mines was no longer primarily destined for 
Java as had been the case during the colonial period. This role was now taken over by the 
Bukit Asam coal-mines, which supplied the demand of a state-owned power plant at 
Suralaya, West Java. 

Was there a positive correlation between the increase of coal production and an 
improvement of working and living conditions of the labourers? Broadly speaking, working 
and living conditions were far better than they had been in the years before. One symptom 
was the decision by the management to provide proper mine clothes, shoes, and hats for the 
labourers. 

Production of coal from the Ombilin now comes mostly from the open-cut mines, because 
the costs of production there are lower than in the underground mines. For an open-cut mine this is 
only 30,000 rupiahs for every ton, whereas for underground mines it was 40-50,000 rupiahs. See 
Sigit 1989AI; Petita 28-8-1991. 

While exploring new coalfields in West Sumatra and in Riau, the company began to 
increase its coal production from the underground mines. In its efforts to open new mines, the 
company ran up again problems in acquiring land from the villagers in the Sijunjung area, because 
of the vexed question of the ownership of communal land in West Sumatra. Up to the present, this 
problem is till being hotly debated, because the land that the company wants to take over, has been 
used by villagers to mine coal with financial support of the military regent ofthat area. See Business 
News, 6-1-1992. Interview with the manager Iwan Setiawan 14-3-1995. Under the present cabinet, 
villagers in the Ranteh, Kubang and Muara Kalaban are helping themselves to coal, claiming that 
the mines are on communal land. Hence, they have the right to exploit it. See e-mail Adam, 14-1-
1998. 
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Although efforts were undertaken by the management to increase safety in the mine, this 
made no impression on the number of accidents (Table VIII.4). 

Table VIII.4: Mine accident and total number of victims 1975-1994 

Total Light Heavy Died Level of Frequency 

Year number 
of victims 

Accident Accident 

1975 14 11 1 2 -
1976 29 27 2 - -
1977 27 24 3 - -
1978 23 20 2 1 -
1979 39 29 10 - -
1980 36 34 2 - -
1981 24 19 4 1 -
1982 17 11 5 1 4.58 

1983 15 10 5 - 3.74 
1984 17 14 3 - 4.03 
1985 23 15 8 - 4.79 
1986 31 23 8 - 6.23 
1987 47 33 12 2 9.67 
1988 48 44 3 1 10.11 
1989 50 47 3 - 10.51 
1990 48 39 9 - 10.08 
1991 30 23 7 - 6.21 
1992 29 27 2 - 6.41 
1993 5 3 1 1 1.41 
1994 1 0 0 1 0.27 

Total 553 453 90 10 78.04 

Average 27.65 22.65 4.50 0.50 6.00 
Source: Laporan Pelaksanaan Keselamatan Kerja 1994:2. 

In 1989 the total number of victims from mining accidents was fifty. According to 
statistics since 1990, the number of accidents has declined, but this was not really the case. 
According to the medical staff, the company did not want to put the names of the people who 
had suffered minor injuries on their formal lists. For the sake of fulfilling targets and to please 
the Ministry of Energy and Mining, the company tended to keep many accidents quiet. 

Categories of accident were defined by the company and not by a physician. Physicians at the 
company hospital could not decide whether a labourer who was being treated, could take rest or not, 
because the company forced injured miners to work for the sake of fulfilling production targets. This 
already became a public secret among people at that town. The phenomenon reminded me of the 
European physician's position in the early years of the twentieth century. So, any position would face an 
uneasy choice between moral and functional considerations. See Interview with the UPO Polyclinic's 
physician, Anonim, 17-4-1995. 
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The company also improved health facilities, food distribution, housing, and 
education for the miners and their families. Besides the public hospital of Sawahlunto, a 
Pusat Kesehatan Masyarakat or Puskesmas was built to cater for the miners and their 
dependants. In 1976 about 75 percent of the miners were infested by hookworm. By 1984, 
this figure had been reduced to 15 percent {Laporan Kesehatan PTBA, UPO, 1985). To 
undertake measures to improve accommodation, the management constructed new housing 
complexes in the villages of Durian and Sikalang. The houses consisted of two storeys. On the 
ground floor there was a sitting room, a kitchen, a bathroom and a toilet, while the bedroom 
was on the second floor. These buildings provided their occupants with privacy, which was 
totally different from the barracks that were constructed by the colonial government where life 
had to be lived virtually on an open stage. 

In the 1960s and 1970s, the roofs of the houses was covered by drying of cassava chips, 
but that changed in the late 1980s and 1990s, when they were bedecked by TV antennas or so-
called parabola antennas. Besides TV sets, the miners now have radios, tape-recorders, and 
videos. Through the various mass media, now available to them, the miners can follow events 
and developments inside and outside Indonesia. Other changes in material conditions can be 
discerned from the interiors of their houses in the furniture and other household goods. Mass 
media, especially TV and its various advertisements have irrevocably changed the life-style of 
the mining community. As elsewhere in the world, ownership of material goods has become a 
status symbol and it has also stimulated social competition among the miners. One sign of this is 
a plethora of parabola antennas. They could be shared between six or seven houses, but in fact, 
the population of the barracks would have nothing to do with such rationalizations. By having 
one to each house, they could and did increase their status. 

Most of the miners were heavily in debt. Almost every miner's family was cajoled into 
buying consumer goods on credit in shops at Sawahlunto, Solok and Padang or from creditors 
who came directly to the barracks in search of customers. The shrewd traders offered their 
trading goods particularly in the days leading up to the Lebaran at the end of the Muslim fasting 
month. In order to find money, many miners took part in a modern form of lottery Sumbangan 
Dana Simpanan Berhadiah or SDSB (Saving Prize Fund) which was organized by the Ministry 
of Social Affairs in the 1980s (Interview with Pak Mustaf, 12-4-1995). Some informants 
claimed that this modern lottery was most popular among the population of Sawahlunto, and it 
had affected relations within the miners' families and also their work discipline adversely. M 

Because their wages were cut to pay their debts, the miners had no money left to pay for their 
everyday needs. Hence, they tended either to borrow money or to buy their daily basic supplies 
such as sugar, milk, and tinned corned beef on credit from the co-operative shop. These goods 
were not for their own consumption, but to be sold at a lost to the traders at the market of 
Sawahlunto (Interview with Pak X 18-4-1995). 

In order to prevent the miners becoming mired in debt, the company issued a regulation 
that limited the amount of money, which could be borrowed. They could borrow money in cash 
up to a certain limit. But, as explained above, to circumvent this their strategy was to ask for 
credit on various daily goods. These goods in turn would be bought by the families of local 

At work, the labourers often spent their time discussing figures of SDSB lottery that would 
be drawn at the next day. Some were also very tired, as they confessed, they had to stay up, waiting 
for the results of the lottery. During this time, the market of Sawahlunto was very crowded. 
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officials at a cheaper price than they would pay at the market. Up to the time this research was 
being done, these matters were difficult to prevent, owing to a close relationship between the 
miners and the traders at the market. 

Despite the shortage of cash among the miners, there was a positive correlation between 
the economic development of coal and an improvement in working and living conditions. 
Possession of consumer goods could be regarded as a sign of the improvement in the living 
conditions of the labourers, but it was just as much a status symbol as a gauge of competition. 
Our question now is how could the managers control the miners and what freedom did the 
miners have to manoeuvre under strong state control? 

2. Management Control and Miners' Politics 
under a State Monopoly 

Control of labourers by the management tightened up, because the managers put the priority on 
economic growth. Under the New Order regime, both the military and technocrat managers set 
their sights on the production process. As civil servants who worked in the Ombilin state-owned 
company, the labourers automatically become members of the Civil Servants' Corps of the 
Republic of Indonesia or the Korpri, the compulsory association of civil servants, which is part 
of Golkar. As civil servants, the labourers in the Ombilin coal-mines were expected to have no 
ideological choice other than the Pancasila (Reeve 1985: 289). In 1974, government influence 
became even more pervasive when manager also introduced the Pancasila labour relations code 
of the New Order regime. The Pancasila labour relations did not recognize any ideology of the 
class struggle. It advocated that "harmonious" labour relations should prevail between worker 
and manager. 

The manager's efforts to control the labourers through the introduction of a compulsory 
Korpri membership were ushered in gradually. Other trade unions that were affiliated to political 
parties were very weak. The Parmusi-affiliated trade union, the SBII, the NU-affiliated 
Sarbumusi, the PNI-affiliated KBM were virtually impotent. Only the Sarbumusi had the 
courage of its convictions to protest against the dismissal of more than 600 labourers in 1969 
(Angkatan Bersenjata 11-6-1969). The PKTB-SOKSI, which was led by Sudono M. Wiguno, 
Djamaruddin and Djanan Thaib24, was automatically affiliated to Golkar. These leaders nurtured 
high expectations of their affiliation with this group. Linked by the support of the military 
manager, the military command at regional level, and the leaders of Golkar from Jakarta, they 
were successful in persuading the labourers to become members of the Korpri and Golkar. By 
the General Elections of 1971, great many of the labourers had already become members of 
Golkar. 

Djamaruddin, Minangkabau, graduated from the STTM in 1957. Haluan, 4-4-1957. 
Djanan Thaib was from Kerinci and a former student of the STTM too and a former member of the 
SBTI-KBSI. These three persons were members of the local parliament, DPR-GR Sawahlunto in 
1969 for the Karyawan Fraction. See Sawahlunto dalam Angka 1970:12. 

At the national level, the Golkar won 62.8 percent of the votes, while the NU, the PNI and the 
Parmusi got 18.7 percent, 6.9 percent, 5.4 percent respectively. See Nishihara 1972- Reeve 1985263-5' 
Oey Hong Lee 1975:65. 
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As a result, the leaders of the other political parties were marginalized. The NU, the 
Parmusi, and the PNI were not given the facilities to attract the masses. Left to fight a losing 
battle, each of them had only one seat in the local parliament (DPRD) in 1969. During the 
1970s, the power of the manager went from strength to strength. Efforts to bring all labourers 
within the fold of the Korpri and the Golkar were redoubled. By 1972, all the labourers heeded 
the call and were members of this twin organisation (Bulkhaini 13-6-1995). 

There is plenty of evidence that allows us to conclude that control of the labourers by 
the manager was very firm. In the workplace, people who were involved in the SBTI-SOBSI 
had been, and were under strict supervision. The management found various ways to punish 
them such as excluding them from promotion, and even demoting them by giving them half a 
chance. Each protest action was immediately linked to communist activities and was viewed as 
anti-New Order. This was similar to what the military manager had done to the adherents of the 
PRRI in the years 1960-1965. This control was reinforced even more by the involvement of the 
labourers in the Pertahanan Cipil or Hansip (Civil Defence). The manager was also diligent in 
carrying out political indoctrination expounding the virtues of Pancasila, and giving religious 
speeches at the barracks of the labourers. 

The politics adopted by the miners to deal with this rigid state control can be divided 
into two periods. The period between 1965-1974 may be seen as the years of the cleaning 
up of the communist remnants and the years of fear for many people. The arresting and 
dismissal of those labourers who had been involved in the SBTI-SOBSI and other 
communist mass organizations had created a heavy psychological burden, affecting the 
communists and their sympathizers, but not without implication for the non-communist 
labourers as well. Those who were regarded as communists were silent and scared. In 
daily contacts between the miners at the mines, or in the barracks, at the market, in the 
mosque, or in other public places, there was sharp social control. Non-communist labourers 
isolated the former communists and their families in daily social cultural activities. This was 
quite a contrast with the social climate created by the pre-1965 political situation, when it 
was the non-communists who were silent and shunned. 

While coal was languishing in the economic doldrums, the labourers preferred the 

The NU was represented by Zulkarnain, the PNI by Mansjursjah, and the Parmusi by Rush 
Sutan Radjo Ameh. About fifty percent of seats in the DPRD was held by Golkar. See Sejarah 
Ringkas 1972. Suluh Indonesia 9-2-1966; Angkatan Bersenjata 2,14-1; 16-5-1969; 27-6-1969. 

Not all managers really agreed with the sledgehammer tactics of the government, but they 
had to acquiesce in what was going on because their position depended on their superiors. As one of 
the managers told us, he was officially a member of Golkar and unofficially (in his heart) also a 
follower of the nationalist. Group solidarity based on ideology was considered valid until to day, 
when he and his groups engage in the same business activities. Interview with Prasadja S. Sugoto, 
Johannes Kasoep 14-8-1995. 

I met two former miners who had just come in from their dryfields. They were former 
members of the SBTI-SOBSI who had been dismissed by the company. They were immediately 
shocked when I asked them if I might visit their houses, to ask about their past experiences as 
miners. Their faces changed and they tried to avoid my questions. In daily social contacts, they are 
still made to feel the weight of social sanctions. 
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'safe way' and avoided protesting against the management, because such protest actions 
were immediately associated with communism. The labourers at Ombilin chose to be 
accommodating and this period was virtually free of the airing of any grievances. This is not to 
say it marked the dawn of a real new era; theft and corruption were rife. This complicates the 
picture making it difficult to identify whether such actions can be classified as forms of resistance 
against manager or simply as a struggle for survival. There was theft of coal, scrap iron , 
electrical cable, and money (Angkatan Bersenjata, 30-8-1969; 25-9-1969; AmanMakmur 3-3-
1971). Corruption also occurred at the level of the administrative staff. 

The politics of silence were typical not only of the Ombilin miners, they were a 
characteristic feature of the political life of all Indonesian labourers (Indonesian worker 
1981:63). The government assumed that during the 1970s all was well with labour conditions in 
the industrial sector, lulled by the absence of any overt protestations (Indonesian workers 
1981:63). It was assumed that relatively high wages and secure jobs were creating an elite corps 
of workers on whom the regime could rely. 

By the end of the 1970s, it was becoming clear that the image with which the 
government was solacing itself did not reflect reality. During 1979-1980 workers began to 
demonstrate more forcibly giving voice to their complaints that industrial employment was not 
providing them with the adequate standard of living and security which they, and many others, 
had expected from the growth of industrialization. These years saw an escalation of labour 
protests through which the workers began to make their complaints heard. In the 1980s-1990s 
protests of Indonesian labourers gained in volume and tempo, especially in the big cities. More 
labourers began to organize themselves, demanding the right to choose their own 
representatives, and asking to negotiate with their employers.31 

This mere militant aspect of political life did not touch the Ombilin coal-mines. The 
miners, having been indoctrinated with Pancasila ideology and having received military training, 
tended to compromise rather than complain. This attitude was not due to political repression of 
the state, but it was the fruits of the management of manager Suhandojo. He was an 
underground mining engineer who kept a modestly low profile. He began his career in the 
Ombilin coal-mines before 1960, and had a very long experience as a manager (1976-1986). 
Quite apart from this, he was genuinely very concerned with the miners. According to former 
miners, social relations with this manager were close, not just in the workplace, but also outside 
the mines. 

In the late 1980s and in the beginning of the 1990s, the obedience of the miners began to 
disintegrate. This made itself felt in various forms of individual and collective resistance. The 
actions varied from fiddling with, delaying work, returning home before their shift had finished, 
corrupting working hours, and deflating the tyres of overseers' cars. Their growing rebellious 
attitude was also apparent in the kind of jokes which labourers told each other. Cogently, the 

There was a special trading network for scrap iron set up between Sawahlunto, Padang, and 
Medan. Chinese traders in Padang and Medan took part in these activities. See Haluan 19-9-1972. 

These cases were seldom brought to court, but in 1972 two people were sentenced because 
they had manipulated the price of rice and clothing of the labourers. Haluan, 19-9-1972. 

For a comprehensive study about politics of workers during the New Order Indonesia see 
Hadiz 1997. 
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theft of coal re-emerged as a problem in the late 1980s, forcing the company to strengthen its 
security by adding to the number of military men, the so-called Satuan Pengaman or Satpam it 
employed to guard its property. 

Very often I observed small groups who had left their workplace during working hours, 
taking a rest for a while to have a smoke, making jokes with each other. According to a rough 
estimate of overseers, about 30 percent of the labourers turned a blind eye on work discipline, 
especially in the late 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s (Interview with Junizar Djalil 31-5-
1995). Open protest was an impossible option for them, because it could threaten their jobs. The 
Korpri was regarded by the labourers as worse than useless to them, because it was elite-
oriented. 

Pak X, an ex-underground miner and former member of the local-SBTI and PKTB-
SOKSI, saw the Korpri as an association for civil servants. As far as he was concerned this was 
a good association, because the labourers would no longer be attracted to and manipulated by 
the leaders of the political parties, a situation which had characterized their lot before 1965. This 
was now out of the question because the Korpri belonged to the elite staff of the company 
rather than to the labourers. Pak X was of the opinion that under the Korpri freedom of 
expression was no more than a pious hope. However, Pak X resented the authoritarian 
character of the Korpri. He missed the freedom of expression which had characterized the years 
prior to 1965(Interview with Pak X 8-8-1995). 



CHAPTER IX 

VIOLENCE, CLASS AND ETHNICITY 
IN OMBILIN HISTORY 

In the preceding chapters I have discussed the changing socio-political worlds of the mining 
society at the Ombilin-coal mines. These alterations cannot be separated from changes in the 
wider socio-political and economic context of the state. I am referring to fluctuations in 
economic development of coal and the changing (notions of the) role of the state. Fluctuations 
in economic development such as demand for coal, the Depression, inflation, and the changing 
control by the state affected how the management organized its control over labourers, and in 
their turn the miners' reactions to this. The politics of the miners towards the managers, whether 
those were of resistance or accommodation, unorganized or organized, should be understood in 
relation to these changes. Themes, which played an important role in the social-political 
relationships between miners and managers, were; violence, class, and ethnicity. 

1. Actors and Linkages 

At least four sets of actors were involved in the realization of these themes over the period 
1892-1996. The actors were the miners, foremen, managers, and the (nation) state, including 
political parties and the military. Each had a different background and motives. From one period 
to another, the social, cultural and political backgrounds of the actors changed, and the pattern 
of social relations between the miners and their managers also shifted, but principally they had 
the same purposes, namely they were all struggling to seek security, protection, status, and 
power. Social relationships in the form of resistance or accommodation were reflected under 
both the authoritarian and non-authoritarian state. 

The first group of actors was the miners. Initially they were typically young, 
physically strong males, and were not accompanied by their families. The miners were 
differentiated into categories created by the company (convict, contract, free and casual 
labourers), and into sub-groups (criminals, political prisoners), while ethnic differences 
were accentuated by the presence of Javanese, Sundanese, Buginese, Makassere and 
others) (Chapter III). Once they were employed at the mine it was as if they had entered 
into a closed box or had been trapped in the cage of production. Between the 1920s and 
the 1940s, the background of the miners changed. Convict and contract labourers gradually 
disappeared, and were replaced by free and casual labourers. A working class community 
emerged and was marked by the establishing of coolie villages in the midst of local society 
(Chapter IV). A sense of common identity as a working class group began to form. Social 
contacts between them and with local people also developed and intensified, especially after 
the Japanese occupation and the Indonesian Revolution. The miners emerged from the cage 
of production, some were involved in the battle groups, and others used economic local 
resources in order to survive in these periods of massive disruption. In the following period 
(1950-1965), the miners involved themselves in various political parties, trade unions, as 
well as social and cultural associations, which created multiple identities and solidarity 
(Chapters VI, VII). These ties cut across the social hierarchy of the mining society. Under 
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the New Order regime, the miners were put firmly back in the cage of production, and their 
multiple choice were removed as they were united from above into a ruling party (Golkar) 
and a corporate state organization (Korpri). 

The second group of actors was the foremen. Foremen played an important role in 
transmitting the work discipline of the capitalist culture of the managers to the miners. This 
study shows that the kind of control they exercised would depend on their cultural 
background and political alliances. The foremen were divided into two groups: senior and 
junior foremen. Initially the senior foremen were Europeans, but after the 1920s they were 
Indo-Europeans. The presence of the Indo-European culture proved not only a bridge 
between the European and the indigenous culture; it had a positive effect on the formation 
of social relations with the miners as had happened in Java (Stoler 1985:648). After 
Indonesian Independence, the role of senior foremen was taken over by men from the 
Minangkabau ethnic group who politically were mostly leaders of the PSI or the Masyumi 
parties and their associated trade unions. The second group of foremen was appointed from 
among the miners themselves, and were mostly Javanese. Their involvement in politics 
began in the 1920s, when they became active in the communist nationalist movement in 
which they joined with local political leaders. After Indonesian Independence, they were 
leaders of the PKI and its mass organizations, forming a wider network with local and 
national communist leaders and the left-wing of military. 

The third group of actors was comprised of the managers. All managers (Dutch or 
Indonesian) were different in background and political ideology. During the colonial period, 
when all managers were Dutch, each man who held the position had his own style of 
exercising control over labourers. Before the 1920s, when demand for coal was high in the 
service of the colonial state, the (Dutch) managers kept a very firm hand on the reins. But 
during the Depression and the final years of the colonial government in Indonesia, the 
managers showed a greater concern for the miners and stimulated the integration of the 
mining society into the town. In the post-colonial period, the ethnic, social and political 
backgrounds of the managers changed, affecting the style of management and social 
relations with foremen and miners. Before 1960 the managers were Minangkabau, members 
of the PSI and Masyumi parties, appointed on the basis of suggestions made by the mining 
society and the local officials. In the post-1960 period, they were non-Minangkabau, for the 
most part Javanese military and the decision to appoint them was made by the central 
government. 

The fourth group of actors was represented by institutions of the state, colonial and 
post-colonial, which were characterized by changing forms of control and attitudes. In the early 
years of exploitation, various state agencies had differences of opinion about labour control by 
flogging (Chapter HJ.5). In the second decade of the twentieth century, the state agencies' views 
on labour control shifted from flogging to coercion or from non-economic to economic 
coercioa After Indonesian Independence, when the state became a nation (Anderson 1983), this 
phase was marked by strong control exercised by the nation/people and the weak control of the 
state. These conditions were reflected in Ombilin history, when politics embraced the mine. 
Political party leaders, at both local and national levels, set their sights on the mine and 
mobilized the miners for their own political interests. These conditions were complicated by the 
effects of local political development, the PRRI rebellion, different interests of the leaders of the 
political parties, and the left and right wings of the military group. The strong control exercised 
by people in the mine was reflected by open protests made by the miners against the managers. 
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The year 1960 was a political watershed, after which state actors moved into more sharply 
polarized positions between the supporters of communist and non-communist parties. All of 
these permutations and combinations were expressed in the daily life of the mining society. 

2. Violence, Class, and Ethnicity 

Violence, class, and ethnicity were important threads, which were inextricably woven into 
the social relations in the mining society. During the period under study, these three 
persisted although they developed and changed, assuming different accents and intensity. 
Sometimes ethnicity and class overlapped, and sometimes not, depending on the motives 
propelling the actors, and socio-political pressures of the state. Violence was often used to 
enforce control, but conversely, for the miners, it was also a means to articulate group 
solidarity and resistance. In the early phase, when there were no alternatives, ethnicity was 
used as an instrument to solve conflicts. Later, new structures emerged such as trade 
unions, political parties, and associations which offered alternative bonds of solidarity, and 
while ethnicity never ceased to be an important instrument of group solidarity, it tended to 
run parallel to class. 

The first period (1892-1920) was the time of virtual imprisonment, in which the miners 
could be imagined in the metaphor of rats in a closed box, living at the mine, and isolated from 
social contacts with the local people. During this "prison" period, physical violence was 
generalized at every level; miners, managers, and the state, and it can be divided into three 
different forms: 1) random, incidental, and individual; 2) by groups; 3) institutionalized. The first 
type of physical violence was the sort, which erupted through individual conflicts. The second 
type was the outcome of conflicts between groups, gangs, big men, and between different ethnic 
groups. Both the first and the second types, individual and collective conflicts, had their roots in 
the competitive struggle to get scarce resources such as food, money, women or a partner for a 
homosexual relationship. Both the first and second types of violence invariably ended with 
fighting, injuring, and even killing, either inside or outside the mine. The enclave of Ombilin 
became a criminal colony. Here I want to underline that it was primarily homosexuality which 
expressed internal tensions among the miners and played an important part in the brutalized 
violence in the prison of Sawahlunto, replicating the situation found among the prisoners in 
India (Arnold 1994:156). 

The second type was marked by ethnic violence, which was expressed by mass fighting 
between the different ethnic groups among the miners. The use of different languages, feelings 
of ethnic superiority, and the quest for scarce resources, could all lead to ethnic violence, which 
was marked by individual and collective fights. This study has found that until the second decade 
of the twentieth century, the intensity of ethnic violence was high. Latent ethnic consciousness 
takes on a whole new meaning when a group has to compete with another ethnic group, 
especially when the situation is fraught by tension. The evidence turned up by this study shows 
that ethnic eruptions could occur between Madurese and Buginese, or between Madurese and 
Javanese. The ethnic violence persisted after the independence, but by then it was intensified by 
intermingling with class and political interests. 

The third type of violence was institutionalized by the colonial state. When the demand 
for coal was high, the colonial state introduced physical violence as a tool of control over the 
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miners to force them to work to obtain maximum results. The flogging institutionalized by the 
colonial state cannot be attributed merely to the introduction of the miners to capitalist culture; it 
was just as readily spawned by state fears of the politics of resistance by the working class, 
especially given the presence of criminals. Punishment by flogging was very common, normal, 
and far worse and more sadistic than in the East Sumatran plantations and in the Banka and 
Belitung tin-mines. There was no great degree of consensus among various state agencies about 
such violence, though broadly speaking until the second decade of the twentieth century, the 
colonial state continued to believe in it as the only effective means of control. 

During the second period (1920-1942) the Ombilin coal-mines entered a new world, 
when a colonial company needed a professional labour force and more efficient control. This 
period was marked by the decline in individual and ethnic violence. The regime of control by 
flogging imposed by the colonial state lost its legitimacy, because it was misused, manipulated, 
corrupted, and colluded in by state agents such as overseers, foremen, caretakers, and guards to 
advance their own interests. The decline in violence and ethnic conflict was set in motion by 
structural changes such as the style of state control, shifting from flogging to social sanctions, 
the changing composition of the labourers, and the emergence of the mining community. The 
management began to realize that, first and foremost, a regime of physical violence, even though 
it may have been regarded as fairly normal in those days, did not benefit the company. Secondly 
it became more aware of the tension and potential for physical violence among the existing 
groups of the miners. Having woken up to the importance of decent conditions, the 
management tried to create a secure and conducive environment for them. Changes in labour 
control by management were caused by the high degree of resistance shown by the miners, 
expressed in running away and avoiding work. 

Violence and ethnic conflicts change in nature, because nationalism and class emerged 
as bridges between different ethnic groups of the miners, weakening the omnipotence of 
ethnicity as a distinguishing factor. Nationalism and class, as these were propagandized by the 
leaders of the Sarekat Rakyat and the PKI, proved to be means of bonding together various 
social groups inside (foremen, clerks, police officers) and outside the mines (petty traders, 
teachers, local peasants, and religious and political leaders), which were all struggling to achieve 
Independence. This demonstrates that at the Ombilin mines, nationalism and the ideology of the 
class struggle proved strong enough slogans to bridge ethnic differentiation, and to cut across 
social hierarchy, thereby integrating some of the disparate indigenous groups in the mine into the 
society in the town. This new channel transposed the forms of miners' resistance towards the 
managers, shifting these from individual, unorganized resistance to collective and organized 
protests expressed through a set of strikes culminating in the uprising of 1926/1927. In this 
regard, labour protests can be explained as the manifestations of the desire of different social 
groups to achieve their own interests, mirroring the situation found among coal-miners in Jharia, 
India (Ghosh 1995). 

The uprising was abortive. Many of those who had participated were arrested, 
imprisoned, and even executed. This event was followed by a period marked by stringent state 
control and the Depression, a bleak time in which the company faced difficult years trying to 
market its coal. The influence of these internal and external conditions meant that violence ebbed 
and ethnicity faded in significance as management, foremen, and miners began to become more 
accommodating towards each other in their joint battle to survive. The reciprocal process of 
accommodation between miners and managers also stemmed from the changing composition of 
the mining society. It was no longer composed of convicts or contract labourers, but of miners 
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who had made a free choice to work there and were accompanied by their families. The 
presence of the Indo-European culture among overseers and the shift in the managers' attitudes, 
leading them to be concerned with the social life of the town society, also made a cogent 
contribution. Control by the state was strong indeed, but socially the mining society was open, 
and was even integrated into town society by the efforts of managers. In this context, the former 
enclave society gradually lost its shape. This emerged even more plainly as the years passed, the 
border between mining and town society became very blurred, especially in the wake of the 
Japanese occupation and Revolution. 

The Japanese occupation (1942-1945) and the Indonesian Revolution (1945-1949) 
were a gloomy time for the company, marked by a dramatic decline in coal production. During 
this period, violence was firmly back in the saddle, but it was no longer ignited by ethnic 
conflicts. Under the iron hand of the Japanese company, Hokkaido Steamship Co.Ltd., the 
miners found themselves again relegated to the status of romusha or convict labourers, 
employed by the company not just in the mines, but also to projects to supply the Japanese war 
needs. The burdensome economic pressures strengthened class solidarity, both within one ethnic 
group and between different ethnic groups. However, solidarity between different ethnic groups 
was no longer breached when young Minangkabau members from the Barisan Maut killed 
some rich Javanese at the beginning of the Revolution. During the brief Dutch return to the mine 
in 1948-1949, Javanese remained loyal to the mine, and this led to new outbursts of ethnic 
conflict between the Javanese who were labelled 'kacung Belanda ' or Dutch lackeys, and the 
local people who were involved in the struggle for the Republic. 

During the period of 1950-1965 (Chapters VI, Vu) violence in ethnic and class relations 
reached an even higher pitch, often inter-mingling. Violence occurred between different ethnic 
groups with disparate ideologies, namely between the communist Javanese foremen and miners 
in opposition to the socialist and Masyumi Minangkabau managers and overseers. Ethnic 
identity and political alliances reinforced each other; and this is testified to by the wider alliances 
of the Javanese foremen and miners with local, national communist leaders, and between the 
Minangkabau socialist and Masyumi overseers and managers with their own linkages. Their 
shared ethnic identity and political alliances strengthened the position of the Javanese foremen 
and miners in facing managers. This period was characterized by a set of strikes in 1953. 

In the 1950s, violence erupted in ethnic and class relations when the coal industry was 
trapped in a bleak Indonesian economy and state control faltered. While the state remained 
weak, the nation (the people) invaded the state and their grip was strong through the formation 
of political parties and mass organizations (Anderson 1983). Those conditions provided the 
mining society with many alternatives for solving conflicts through membership of various 
political parties, trade unions, and socio-cultural associations. Quite apart from the violence 
marring ethnic and class relations, physical violence within one single ethnic group also re-
emerged, becoming especially marked after the Bina Karya people were recruited in the 1960s. 
As among the labourers during the colonial period, the motives for resorting to physical violence 
were the same, namely to obtain scarce resources such as food, water, and women. 

Ethnicity does not seem to have been one of the factors, which determined ideology, 
especially after the PRRI rebellion. One indication of this is the fact that the Javanese miners 
shifted their allegiance from the communist to the socialist trade union, considering this a wise 
move when the leaders of the communist union were captured by the adherents of the PRRI. 
When the Central Army from Jakarta arrived in Sawahlunto to protect the town from attacks by 
the PRRI, a mixture of ethnic alliances and class-based politics emerged. One symptom of this 
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was the close relationship between the Javanese miners and the members of central military who 
were also mostly from Java and were sympathizers of the PKI. The Javanese military acted as 
protector of the Javanese miners and foremen. This was a time during which ethnicity was not 
particularly relevant to the Minangkabau labourers in determining their political ideology as it 
had been previously when they were involved either in the Masyumi or socialist trade unions. 
With their security at stake, and in search of economic and political protection, most 
Minangkabau labourers, especially those who lived in the frontier areas, became members of the 
communist trade union. This would seem to suggest that neither Javanese nor Minangkabau 
ethnicity was a definitive factor in determining ideology, but the search for security and 
protection became the main priority. 

After 1960, and especially in the period around 30 September 1965, the sharp political 
tensions at the national level between communists and non-communists were also expressed in 
the daily life of the mining society, between the SBTI-SOBSI and PKTB-SOKSI, within and 
between members of different associations. Political tensions shaped ethnic, labour relations and 
labour control. Ideological and ethnic conflicts were sharpened by the one-sided intervention of 
the military manager who compromised with the miners. Under these circumstances, violence 
among the miners and between the Javanese miners and foremen and Minangkabau overseers 
was based on economic and political interests, especially during the period of high inflation in 
the Indonesian economy. Class struggle ideology, which had been introduced by the PKI, suited 
the miners' battle to improve their living conditions. 

Like the colonial state in the period after 1926/1927, the New Order regime (1965-
1996), which was backed by military, put emphasis on its policy of economic development and 
political stability, and on the distancing of the common people, whom they preferred to 
designate as the floating mass, from politics. The Ombilin managers, both military and 
technocrats, put the miners firmly back into the cage of production, forcing them to become 
compulsory members of the Golkar party. Under the New Order regime violence continued, but 
ethnic conflict decreased and class conflicts were suppressed. The managers and overseers 
practiced various forms of intimidation on the miners to force them to acquiesce in the discipline 
of Golkar (Chapter VUT). This strategy failed as far as generating obedience among the miners 
was concerned. The politics of resistance continued unabated, and in its characteristics it 
resembled the strategies of the colonial period, namely individual and unorganized resistance. 

In the introduction I formulated a series of questions (p.7) which I have attempted to 
answer in the course of my study. My success in this respect was uneven. Informal relationships 
are by definition poorly documented, political sensitivities and fears still inhibit discussions of the 
more recent past. Nonetheless, I hope that this study will contribute to discussions of the socio
political relationships involving the world of production and to great extent recognition of 
continuities and differentiation of past and present. 

The lesson the Ombilin coal-mines can teach us is that above all miners were/are not are 
passive objects, whether they be under an authoritarian or non-authoritarian state. They form a 
social force of their own. They have incontrovertibly given shape to their own role in the history 
of Ombilin. 

This study ends in 1996, two years before the New Order regime came to an end. 
Nevertheless, problems of ethnic violence have continued and even increased in frequency and 
intensity. The Reform Cabinet is trying to open closed channels in an effort to solve smouldering 
conflicts, taking a leaf out of the Old Order regime's book from the 1950s. Nevertheless, 
economic problems remained difficult to solve, seemingly even insurmountable. As social and 
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economie conditions deteriorate, ethnicity has again become a source of conflict. My hopes are 
that conflicts may be overcome in a future nation state in which human dignity, democracy, and 
a fair economic development are central points of concern. 
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APPENDIX 1 

TABLE: Production of the Ombilin Coal-Mines 1892-1994 
(in tons) 

1892 48.000,00 1928 507.197,00 1964 97.272,00 

1893 47.833,00 1929 582.254,00 1965 91.756,00 
1894 72.452,00 1930 624.212,00 1966 100.501,00 
1895 107.943,00 1931 507.545,00 1967 66.478,00 
1896 126.284,00 1932 374.170,00 1968 68.853,00 
1897 142.850,00 1933 396.658,00 1969 69.282,00 
1898 149.433,00 1934 385.321,00 1970 77.285,00 
1899 181.325,00 1935 376.684,00 1971 ^9.730,00 
1900 196.207,00 1936 400.990,00 1972 87.840,00 
1901 198.074,00 1937 463.317,00 1973 81.840,00 
1902 180.702,00 1938 516.825,00 1974 78.804,00 
1903 201.292,00 1939 590.743,00 1975 76.094,00 
1904 207.280,00 1940 577.616,00 1976 60.151,00 
1905 221.416,00 1941 537.738,00 1977 81.020,00 
1906 277.097,00 1942 301.221,00 1978 87.115,00 
1907 300.999,00 1943 228.724,00 1979 92.318.00 
1908 314.065,00 1944 92.878,00 1980 142.829,00 
1909 339.694,00 1945 72.780,00 1981 241.687,00 
1910 387.522,00 1946 50.324,00 1982 302.571,00 
1911 406.395,00 1947 49.728,00 19Si 325.662,00 
1912 407.452,00 1948 40.974,00 1984 583.580,00 
1913 411.017,00 1949 24.353,00 1985 770.750,88 
1914 443.140,00 1950 56.386,00 1986 710.049,25 
1915 453.141,00 1951 48.870,00 1987 506.136,75 
1916 505.366,00 1952 67.018,00 1988 558.807,18 
1917 508.226,00 1953 59.815,00 1989 610.389,61 
1918 504.201,00 1954 78.622,00 1990 650.589,49 
1919 510.821,00 1955 84.954,00 1991 517.229,00 
1920 567.142,00 1956 75.318,00 1992 884.467,94 
1921 602.853,00 1957 90.912,00 1993 1.026.068,4 
1922 544.002,00 1958 59.357,00 1994 1.059.138,2 
1923 508.374,00 1959 37.791,00 
1924 606.423,00 1960 77.606,00 
1925 539.328,00 1961 103.709,00 
1926 448.482,00 1962 89.911,00 
1927 504.014,00 110.037,00 

Source: Ri jportofthePTI iA-UPO, 1 ?95. Djalal 1972 :40. 
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APPENDIX 2 

LIST OF MANAGERS 

1894 M. IJzerman Dutch 
1895 L.J.Vermaes Dutch 
1896 Th.F.A.Delprat Dutch 
1905 W.dYonghDzn Dutch 
1909 C.P.J.Carpersz Dutch 
1913 J.Koomans Dutch 
1915 R.J Lier Dutch 
1918 P.Horig Dutch 
1919 J. v. der Kloes Dutch 
1924 Th.C.v.Wijngaarden Dutch 
1927 V.H.Ploem Dutch 
1930 Th.C.v. Wijngaarden Dutch 
1933 W.Holleman Dutch 
1937 G.J.Wally Dutch 
1940 F.L. Lanzing Dutch 
1942 Kubota Japan 
1945 Roesli Minangkabau 
1947 Abdul Azis Minangkabau 
1948 Baharson Minangkabau 
1950 Sjahbuddin St.Radjo Nando Minangkabau 
1956 P.A.Darami Minangkabau 
1960 S.A.Sjauta Menado 
1961 Captain Harun Alrasjid Palembang/army 
1962 Mayor Samsoeri Sontosudirdjo Javanese/army 
1967 Atmoso Soehoed Javanese 
1968 Colonel.Oteng Hasmeng Javanese 

Prasadja D.Sugoto (Deputy I) Javanese 
Usman St.Pamuncak (Deputy) II Minangkabau 

1970 Prasaja S.Sugoto Javanese 
Lieutenant Colonel Purn Soeharto Javanese/army 

1976 Soehandojo(Director) Javanese 
Lieutenant Colonel Soeharto I(Deputy) Javanese/army 

1986 Sapari Sundanese 
1989 Adeng Sunardi Sundanese 
1990 Abdul Somad Sundanese 
1995 Iwan Setiawan Javanese 
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ADEK 

Aksi Sepihak 

Anak Jawi 
APRI 

Bari san Maut 
Beka 
Bina Karya 

Belincong 
BPBA 

BPPI 

BTI 
Bunga kayu 
Bunga tanah 

Dewan Perusahaan 

DISBA 

DPRD 

DPR-GR 

Gerwani 

Giyugun 
Golkar 

GSBI 

Hak u lay at 
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GLOSSARY 

Algemeen Delisch Emigratie Kantoor, a recruitment agency to 
recruit the Javanese labourers for the Outer Islands. 
Unilateral actions, launched by the PKI to motivate the rural 
masses to demand the implementation of the government 
programme of land reform. 
A partner for a homosexual relationship during the colonial period. 
Angkatan Perang Republik Indonesia, Indonesian Republic 
Military Force 
The radical youth battle group in Sawahlunto during revolution. 
Badan Ekonomi Kota Arang or Economic Board for Coal Town. 
Unemployed people who were recruited to be worked in various 
industries in Outer Island during the Old Order regime. 
A pick, used to hack coal from surface. 

Badan Persatuan Buruh Arangan or Coal Miners' Union, 
established in 1951. But it was given greater recognition by the 
managers Ombilin coal-mines. 
Balai Penerangan Pemuda Indonesia or Indonesian Youth 
Information Office. 
Barisan Tani Indonesia, Union of Indonesian Farmers. 
A village tax applied to the amount of forest products collected. 
A tax that had to be given to the village for exploiting minerals in 
the ground. 
Enterprise Council, formed in the early 1960s to give labour a 
voice in the running of state-owned companies. 
Daerah Istimewa Sumatra Barat or West Sumatra Special Region, 
a Minangkabau state which is established by the older generation 
of the West Sumatran leaders in 1948. 
Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah or local parliament at the 
provincial and regency level. 
Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Gotong Royong, Indonesian Parliament 
under the Guided Democracy. 
Gerakan Wanita Indonesia, Indonesian Women's Movement. 
Gerwani the new name given to Gerwis (Gerakan Wanita 
Indonesian Sedar, Movement of Enlightened Indonesian Women) 
in March 1954. 
Voluntary Army for Sumatra during the Japanese occupation. 
Golongan Karya, Functional Group, the state-backed electoral 
vehicle established in the early 1960s by the military as a front to 
counter communist influence. 
Gabungan Serikat Buruh Indonesia or the Brotherhood of United 
Indonesian Workers. 
Communal Land. 
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Hansip Pertahanan Sipil, Civil Defence 
HIS Hollandsen Inlandse School or Dutch Indigenous School under the 

Dutch colonial government. 
Hizbullah A Muslim para-military organization during the Indonesian 

Revolution. This was a body closely linked to the Muhammadiyah. 
IBNU Ikatan Buruh Nahdhatul Ulama (the International Confederation of 

Free Trade Unions. 
Ilmu kebal A person who possesses powers to perform black magic. 
IPKI Ikatan Pencak Silat Indonesia or the Indonesian Martial Arts 

Association. 
ITASETT Ikatan Tamatan Sekolah Teknik Tambang (the Association for 

Graduates of the Technical School for Mining, established in 1960 
at the Ombilin coal-mines. 

Jongos Indonesian male servant in colonial period. 
Kacung Belanda Dutch lackeys. 
KAMI Kesatuan Aksi Mahasiswa Indonesia or the Indonesian Student's 

Action Front. 
KAPPI Kesatuan Aksi Pemuda Pelajar Indonesia or the Indonesian 

Students' and Youth Action Front. 
KBKI Kesatuan Buruh Kerakyatari Indonesia, the Union of Workers of 

the People of Indonesia. 
KBM Kesatuan Buruh Marhaenist, Marhaenist Workers' Union, linked 

to PNI. 
KB SI Kongres Buruh Sosialis Indonesia, the All-Indonesian Congress of 

Workers. 
Kecapi Sunda Traditional art accompanied by the kecapi or lute. 

Of which the best known is that from the Cianjur region of Sunda. 
Ketoprak Traditional Theatrical Performance from Central Java. 
KNI-lokal Komite Nasional Indonesia, the Indonesian National Committee 

was the Indonesian parliament at provincial level, during 
Indonesian Revolution. 

KNIP Central Indonesian National Committee at central level, 
established in 1945. 

Kuda Kepang Traditional Trance Dance Performance from Central Java. 
KO.P3-TK Komando Penampungan, Penyaluran, Penempatan Tuna Karya or 

the Command for Receiving, Channelling, and the Allocating 
Unemployed People. 

KORPRI Korps Pegawai Republik Indonesia; Civil Servants' Corps of the 
Republic of Indonesia. 

Lapek-lapek Much sought after snack among labourers, made from sticky rice 
or banana. 

Lasmi Laskar Muslimin Indonesia, a Muslim para-military organization, a 
body close to the Perti. 
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LEKRA 

LPPT 

Masyumi 

MULO 

Nagari 
Nasakom 

Nyai 
NU 

OKR 

OPR 

Orang rantai 
Pancasila 

PBI 
PDRI 

P4P/P4D 

Pemuda Rakyat 

Penghulu 

Lembaga Kebudayaan Rakyat, Institute of Popular Culture, formed 
on August 17, 1950. 
Lembaga Pelatihan Pendidikan Tambang or the Institute of Mining 
Training and Education. A school at which apprentice mine 
overseers were trained. 
Majelis Syuro Muslimin Indonesia, Consultative Council of 
Indonesian Muslims. Major Muslim party of the 1950s, banned in 
1960. 
Meer Uitgebreide Lagere Onderwijs, Senior High School during 
the colonial period. 
A village in Minangkabau, which is linked by kinship, ties. 
Nas=agama/nationalist, A=agama or religion, and Kom= komunis 
or communist, an integrative ideology created by President 
Soekarno. 
concubine during the Dutch colonial period. 
Partai Nahdatul Ulama, Part of the Association of Islamic 
Scholars, which was founded in 1926 as association of Muslim 
scholars adhering to the orthodox schools of Islamic law. In the 
September 1955 parliamentary elections, the NU emerged as one 
of the four largest parties, alongside the PNI, Masyumi, and the 
PKI 
Organisasi Keamanan Rakyat or Organization for the Protection of 
the People formed by the APRI to help it to protect people from 
attacks by the PRRI army. 
Organisasi Pertahanan Rakyat or Organization to Defend the 
People, which developed from the OKR. Its task was also to 
protect people from attacks of the PRRI army. 
local term to for a convict labourer. 
The Five Principles; state ideology of Indonesia: profession belief 
in One God, Humanism, Indonesian Unity, Social Justice, and 
Consultative Democracy. 
Partai Buruh Indonesia, the Indonesian Labour Party, set up in. 
Pemerintah Darurat Republik Indonesia, Indonesian Republic of 
Emergency Government, of the Republic of Indonesia, established 
in 1948 in Kototinggi, West Sumatra. 
Panitia Penyelesaian Perselisihan Perburuhan Pusat/Daerah; 
Resolution committees established on the early 1950s to settle 
Labour Disputes Centre and Region. 
Pepular Youth. Shortly after the declaration of Indonesian 
independence on August 17, 1945, a socialist youth organization 
was established, Pemuda Sosialis Indonesia (Indonesian Socialist 
Youth, or Pesindo). The name of Pesindo was changed to Pemuda 
Rakyat in November 1950. 
The head of nagari/vi 11 age in Minangkabau. 
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Peta 
Perti 
PKBT 

PNI 

Pesindo 
PKI 

PKTB 

PRRI 

PRI 
PSI 

PSII 
Randai 
Ronggeng 
Romusha 
Sabilillah 

Sarbumusi 

Sarikat Jin 

Sarikat Hitam 

Satpam 

SBTI 

SBTI-KBSI 

SBII 

Perkumpulan Kesenian Tambang Arang, Coal-Mining Arts Group. 
Partai Islam Indonesia or Indonesian Islamic Party. 

Persatuan Kaum Buruh Tambang or the Miners' trade union, 
formed in April 1925. 
Partai Nasional Indonesia, Indonesian Nationalist Party, founded in 
its present form on February 1, 1946, but tracing its history back to 
a PNI founded in 1927. The PNI was the only major secular 
nationalist party. 
Pemuda Sosialis Indonesia or the Indonesian Young Socialists. 
Partai Komunis Indonesia, Indonesian Communist Party, founded 
on May 23, 1920. 
Persatuan Karyawan Tambang Batubara, the Coal-mine Karyawan 
Union. 
Pemerintah Revolusioner Republik Indonesia, Revolutionary 
Government of the Republic of Indonesia, established in 
Bukittinggi in 1958. 
Pemuda Republik Indonesia, Youth of the Indonesian Republic. 
Partai Sosialis Indonesia, Indonesian Socialist Party. A Socialist 
Party was founded shortly after the proclamation of Indonesian 
independence on August 17, 1945. The PSI was formed as a 
separate party in January 1948 after the Socialist Party had fallen 
under communist control. This party was banned in 1960, after its 
involvement in PRRI rebellion. 
Partai Serikat Islam Indonesia, Indonesian Muslim League. 
Traditional performance from Minangkabau. 
Traditional popular dance from West Java. 
Indigenous Convict labourer during the Japanese occupation. 
A Muslim para-military organization, a body close to the Majelis 
Islam Tinggi. 
Serikat Buruh Muslimin Indonesia, Indonesian Muslim Trade 
Union which was affiliated with Nahdhatul Ulama, Islamic 
Muslim Trade Union. 
The Demon League an illegal communist organization in West 
Sumatra. 
The Black League, an illegal communist organization in West 
Sumatra. 
Satuan Pengaman, defence group for civilians. 

Serikat Buruh Tambang Indonesia, the Indonesian Miners' Trade 
Union (186). 
Serikat Buruh Tambang Indonesia, the Indonesian Miners' Trade 
Union which was affiliated to the socialist trade union. 
Serikat Buruh Islam Indonesia; Indonesian Islamic Trade Union, 
affiliated to Masyumi. 
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SBTI-SOBSI 

SIPOM 

SOBSI 

SOKSI 

Sumatera Kogyo 
KK 
Serikat Kaum 
Pekerja 
Sunatan 
STTM 

Tandak 
Tangsi 
Turun Mandi 
Tukang lampu 

TKR 
TNI 
Uang adat 

VBSTOL 

Serikat Buruh Tambang Indonesia or thenlndonesian Miners' 
Trade Union which was affiliated with the communist trade union. 
Sociëteit van het Inheemse Personeel van het Mijnwezen, the 
Indigenous Mining Personnel Club. 
Sentral Organisasi Buruh Seluruh Indonesia, All-Indonesia 
Workers' Central Organization, established on November 29, 
1946. 
Sentral Organisasi Karyawan Indonesia, Central Organization of 
Socialist White Collar Karyawan. 

The Sumatran Mining Association under the Japanese Occupation. 

Labour Union, established in Sawahlunto in 1945 
Circumcision. 
Sekolah Teknik Tambang Menengah, Senior Mining Technical 
School. 
Traditional dance from East Java. 
Barrack for coolies. 
A child's first bath. 
A person who has task to assist an European overseer in 
supervising in the mine. 
Tentera Keamanan Rakyat or People's Security Army. 
Tentera Nasional Indonesia or the Indonesian National Army. 
Customary dues which should be paid to the head of village in 
Minangkabau. 
The Vereeniging Boemipoetra Staatsspoor, Tramwegen, 
Ombilinmijnen, en Landsautomobieldiensten op Sumatra (the 
Association of Indigenous People on Government Railways, 
Tramways, Ombilin Mines, and Automobile Services). 
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SAMENVATTING 

Niet alleen in Indonesië, maar ook in de andere landen van Zuidoost Azië is er weinig 
geschiedkundig studiemateriaal vanuit sociaal politiek perspectief over mijnbouw 
beschikbaar. Dat is reden waarom ik voor bovengenoemde studie gekozen hebt. Mijn 
primaire belangstelling gaat uit naar de sociale politieke aspecten van het arbeidsregime 
in de Ombilin steenkool mijnen, gezien vanuit historisch perspectief met het accent op de 
verwerving van arbeiders, de organisatie van procedures, het effect van de technologische 
ontwikkelingen op de organisatie en de beheersing van arbeid. Daarnaast komen aan de 
orde: sociale verhoudingen, sociale controle onder de verschillende categorieën arbeiders 
and tussen de arbeiders onderling, sociaal politieke verhoudingen tussen formele 
instituten (politieke partijen en vakbonden) en informele organisatie patronen, zoals 
verenigingen. 

Deze studie beslaat een tijdspanne van meer dan een eeuw (1892-1996), een lange 
periode, waarin de dynamiek van de sociale verhoudingen and de sociaal controle van de 
samenleving van de mijnwerkers als gevolg van de veranderingen van de staatscontrole 
sterk naar vorenkomt. Immers, veranderingen op het sociale vlak, de sociale controle van 
het arbeidsregime, het sociaal politieke klimaat van de samenleving in de mijnen (die van 
mijnwerkers and managers) zijn onlosmakelijk verbonden met sociaal politieke en 
economisch breder omvattende verbanden, zowel op het lokale als op het nationale and 
internationale vlak. De schommelingen in de economische ontwikkeling in verband met 
de vraag naar de steenkool, de Depressie, de inflatie en de veranderende staatscontrole 
hebben repercussies op zowel de controle van het management als op de houding van de 
mijnwerkers tav . de managers. Veranderingen in management-contrôle en in de 
politieke houding van de mijnwerkers, in de vorm van de georganiseerde en niet 
georganiseerde verzet of aanpassing, moeten daarom in de context van verandering 
gezien worden. 

Uit de totale periode van onderzoek kunnen tenminste drie tendensen worden 
gedistilleerd: nl. geweld, klasse, en etniciteit. Deze drie elementen vertonen een 
verscheidenheid in ontwikkeling en intensiteit. Nu eens overlappen etniciteit and klasse 
elkaar en dan gaan ze weer uit elkaar, afhankelijk van de achterliggende motieven van de 
actoren en de sociaal politieke druk van de staat. Geweld werd vaak van staatswege 
aangewend als middel voor het opvoeren van de sociale controle, terwijl van de zijde van 
de mijnwerkers geweld in middle was voor het benadrukken van groepssolidariteit en 
groepsverzet. Etniciteit werd in eerste instantie bij gebrek aan een alternatieve gebruikt 
voor het oplossen van conflicten. In een latere phase vormen nieuwe structuren zoals 
politieke partijen, vakbonden en verenigingen een alternatief voor het vormen van groeps 
solidariteit ten koste van etniciteit die dan een neiging vertoonde het klasse te overlappen. 

Deze desertatie bestaat uit negen hoofdstukken. Het eerste hoofdstuk is een 
introductie, een studie over achtergronden van mijn onderwerp en van de essentie van de 
te onderzoeken problematiek. Het tweede hoofdstuk is een inleiding van de beknopte 
geschiedenis van de opening van de Ombilin koolmij nen, met een discussie over-wie 
verantwoorlijk was voor de opening van de mijn; de staat of het particulier initiatief. In 
dit hoofdstuk maakt de lezer kennis met de koolstad Sawahlunto. Het derde en het vierde 
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hoofdstuk bestuderen de vorm van de samenleving in de mijn, de daar heersende sociale 
hiërarchie and de staatscontrole. Deze twee hoofdstukken gaan over de aspecten van het 
transformatie-proces, het arbeidsregime, de werving, de arbeidsorganisatie, en de 
controle van het management en van de staat. Dit hoofdstuk neemt ook de vorm van 
fysiek geweld dat toegepast werd door het management en de staat onder de loupe, 
alsmede het fysieke geweld dat onder de arbeiders zelf heerste. Dit fysieke geweld nam 
af naarmate de controle van het management en van de staat veranderde, en ging over van 
fysiek geweld in de vorm van zweepslagen naar sociale sancties, al naar gelang de 
veranderende samentelling van de mijnwerkers: van contract-, dwang-, vrije, losse naar 
vrije arbeiders. De jaren 1920 en 1930 vormden het begin van de interactie en de 
integratie van de mijn samenleving en de samenleving in de stad. De mijn als 
economische enclave verloor haar vorm en identiteit, voornamelijk vanaf het einde van 
de jaren twintig. 

De controle en het fysieke geweld kwamen weer op tijdens de Japanse bezetting 
en de revolutie jaren (1942-1945,1945-1949), te zamen met klasse conflicten en etnische 
conflicten tussen de arbeiders van Minangkabau en Java. Daarnaast laat hoofdstuk vijf 
ook de groepssolidariteit onder bepaalde etnische groepen en een gevorderde integratie 
van de mijnwerkersgemeenschap in samenleving in en buiten Sawahlunto zien. 

In hoofdstuk VI and VII komt de periode 1950-1965 aan de orde, een periode met 
dramatische veranderingen in de sociale verhoudingen en sociale controle van de 
samenleving in de mijnen. Alternatieve formaties als politieke partijen, vakbonden, en 
verenigingen doorsnijden de sociale hiërarchie in bovengenoemde samenleving en hun 
samenwerkingsverbanden overstijgen plaatselijke grenzen zowel in Sawahlunto, Padang 
als in Jakarta. De samenwerkingsverbanden die tot stand gebracht werden door middel 
van formele and informele organisaties versterkten de groupssolidariteit en sociale 
controle in het produktie klimaat, zowel onder mijnwerkers als ook tussen mijnwerkers 
en managers. De grens tussen arbeidscontrole en politieke controle werd daardoor 
diffuus. Deze periode werd gekenmerkt door lokaal politieke ontwikkelingen en 
invloeden, door het uitbreken van de PRRI opstand in 1958 en door de militaire 
interventie in de mijnwerkers samenleving. 

Etnische en klasse verhoudingen verhardden zich in deze periode. Diverse 
groepen onderscheidden zich in etniciteit en ideologie. Zo raakten Javaanse mijnwerkers 
en opzichters die zich aansloten bij communistische vakbonden en organisaties in conflict 
met Minangkabakausche opzichters en managers die zich aansloten bij socialistische en 
islamitische (PSI en Masyumi)vakbonden en organisaties. Javaanse mijnwerkers en 
opzichters gingen op lokaal en nationaal niveau samenwerkingsverbanden aan met de 
politieke elite van de communistische partij (PKI). Na de militaire interventie van de 
Diponegoro Divisie uit Midden Java werd de positie van de Javaanse mijnwerkers en 
opzichters versterkt. Deze ontwikkeling kwam duidelijk tot uitdrukking tijdens de 
confrontatie van Javaanse mijnwerkers met de Minangkabausche opzichters en managers. 

Na het officiële verbod van de PSI en de Masyumi politieke partijen namen de 
etnische en klasse conflicten nieuwe vormen aan onder de leiden van resp. de 
communistische vakbonden (SBTI-SOBSI) en de daaraan gelieerde massaorganisaties en 
van de socialistische PKTB-SOKSI en de Islamitische Sarbumusi-NU. De arbeiders 
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raakten verwikkeld in de dagelijkse strijd om het bestaan, de strijd om het dagelijkse 
brood en verdere behoeften. Hun situatie was vergelijkbaar met die van contract arbeiders 
in de koloniale tijd. De daaruit voortvloeiende conflicten tussen communistische en niet 
communistische organisaties in de jaren 60 werden hoe langer hoe complexer, mede als 
gevolg van de interventie van linkse en rechtse militaire groeperingen, van de houding 
van Javaanse militaire managers die sympathiseerden met de communistische vakbonden. 
Daardoor raakten de PRRI volgelingen die lid waren geworden van PKTB-SOKSI en 
Sarbumusi in ongenade. 

Dit hoofdstuk laat ook zien dat etniciteit na de val van de PRRI niet bepalend was 
voor de keuze van ideologie voor zowel de Javaanse als de Minangkabause arbeiders. 
Wanneer de eigen bescherming en veiligheid en het dagelijks brood in het geding 
kwamen kozen zowel Javanen als Minangkabauers voor de communistische of voor de 
socialistische partij. 

Hoofdstuk VIII gaat over de periode van de Nieuwe Orde. Dit hoofdstuk vormt 
een epiloog waarin wordt uiteengezet hoe de mijnwerkers onderworpen werden aan de 
controle van de managers, militairen of technocraten. Net zoals in de periode na de 
communistische opstand van 1926-1927, legde het regime van de nieuwe orde zich toe op 
economische groei en politieke stabiliteit en op de depolitisering van het gewone volk. 
Zowel de militaire managers als de technocraten beschouwden de mijnwerkers louter als 
verlengstuk van de produktie die otomatisch het lidmaatschappij van de Golkar partij of 
van de Korpri opgelegd kregen. De sociale verhoudingen en de sociale controle in de 
mijnwerkers samenleving werd nog steeds beheerst door geweld, maar niet langer door 
etnische en klasse conflicten die in deze periode verdrongen werden. Dit was echter niet 
het geval met het steeds opkomende politieke verzet van mijnwerkers tegen de managers, 
en ongeorganiseerd verzet, dat ons herinnert aan de vorm van verzet tijdens de koloniale 
tijd. 

Deze studie toont in eerste instantie aan dat het arbeidsregime en het sociale 
politieke klimaat in de mijnen in een breder context van sociale veranderingen en de staat 
politiek gezien moeten worden. In tweede instantie toont het aan, dat fysiek geweld, 
etniciteit en klasse verschil, die sociale verhoudingen en de sociale controle in de 
samenleving mede bepalen, steeds weer opkomen in verhevigde mate en intensiteit, zoals 
gebleken is uit de recente etnische conflicten in de Indonesische samenleving. Het 
nieuwe kabinet tracht deze vicieuze cirkel van fysiek geweld, etnische en klasse 
conflicten te doorbreken. Echter, zolang de economische problemen niet opgelost zijn, 
zullen deze etnische conflicten ook oneindig blijven. 
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